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 SDPB Quarterly Report 

2nd Quarter 2009 

April – June    

 

Wed, 04/01/2009 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29013   7C ST    PBS   

00:26:46       TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9397H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46 TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Coming Home: Military Families Cope with 

Change       000H  7C ST DVS PBS   00:26:46 

 This special explores the challenges faced by injured 

soldiers and their families. It salutes their courage and 

strength; offers strategies for coping -- encouraging them 

to share their feelings, turn to one another for support and 

use existing support services; helps these families 

recognize that they are not alone in this process; and 

offers the public a glimpse into what military families 

endure.       TVPG    

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Honor Flight   000   CC ST  NETA  00:26:46 

 32 Ohio WWII veterans travel from Columbus to 

Washington D.C. to visit the WWII Memorial. With help 

from Honor Flight, these seniors are given an all-expenses 

paid trip of a lifetime. Veterans share their stories and 

thoughts on this exciting and very emotional journey.  

WOSU TV traveled with Honor Flight on their August 4, 

2007 trip.  Interviews include: Earl Morse, Honor Flight 

founder Susan Barr; Public Affairs/Media Director-Honor 

Flight Bob Dole; U.S. Senator Raymond Stroud; Honor 

Flight participant Eddie Chandler; Honor Flight participant 

Many other veterans and volunteers. TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Jerusalem: Center of the World 000H  7C ST PBS   

01:56:46 

 Jerusalem is arguably one of the most fascinating and 

complicated cities in the world. This program draws on 

religious texts, the science of archaeology and oral 

traditions passed on through millennia to try to determine 

why this small city has occupied the minds of so many for 

so long. Host Ray Suarez of THE NEWSHOUR leads viewers 

to the holiest sites of Judaism, Christianity and Islam - on 

the land, from the sky and underground. 

 TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   May to December      305   CC   The Way You 

Look Tonight BBC   00:29:22 

 Zoe is made to feel inadequate when Simone boasts of 

how domesticated her mother was.  Hilary remains 

infatuated with Anthony while Vera  ponders how to put 

her off the scent.  Next Air 04/04/09 08:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23091   CC ST      KCET  00:26:46 

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose 15068   7C ST  

 

Thu, 04/02/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1128  (R) CC ST       APTEX 00:26:46    

TVRE  Repeat of 04/01/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa  403   CC 

ST  Barcelona and Costa Brava       APT   00:26:46 

 A Mediterranean marvel, Barcelona simmers with 

beautiful beaches, medieval mazes, eye popping art 

and hypnotic architecture. From tapas bars, to surrealist 

art, to Modernist structures, we'll feast on Barcelona's 

delights. Rambles along La Rambla, Gaudi's treasures, a 

neighborhood festival, designer shopping and waterfront 

fun are some of the highlights. For the best in beaches we 

head north to the coves of the Costa Brava. Tips on tapas 

and nightlife. TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report 29014   7C ST      PBS   

00:26:46 TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9398H  7C ST      PBS   

00:56:46 TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call 710   CC       Vaccines & Disease 

Prevention   LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life     1106   CC   South Dakota Champs     

LOCA  00:25:23 

 S.D. Dart Tournament / Walleye Fishing Tournament / 

Unicycle National ChampionshipsDart Tournament.  It is 

the largest of its kind in the country. Why is does SD hold 

the largest tournament? The game of choice in 501. All 

players must be currently sanctioned by the National Dart 

Association and be currently participating in a South 

Dakota Pool & Dart Tournament Corporation approved 

league.The walleye tournament is on Lake Oahe, there 

will be a festival centered around it.Rapid City will host 

the North American Unicycle Championships.  300 of the 

best off-road and on-road unicyclists from Canada and 

the US will be in town competing in various events.       

Next Air 04/03/09 09:30pm 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life      1006   CC    Enriching Lives  LOCA  

00:25:45 

 Podiatrist to the Homeless - Sioux Falls / SDNG Youth 

Leadership Camp - Custer State Park / Elders' Wisdom, 

Children's Song – CusterLaurie  Wernke of Lennox first 

worked as a registered nurse, then as a massage 

therapist.  After working in both fields, she became a 

parish nurse.  The parish nurse profession gave Wernke the 
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opportunity to help people in a holistic manner.  As a 

result, Wernke fulfils several needs for 

 people.  She's received an award from the Sioux Falls 

Homeless Coalition for her work with the Stepping Into 

Good Health, or SIGH, program.  She says she was a shoe-

in for the job and enjoys meeting a variety of people.  

Patients say Wernke provides a service that isn't readily 

available anywhere else.Every year the South Dakota 

National Guard sponsors a youth camp at Camp Bob 

Marshall. There's canoeing, team exercises, social events 

and more.Elders' Wisdom, Children's Song is a program, in 

its third year, designed to teach the youth about their 

elders.  Four elders are selected from the community and 

paired with 3 fourth grade classes and one fifth grade 

class.  Students get to interview their elder during class 

and work together with their teachers and a song writer 

to create a narration and song chronicling and honoring 

their life. It's a history and music project, plus a writing 

exercise too.     Next Air 04/05/09 01:30pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Rosemary and Thyme  209   CC ST    Up The 

Garden Path      APTSY 00:46:20 

 In the village of Rowfield, the Garden Open Day Scheme 

is the highlight of the social calendar. So when Grania 

Monkton, the local scheme organizer, discovers the 

gardens of the main contestants are all afflicted with the 

same blight, she calls in Rosemary and Laura to try and 

save the good name of Rowfield. Events take a darker 

turn when Gloria's rival for village organizer, Donald 

Westward, is found dead and his garden wrecked. All 

fingers point to Barry and Tracey Skinner, the local builder 

and his wife who do not fit in with the rest of the village. 

The Skinners also hope to win the GODS competition with 

the help of the suspicious garden expert, Judd.       TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By    801   CC ST   A Deeply Personal 

Problem       BBC   00:28:37 

 As Judith and Sandy no longer have boyfriends Jean 

wants to think of a way to cheer them up.  She enlists 

Lionel's support.  When Alistair calls round on business 

Jean thinks he has come to help.  

Next Air 04/04/09 07:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News     23092   CC ST    KCET  00:26:46 

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose   15069   7C ST   PBSPL 00:56:46 TVRE    

 

Fri, 04/03/2009 

 

02:15pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Pathways: A History   111   CC   

Blackboards and Computers       LOCA  00:13:08 

 Even since territorial days, citizens of the present state of 

South Dakota have been concerned with the education 

of their children. From the early log cabins that served as 

the first schoolhouses to the present day modern schools 

citizens have always put education first in their list of 

concerns. This episode looks at the history of education  in 

South Dakota and how we have progressed from 

blackboards to computers and what this has meant to 

the growth of the state.. 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report      29015   7C ST   PBS   

00:26:46 TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer       9399H  7C ST    PBS   

00:56:46 TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week 4839   7C ST     PBS   00:26:46  

TVRE       Next Air 04/06/09 12:00am 

 

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS   514Z  7C ST     PBS   00:26:46 

 Thousands of U.S. troops are getting discharged out of 

the army. Many  suffer from post traumatic stress disorders 

and brain injuries, and aren't getting the care they need. 

The Army claims these discharged soldiers have pre-

existing mental illnesses or are guilty of misconduct. But 

health advocates say these are wrongful discharges, a 

way for the army to get rid of "problem" soldiers quickly, 

without  giving them the treatment to which they're 

entitled. NOW covered this issue last summer, and we 

revisit the army's controversial position and follow up with 

affected soldiers we met. As a result of the media  

attention from our report and others, the Department of 

Defense revised its criteria for diagnosing pre-existing 

conditions and, now, fewer soldiers are receiving the 

diagnosis, making more of them  eligible for care. Also on 

the show, we update how the distant Pacific nation of 

Kiribati is dealing with the reality that both their land  and 

culture could disappear from the Earth due to global 

warming.  Kiribati President Anote Tong is now considering 

purchasing land abroad to save his people. He says his 

pleas for international support have largely fallen on deaf 

ears. Experts predict millions of people will become 

climate change refugees in the years to come.      TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal    1251   7C ST     PBS   00:56:46 

 The financial industry brought the economy to its knees, 

but how did they get away with it? With the nation 

wondering how to hold the bankers accountable, Bill 

Moyers sits down with Bill Black, the former senior 

regulator who cracked down on banks during the savings 

and loan crisis of the 1980s. Black offers his analysis of 

what went wrong and his critique of the bailout. And, Bill 

Moyers talks with alternative media heavyweights Glenn 

Greenwald and Amy Goodman about what can and 

can't be addressed in big corporate media. TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market 3431   CC ST    NETA  00:27:46 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life 1106  (R) CC      South Dakota 

Champs     LOCA  00:25:23 
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 S.D. Dart Tournament / Walleye Fishing Tournament / 

Unicycle National ChampionshipsDart Tournament.  It is 

the largest of its kind in the country. Why is does SD hold 

the largest tournament? The game of choice in 501. All 

players must be currently sanctioned by the National Dart 

Association and be currently participating in a South 

Dakota Pool & Dart Tournament Corporation approved 

league.The walleye tournament is on Lake Oahe, there 

will be a festival centered around it.Rapid City will host 

the North American Unicycle Championships.  300 of the 

best off-road and on-road unicyclists from Canada and 

the US will be in town competing in various events.  

repeat of 04/02/09 08:00pm   Next Air 04/04/09 05:30am 

 

09:58pm  

SDPB1   Allo, Allo       205     The Duel BBC   00:31:31 

 Mssr. Alphonse is mortally insulted that Edith would chose 

Rene over him and challenges Rene to a duel with pistols.  

The Colonel helps Rene in his predicament by ordering 

troop maneuvers at the site of the duel. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News 20070   CC ST Our World: The 

Cold Rush KCET  00:23:03 

 Veteran BBC News environmental and science 

correspondent, David Shukman in Alaska discovers that 

the massive melt of arctic ice is opening up new 

opportunities to exploit the natural resources of this 

northern wilderness. But it's also raising fresh tensions over  

international boundaries in the arctic circle.    TVRE   Next 

Air 04/08/09 10:30pm 

 

11:00pm   

SDPB1   Charlie Rose     15070   7C ST     PBSPL 00:56:46 

TVRE    

 

Sat, 04/04/2009 

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland      419   CC ST      APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan learns about fresh seafood at Seattle's 

Pike Place Market. Reporter Jason Shoultz learns about 

efforts to protect the fisheries in Long Island Sound. 

Reporter Yolanda Vazquez meets a Kentucky family who 

left the city behind to start a mushroom farming 

operation. Reporter Jim Finnerty heads for the Lone Star 

State. Texas is America's #1 cotton producer and 

research there is looking to improve how the fiber is used 

in clothing. TVG     

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily   210   CC  DVS Simple Style     NETA  

00:26:46 

 Simple knitwear doesn't have to mean beginner or 

boring! Today on Knitting Daily we'll look at knitwear 

garments with simple details and silhouettes that have 

stunning results. Liz gets started with Deborah Knight and 

an overview of the yarns that give a sophisticated look to 

the simplest designs. On the designer spotlight, New York 

fashion  designer Wenlan Chia talks about transforming 

her runway designs into garments knitters can make at 

home. Next Eunny demonstrates with Shay 

 a lace pattern on a hat, mitten, and scarf ensemble all 

made from a single skein. Then learn from Bonnie Burton 

how one garment can be worn in multiple ways through 

clever design. Last up, Laura Kelly joins Eunny and offers 

her tips for introducing young people to handcrafts. Plus 

her daughter Devon demonstrates one of the best first 

knitting projects for kids and teens. TVG     

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life     1106  (R) CC      South Dakota 

Champs     LOCA  00:25:23 

 S.D. Dart Tournament / Walleye Fishing Tournament / 

Unicycle National ChampionshipsDart Tournament.  It is 

the largest of its kind in the country. Why is does SD hold 

the largest tournament? The game of choice in 501. All 

players must be currently sanctioned by the National Dart 

Association and be currently participating in a South 

Dakota Pool & Dart Tournament Corporation approved 

league.The walleye tournament is on Lake Oahe, there 

will be a festival centered around it.Rapid City will host 

the North American Unicycle Championships.  300 of the 

best off-road and on-road unicyclists from Canada and 

the US will be in town competing in various events. 

  Repeat of 04/03/09 09:30pm   Next Air 04/05/09 01:00pm 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann   2306   CC  

DVS     Jackets and Linings Made Easy   NETA  00:26:46 

 See how garment sewing, cutting, lining and fitting have 

changed with today's technology. Guest Sheri McKillop 

teaches couture tips and when and how to line jackets. 

Learn quality seam finishes, new fitting and pattern 

technology and more.Quick Project: Chenille and Bows 

Shirt.      TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting    801   CC ST 

Garden Window    NETA  00:27:46 

 Marianne and Liz show how to make a simple, stunning 

quilt using large-scale floral prints. Project instructions are 

scheduled for the July/August 2006 issue of Love of 

Quilting magazine. TVG     

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day     2701   CC       Grandmother's 

Flower Garden     KNME  00:26:40 

 Eleanor takes you back to the 1930's as she selects feed 

sack fabric to for a beautiful Egg Money Quilt in two 

layouts. Eleanor starts us  off with Grandmother's Flower 

Garden. You will delight in her quick new methods to 

make this old time favorite as a block or as a stylish purse. 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy  2224   CC ST      My Favorite 

Embroidered Gifts, Wrappings, and Ribb      NETA  00:26:46 

 Give a stunning embroidered gift that's fun and easy to 

create a personalized treasure! Eileen Roche and Nancy 

embroider monogrammed napkins with perfectly placed 

lettering, personalized accessories that are stitched in the 

hoop from start to finish, and placemats adorned with 

timesaving quilted embroidery. Learn new quilting 

techniques on a 
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 small project and transfer the knowledge to larger 

quilted gifts.   TVG     

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Quilting Arts 306   CC  DVS Home Decor      NETA  

00:26:46 

 Turning your art quilts into functional home decor. The first 

design is a table runner by Frieda Anderson. Then it's on 

location with Kelli Perkins and creating stitchable 

transfers. Last up, we create pin woven portraits with 

Carol Ingram and learn how to choose just the right 

photos.      TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop     2106   CC  Garden 

Gate     PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Norm couldn't resist bringing the romantic design of this 

garden gateway back from a visit to a historic New 

England village. This ambitious outdoor project features a 

spindled gateway and is complemented by a pergola 

and a trellis that frames the garden view.  Norm builds this 

outdoor project out of common, pressure-treated pine to 

ensure that it will last through years of sunshine, rain, and 

snow.  In the process, he demonstrates how to join wood 

segments together 

 with splines to form the elegant archway.     TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop  206   CC ST       Easy-To-Build 

Weekend Workbench  NETA  00:27:00 

 The centerpiece of every shop is a workbench. The 

editors of Woodsmith show step-by-step how to build our 

most popular weekend workbench using common 

building materials. Then how to add a vises and bench 

dogs to make is even more useful. TVG     

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   This Old House Hour      721H  7C ST New York City 

Project, Part 5/Water Saving Toilet       PBS   00:56:45 

 At the project house in Brooklyn, homeowner Karen Shen 

shows master carpenter Norm Abram the progress in the 

owner's unit while flooring contractor Neale Rattray 

installs new white oak flooring in the top floor apartment. 

In the new master bathroom, local plumbing contractor 

Randy Gitli shows plumbing and heating contractor 

Richard Trethewey 

 the showerhead combination that includes a master 

showerhead, a handheld showerhead and tub filler. 

Design correspondent Carole Freehauf shows host Kevin 

O'Connor the paint color scheme for the first floor which 

will be monochromatic to let the beautiful woodwork 

take center stage. Local builder Michael Streaman takes 

Norm over to 

 his woodworking shop in Greenpoint to see the progress 

on the custom kitchen and how his crew is replicating 

baseboard profiles using routers instead of expensive 

custom knives. In the backyard, homeowner Kevin 

Costello lends a hand installing the new privacy fence 

that he found at a local home center. In the second half 

of the Hour, on Ask This Old House, Richard helps a 

homeowner install a new "dual flush" water-saving toilet. 

Later, Kevin and landscape contractor Roger Cook head 

outside to install an in-ground sprinkler system that is easy 

for any homeowner to install. TVG     

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Motorweek 2831Z  7C ST SPA Toyota Prius  PBSPL 

00:26:46 

 Energy Smart Road Test: 2010 Toyota Prius Hybrid.Road 

Test: 2009 Porsche 911S.Goss's Garage: Spiff Up Your 

Convertible Top.Over The Edge: A Gathering Of 

Hearses.Long-Term Road Test: Suzuki Equator, BMW   X6. 

TVG     

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Victory Garden      2031   7C  DVS 

 Olives   PBSPL 00:26:46 

Host Roger Swain welcomes special guest, This Old House 

landscape 

contractor Roger Cook, who demonstrates how to 

replant a live 

Christmas tree. In her kitchen, Chef Marian Morash 

recounts her trip to Italy where she learned about the 

wonders of olive oil and how it is processed from experts 

Dun Gifford, Alessandro Vallecchi, and Monica Crini. One 

of the final stops on Marian's Italian adventure was a visit 

to the kitchen of local cook Lorenza di Medici to learn 

what a real Tuscan might make using good olive oil. TVG       

 

03:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated 910   

CC ST  

 Everyone's Favorite Cake APT   00:26:46 

 Fluffy Yellow Layer Cake with Chocolate Frosting - It's 

easy to 

 create a supremely fluffy layer cake with additives, but 

most cakes  made from entirely natural ingredients are 

either unpleasantly dense or too fragile to support layers 

of frosting. Julia Collin Davison makes an old-fashioned 

yellow layer cake and reveals the test kitchen's secrets to 

achieving ethereal texture and tops it with a foolproof 

chocolate frosting with satiny texture and deep 

chocolate flavor.Tasting Lab: Dark Chocolate - With 

dozens of dark chocolate brands to choose from, you 

can spend hours poring over the cacao percentages 

and exotic provenances on the labels. You can pay a lot 

 more, too. Tasting expert Jack Bishop and Christopher 

Kimball meet in the Tasting Lab to determine if spending 

more for "gourmet" chocolates equal better results.Quick 

Tip: How to Test Your Oven Temperature - Host 

Christopher Kimball shares a quick tip for testing oven  

temperature without an oven thermometer. 

 TVG    Next Air 04/25/09 05:00am 

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting   2315   CC   

 Angler's Haven   APTEX 00:25:52 

 Visit a lovely mountain setting with Bob Ross and step into 

a secluded fishing spot just perfect for casting a line. TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories    1402   CC  DVS 

 Digital  NETA  00:26:46 

 Renee Pearson is first with "bling for your blog" or creative 

ways to personalize your blog. Then, it's more doodling 
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with Julie Fei-Fen Balzer featuring paisley. Last up, it's a 

birthday mini album with Cindy Tobey. TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Classic Gospel 409   CC ST  

 South African Homecoming NETA  00:56:46 

 Bill and Gloria Gaither and the Homecoming Friends host 

a live concert event in Johannesburg, South Africa. This 

unique musical celebration features time-honored gospel 

favorites blended with a taste of South African culture. 

 TVG     

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1130  (R) CC   

 Roses    OETA  00:57:45 

 The band and singers open this show and set the theme 

with "Everything's Coming Up Roses." Ken Delo sings "Red 

Roses for a Blue Lady," and Guy & Ralna take us down 

that "Primrose Lane." Dick Dale, Gail Farrell and the group 

are asking for "One Dozen Roses."Guest: Ralna English 

  Repeat of 03/29/09 07:00pm    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians  304   

CC   

 APTSY 00:26:37 

 Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal 

Canadian Orchestra band leader, Al Pierson, GUY 

LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS III 

 features archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 

performances. Pierson, an accomplished musician, 

composer, arranger, vocalist and bandleader, is 

dedicated to the distinctive style that made the Guy 

 Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and 

imitated big bands of all time. The wraparounds offer 

anecdotes and factual tidbits about the band as well as 

the music. TVG     

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       801  (R) CC ST  

 A Deeply Personal Problem       BBC   00:28:37 

 As Judith and Sandy no longer have boyfriends Jean 

wants to think of a way to cheer them up.  She enlists 

Lionel's support.  When Alistair calls round on business 

Jean thinks he has come to help.  Repeat of 04/02/09 

10:00pm   Next Air 04/05/09 01:30am 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 502   CC   

 The Mayor's Fancy Dress Ball    BBC   00:29:04 

 Hyacinth is concerned that her invitation to the Mayor's 

fancy dress ball hasn't yet dropped though her letter box. 

Richard is even more concerned that Hyacinth intends 

him to attend costumed as Louis XIV in 

 silk trousers.      Next Air 04/05/09 02:00am 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   May to December       305  (R) CC   

 The Way You Look Tonight BBC   00:29:22 

 Zoe is made to feel inadequate when Simone boasts of 

how domesticated her mother was.  Hilary remains 

infatuated with Anthony while Vera ponders how to put 

her off the scent.  Repeat of 04/01/09 10:00pm   Next Air 

04/05/09 02:30am 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1601      

 How to Clean Your Pipes  BBC   00:28:45 

 Foggy gets Compo and Clegg to improve their physical 

fitness by taking part in an assault course. 

      Next Air 04/05/09 03:00am 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       202   CC   

 Celebrity Vicar  BBC   00:28:59 

 Geraldine finds herself in glare of publicity when articles 

appear in the press about Dibley's female Vicar. When 

Geraldine is asked to be Terry Wogan's guest on BBC 

Radio 2's Pause For Thought, she is suddenly in the exalted 

position of being more famous than Sister Wendy. But 

fame carries a price and will Geraldine, with her dark 

 glasses and mulberry Filofax, alienate her parishioners. 

      Next Air 04/05/09 03:30am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Soundstage    1604   CC ST  

 B.B. King       PBS   00:56:46 

 The man needs no introduction. Truly the reigning king of 

blues, over the last 60 years B.B. King has developed one 

of the world's most identifiable guitar styles and has 

influenced thousands of musicians. Known for integrating 

precise and complex string bends with left hand vibrato, 

King has a uniquely regal and velvety tone making every 

note count. With trademark Gibson "Lucille" settled on his 

lap, B.B. King presents a set filled with staggering guitar 

jams on hits like "The Thrill Is Gone" and "One Kind Favor." 

In between songs, King's characteristic affable persona 

shines through as he introduces the band he's always 

toured with and shares stories from his life. Throughout the 

show special guests Terrence Howard, Solange, and 

 guitarist Richie Sambora stop by to jam and pay tribute 

to this renowned blues master. Don't miss legend B.B. King 

in his element on this episode of Soundstage! 

 TVPG   Next Air 04/05/09 04:00am 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits    3306H  7C ST  

 The Arcade Fire  PBSPL 00:56:46 

 Canadian indie rock marvel Arcade Fire brings its 

powerful artistic melodrama to the AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 

stage in celebration of its acclaimed second album, The 

Neon Bible. TVPG    

 

Sun, 04/05/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  713  (R) CC ST DVS 

 Peru & Amazon    APT   00:56:05 

 Bradley Cooper travels the path of the Incas, heading 

from Cuzco to Ollyantaytambo, site of their last great 

battle. Next he treks to glacial Ausangate Mountain 

where he takes part in the exuberant celebration of the 

Qollyur'riti Festival. Now we're off to the Amazon, where 

Eils Nevitt travels from Manaus by boat to Anavilhanas 

Island. Along the way she fishes for the deadly black 
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piranha, hunts for spiders and tastes a coconut maggot. 

Back in Manaus, Eils attends an initiation ritual with the 

Satare Maue tribe. She sails the Amazon to test her jungle 

survival skills and glimpses a new species of dwarf 

monkey. TVG      Repeat of 04/04/09 10:00pm   Next Air 

04/05/09 04:00am 

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Taste of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher 102   CC 

ST  

 Illinois NETA  00:26:46 

 Illinois is home to the largest city in the Midwest, Chicago. 

Dan Kaercher, editor in chief of Midwest Living Magazine 

explores Taste of Chicago, an eleven day festival that 

includes food, concerts and fireworks. The eclectic city of 

Chicago is also home to authentic soul food at Army and 

Lou's and Swedish breakfast delights at Ann Sather's. 

 Dan ventures out of the big city to a food landmark in 

Wilmington. The Launching Pad Drive-In is one of the 

remaining restaurants from the days of Route 66. Join Dan 

for this trip to Illinois where new and innovative tastes mix 

with tradition and culture.Taste of Chicago- Chicago 

Warsaw Inn-McHenry Army & Lou's-Chicago Ann Sather's-

Chicago Ina's-Chicago North Pond-Chicago Launching 

Pad-Wilmington McDonald's- Chicago. TVG     

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       801  (R) CC ST  

 A Deeply Personal Problem       BBC   00:28:37 

 As Judith and Sandy no longer have boyfriends Jean 

wants to think of a way to cheer them up.  She enlists 

Lionel's support.  When Alistair calls round on business 

Jean thinks he has come to help.  Repeat of 04/04/09 

07:30pm    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 502  (R) CC   

 The Mayor's Fancy Dress Ball    BBC   00:29:04 

 Hyacinth is concerned that her invitation to the Mayor's 

fancy dress ball hasn't yet dropped though her letter box. 

Richard is even more concerned that Hyacinth intends 

him to attend costumed as Louis XIV in silk trousers. 

  Repeat of 04/04/09 08:00pm    

 

02:30am  

SDPB1   May to December       305  (R) CC   

 The Way You Look Tonight BBC   00:29:22 

 Zoe is made to feel inadequate when Simone boasts of 

how domesticated her mother was.  Hilary remains 

infatuated with Anthony while Vera ponders how to put 

her off the scent.  Repeat of 04/04/09 08:30pm    

 

03:00am  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1601  (R)    

 How to Clean Your Pipes  BBC   00:28:45 

 Foggy gets Compo and Clegg to improve their physical 

fitness by taking part in an assault course. 

  Repeat of 04/04/09 09:00pm    

 

03:30am  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       202  (R) CC   

 Celebrity Vicar  BBC   00:28:59 

 Geraldine finds herself in glare of publicity when articles 

appear in the press about Dibley's female Vicar. When 

Geraldine is asked to be Terry Wogan's guest on BBC 

Radio 2's Pause For Thought, she is suddenly in the exalted 

position of being more famous than Sister Wendy. But 

fame carries a price and will Geraldine, with her dark 

 glasses and mulberry Filofax, alienate her parishioners. 

  Repeat of 04/04/09 09:30pm    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   Soundstage    1604  (R) CC ST  

 B.B. King       PBS   00:56:46 

 The man needs no introduction. Truly the reigning king of 

blues, over the last 60 years B.B. King has developed one 

of the world's most identifiable guitar styles and has 

influenced thousands of musicians. Known for integrating 

precise and complex string bends with left hand 

 vibrato, King has a uniquely regal and velvety tone 

making every note count. With trademark Gibson "Lucille" 

settled on his lap, B.B. King presents a set filled with 

staggering guitar jams on hits like "The Thrill Is Gone" and 

"One Kind Favor." In between songs, King's characteristic 

affable persona shines through as he introduces the 

 band he's always toured with and shares stories from his 

life. Throughout the show special guests Terrence Howard, 

Solange, and guitarist Richie Sambora stop by to jam and 

pay tribute to this renowned blues master. Don't miss 

legend B.B. King in his element on this episode of 

Soundstage! TVPG     Repeat of 04/04/09 10:00pm    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1105  (R) CC   

 Making A Better Life    LOCA  00:23:10 

 Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 

 CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a 

non-profit organization that utilizes trained horses, 

instructors, and volunteers, working within the framework 

of a coordinated team of professions, to carry out its 

primary mission of providing a comprehensive equine 

 therapy program for children, teens, and adults with 

disabilities and/ or special needs and disadvantaged 

children, regardless of race or creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & 

Blues Society sponsors an education program where they 

bring in profession musicians and take them to schools to 

teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-renowned 

 opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 

designed a opera program geared at pre-school age 

kids.  Repeat of 03/27/09 09:30pm   Next Air 04/25/09 

05:30am 

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   127   CC ST 

DVS 

 No Place Like Home      APTEX 00:27:42 

 Find new life for old window screens by making trendy 

accessories. Donna transforms cardboard boxes into 

marble mazes, uses corn meal in vegetarian polenta 

lasagna and creates unique candle holders with foil 

 cooking trays and wire. TVG     

 

06:00am  

SDPB1   Mama Mirabelle's Home Movies   116   CC ST  
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 Why Zebras Can't Fly/Super Duper Savanna Animals 

PBSPL 00:28:46 

 Why Zebras Can't Fly - Karla and her friend, a Perrigrine 

Falcon named Perry, are playing, and Karla begins to 

envy her impressive flight skills. She wants to fly -- spurring 

Mama to show several films about what animals do -- 

and do not -- fly.Super Duper Savannah Animals - Bo, 

Karla and Max are playing their favorite pretend game -- 

 Savannah Superheros! -- and they're on the lookout for 

new members to add to the team. When a Rhino Beetle 

named Ron shows up, they quickly learn that although 

being the biggest or the strongest or the fastest is 

impressive, even the smallest of us can be powerful. 

 TVY     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange      512  (R) CC ST  

 APTEX 00:26:46 

 This week on Foreign Exchange: Conservation looks 

different through the eyes of people who live with wild 

animals. Witness the revolution that's turning poachers 

into preservationists. Then? see how daring companies 

forge opportunity from this sagging economy. And, what 

will happen to prisoners at Guantanamo? Don't miss 

Foreign Exchange: where America meets the world. 

  Repeat of 04/05/09 03:30am   Next Air 04/06/09 06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group     2714   CC     APT   00:27:30 

 TVRE   Next Air 04/05/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One     2444   CC APT   

00:27:30 

 TVG    Next Air 04/08/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Closer to Truth       308   CC ST  

 Is Consciousness Fundamental?   EPS   00:26:46 

 Is our mental life a random accident, solely the product 

or byproduct of physical brain? Or is there something 

deeply special about conscious awareness that may 

reveal a hidden reality? TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   Native Report  402H  7C ST DVS 

 WDSE  00:26:46 

 On this edition of Native Report we travel to Phoenix, 

Arizona to hear the topics being discussed at the 

National Congress of American Indians and learn how 

Indian nations are working together to make a 

difference. We talk about water rights and why they are 

so critical for sovereign Native nations in this part of the 

country. And we visit Phoenix's internationally renowned 

Heard Museum. We also hear from the elders and learn 

something new about Indian Country on this Native 

 Report. TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1106  (R) CC   

 South Dakota Champs     LOCA  00:25:23 

 S.D. Dart Tournament / Walleye Fishing Tournament / 

Unicycle National  ChampionshipsDart Tournament.  It is 

the largest of its kind in the country. Why is does SD hold 

the largest tournament? The game of choice in 501. All 

players must be currently sanctioned by the National Dart 

Association and be currently participating in a South 

Dakota Pool & Dart Tournament Corporation approved 

league.The walleye 

 tournament is on Lake Oahe, there will be a festival 

centered around it.Rapid City will host the North 

American Unicycle Championships.  300 of the best off-

road and on-road unicyclists from Canada and the US 

will be in town competing in various events.  Repeat of 

04/04/09 05:30am   Next Air 04/12/09 05:00am 

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1006  (R) CC   

 Enriching Lives  LOCA  00:25:45 

 Podiatrist to the Homeless - Sioux Falls / SDNG Youth 

Leadership Camp - Custer State Park / Elders' Wisdom, 

Children's Song - CusterLaurie Wernke of Lennox first 

worked as a registered nurse, then as a massage 

 therapist.  After working in both fields, she became a 

parish nurse. The parish nurse profession gave Wernke the 

opportunity to help people in a holistic manner.  As a 

result, Wernke fulfils several needs for people.  She's 

received an award from the Sioux Falls Homeless 

 Coalition for her work with the Stepping Into Good 

Health, or SIGH, program.  She says she was a shoe-in for 

the job and enjoys meeting a variety of people.  Patients 

say Wernke provides a service that isn't readily available 

anywhere else.Every year the South Dakota National 

 Guard sponsors a youth camp at Camp Bob Marshall. 

There's canoeing, team exercises, social events and 

more.Elders' Wisdom, Children's Song is a program, in its 

third year, designed to teach the youth about their 

elders.  Four elders are selected from the community and 

paired with 3 fourth grade classes and one fifth grade 

class.  Students get to interview their elder during class 

and work together with their teachers and a song writer 

to create a narration and song chronicling and honoring 

their life. It's a history and music project, plus a writing 

exercise too.      Repeat of 04/02/09 08:30pm    

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3607H (R) 7C ST DVS 

 Last Extinction  PBS   00:56:39 

 What killed the mastodons? Thirteen thousand years ago, 

these tusked beasts disappeared from North America, 

along with some 35 genera of oversized mammals, 

including woolly mammoths, saber-tooth cats and even 

camels. For four decades, debate has raged over the 

cause of this extinction. In LAST EXTINCTION, NOVA 

presents an exclusive investigation of a startling and 

controversial new hypothesis which suggests that a 

cosmic collision could be the culprit. If a comet exploded 

in the upper atmosphere over the Great Lakes, the blast 

would have vaporized everything within a 100-mile radius. 

From coast to coast, wildfires would have raged and 

turned forests into cinder. Now, at more than two dozen 

sites across the continent, a multidisciplinary team finds 

evidence that just such a fire once ravaged North 

America. But other scholars argue that ancient hunters 

armed with a distinctive, lethal stone weapon -- the 

Clovis spear point -- drove the giant beasts into oblivion. 
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Still others believe the unstable climate at the end of the 

Ice Age was responsible. Now the dramatic new 

evidence of a cosmic explosion suggests a third possibility 

-- that mammoths and mastodons already stressed out 

by human "overkill" and climate change may have 

received a fiery coup-de-grace as devastation swept 

across 

 the continent.       TVPG     Repeat of 03/31/09 08:00pm    

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Out of Faith   000Z  7C ST DVS 

 PBS   00:56:26 

 This documentary follows three generations of a family 

torn apart by conflicts over interfaith marriage. The 

family's matriarch, Leah Welbel, and her husband, Eliezer, 

both survived nearly three years in Auschwitz. In their 

minds, their grandchildren's marrying non-Jews represents 

a posthumous victory for Hitler. 

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Farmers' Almanac TV    211   CC ST  

 Finding Alternatives, Low Country Catch, Earthboun      

APTEX 00:26:46  A life long journey led inventor Charlie 

MacArthur to a new heating system affectionately called 

the TWERP, that has to be seen to be believed. Do you 

know the difference between a white and brown shrimp? 

We're aboard ship with a Low Country Shrimp Farmer who 

teaches us the difference along with the tricks of the 

trade. The most successful organic farm in the country is 

Earthbound Farm. We tour the farm and meet the people 

behind its success TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Heartland    402   CC ST  

 APTEX 00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan visits a California walnut grower turning 

shells into power for the farm. Reporter Jason Shoultz visits 

a Minnesota plant that generates electricity from poultry 

litter. Reporter Hena Cuevas takes us to a North Carolina 

using soybeans to make furniture foam from soybeans. 

Reporter Ron Hyde meets two California dairymen who 

 have a new approach to selling cheese. TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    510   CC ST  

 Copenhagen      APTEX 00:26:46 

 Denmark's capital is the most fun-loving in Scandinavia. 

As we get to know Copenhagen, we'll discover reminders 

of its Viking history and symbols of its proudly 

independent ways today. We'll stroll through Europe's first 

great pedestrian zone, ogle crown jewels in the palace 

 and take a bike ride through a famous hippie squatter 

community, finishing at Copenhagen's full-time carnival, 

Tivoli Gardens. TVG    Next Air 04/29/09 12:30am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nature Adventures     105   CC   

 Landscapes of South Dakota      IND   00:26:46 

 In this episode we travel around the state of South 

Dakota and show the many diverse landscapes found 

within its borders, how they were formed, and how they 

impact our lifestyles and ecosystem. From the Black Hills 

to the Palisades, around every corner we find something 

new to explore! This episode showcases the splendor and 

beautiful scenery in our own backyards. 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1310H  7C ST  

 Chattanooga, Tn - Hour One      PBS   00:55:14 

 Reenactors fire a mid-19th-century cannon at the 

Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park to 

punctuate a discussion of collecting antique cannon. 

Discoveries include an 1826 Tennessee hunting horn; a 

Regency cellarette once owned by poet Lord Byron; and 

 an heirloom necklace whose centerpiece is a five carat 

diamond, valued at $250,000. TVG     

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1131   CC   

 Musical Memories OETA  00:57:45 

 The group opens this show with "Talk to the Animals," 

Norma Zimmer sings "I Get Along Without You," and the 

Lennon Sisters ask "Where Are the Words." Myron Floren 

and the Band are featured on "Papa Won't You Dance," 

and Joe Feeney feels "There is No Tomorrow."Guest: Kathy 

 Lennon  Next Air 04/11/09 06:00pm 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nature       2610H  7C ST  

 Frogs: The Thin Green Line      PBS   00:56:46 

 It is the greatest mass extinction since the dinosaurs. 

Population by population, species by species, 

amphibians are vanishing off the face of the Earth. 

Despite international alarm and scientists scrambling 

 for answers, the steady hemorrhaging of amphibians 

continues like a leaky faucet that cannot be fixed or a 

wound that will not heal. Large- scale die-offs of frogs 

around the world have prompted scientists to take 

desperate measures to try to save those they can. TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic   3910H  7C ST DVS 

 Little Dorrit - Part Two PBS   01:22:29 

 Romance and heartbreak are in the air as John Chivery 

(Russell Tovey) proposes to Amy, Arthur vies for the hand 

of Pet Meagles (Georgia King) , and Fanny Dorrit (Emma 

Pierson) leads on playboy Edmund Sparkler (Sebastian 

Armesto), stepson of financier Mr. Merdle (Anton Lesser). 

 TVPG    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   Horses of Proud Spirit 000   CC ST  

 PBSPL 00:26:46 

 This an Emmy Award-winning documentary portrays the 

life of a husband and wife team who are paramedics by 

trade, horse rescuers by passion. Melanie and Jim Bowles 

are dedicating their lives to horses who arrive at their 

sanctuary with broken hearts and broken souls --animals 

whose previous existence consisted of whips, chains and 

a heavy hand. At Proud Spirit Sanctuary, the horses, 

mules and donkeys are finally given a chance at peace 

on earth.  TVG     

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  801   CC ST DVS 

 The Balkans     APT   00:56:47 
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 Zay Harding begins his travels in Kosovo, where he 

dances with a local Albanian band and visits 

Gazimestan, the site of a 500 year-old battle but which is 

currently patrolled by UN troops since the Serbian 

withdrawal. He moves on to Serbia where he participates 

in a moustache competition, backpacks by barge 

through Belgrade and enjoys the Guca Trumpet festival 

with the Roma gypsies. Next it's on to Bosnia Herzegovina 

where Zay explores the capital city of Sarajevo and the 

mountain villages of Lukomir and Mostar. His last stop is 

Montenegro and an exciting log-raft trip down the Tara 

River Canyon, the deepest in Europe.   TVG    Next Air 

04/12/09 12:00am 

 

Mon, 04/06/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week 4839  (R) 7C ST      PBS   00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/03/09 07:00pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week       113094   CC ST    

KCET  00:26:46   TVRE    

 

02:15pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Pathways: A History    112   CC   

 Maps and Borders LOCA  00:14:00 

 Even before the white man entered the upper mid-west 

region of the United States, borders have marked the 

various territories of the people living in the region. With 

the advancement of the white culture those borders 

have become less fluid. Even so, the borders of South 

 Dakota have changed with the times. This episode looks 

at how borders have affected our growth as a state and 

influenced how we live... 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report      29016   7C ST    PBS   

00:26:46     TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer   9400H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46 TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1311#  7C ST  

 Chattanooga, Tn - Hour Two      PBS   00:55:44 

 Chattanooga, Tennessee's AT&T Field - home of the 

Chattanooga Lookouts baseball team - is the backdrop 

for ANTIQUES ROADSHOW's look at collecting minor 

league baseball memorabilia. Appraisal highlights: 

 a 19th-century military over-the-shoulder saxophone; an 

heirloom Confederate soldier's sword; and a collection of 

movie marketing memorabilia from the 1920s to the 

1980s, valued at $10,000 to $15,000. TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Annie Oakley: American Experience    1812+  7C 

ST DVS 

 Annie Oakley     PBS   00:56:19 

 In 1926, just a few months before her death, Will Rogers 

described Annie Oakley as "the greatest woman rifle shot 

the world has ever produced." As the star attraction of 

Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show, she thrilled audiences 

around the world with her daring shooting feats, and her 

act helped fuel turn-of-the-century nostalgia for the 

vanished, mythical world of the American West. Over 

time she became an American legend -- the loud, brassy, 

cocksure shooter celebrated in the musical "Annie Get 

Your Gun." But that legend had little to do with the real 

 Annie Oakley. Although famous as a Western 

sharpshooter, Oakley lived her entire life east of the 

Mississippi. A champion in a man's sport, she forever 

changed ideas about the abilities of women, yet she 

 opposed female suffrage. Her fame and fortune came 

from her skill with guns, yet she was a Quaker. This probing 

AMERICAN EXPERIENCE production examines the 

dramatic life of a uniquely American icon whose 

complex character manifested many of the paradoxes 

of the nation. TVG     

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   House of Life: The Old Jewish Cemetery In Prague   

000   7C ST  PBS   00:56:22 

 This documentary tells the story of The Old Jewish 

Cemetery in Prague, the site of layer upon layer of buried 

members of the once-vibrant Jewish community of the 

Ghetto. Two thirds of a million people from all over the 

world now visit the cemetery each year and "House of 

 Life" chronicles its history, which is rich in lore, mysticism, 

 tradition and philosophy. Tales of great rabbis and 

philanthropists and the story of the giant golem, created 

from clay to protect the Jewish people, are narrated by 

Claire Bloom. The 12,000 stones on the surface of The Old 

Jewish Cemetery may be covering as many as 100,000 

 members of Prague's historic Jewish community. Under 

the German occupation in World War II, the cemetery 

was the only place where Jewish children were allowed 

to play. Later, under the communists, lovers met there for 

trysts. Today the neighborhood that was formerly the 

Ghetto is quite fashionable. The cemetery serves, as does 

the film, as a reminder of the indomitable spirit of a 

people compelled to honor their past and preserve the 

lessons of history.  TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show 204   CC ST  

 Father and Son Banquet   EPS   00:23:34 

 Women can bear children; Men can't." Special Guest 

Graham Greene. Red 

 & Harold need fathers for the banquet. On Handyman 

Corner, Red makes a girl's bedroom suite out of recycled 

tires. Bill's Adventure centers on a tire swing. Edgar 

Montrose demonstrates the use of dynamite for home 

renovations.  TVG     

 

10:24pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer       914   CC   April 6 - 12    WPBT  

00:05:00 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News     23096   CC ST      KCET  00:26:46      

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  
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SDPB1   Charlie Rose     15071   7C ST      PBSPL 00:56:46       

TVRE    

 

Tue, 04/07/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus     1131  (R) CC ST  APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/06/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions       810  (R) CC   

 Immigrating to America, II      APTEX 00:25:03 

 Every person who lives in the United States is an 

immigrant or the descendant of someone who 

immigrated here. In some cases they were travelers 

looking for a place where they would be free to practice 

 their traditions. In every case they were looking for a 

better life. Social tensions were always part of the 

immigrant experience. Burt explores how immigration has 

created social difficulties and also produced a new 

vitality. This program will show how immigration has 

 transformed American society and culture and 

demonstrated that diversity, as well as unity, and is a 

source of our national strength. TVG      Repeat of 

03/25/09 02:30am    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report   29017   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46   TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer       9401H  7C ST    PBS   

00:56:46 TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Last Child: The Global Race to End Polio   000   

CC ST     APT   00:6:46 

 THE LAST CHILD: THE GLOBAL RACE TO END POLIO is a 

behind-the-scenes exploration of the global campaign to 

eradicate the dreaded childhood disease that continues 

to cripple and kill. From the frontlines in Nigeria and India 

to Haiti and elsewhere, the polio eradication campaign is 

the largest non-military, global enterprise ever 

 undertaken. Even though the campaign has achieved 

remarkable progress, governments, organizations, health 

workers and volunteers face major obstacles in defeating 

the virus completely. THE LAST CHILD also captures the 

human face of a devastating disease and looks at the 

 larger implications of this massive endeavor.  TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3608H  7C ST DVS 

 Doctors' Diaries - Part 1       PBS   00:56:05 

 This is the last installment in the groundbreaking NOVA 

series that began in 1987 and followed seven students 

starting out at Harvard Medical School. Over the last two 

decades, NOVA has documented these individuals' trials 

and tribulations as they struggled to become doctors and 

has continued to check in on the progress of their edical 

 careers. From divorces, to death, dealing with patients 

and balancing time at work and at home, NOVA's 

cameras were there to follow each major milestone in 

these doctors' lives. Candid, in-depth interviews have 

given viewers a real sense of what each person has to 

deal with day in and day out since they made the 

decision to practice medicine. Now, we return one last 

time to get an update on the remaining six (one switched 

careers) and see what kind of doctors --and people -- 

 they have become. TVPG Next Air 04/12/09 02:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Frontline     2711H  7C ST DVS 

 Black Money     PBS   00:56:46 

 FRONTLINE investigative correspondent Lowell Bergman 

examines the shadowy world of international bribery. The 

story reveals how multi- national companies create slush 

funds, set up front companies and make secret 

payments, all to get billions in business. But these 

practices are facing a new international crackdown, led 

by prosecutors at the U. S. Department of Justice and 

allies abroad. At the center of this is a controversial, 

ongoing investigation into the British-based multi- national 

BAE Systems and allegations about billion dollar bribes. 

 TVRE    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   To The Manor Born     206      

 Vive Le Sport  00:29:46 

 Audrey puts her back out in gathering firewood.  Richard 

is most attentive to her needs, even offering her a ski 

holiday should she recover in time.  His confidence in his 

own skiing, however, is shaken with a practice mishap. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News       23097   CC ST      KCET  

00:26:46       TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Independent Lens     1018H  7C ST  

 Milking The Rhino       PBS   00:56:46 

 This program examines the deepening conflict between 

humans and animals in an ever-shrinking world. Exploring 

wildlife preservation from the perspective of people who 

live with wild animals, the film provides intimate portraits 

of rural Africans at the forefront of community- based 

conservation -- a revolution that is turning poachers 

 into preservationists and local people into the stewards 

of their land. TVPG    

 

Wed, 04/08/2009 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report       29018   7C ST       PBS   

00:26:46       TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9402H  7C ST    PBS   

00:56:46 TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Jean-Michel Cousteau: Ocean Adventures 303#  

7C ST  

 Sea Ghosts      PBS   00:56:46 

 There are places on this planet where its a marvel that 

anything survives. In the cold Arctic waters of the far 

north, the sea is alive with sound. The canaries of the sea 
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are singing. They're beluga whales, named from the 

Russian word for "white ones." They're an evolutionary 

 surprise - a warm-blooded mammal in a numbingly cold 

sea. Resembling curious ghosts, these intelligent 

mammals use one of the most complex sonars of any 

animal. In this episode, Jean-Michel Cousteau travels 

 with his son and daughter, Fabien and Celine, and team 

to the high Arctic to discover why some beluga groups 

are thriving and others are disappearing. The revelation is 

the clear connection between human activity and the 

belugas' future. The surprise is that what is occurring with 

belugas may foreshadow similar health concerns for 

 people. The inspiration is that with knowledge comes 

change and Jean- Michel Cousteau and team find 

reason for hope embodied in this intriguing, little known 

and elusive white whale.      TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   American Masters     2109#  7C ST  

 Glass: A Portrait of Philip In Twelve Parts     PBS   01:56:46 

 Filmmaker Scott Hicks - director of the 1996 award 

winning feature film Shine and more recently No 

Reservations, for which Philip Glass wrote the score - 

documents an eventful, but apparently typical, year 

 in the career and personal life of the distinguished 

composer as he interacts with family, friends and 

colleagues. Romping with his young children on the Nova 

Scotia coastline, cooking pizza and deconstructing 

philosophy in the farmhouse kitchen, creating new works 

 in his cluttered Baltimore studio or collaborating with 

Chuck Close, Ravi Shankar and Woody Allen, this film 

follows Glass across three continents - from his annual ride 

on the Coney Island "Cyclone" in Brooklyn to the world 

premiere of his new opera in Germany and in 

performance with a didgeridoo virtuoso in Australia. It is a 

very intimate, often verite, portrait of artistic sensibility and 

pursuits. TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   May to December       306   CC   

 Feelings BBC   00:29:12 

 Hilary tries matchmaking Vera with her Uncle Mike until 

she discovers that Vera already has a male companion.  

Alec becomes quite concerned when he learns that 

Jamie has a lump on this throat which will require an 

operation.   Next Air 04/11/09 08:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News      20070  (R) CC ST  

 Our World: The Cold Rush KCET  00:23:03 

 Veteran BBC News environmental and science 

correspondent, David Shukman in Alaska discovers that 

the massive melt of arctic ice is opening up new 

opportunities to exploit the natural resources of this 

 northern wilderness. But it's also raising fresh tensions over 

 international boundaries in the arctic circle. TVRE     

Repeat of 04/03/09 10:30pm   Next Air 04/13/09 10:30pm 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose     15073   7C ST      PBSPL 00:56:46       

TVRE    

 

Thu, 04/09/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus     1133  (R) CC ST APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/08/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa  404   CC 

ST  

 Madrid   APT   00:26:46 

 The Spanish capital Madrid welcomes us with grand 

plazas and sparkling fountains. First stop is the Prado, one 

of Europe's great museums and home to Goya, El Greco 

and Velazquez. We tour El Palacio Real, the seat the 

Spanish empire, and the Monasterio de las Descalzas 

 Reales, a fascinating hoard of art treasures hidden away 

in the center of the city. After dark we sway to the 

rhythms of Flamenco dancers and lose ourselves in 

Madrid's pulsating nightlife. Then we day-trip to the 

imperial city of Toledo to roam the twisting streets and 

narrow alleyways of this historic center. Tips on traditional 

food and jewelry.  TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report  29019   7C ST      PBS   

00:26:46   TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9403H  7C ST      PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call    711   CC   Children's Health Issues    

LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1411   CC     Legislative 

Review     

   LOCA  00:56:04   Next Air 04/12/09 01:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Doc Martin     301   CC ST  

 On The Edge - Part 1    APTSY 00:44:29 

 Having failed to restart his relationship with Louisa 

Glasson, Martin is forced out of the picture with the arrival 

of her dad, Terry Glasson. Terry has hatched a scheme 

with a colleague, Jonathan Crozier, to smuggle in some 

explosives which they want to use to help them in a 

 robbery. Terry decides to back out of the smuggling, and 

things get even worse for Doc Martin. As he finds himself 

held hostage, along with Louisa, by a paranoid 

Jonathan, as he attempts to force Terry to carry out their 

plan.  TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       802   CC ST  

 Animal Magnetism BBC   00:29:00 

 Lionel finds a dog.  Jean, Judith and Sandy want to keep 

him, but Lionel insists they should trace the real owner.  

Sandy meets her ex- boyfriend Harry (a policeman) who 

later turns up with the dog's real owner.   Next Air 

04/11/09 07:29pm 

 

10:30pm  
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SDPB1   BBC World News     23099   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46      

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose      15074   7C ST       PBSPL 00:56:46       

TVRE    

 

Fri, 04/10/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus 1134  (R) CC ST    APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/09/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse    104   CC ST       EPS   

00:27:49 

 The artful dances of performance horses - from 

Lipizzaners to Cutting horses - requires amazing 

hindquarter control.      TVG     

 

02:15pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Pathways: A History    113   CC   

 Big Towns and Little Towns      LOCA  00:13:06 

 What makes a town grow? What makes a town shrink? 

Why do some towns form by rivers and others out on the 

prairie? This episode looks at what has made towns like 

Sioux Falls and Rapid City growth continuously and why 

some towns like Detroit SD dissappear. It examines the 

economics of city growth and rural decline throughout 

our state's history. 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29020   7C ST  

 Get Your Finances Ready for Retirement  PBS   00:26:46 

 This special program wrapping up NBR's year-long 

Retirement series takes on financial issues facing persons 

who have just retired. In light of the damage inflicted on 

retiree portfolios by the Stock Market's downturn, the 

program will begin by asking the question: Are stocks too 

risky for retirees? This will be debated by two experts 

 with opposite views on the issue. TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9404H  7C ST   PBS   

00:56:46     TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week 4840   7C ST       PBS   00:26:46 

 TVRE   Next Air 04/13/09 12:00am 

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS    515Z  7C ST      PBS   00:26:46 

 Americans are addicted to coal - it powers half of all our 

 electricity, and is both plentiful and cheap. In fact, some 

call America the "Saudi Arabia of Coal." But are we 

paying too high an environmental price for all this cheap 

energy? With carbon emissions caps high on the Obama 

Administration's agenda, coal is in the crosshairs of the 

energy debate. On NOW Senior Correspondent Maria 

 Hinojosa travels to Wyoming to take a hard look at the 

coal industry and its case that it can produce "clean 

coal" -- coal that can be burned without releasing 

carbon into the atmosphere. President Obama 

 has been outspoken in his support for "clean coal 

technology," but some say the whole concept is not 

much more than a public relations campaign. As part of 

the report, Hinojosa talks with Wyoming Governor 

 Dave Freudenthal and Jeff Goodell, the author of "Big 

Coal," who says that carbon dioxide emissions generated 

from coal contribute to global warming. Can America's 

cheapest and most plentiful energy resource be 

 produced without burning the environment? Next on 

NOW.     TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal 1252   7C ST  PBS   00:56:46 

 Assassinated on Good Friday as the Civil War was 

coming to a close, Abraham Lincoln was transformed 

from man to martyr and myth. A special performance 

edition of Bill Moyers Journal on April 10th, celebrates 

 Lincoln's profound legacy in his bicentennial year. 

Acclaimed actor Sam Waterston and historian Harold 

Holzer share poetry and prose by great American writers 

as different as Frederick Douglas, Walt Whitman, Allen 

Ginsburg, Langston Hughes and Herman Melville. 

Responding to the 

 arc of ideas, language and history in this performance 

piece, Moyers says, "Lincoln changes as we hear these 

words, and so does the country. TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market    3432   CC ST   NETA  00:27:46 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1101  (R) CC   

 Interesting People      LOCA  00:25:07 

 Elton Rokusek / Vi Colombe: The Quilting Phenom / 

Sabers' SpecialtiesElton, who is the Register of Deeds for 

Tyndall, has overcome great adversity in his life due to a 

large facial deformity he received at birth. Elton tells a 

fascinating story of overcoming the cruelty of children - 

and adults. He has written an autobiography and shares 

his inspiring story with us.Vi Colombe was born at the 

 Klamath Indian Agency in Oregon. Vi has lived on the 

Rosebud Reservation for the last 40 years. She offers a 

wonderful story about discovering talents later in life. Vi 

only starting quilting 8 years ago, and discovered an 

incredible talent for the art. She makes quilts that have 

been purchased by notables such as Ken Burns.The 

Sabers family of Mitchell started their own motorcycle or 

"Choppers" business in 2005 and has had considerable 

success. They have won awards at national shows and 

their bike, "SODAK Special" won the coveted title 

 of "Sturgis Bike of the Year" for 2007. Their bike will be the 

only bike in the world authorized to use the 2007 logo on 

it. The bike is almost entirely made of South Dakota-made 

parts.  Repeat of 03/21/09 05:30am    

 

09:58pm  

SDPB1   Allo, Allo     206      

 Herr Flick's Revenge    BBC   00:31:31 

 The Colonel and Captain are imprisoned by Herr Flick 

who wants to learn the whereabouts of the real painting.  

Rene and company sew together a balloon from knickers 

they have been stealing all around Nouvion, that balloon 

to take the British airmen away. 
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10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News 23100   CC ST KCET  00:26:46      

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose 15075   7C ST PBSPL 00:56:46      TVRE    

 

Sat, 04/11/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus 1135  (R) CC ST    APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/10/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland     420   CC ST      APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan travels to Colorado to learn about 

livestock. Reporter Sarah Gardner is in Oregon where a 

seafood company uses a unique approach to insuring 

that the catch is fresh. Jason Shoultz travels to 

 Wisconsin. It may be "America's Dairyland" but lots of 

consumers are also enjoying Wisconsin wine! Reporter 

Rob Stewart heads for Washington where apple growers 

look to provide consumers with the "pick of the crop." 

 TVG     

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily             211   

CC  DVS 

 Knits Around The World   NETA  00:26:46 

 Today on Knitting Daily we're on a worldwide tour of the 

fiber arts, as we take a closer look at the origins and 

traditions of knitting techniques from East to West, and 

talk with one designer who finds inspiration from ethnic 

textiles. Liz gets started with Deborah Knight and an 

overview of yarns and their origins, and which regions of 

the world are known for their fibers. Then in our designer 

spotlight on location, Marianne Isager shows off her 

knitwear inspired by African, Inkan, and Japanese textiles, 

and demonstrates the Nordic neverkont or basketweave 

knitting. Then it's a how-to lesson with historian and 

 designer Nancy Bush, who demonstrates her Estonian 

lace shawl and traditional Estonian knitting techniques to 

Eunny. Last up is the "you asked it," and Kim demonstrates 

Tunisian Crochet. TVG     

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1103  (R) CC   

 S.D. Craftsman   LOCA  00:22:50 

 Michael Dresch - Guitar Maker / Michael Hill - Potter / 

Kevin Pourier - Buffalo Horn ArtistMichael Dresch is an 

Electric Guitar Maker in Sioux Falls.  Michael is a guitar 

aficionado who is now hand making custom electric 

guitars. He designs guitars to the client?s specifications.  

He carves the guitars and assembles all the hardware 

 himself.  He does both flat and carved top 

guitars.Michael Hill, currently from Volin, SD, creates a 

wide variety of functional pottery from salad bowls to 

unique vases.Kevin Pourier has been shaping jewelry, 

spoons, etc from buffalo horns since 1992.  He received a 

 scholarship to study at the National Museum of the 

American Indian in Washington and spent time on the 

east coast researching buffalo horn artifacts.      Repeat 

of 03/22/09 05:00am   Next Air 05/01/09 09:30pm 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann       2307   CC  

DVS 

 Poppies and Pinwheels Quilt     NETA  00:26:46 

 Guest Cindy Casciato demonstrates planning and 

cutting your quilt and teaches applique and three 

dimensional patchwork techniques for easy piecing and 

quilting.Quick Project: Serger Crochet Edge.      TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting      802   CC ST  

 Fabric Valentines       NETA  00:27:46 

 Learn how to make romantic fabric valentines, complete 

with printed,  heartfelt sentiments, embellished details, 

and a fabric envelope. Instructions for Be Mine are in the 

January/February 2006 issue of Love of Quilting 

magazine. TVG     

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day       2702   CC   

 Road to California      KNME  00:26:40 

 Pack up your belongings and take a journey with Eleanor 

across the dust bowl to the promise of California. Her 

flying geese technique is so quick and easy, you will be 

soaring through this pattern. Eleanor shares a hand made 

cross-stitched quilt made for her by her Aunt Ann. 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy    2225   CC ST  

 Cuddly Critters Fleece Accessories      NETA  00:26:46 

 Create adorable fleece scarves, hats, and mittens with 

embellishments your child will love. Nancy and guest 

Donna Fenske share ideas for sewing high loft fleece and 

embellishing scarves, hats, and mittens to create 

whimsical cuddly critters. Keep your child warm with 

these darling fleece accessories the bunny, cow, 

dinosaur, giraffe, kitty, or puppy variations can be 

completed in a snap. TVG     

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Quilting Arts  307   CC  DVS 

 Technology      NETA  00:26:46 

 The latest digital tools for contemporary quilting. Melanie 

Testa is our first guest with a demonstration of a "machine 

drawn line" to add additional layers to your machine 

quilted surface. Then Jeannie Sumrall-Ajero is back on the 

computer with 3D ornaments from your printer. Last up it's 

Andrea Bishop and how to design a quilt using software. 

See how easy it is to plan designs, find secondary 

patterns 

 and add borders, all on your computer. TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop   2107   7C   

 Serving Trays    PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Norm takes viewers in to his favorite antique haunt on the 

quaint New England island of Nantucket where he 

discovers two distinctive wooden trays. Deeming them 

"the perfect weekend woodworking projects," Norm 
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 crafts the more primitive fruit tray out of recycled pine, 

and, for the first time on The New Yankee Workshop, 

introduces the craft of metalsmithing when he fashions 

the cherry tray's hardware out of brass. TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop 207   CC ST  

 Router Table Techniques  NETA  00:27:00 

 A router table is one of the most important tools in the 

shop. It all begins with accessories for the fence and 

adding a micro-adjuster. Then the editors show how to 

use three common router bits to make 17 profiles, and 

how to make tenon and groove joinery on the router 

table. TVG     

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   This Old House Hour    722H  7C ST  

 New York City Project, Part 6/Heating & Cooling Sy      PBS   

00:56:09 

 At the project house in Brooklyn, host Kevin O'Connor 

arrives to find local builder Michael Streaman and stair 

fabricator Stephen Dijanic installing the vintage spiral 

stairs that the homeowners bought online. The new 

plaster medallion is installed in the parlor and design 

 correspondent Carole Freehauf reveals the design 

choices for the two rental apartments. Homeowner Kevin 

Costello lays down click-together linoleum floor tiles in 

one unit while cabinet installer Oliver Earl deals with 

concealing ductwork over his cabinetry in the other unit. 

 Finish carpenter Mario Quintuna shows master carpenter 

Norm Abram how he is rehabilitating the original five 

panel interior doors by patching holes, cleaning up 

edges and replacing panels. In the second half of the 

Hour, on Ask This Old House, plumbing and heating expert 

Richard Trethewey makes a House call to California to 

help a homeowner install a new type of "zoning" 

controller for her forced-air heating and cooling system. 

Later, general contractor Tom Silva helps a homeowner 

re-grout the tile floor in her master bathroom. TVG     

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Motorweek     2832Z  7C ST SPA 

 Honda Civic     PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Energy Smart Road Test: 2009 Honda Civic.Road Test: 

2009 Chevrolet Traverse.Goss's Garage: Issues With 

Cats.FYI: Getting Vets Back Behind The Wheel.Car Keys 

First Impressions: Kia Soul. TVG     

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Victory Garden       2229   7C  DVS 

 Cote D' Azur     PBSPL 00:26:46 

 International garden correspondent Adrian Bloom takes 

a trip to St. Jean, Cap-Ferrat, France, and tours the 

extensive gardens on the Mediterranean including the 

Villa Ephrussi de Rothschild. Chef Marian Morash explores 

the vegetable markets of Nice with local chef, Jean 

 Claude Guillon of the Grand-Hotel du Cap-Ferrat, who 

later prepares a Soup Au Pistou for Marian. TVG     

 

03:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated 911   

CC ST  

 Resurrecting The Roast Beef Dinner      APT   00:26:46 

 Inexpensive Roast Beef - After roasting, cheap cuts of 

beef often turn out tough and dried-out. Host Christopher 

Kimball provides tips on buying a roast and Julia Collin 

Davison uncovers the secrets to turning an inexpensive 

cut into a tender, rosy, beefy-tasting roast worthy of 

Sunday dinner.Mashed Potatoes with Root Vegetables - 

Julia Collin Davison proves that root vegetables like 

carrots, parsnips, turnips and celery root can add earthy 

and intriguing flavors to mashed potatoes. She also shows 

host Christopher Kimball the test kitchen's foolproof 

method to getting the flavor and consistency right. 

 Equipment Corner: Meat Probe Thermometers - Relying 

on time estimates to tell when a roast is done is a recipe 

for disaster. Adam Ried takes Christopher Kimball through 

the test kitchen's testing of meat probe thermometers 

and reveals why this kitchen gadget is essential to 

 achieving perfectly cooked meat every time.Science 

Desk: The Science of Salting Beef - Odd Todd and the test 

kitchen Science Expert, Guy Crosby, uncover the science 

behind salting meat and how it differs from brining. TVG     

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting   2316   CC   

 A Warm Winter    APTEX 00:25:49 

 Travel with Bob Ross and discover the beauty of a lonely 

cabin, fresh fallen snow and warm, wonderful skies. TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories    1403   CC  DVS 

 One Theme       NETA  00:26:46 

 Julie Stephani is first with three one theme albums. Then, 

it's doodling on shrink plastic with Julie Fei-Fan Balzer. Next 

Lisa Singer has a photo collage project for home decor. 

And last, Ellen Marden creates a unique digital mini 

album. TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Classic Gospel 410   CC ST  

 Love Can Turn The World  NETA  00:56:46 

 The Gaither Homecoming tour travels to Johannesburg, 

South Africa in this unique musical celebration. This even 

features a power-packed evening of great gospel music 

by the Gaither Vocal Band, Gloria Gaither and the 

Homecoming Friends. TVG     

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1131  (R) CC   

 Musical Memories OETA  00:57:45 

 The group opens this show with "Talk to the Animals," 

Norma Zimmer sings "I Get Along Without You," and the 

Lennon Sisters ask "Where Are the Words." Myron Floren 

and the Band are featured on "Papa Won't You 

 Dance," and Joe Feeney feels "There is No 

Tomorrow."Guest: Kathy Lennon Repeat of 04/05/09 

07:00pm    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians  305   

CC   

 APTSY 00:26:36 

 Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal 

Canadian Orchestra band leader, Al Pierson, GUY 

LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS III features 
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archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 

performances. Pierson, an accomplished musician, 

composer, arranger, vocalist and bandleader, is 

dedicated to the distinctive style that made the Guy 

 Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and 

imitated big bands of all time. The wraparounds offer 

anecdotes and factual tidbits about the band as well as 

the music. TVG     

 

07:29pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       802  (R) CC ST  

 Animal Magnetism BBC   00:29:00 

 Lionel finds a dog.  Jean, Judith and Sandy want to keep 

him, but Lionel insists they should trace the real owner.  

Sandy meets her ex- boyfriend Harry (a policeman) who 

later turns up with the dog's real owner. Repeat of 

04/09/09 10:00pm   Next Air 04/12/09 01:30am 

 

07:59pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 503   CC   

 Hyacinth Is Alarmed     BBC   00:29:18 

 Hyacinth is in a sunny disposition, which mystifies Richard. 

The real horror of his situation dawns on him when he 

realizes that he has forgotten their anniversary and that 

Hyacinth is beaming in anticipation of a gift which he has 

not bought her.      Next Air 04/12/09 02:00am 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   May to December       306  (R) CC   

 Feelings BBC   00:29:12 

 Hilary tries matchmaking Vera with her Uncle Mike until 

she discovers that Vera already has a male companion.  

Alec becomes quite concerned when he learns that 

Jamie has a lump on this throat which will require an 

operation.   Repeat of 04/08/09 10:00pm   Next Air 

04/12/09 02:30am 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1602      

 Where There's Smoke, There's A Barbecue  BBC   00:28:53 

 There's Barbecue: After purchasing a barbecue from 

Auntie Wainwright, the trio find the gas valve is just a little 

too powerful. Next Air 04/12/09 03:00am 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       203   CC   

 Love and Marriage       BBC   00:29:18 

 Geraldine prepares Alice and Hugo's wedding day - 

there's Alice's dress to discuss, a best man to sort out, and 

a bachelorette party to be had! Just when everything 

seems fine, Alice reveals a hitch that might just be the 

biggest hitch in the history of hitches. And Geraldine's 

fallen hopelessly in love - but will her affections be 

reciprocated.    Next Air 04/12/09 03:30am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum   610   CC   

 East of Westreville     LOCA  00:57:20 

      Next Air 04/12/09 04:00am 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits    3303H  7C ST  

 Femi Kuti       PBSPL 00:56:46 

 Nigerian bandleader/political activist Femi Kuti brings his 

multi- layered, socially conscious Afrobeat to the AUSTIN 

CITY LIMITS stage for a groove-laden, celebratory 

performance.  TVPG-L  

 

Sun, 04/12/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  801  (R) CC ST DVS 

 The Balkans     APT   00:56:47 

 Zay Harding begins his travels in Kosovo, where he 

dances with a local Albanian band and visits 

Gazimestan, the site of a 500 year-old battle but which is 

currently patrolled by UN troops since the Serbian 

withdrawal. He moves on to Serbia where he participates 

in a oustache 

 competition, backpacks by barge through Belgrade and 

enjoys the Guca Trumpet festival with the Roma gypsies. 

Next it's on to Bosnia Herzegovina where Zay explores the 

capital city of Sarajevo and the mountain villages of 

Lukomir and Mostar. His last stop is Montenegro and an 

exciting log-raft trip down the Tara River Canyon, the 

deepest in Europe. TVG      Repeat of 04/05/09 11:00pm    

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Taste of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher 103   CC 

ST  Wisconsin       NETA  00:26:46 

 Join Dan Kaercher, editor in chief of Midwest Living 

Magazine on his journey through Wisconsin. This trip 

includes everything from L'Etoile, a popular Madison 

dining spot, to the Mustard Museum which showcases 

 over 4000 varieties of mustard. Dan samples one of the 

states most well known products at the Cedar Grove 

cheese factory. Wisconsin is also home to traditional 

supper clubs like Schwarz's in Saint Anna, a family run 

establishment known for its famous steaks. Join Dan on his 

 journey through the beautiful Wisconsin landscape and 

see all it has to offer.L'Etoile-Madison; Hinchley Dairy 

Farm-Cambridge; Cedar Grove Cheese, Inc.-Plain; 

Joseph Huber Brewing Company, Inc.-Monroe; Miesfeld's 

Market-Sheboygan; Mustard Museum-Mount Horeb; 

Norske Nook- Osseo; Rutabaga Farm-Cumberland; 

Schwarz's Supper Club-Saint Anna; The Old Feed Mill-

Mazomanie; Quivey's Grove-Madison; Beerntsen's 

Confectionary-Manitowoc. TVG     

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       802  (R) CC ST  

 Animal Magnetism BBC   00:29:00 

 Lionel finds a dog.  Jean, Judith and Sandy want to keep 

him, but Lionel insists they should trace the real owner.  

Sandy meets her ex- boyfriend Harry (a policeman) who 

later turns up with the dog's real owner.  Repeat of 

04/11/09 07:29pm    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 503  (R) CC   

 Hyacinth Is Alarmed     BBC   00:29:18 

 Hyacinth is in a sunny disposition, which mystifies Richard. 

The real horror of his situation dawns on him when he 

realizes that he has forgotten their anniversary and that 

Hyacinth is beaming in anticipation of a gift which he has 

not bought her.  Repeat of 04/11/09 07:59pm    
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02:30am  

SDPB1   May to December       306  (R) CC   

 Feelings BBC   00:29:12 

 Hilary tries matchmaking Vera with her Uncle Mike until 

she discovers that Vera already has a male companion.  

Alec becomes quite concerned when he learns that 

Jamie has a lump on this throat which will require an 

operation.      Repeat of 04/11/09 08:30pm    

 

03:00am  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1602  (R)    

 Where There's Smoke, There's A Barbecue  BBC   00:28:53 

 There's Barbecue: After purchasing a barbecue from 

Auntie Wainwright, the trio find the gas valve is just a little 

too powerful.  Repeat of 04/11/09 09:00pm    

 

03:30am  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       203  (R) CC   

 Love and Marriage       BBC   00:29:18 

 Geraldine prepares Alice and Hugo's wedding day - 

there's Alice's dress to discuss, a best man to sort out, and 

a bachelorette party to be had! Just when everything 

seems fine, Alice reveals a hitch that might just be the 

biggest hitch in the history of hitches. And 

 Geraldine's fallen hopelessly in love - but will her 

affections be reciprocated.  Repeat of 04/11/09 09:30pm    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum   610  (R) CC   

 East of Westreville     LOCA  00:57:20 

  Repeat of 04/11/09 10:00pm    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1106  (R) CC   

 South Dakota Champs     LOCA  00:25:23 

 S.D. Dart Tournament / Walleye Fishing Tournament / 

Unicycle National ChampionshipsDart Tournament.  It is 

the largest of its kind in the country. Why is does SD hold 

the largest tournament? The game of choice in 501. All 

players must be currently sanctioned by the National Dart 

Association and be currently participating in a South 

 Dakota Pool & Dart Tournament Corporation approved 

league.The walleye tournament is on Lake Oahe, there 

will be a festival centered around it.Rapid City will host 

the North American Unicycle Championships.  300 

 of the best off-road and on-road unicyclists from 

Canada and the US will be in town competing in various 

events. 

  Repeat of 04/05/09 01:00pm   Next Air 04/12/09 10:30pm 

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   128   CC ST 

DVS 

 Practice Makes Perfect   APTEX 00:27:44 

 Build a cactus, a tree and even a cool playhouse with 

cardboard boxes. Put new twists on the traditional snack 

of popcorn. Donna constructs a colorful and zany 

indoor/outdoor miniature golf course with recycled 

 cartons and cans. TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange      513  (R) CC ST  

 APTEX 00:26:46 

 This week on Foreign Exchange: Journalists in the Arab 

world face daunting obstacles. Gender barriers make the 

job even harder. Arab women as journalists. Then, how 

the simple act of planting trees leads to a Nobel Peace 

Prize. And, can the U-S and Russia defuse nuclear 

weaponry around the world? Don't miss Foreign 

Exchange: where America meets the world. Repeat of 

04/12/09 03:30am   Next Air 04/13/09 06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group    2715   CC      APT   00:27:30 

 TVRE   Next Air 04/12/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One  2445   CC       

APT   00:27:30 

 TVG    Next Air 04/15/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Closer to Truth       309   CC ST  

 Is There A Final Theory of Everything?  EPS   00:26:46 

 It is the Holy Grail of physics: All the particles and forces 

of nature unified and explained by equations so simple 

that you can print them on your tee shirt. Are we getting 

there? TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   Native Report  403H  7C ST DVS 

 WDSE  00:26:46 

 This week on Native Report, we'll celebrate twenty years 

of Milwaukee's Indian Summer Festival. We'll learn about 

the Great Lakes Intertribal Council which exists to support 

tribal sovereignty and self determination. And we'll visit 

the beautiful Indian Community School of Milwaukee to 

learn how they approach educating children from many 

nations. We also talk to the elders and learn something 

new about Indian Country on this Native Report. TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus   1411  (R) CC  Legislative 

Review   LOCA  00:56:04 

  Repeat of 04/09/09 08:00pm    

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3608H (R) 7C ST DVS 

 Doctors' Diaries - Part 1       PBS   00:56:05 

 This is the last installment in the groundbreaking NOVA 

series that began in 1987 and followed seven students 

starting out at Harvard Medical School. Over the last two 

decades, NOVA has documented these individuals' trials 

and tribulations as they struggled to become doctors and 

has continued to check in on the progress of their 

medical careers. From divorces, to death, dealing with 

patients and balancing time at work and at home, 

NOVA's cameras were there to follow each major 

milestone in these doctors' lives. Candid, in-depth 

interviews have given viewers a real sense of what each 

person has to deal with day in and day out since they 

made the decision to practice medicine. Now, we return 

one last time to get an update on the remaining six 
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 (one switched careers) and see what kind of doctors --

and people -- they have become. TVPG     Repeat of 

04/07/09 08:00pm    

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Appalachia: A History of Mountains and People 

101H  7C ST  

 Time and Terrain PBS   00:56:46 

 The first hour of this series about the deep and surprising 

history of Appalachia explores the region's unique mosaic 

of plant, animal and early human life. As Pulitzer Prize-

winning scientist E.O. Wilson notes, "A history of a region 

includes not just the people, but the creatures and the 

living environment." Geology is destiny. The Appalachian 

Mountains hold their treasure of mineral and timber 

wealth because they were born of a primeval ocean. 

Early North Americans settled here because giant 

mammals gave them vast food supplies. Over thousands 

of years, they formed highly sophisticated cultures, until 

15 40 when Hernando de Soto ruined them in his violent, 

single-minded hunt for gold. The tribes that remained 

after de Soto's brutal swath adopted the gun as their 

chief technology. England, Spain and France would 

court these skilled hunters and warriors as allies in the 

early 

 struggle to dominate America. Academy Award-winning 

actress Sissy Spacek narrates. TVPG    

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Farmers' Almanac TV    212   CC ST  

 From The Milk to the Cheese, Found Art, Clam Dig APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Watch as cows are milked at The Strauss Family Dairy 

and then follow the milk to the Cowgirl Creamery where 

it's turned into some of the best cheese in the world. 

Waste turns into wonder in artist, Wally Warren's hands. His 

sculptures made from found objects show us that 

everything from cigarette lighters to computer parts can 

become reusable. In order to keep clamming a viable 

way of life, Walter Ward started a clam co-op and his 

friend Bobby Anderson shows us his secret clam digs and 

shares a treasured family recipe. TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Heartland    403   CC ST  

 APTEX 00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan learns about vet programs to treat horses 

at the University of California, Davis. Reporter Yolanda 

Vazquez meets a Massachusetts veterinarian to examine 

the shortage of large animal vets in the United States. 

Roswell, New Mexico is known for UFO sightings, but it 

adds "Sheep Capital of America" to its fame. And 

Reporter Jason Shoultz finds that Florida farmers benefit 

from bees and a special kind of honey. TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    511   CC ST  

 Denmark: Beyond Copenhagen      APTEX 00:26:46 

 Using Copenhagen as a spring board, we'll visit the very 

best of Denmark. Aarhus welcomes us with its ruddy 

affluence, charming open air museum and eerily well-

preserved ancient bog man. Roskilde impresses visitors 

with its royal burial church and the best Viking ship 

museum anywhere. And the delightfully quaint Isle of 

Aero beckons a bike ride among thatched cottages, 

"snooping mirrors", and cobbled alleyways that reminds 

us of the world of Hans Christian Andersen. TVG    Next Air 

05/06/09 12:30am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nature Adventures     106   CC   

 Snakes of South Dakota   IND   00:26:46 

 In this episode, we visit the backyard of Reptile Gardens, 

where we attempt to find snakes the old fashioned way! 

Todd, along with Terry Phillip, curator or Reptiles at Reptile 

Gardens, go on a venture to find a Yellow Bellied Racer, 

while Terri sits under a tree watching, and makes a critter 

friend of her own.  We also visit the Outdoor Campus in 

Sioux Falls where we discover a Fox Snake. We encounter 

a prairie rattlesnake in the Badlands, and find a rarely 

seen Western Hognose Snake on a gravel road in Harding 

County, SD. 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1311H  7C ST  

 Chattanooga, Tn - Hour Two      PBS   00:55:14 

 Chattanooga, Tennessee's AT&T Field - home of the 

Chattanooga 

 Lookouts baseball team - is the backdrop for ANTIQUES 

ROADSHOW's look at collecting minor league baseball 

memorabilia. Appraisal highlights: a 19th-century military 

over-the-shoulder saxophone; an heirloom Confederate 

soldier's sword; and a collection of movie marketing 

 memorabilia from the 1920s to the 1980s, valued at 

$10,000 to $15,000. TVG     

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1129   CC   

 Easter   OETA  00:57:45 

 Join our singers and dancers for the "Easter Parade," and 

Sandi Griffiths and Sally Flynn as they hop along on the 

"Peter Cotton Trail. " Bob Ralston plays the beautiful 

"Sunrise Serenade" and Myron Floren has a special 

number for this Easter Show..."The Lost Cord."Guest: Jo 

 Ann Castle 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nature       2408Z  7C ST DVS 

 Andes: The Dragon's Back PBS   00:53:21 

 When this great spine-like mountain range rose from the 

sea, it created a new continent and a bridge that joined 

North and South America, allowing flora and fauna from 

each to mix and diversify. Today, the Andes continue to 

grow and evolve and are home to a rich tapestry of 

environments, including the largest ice field outside the 

 poles, a desert where penguins nest and vertical mile-

high geysers where flamingos huddle for warmth. TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic   3911H  7C ST DVS 

 Little Dorrit - Part Three      PBS   01:20:44 

 The villainous Rigaud (Andy Serkis) begins an extortion 

scheme against Mrs. Clennam, while Flintwitch (Alun 

Armstrong) observes knowingly. Pancks (Eddie Marsan) 

uncovers information that frees Mr. Dorrit from the 

Marshalsea. The Dorrits, including Amy, leave for a 
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 life of upper-class idleness in Italy. TVPG    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1106  (R) CC   

 South Dakota Champs     LOCA  00:25:23 

 S.D. Dart Tournament / Walleye Fishing Tournament / 

Unicycle National ChampionshipsDart Tournament.  It is 

the largest of its kind in the country. Why is does SD hold 

the largest tournament? The game of choice in 501. All 

players must be currently sanctioned by the National Dart 

Association and be currently participating in a South 

 Dakota Pool & Dart Tournament Corporation approved 

league.The walleye tournament is on Lake Oahe, there 

will be a festival centered around it.Rapid City will host 

the North American Unicycle Championships.  300 

 of the best off-road and on-road unicyclists from 

Canada and the US will be in town competing in various 

events. 

  Repeat of 04/12/09 05:00am   Next Air 05/02/09 05:30am 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  802   CC ST DVS 

 Utah & Colorado  APT   00:57:08 

 Holly Morris kicks off her trip in Denver, where she visits the 

U.S. Mint and enjoys the city's many outdoor pursuits. Next 

she hikes the Mesa Trail, joins an archaeological research 

trip at Crow Canyon and delves into the history of the 

region's ancestral Pueblans. Holly travels to Utah, home to 

numerous ski resorts, the Great Salt Lake and a plethora 

of breathtaking national parks - including Arches, Zion 

and Bryce Canyon. TVG   Next Air 04/19/09 12:00am 

 

 

Mon, 04/13/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week    4840  (R) 7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/10/09 07:00pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week    113101   CC ST    

KCET  00:26:46      TVRE   

Repeat of 04/10/09 02:00pm    

 

02:15pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Pathways: A History    114   CC   

 Playing Games    LOCA  00:13:07 

 Sports have always played a role in the lives of human 

beings. This was true of the early native americans who 

lived in this region and it was true of our earliest settlers. 

This program explores the role of sports, both professional 

and amature, in our state's history. For a rural state South 

Dakota has produced a number of world-class athletes. 

 This episode of Dakota Pathways takes a look at the ins 

and outs of a wide variety of sports in South Dakota.. 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report   29021   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9405H  7C ST   PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1312#  7C ST  

 Chattanooga, Tn - Hour Three    PBS   00:55:45 

 A stroll across Chattanooga, Tennessee's Walnut Street 

bridge - one of the longest pedestrian bridges in the 

world - introduces ANTIQUES ROADSHOW's discussion of 

carved wooden folk-art walking canes. Appraisal 

highlights: an heirloom 18th-century Chippendale tall 

chest; a unique piece of presidential memorabilia: an "8-

ball" presented to Harry Truman in 1948 by the Los 

Angeles Press Club; and a pristine Lionel train set, circa 

1930, valued at $2,500 to $3,000.      TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   We Shall Remain: American Experience  2105#  

7C ST DVS 

 After The Mayflower     PBS   01:24:01 

 In March of 1621, in what is now southeastern 

Massachusetts, Massasoit (actor Marcos Akiaten, 

Chiricauha Apache), the leading sachem of the 

Wampanoag, sat down to negotiate with a ragged 

group of English colonists. Hungry, dirty and sick, the pale-

skinned foreigners were struggling to stay alive; they were 

in desperate need of Native help. Massasoit faced 

problems of his own. His people had lately been 

 ravaged by unexplained sickness, leaving them 

vulnerable to the rival Narragansett to the west. The 

Wampanoag sachem calculated that a tactical alliance 

with the foreigners would provide a way to protect 

 his people and hold his enemies at bay. He agreed to 

give the English the help they needed. A half-century 

later, as a brutal war flared between the English colonists 

and a confederation of New England Indians, the 

wisdom of Massasoit's diplomatic gamble seemed less 

clear. 

 Five decades of English immigration, mistreatment, lethal 

epidemics and widespread environmental degradation 

had brought the Indians and their way of life to the brink 

of disaster. Led by Metacom, Massasoit's son (actor 

Annowon Weeden, Mashpee Wampanoag), the 

 Wampanoag and their Native allies fought back against 

the English, nearly pushing them into the sea. TVPG    

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Seasoned with Spirit   101   CC ST  

 Gulf Coast Originals    PBSPL 00:26:46 

 More than 6,000 years before the Acadian French 

(today's Cajuns) arrived in Louisiana, there were native 

peoples living and fishing in Louisiana's bayou country. A 

historical tour of this Gulf Coast region provides a lesson 

about native influences on Cajun cooking. Loretta 

 cooks sassafras shrimp gumbo and spicy alligator sauce 

piquant. TVG     

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show 205   CC ST  

 The New Doctor   EPS   00:23:36 

 Women pursue good health; Men pursue good doctors." 

Local Tastee Freeze is converted into Possum Lake 

Medical Clinic. On Handyman Corner, Red makes a golf 
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cart from a bicycle and plastic pipe. Adventures With Bill 

features a Bar-B-Q. TVG     

 

10:24pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer       915   CC      April 13 - 19 WPBT  

00:05:00 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News      20070  (R) CC ST  

 Our World: The Cold Rush KCET  00:23:03 

 Veteran BBC News environmental and science 

correspondent, David Shukman in Alaska discovers that 

the massive melt of arctic ice is opening up new 

opportunities to exploit the natural resources of this 

 northern wilderness. But it's also raising fresh tensions over 

 international boundaries in the arctic circle. TVRE     

Repeat of 04/08/09 10:30pm    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose       15076   7C ST     PBSPL 00:56:46 

TVRE    

 

Tue, 04/14/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus  1136  (R) CC ST  APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/13/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions       901  (R) CC   

 Tulip Time Cruise       APTEX 00:27:31 

 During the last few years river cruising in Europe has 

become a major tourist attraction. This program is about 

a cruise called Tulip Time. It starts in Amsterdam, a city 

filled with art, architecture and places to shop. Next stop 

is Schoonhaven, famous for its silver jewelry. Then 

Dordrecht to discover how windmills really work, and 

 Antwerp, which is the world epicenter for diamonds. We 

also visit Brussels for great food and beer. TVG     Repeat 

of 03/27/09 02:30am    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29022   7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer   9406H  7C ST    PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   400 Years of the Telescope   000H  7C ST DVS       

PBS   00:56:46 

 This program takes viewers on a sweeping journey from 

1609, when Galileo revealed mankind's place in the 

galaxy, to today's quests to discover new worlds in the 

infinite universe. Narrated by NOVA's Neil deGrasse Tyson, 

the program goes on an adventure through the heavens 

 and around the globe, visiting the world's leading 

astronomers, cosmologists and observatories, providing 

viewers with a survey of possible astronomical discoveries 

waiting for mankind.     TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3609H  7C ST DVS 

 Doctors' Diaries - Part 2       PBS   00:56:17 

 This is the last installment in the groundbreaking NOVA 

series that began in 1987 and followed seven students 

starting out at Harvard Medical School. Over the last two 

decades, NOVA has documented these individuals' trials 

and tribulations as they struggled to become doctors and 

has continued to check in on the progress of their 

medical careers. From divorces, to death, dealing with 

patients and balancing time at work and at home, 

NOVA's cameras were there to follow each major 

milestone in these doctors' lives. Candid, in-depth 

interviews have given viewers a real sense of what each 

person has to deal with day in and day out since they 

made the decision to practice medicine. Now, we return 

one last time to get an update on the remaining six 

 (one switched careers) and see what kind of doctors --

and people -- they have become. TVPG      Next Air 

04/19/09 02:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Frontline/World       802H  7C ST DVS 

 Children of the Taliban  PBS   00:55:48 

 FRONTLINE/WORLD returns with more "stories from a small 

planet," starting in Pakistan, where correspondent 

Sharmeen Obaid investigates the increasing power and 

influence of a new branch of the Taliban that 

 is helping make the country one of the Obama 

administration's top foreign policy concerns. Also, 

correspondent Doug Rushkoff travels to the edge of the 

digital frontier -- South Korea -- for a look at a country 

that's embraced the wired world more thoroughly than 

any place on earth and is now potentially facing a new 

public health crisis: internet addiction. TVRE    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   To The Manor Born     301      

 The Scout Hut  00:29:38 

 As county commissioner for the Girl Guides, Audrey 

scolds Richard for not sponsoring a charity event to build 

a new meeting hut for the girls.  Richard's gesture of 

reconciliation results in her unwittingly sponsoring of his 

company's new products. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News    23104   CC ST  KCET  00:26:46     

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Independent Lens     1019   7C ST  

 Taking Root: The Vision of Wangari Maathai      PBS   

00:56:46 

 How does the simple act of planting trees lead to 

winning the Nobel Peace Prize? Ask Wangari Maathai of 

Kenya. In 1977, she suggested rural women plant trees to 

address problems stemming from a degraded 

environment. Under her leadership, their tree-planting 

grew into a nationwide movement to safeguard the 

environment, defend human rights and promote 

democracy. And brought Maathai the Nobel Peace Prize 

in 2004.      TVPG    

 

Wed, 04/15/2009 
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12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus     1137  (R) CC ST   APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/14/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    508  (R) CC ST  

 Athens and Side Trips    APTEX 00:26:46 

 The thriving capital of Greece sprawls out from the foot 

of its magnificent Acropolis. We'll tour the must-sees of 

ancient Athens, including the Parthenon, Agora, and 

amazing National Archaeological Museum. We'll take the 

fast-paced pulse of the modern city, but waste no time 

getting to my favorite side trip destinations: the ruins of 

 the mystical oracle at Delphi, and a fast boat to the 

romantic, traffic-free Isle of Hydra. TVG      Repeat of 

03/22/09 05:00pm   Next Air 05/08/09 08:00am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29023   7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46   TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer   9407H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Planet Forward 000H  7C ST PBS   00:56:46 

 PLANET FORWARD is an innovative, viewer-driven 

program that debuts on the Web 

(http://www.planetforward.org) and culminates in this 

program. Hosted by Emmy Award- winning CNN veteran 

Frank Sesno, the broadcast is driven by people's ideas 

about the nation's energy future. The most provocative 

and interesting submissions to the Web site will be 

featured in the broadcast, taped before an audience at 

George Washington University and featuring experts, 

scientists, policy makers and business leaders, as well as 

the selected citizen journalists.    TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Great Performances at the Met  305H  7C ST  

 Lucia Di Lammermoor     PBS   02:26:46 

 Anna Netrebko portrays the fragile title heroine of 

Donizetti's opera, presented as a Victorian ghost story in 

Mary Zimmerman's hit production. Rolando Villazon sings 

Lucia's lover, Edgardo, and baritone Mariusz Kwiecien is 

her tyrannical brother. Marco Armiliato conducts. TVG     

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News     23105   CC ST       KCET  

00:26:46       TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose     15078   7C ST      PBSPL 00:56:46       

TVRE    

 

 

Thu, 04/16/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus 1138  (R) CC ST  APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/15/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa  405   CC 

ST  

 Carcassonne and the Pyrenees    APT   00:26:46 

 From a fairy tale fortress to the gentle Pyrenees, Rudy 

takes in the castles and peaks of this magical region. We 

tour the largest fortress in Europe, Carcassonne, and 

sample the local stew, Cassoulet. A gallop through the 

countryside takes in several romantic castle ruins and the 

 artwork of Toulouse Lautrec. Then we head for high 

country and one of the world's natural wonders - a 

mountain amphitheatre with cascading waterfalls. Tips 

on driving in France, and mountain trails. TVG     

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Design Squad   201   CC ST DVS 

 Cardboard Furniture     PBSPL 00:28:46 

 The DESIGN SQUAD teams create innovative yet 

practical cardboard furniture for the home goods 

superstore IKEA. Furniture shoppers take a seat in the 

judges' chair to decide the winning team. D-Squad Pro 

 File: 25-year-old Jennifer Chua is a packaging engineer 

who works at 

 Method, a company in San Francisco that specializes in 

nontoxic, biodegradable products. Jennifer makes high-

quality products that are both good-looking and good 

for the environment. TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29024   7C ST   PBS   

00:26:46     TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9408H  7C ST   PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call       712   CC   

 New Treatments for Breast Cancer LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1412   CC   

 Combating School Bullies LOCA  00:56:46 

 This past legislative session, Rep. Lederman tried to pass 

 legislation that would help educate students and 

teachers on combating school bullies.  The school bully 

has been around as long as schools have been around - 

however how those bullies target there victims has 

 changed considerably thanks to technology (internet, 

social networking sites, and texting). More and more 

stories are being told of teenagers that take their own 

lives because of being bullied and now Government 

 feels they need to step up to the plate and take action, 

or should they. A handful of states have created a "plan" 

for teachers / schools to follow to help limit school bullies 

and to better identify possible problems. SD tried passing 

a law that would mirror one of these plans. The parents of 

a young woman who took her own life two years ago 

 testified in favor of the bill. Next Air 04/19/09 01:00pm 

 

09:00pm  
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SDPB1   Doc Martin   302   CC ST   On The Edge - Part 2     

APTSY 00:48:04 

 Having failed to restart his relationship with Louisa 

Glasson, Martin is forced out of the picture with the arrival 

of her dad, Terry Glasson. Terry has hatched a scheme 

with a colleague, Jonathan Crozier, to smuggle in some 

explosives which they want to use to help them in a 

 robbery. Terry decides to back out of the smuggling, and 

things get even worse for Doc Martin. As he finds himself 

held hostage, along with Louisa, by a paranoid 

Jonathan, as he attempts to force Terry to carry out their 

plan.   TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       803   CC ST  

 The Bathroom     BBC   00:29:22 

 Lionel walks in on Sandy in the bath and Jean decides it 

is time to have an additional bathroom added.  She calls 

in a builder and as the building project progresses, 

tensions mount.  Sandy and Judith consider moving out.   

Next Air 04/18/09 07:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23106   CC ST   KCET  00:26:46      

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose      15079   7C ST      PBSPL 00:56:46       

TVRE    

 

Fri, 04/17/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus 1139  (R) CC ST     APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/16/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse   105   CC ST  

 EPS   00:27:50 

 The key to a good ride is a comfortable and healthy 

horse, and one that lets you put on his saddle without a 

fight.    TVG     

 

02:15pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Pathways: A History    115   CC   

 Finding A National Voice LOCA  00:13:44 

 Takes a look at those politicians from South Dakota who 

played a major role in giving our state a 'national voice'. 

Gertrude Bonnin, Elsie Meeks, Richard Pettigrew, Peter 

Norbeck, Gladys Pyle, Ben Reifel, Karl Mundt, George 

McGovern, Larry Pressler, Tom Daschle, and Jim Abourezk 

are some of the people discussed, along with what they 

did to put us on the national map. 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29025   7C ST      PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer       9409H  7C ST   PBS   

00:56:46    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week  4841   7C ST PBS   00:26:46 

 TVRE   Next Air 04/20/09 12:00am 

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS     516Z  7C ST  

 On Thin Ice     PBS   00:56:46 

 Seventy-five percent of the world's fresh water is stored in 

glaciers, but scientists predict climate change will cause 

some of the world's largest glaciers to completely melt by 

2030. What effect will this have on our daily lives, 

especially our water and food supply? With global 

warming falling low on a national list of American 

concerns, it's time to take a deeper look at what could 

be a global calamity in the making. In a special one-hour 

NOW on PBS, David Brancaccio and environmentalist 

Conrad Anker -- one of the world's leading high altitude 

climbers - adventure to the Gangotri Glacier in the 

Himalayan Mountains, the source of the Ganges River, to 

witness the great melt and its dire consequences first-

hand. The two also visit Montana's Glacier National Park 

to see the striking effects of global warming closer to 

home and learn how melting glaciers across the world 

can have a direct impact on food prices in the U.S. Along 

the way, Brancaccio and Anker talk to both scientists and 

swamis, bathe in the River Ganges, view a water 

shortage calamity in India, and see with their own eyes 

and cameras the tangible costs of climate change. "We 

 can't take climate change and put it on the back 

burner," warns Anker. "If we don't address climate 

change, we won't be around as humans. TVRE    

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal   1301   7C ST  PBS   00:56:46 

 Bill Moyers speaks with former police reporter turned TV 

screenwriter David Simon, the award-winning writer of 

HBO's critically acclaimed cop show The Wire.  In the 

conversation, Simon speaks candidly about crime (which 

he covered for 12 years at the Baltimore Sun), drugs, and 

 other inner-city problems. TVRE    

 

09:28pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market   3433   CC ST    NETA  00:27:46 

 

09:56pm  

SDPB1   Allo, Allo     301      

 The Nicked Knockwurst    BBC   00:34:45 

 Flick is informed that the Communists have kidnapped his 

sausage and are demanding a ransom for it.  A plan is 

devised for Rene to pay the ransom then have the 

Colonel ambush the Communists with his troops to regain 

the money. 

 

10:32pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News 23107   CC ST    KCET  00:26:46     

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose     15080   7C ST    PBSPL 00:56:46       

TVRE    

 

Sat, 04/18/2009 

 

12:00am  
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SDPB1   Worldfocus       1140  (R) CC ST   APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/17/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland   421   CC ST   APTEX 00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan visits the Colorado State Fair to check out 

a growing interest in agriculture from city folks.      TVG     

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily 212   CC  DVS 

 Socks Innovations       NETA  00:26:46 

 We've got your feet covered today on Knitting Daily as 

we explore the world of sock knitting. From popular sock 

yarns to uncommon cast-ons, you'll find plenty of 

inspiration to keep your feet warm and cozy in 

 handmade socks. Get started with Deborah Knight and 

Shay and an overview of the wide range of sock yarns. 

Then it our designer spotlight shot on location at a show. 

Cookie A shows off some of her favorite sock designs and 

teaches how to upsize a sock pattern. In our how-to, 

Eunny walks the new sock knitter step-by-step through the 

 basics. Then, Nancy Bush answers a question about cast-

on methods for sock knitting, and teaches an Estonian 

cast-on that has great advantages. Last up, Liz talks with 

teenagers involved in the Helping Hands Foundation 

about their experiences learning to knit and crochet 

 at school.  TVG     

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life    1104  (R) CC     S.D. Artists LOCA  

00:23:09 

 Eyob Mergia / Jon Crane Steps In / Mary GrothAn 

Ethiopian born and raised painter, Eyob Mergia 

graduated from the Ethiopian Fine Arts Institute in Addis 

Ababa in 1993. He emigrated to Sioux Falls in 1997, 

 where his work has flourished. He has participated in 

many exhibitions, appeared in numerous publications, 

painted several murals and is represented in private 

collections nationwide. He works with high school 

students on Art and Diversity projects as well.Painter Jon 

 Crane has begun an effort to preserve historic Meeker 

Ranch... it's a rundown ranch that the forest service 

acquired and then planed to demolish for safety 

reasons...but Crane wants to preserve it and he's 

 raising money to do so.Mary Groth is among the most 

popular and highly accomplished artists in South Dakota. 

She was born in 1950 in Aberdeen, South Dakota, and 

has founded her art on the inspirations drawn from a 

lifetime of observing and experiencing the rural prairie 

lifestyle. 

  Repeat of 03/29/09 05:00am   Next Air 05/15/09 09:30pm 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann       2308   CC  

DVS 

 Blooming "Sayings" Jackets      NETA  00:26:46 

 See how easy it is to create a unique jacket in any size 

with Guest Nannette Holmberg. Stitch lettering and words 

and embellish with easy chenille techniques for texture 

and color.Quick Project: "Too Hot To Handle" Curling Iron 

Case. TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting      803   CC ST  

 Design Your Own Fabric with Machine Stitching   NETA  

00:27:46 

 Guest Faith Reynolds shows how to use your machine's 

embroidery stitches to create unique fabric you can use 

in your quilts.    TVG     

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day       2703   CC   

 Turkey Tracks    KNME  00:26:40 

 To honor the boom of turkey farming in the late 1930's, 

Eleanor brings this traditional template pattern to the 

table. Enjoy a visit with Tom and Drumstick, rescued from 

Thanksgiving, as Eleanor shares her collection and stories 

of Mother's vintage aprons. 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy    2226   CC ST  

 Raggedy Reverse Applique NETA  00:26:46 

 Make easy one of a kind pillows and quilts in five easy 

steps. Trace, layer, sew, snip, and fray Raggedy Reverse 

Applique is that easy! Designer Kim Deneault and Nancy 

team up to make exciting quilt blocks with so much 

texture that everyone wants to touch them. Use a child's 

 artwork for the design of a fast and forgiving quilt 

project, or let them share in the process - it's fun! TVG     

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Quilting Arts  308   CC  DVS   Retro  NETA  00:26:46 

 A fresh twist on vintage designs. First join Marinda Stewart 

for placements with a vintage look featuring vinyl. Then 

it's Darlene Zimmerman and a fresh look at crazy patch. 

Revive this technique for a modern purse. Last up modern 

technology sneaks in with Andrea Bishop and a short 

software lesson. You can print rotary cutting charts, 

 templates and foundation patterns on your computer. 

TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop   2108   7C   

 Carousel Table   PBSPL 00:26:46 

 It's a great family gathering table and perfect for playing 

games with the kids, Norm claimed when he discovered 

the original in a private collection in Savannah. The 

ingenious design of this table features a lazy Susan 

centerpiece which can easily be removed for more 

 formal gatherings. While building this piece out of 

salvaged pine, Norm shares his secrets for creating the 

spindle centerpiece with minimal hardware. TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop 208   CC ST  

 7 Master Techniques     NETA  00:27:00 

 From one simple project, a cutting board, the editors of 

Woodsmith show seven master techniques you can learn 

to use on hundreds of projects. Start by ripping narrow 

strips, then glue up a panel, and sand it smooth. Then use 

templates cut curves and sand them perfectly smooth. 

TVG     

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   This Old House Hour    723H  7C ST  
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 New York City Project, Part 7/Wallboards/Storm-Dam      

PBS   00:55:45 

 At the project house in Brooklyn, master carpenter Norm 

Abram learns how local wood refinisher John Thomas is 

using a faux painting technique to disguise old and 

damaged woodwork. The custom kitchen is installed in 

the owner's unit while design correspondent Carole 

 Freehauf meets Ian Gibbs at his SoHo showroom to see 

window treatment options and how the shades are 

custom made in his Queens workroom. Tile contractor 

Mauro Zanutto arranges a mud bed for tile on the 

 garden level floor while upstairs in the master bath he 

prepares to lay the mosaic floor by doing a complete dry 

layout. In the second half of the Hour, on Ask This Old 

House, general contractor Tom Silva helps a homeowner 

prepare his concrete basement walls for finished 

 wallboard. Later, landscape contractor Roger Cook and 

certified arborist Matt Foti demonstrate how to care for 

storm-damaged trees. TVG     

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Motorweek     2833Z  7C ST SPA 

 Mercedes-Benz Glk       PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Road Test: 2010 Mercedes-Benz GLK.Energy Smart Road 

Test: 2009 Chevrolet Silverado Hybrid.Goss's Garage: 

Brakings And Rotors. AutoWorld: How Rocket Science 

Drives Energy Savings.Long-Term Road Test: Mazda CX-9, 

Kia Rondo. TVG     

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Victory Garden       2230   7C  DVS 

 Truffles PBSPL 00:26:46 

 International garden correspondent Adrian Bloom travels 

to the south of France to uncover the mystery of the 

truffle. While in Provence, he meets with Nicholas and 

Natalie Mirande, who, along with Michel Valayer, hunt for 

truffles on their property St. Restitut. Later, Adrian learns 

what promotes the ideal growing conditions for this 

delicacy. TVG     

 

03:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated 912   

CC ST  

 South-Of-The-Border Supper      APT   00:26:46 

 Enchiladas Verdes - Becky Hays shows host Christopher 

Kimball how to make restaurant-style enchiladas verdes 

at home and uncovers the test kitchen secrets to making 

a Mexican casserole.Tacos - Upscale steak tacos usually 

get their rich, beefy flavor from the grill, but cooking 

 outdoors isn't always practical. Bridget Lancaster 

demonstrates how the test kitchen discovered an indoor 

cooking method for steak tacos as tender, juicy and rich-

tasting as the grilled method.Equipment Corner: High 

Heat Spatulas - Equipment expert Adam Ried reveals the 

 test kitchen's discoveries about high-heat spatulas and 

the reasons why they love them.Tasting: Hot Salsa - 

Tasting expert Jack Bishop has host Christopher Kimball 

taste hot salsa to find out if any jarred supermarket 

brands live up to the test kitchen's standards. TVG    Next 

Air 05/02/09 10:30am 

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting   2317   CC   

 Lone Mountain    APTEX 00:28:15 

 Enter the forest and enjoy a spectacular view ... this Bob 

Ross painting provides a fabulous lesson in rocky 

mountains!    TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories    1404   CC  DVS 

 Digital Templates       NETA  00:26:46 

 Cindy Wyckoff introduces digital template projects. Then, 

sticking with digital, Jeannie Sumrall-Ajero creates a card 

with transparencies. Next, it's time for Holly Vaselenak and 

the "rock and roll" stamping technique. Last up, Brigitte 

Peleman-Vantiegham is back to the computer and 

creating an entire album digitally. TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Classic Gospel 411   CC ST  

 The Isaacs: Live from Norway    NETA  00:56:46 

 The award-winning Bluegrass family group, The Isaacs, 

travels to Norway for a special concert event. TVG     

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1128   CC ST  

 Tribute to Hoagy Carmichael     OETA  00:57:45 

 Lawrence and his Musical Family pay "Tribute to Hoagy 

Charmichael," one of the greatest composers of the 20th 

Century. All of the Hoagy Carmichael hits are featured in 

the program, including "Two Sleepy People," sung by Guy 

& Ralna, "Heart and Soul," sung by Anacani. the 

 program ends with "Georgia on My Mind," featuring the 

entire cast and band. Ralna sings "Skylark."Guest: 

Anacani 

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians  306   

CC   

 APTSY 00:26:40 

 Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal 

Canadian Orchestra band leader, Al Pierson, GUY 

LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS III features 

archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 

performances. Pierson, an accomplished musician, 

composer, arranger, vocalist and bandleader, is 

dedicated to the distinctive style that made the Guy 

 Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and 

imitated big bands of all time. The wraparounds offer 

anecdotes and factual tidbits about the band as well as 

the music. TVG     

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       803  (R) CC ST  

 The Bathroom     BBC   00:29:22 

 Lionel walks in on Sandy in the bath and Jean decides it 

is time to have an additional bathroom added.  She calls 

in a builder and as the building project progresses, 

tensions mount.  Sandy and Judith consider moving out. 

  Repeat of 04/16/09 10:00pm   Next Air 04/19/09 01:30am 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota All-State Band 2009     2009   CC   

 LOCA  01:56:46 

 The 59th annual South Dakota All-State Band Grand 

Concert recorded live at the Rushmore Plaza Civic 
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Theatre in Rapid City, South Dakota, Saturday March 28, 

2009.  The program includes the full concerts from 

 the "Lewis" Band, conducted by Marcellus Brown., and 

the "Clark" Band, conducted by Dr. Peter Boonshaft.    

Next Air 04/19/09 02:00am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Soundstage    1605   CC ST  

 Umphrey's McGee  PBS   00:56:46 

 Legendary on the jam-band circuit, Chicago-based 

Umphrey's McGee has perfected the art of progressive 

improvisation. Swirling guitars and innovative multi-

faceted arrangements keep fans on their toes. With 

 power and finesse, this sextet brings jamming to a new 

level during this episode of Soundstage. A flair for 

spontaneity, dazzling musicianship and an impressive live 

presence make Umphrey's McGee a must-see as they 

perform "Higgins," "Ocean Billy," "Morning Song" and 

 many others.     TVPG     Next Air 04/19/09 04:00am 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits    3207Z  7C ST  

 Van Morrison     PBSPL 00:56:46 

 Musical legend Van Morrison wraps his incomparable 

voice around the soul, blues, folk, jazz and country styles 

that have been the mainstay of his music for four 

decades. Featuring songs from his latest album Pay the 

Devil and timeless Morrison classics, he delivers a 

 spellbinding one hour performance in his first 

appearance on Austin City Limits. TVG     

 

Sun, 04/19/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  802  (R) CC ST DVS 

 Utah & Colorado  APT   00:57:08 

 Holly Morris kicks off her trip in Denver, where she visits the 

U.S. Mint and enjoys the city's many outdoor pursuits. Next 

she hikes the Mesa Trail, joins an archaeological research 

trip at Crow Canyon and delves into the history of the 

region's ancestral Pueblans. Holly travels to Utah, home to 

numerous ski resorts, the Great Salt Lake and a plethora 

of breathtaking national parks - including Arches, Zion 

and Bryce Canyon.     TVG   Repeat of 04/12/09 11:00pm    

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Taste of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher 104   CC 

ST  

 Michigan NETA  00:26:46 

 Dan Kaercher, editor in chief of Midwest Living Magazine 

takes a culinary journey through the state of Michigan. 

With all of the delicious treasures found in Michigan it's no 

surprise that the Great Lakes Culinary Institute is a popular 

spot for tourists as well as aspiring chefs. Dan tries his hand 

at gourmet cooking. Another sweet delight from the land 

of the Great Lakes is maple syrup. Dan visits a Casier 

Maple Syrup producer and samples some of the 500 

gallons produced annually. The Great Lakes make a 

striking backdrop to this appetizing adventure.Chateau 

Grand Traverse-Traverse City; Cafe Bliss- Suttons Bay; 

Great Lakes Culinary Institute-Traverse City; Tapawingo- 

 Ellsworth; Stafford's Bay View Inn-Petoskey; American 

Spoon Foods- Petoskey; Jesperson's-Petoskey; Norconk 

Asparagus-Empire; Casier Maple Syrup-Empire; New 

Hellas Cafe-Detroit; Zingerman's Deli-Ann Arbor.    TVG     

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       803  (R) CC ST  

 The Bathroom     BBC   00:29:22 

 Lionel walks in on Sandy in the bath and Jean decides it 

is time to have an additional bathroom added.  She calls 

in a builder and as the building project progresses, 

tensions mount.  Sandy and Judith consider moving out.    

Repeat of 04/18/09 07:30pm    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   South Dakota All-State Band 2009     2009  (R) CC   

 LOCA  01:56:46 The 59th annual South Dakota All-State 

Band Grand Concert recorded live at the Rushmore 

Plaza Civic Theatre in Rapid City, South Dakota, Saturday 

March 28, 2009.  The program includes the full concerts 

from the "Lewis" Band, conducted by Marcellus Brown., 

and the "Clark" Band, conducted by Dr. Peter Boonshaft. 

  Repeat of 04/18/09 08:00pm    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   Soundstage    1605  (R) CC ST  

 Umphrey's McGee  PBS   00:56:46 

 Legendary on the jam-band circuit, Chicago-based 

Umphrey's McGee has perfected the art of progressive 

improvisation. Swirling guitars and innovative multi-

faceted arrangements keep fans on their toes. With 

 power and finesse, this sextet brings jamming to a new 

level during this episode of Soundstage. A flair for 

spontaneity, dazzling musicianship and an impressive live 

presence make Umphrey's McGee a must-see as they 

perform "Higgins," "Ocean Billy," "Morning Song" and 

 many others.      TVPG     Repeat of 04/18/09 10:00pm    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life    901   CC   

 Helping Hands    LOCA  00:27:13 

 Special Olympic Team / 2nd Chance Animal Rescue 

Center / Swanson Family Cowboyography Children's 

Care Hospital and School in Sioux Falls started a program 

for special needs children to participate in Special 

Olympics. The team has many unique aspects, from 

being the only team in the nation to require parents and 

siblings of participants to help out, attend every practice. 

2nd Chance Rescue center is a center for Abused and 

neglected Animals. The center runs under the supervision 

of Rosey Quinn, Cruelty Investigator. Cowboyography is 

the study of all things Cowboy! The Swanson Family 

 does their best to bring to life the lore and lure of the 

American Cowboy in photos, song, and demonstrations 

of the equipment Cowboys use. 

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   129   CC ST 

DVS 

 Indoor Gardening Fun    APTEX 00:27:03 

 Donna plants an indoor terrarium in a two-liter plastic 

bottle and a "desertarium" in an open dish. Try 

hydroponic gardening and growing lettuce and other 

plants in water. Mix fresh vegetables into "Pasta Tutto 

Giardino." 
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 TVG     

 

06:00am  

SDPB1   Mama Mirabelle's Home Movies   118   CC ST  

 Tails of the Galapagos/Happy Habitats   PBSPL 00:28:46 

 Tails Of The Galapagos - When Bo, Max, and Karla spy 

what look like a couple of slow-moving rock monsters 

making their way toward them, they panic and tell 

Mama. Mama is pleased to tell them that those aren't 

 rocks at all; it's her friend Glynnis and her son Glenn, all 

the way from the Galapagos Islands for a visit. Which, of 

course, leads to the question, "How did a Galapagos 

turtle and an African elephant become friends?" Well, of 

course, there's a story there....Happy Habitats - 

 Max is a bit bored today. Nobody's around; not even 

Karla and Bo. Mama assures him that there are potential 

friends all around him - all he has to do is look closer. 

What Max finds - with Mama's help - is surprising. 

Creatures are everywhere, right there under his trunk. 

 TVY     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange      514   CC ST  

 APTEX 00:26:46 

 This week on Foreign Exchange: Do angry voters in South 

Africa have the power to unseat the ruling party? Then, 

visit islands in the Southern Philippines where violence 

rules. And, can the G-20 world leaders fix the economy? 

Foreign Exchange: where America meets the world.  Next 

Air 04/20/09 06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group   2716   CC   APT   00:27:30 

 TVRE   Next Air 04/22/09 06:30am 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One  2446   CC   

       APT   00:27:30       TVG   Next Air 04/22/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Closer to Truth       310   CC ST  

 How Can Emergence Explain Reality?      EPS   00:26:46 

 Does ordinary stuff have mysterious properties? Take 

anything; find all its parts; combine those parts any way 

you like. What do you expect? Nothing at all like what 

you have. It's called "emergence" and it describes how 

wondrously our world works. But is it a real mystery? TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   Native Report       404H  7C ST DVS  WDSE  00:26:46 

 On this edition of Native Report, we enjoy the 140th 

White Earth Pow Wow in a brand new arena where they 

welcomed home returning adoptees in memorable style. 

And we find the Indian Country connection in the 

 story of how a portrait of President Lincoln ended up in a 

place of honor in the Minnesota state capitol. We also 

learn from the elders and learn something new about 

Indian Country on this Native Report.  TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1412  (R) CC   

 Combating School Bullies LOCA  00:56:46 

 This past legislative session, Rep. Lederman tried to pass 

 legislation that would help educate students and 

teachers on combating school bullies.  The school bully 

has been around as long as schools have been around - 

however how those bullies target there victims has 

 changed considerably thanks to technology (internet, 

social networking sites, and texting). More and more 

stories are being told of teenagers that take their own 

lives because of being bullied and now Government 

 feels they need to step up to the plate and take action, 

or should they. A handful of states have created a "plan" 

for teachers / schools to follow to help limit school bullies 

and to better identify possible problems. SD tried passing 

a law that would mirror one of these plans. The parents of 

a young woman who took her own life two years ago 

 testified in favor of the bill.      Repeat of 04/16/09 

08:00pm    

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3609H (R) 7C ST DVS 

 Doctors' Diaries - Part 2       PBS   00:56:17 

 This is the last installment in the groundbreaking NOVA 

series that began in 1987 and followed seven students 

starting out at Harvard Medical School. Over the last two 

decades, NOVA has documented these individuals' trials 

and tribulations as they struggled to become doctors and 

has continued to check in on the progress of their 

medical careers. From divorces, to death, dealing with 

patients and balancing time at work and at home, 

NOVA's cameras were there to follow each major 

milestone in these doctors' lives. Candid, in-depth 

interviews have given viewers a real sense of what each 

person has to deal with day in and day out since they 

made the decision to practice medicine. Now, we return 

one last time to get an update on the remaining six 

 (one switched careers) and see what kind of doctors --

and people -- they have become. TVPG     Repeat of 

04/14/09 08:00pm    

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Appalachia: A History of Mountains and People 

102H  7C ST  

 New Green World  PBS   00:56:46 

 The second part of this series about the natural and 

human history of Appalachia traces the story of the 

region from the rumblings of Revolutionary War through 

Andrew Jackson's forced relocation of the Cherokee 

people in 1831. Appalachia's early settlers hand-cut trails 

 through steep terrain covered with enormous trees and 

teeming with wild animals. They weren't about to take 

orders from Redcoats. When a few hundred angry 

mountain men handily beat the regiment of a pompous 

 British major, they changed the course of history. 

Contrary to current stereotypes, the colonists saw 

Appalachia as a source of great wealth. Her riches 

seduced early Americans, from the legendary adventurer 

 Daniel Boone to naturalist William Bartram to a young 

land surveyor named George Washington. Academy 

Award-winning actress Sissy Spacek narrates. TVG     

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Farmers' Almanac TV    213   CC ST  

 The History of Farm Aid, Bio-Diesel Overview, 2006      

APTEX 00:26:46 
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 21 years ago Willie Nelson, Neil Young and John 

Mellencamp started a movement that is still helping 

Family Farmers. We pay tribute to their effort. Willie 

Nelson, Tommy Lee Jones and Senator Tom Harkin speak 

on the importance of bio-diesel and we get a cross- 

country look at how bio-diesel is being used. There are 

many people who make Farm Aid a success every year, 

we meet some of them and show clips from Farm Aid 2 

 006. TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Heartland      404   CC ST    APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan visits a California racetrack that uses solar 

panels to generate power to keep the horses cool. 

Reporter Jim Finnerty finds that Texas farmers make big 

profits harvesting wind power. Reporter Sarah Gardner 

says a new demand for rice is a boon for California rice 

 growers. Reporter Hena Cuevas visits a North Carolina 

greenhouse where automation makes it easier to get the 

plants from the field to your patio. TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    512   CC ST  

 Istanbul APTEX 00:26:46 

 Where Europe comes face to face with Asia, we'll 

explore the fascinating, multilayered city of Istanbul. We'll 

lose our way in the Grand Bazaar and feast like kings with 

locals at a fisherman's wharf. We'll follow the fall of the 

Byzantium and the rise of Islam at the city's ancient wall, 

Hagia Sophia, Blue Mosque and Topkapi Palace. To 

 escape the city bustle, we'll board a boat on the 

churning Bosphorus, make friends over backgammon, 

and try a traditional bath. TVG    Next Air 05/13/09 

12:30am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nature Adventures     107   CC   

 Helping South Dakotans Become Better Conservationi      

IND   00:26:46 In this episode we visit Custer State Park, 

where SDGFP workers Chad Lehman and Bill Hill take us 

on a venture to find the rare Black- Backed Woodpecker! 

On our venture, we learn all about trees and Mountain 

Pine Beetles and the impact they are having on trees in 

the Black Hills, and how the park works to stop the 

damage the beetles are causing. We also talk about 

forestry and the method our parks use to help maintain 

balance and health in our forests. We also encounter a 

 large snapping turtle, victimized by drought, on a back 

road near Rutland, SD, and we relocate him to a more 

suitable home, and have a discussion on how we can 

help animals and why we should, in some rare 

 circumstances, help animals in need. 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1312H  7C ST  

 Chattanooga, Tn - Hour Three    PBS   00:55:14 

 A stroll across Chattanooga, Tennessee's Walnut Street 

bridge - one of the longest pedestrian bridges in the 

world - introduces ANTIQUES ROADSHOW's discussion of 

carved wooden folk-art walking canes. Appraisal 

highlights: an heirloom 18th-century Chippendale tall 

chest; a unique piece of presidential memorabilia: an "8-

ball" presented to Harry Truman in 1948 by the Los 

Angeles Press Club; and a pristine Lionel train set, circa 

1930, valued at $2,500 to $3,000.      TVG     

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1133   CC   

 Spring   OETA  00:57:45 

 Lawrence and the gang serendade the natural beauty 

of "Spring." From the opening song with the band, "April 

Showers," to Guy & Ralna performing "Listen To My Smile." 

Bobby & Cissy do a spectacular dance number to "Love 

Will Keep Us Together," and Tanya sings "Spring Will 

 Be a Little Late."Guest: Kathie Sullivan      Next Air 

04/25/09 06:00pm 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nature       2611H  7C ST  

 The Loneliest Animals    PBS   00:56:46 

 The loneliest animals are the most endangered species 

on the planet. Collected and protected by dedicated 

scientists, these animals represent the end of the line for 

their species. In many cases, intensive captive breeding 

programs have been launched with the aim of sustaining 

these animals and the hope of returning them to the wild. 

 Viewers will be taken into high-security, high-tech labs 

where scientists attempt to breed new generations and 

into the field to discover what forces have led to the 

demise of entire species. Featured animals include 

Yangtze turtles under 24-hour surveillance; a baby 

Sumatran rhino; a special collection of lemurs; the Spix's 

macaw, a bird declared extinct in the wild in 2000; and 

"Lonesome George," a giant tortoise from the Galapagos, 

who is the last of his kind.    TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic   3912H  7C ST DVS 

 Little Dorrit - Part Four       PBS   01:25:04 

 Alarmed that his mother is suspected of murdering the 

missing Rigaud, Arthur searches high and low for the 

scoundrel. He also finds time to invest in Merdle's bank, as 

does most of London, including the newly arrived Mr. 

Dorrit. Meanwhile, Amy has stayed behind in 

Venice.TVPG    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   Green Builders  000H  7C ST  PBS   00:56:46 

 A quiet green revolution in the building world is evolving, 

and a first wave of innovative green design projects large 

and small are already on the ground. "Green Builders" 

profiles a cast of green building pioneers who have taken 

the leap into making their part of the "built environment" 

a more energy-efficient and environmentally- friendly 

place. In each story, people talk about why they made 

the 

 move to build green, what the challenges were, and 

how their projects 

 have fared.  TVG     

 

11:30pm  

SDPB1   Ribbon of Sand    000   CC ST   PBS   00:26:35 

 The famed Outer Banks of North Carolina are a slim and 

moving line of sand in the open Atlantic. Many travelers 

think they know these islands -- but south of Ocracoke 
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Inlet there rises a luminous bar of sand 60 miles in extent, 

with no roads, no bridges, no hotels: the wild beaches of 

Cape Lookout, one of the few remaining natural barrier 

 islands in the world. "Ribbon of Sand" examines this 

seascape and the transitory islands doomed to 

disappear. The film features quotes by environmental 

pioneer Rachel Carson as interpreted by actress Meryl 

 Streep.  TVG     

 

Mon, 04/20/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week       4841  (R) 7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/17/09 07:00pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week     113108   CC ST   

KCET  00:26:46   TVRE    

 

02:15pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Pathways: A History    116   CC   

 On Vacation     LOCA  00:13:46 

 Takes a look at the tourism industry and its history in South 

Dakota. We look at everything that attracts tourists to the 

state since the late 1800s, including The Black Hills, 

Badlands, Hot Springs, Mount Rushmore, Crazy Horse, the 

Corn Palace in Mitchell, pheasant hunting around the 

state, trout fishing in the Black Hills, waterfowl and 

 watersports on the Missouri river and lakes. Tourism has 

been the number two industry of the state since 

statehood was declared and we look at what made that 

possible. 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report      29026   7C ST       PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer      9410H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46       TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1313#  7C ST  

 Grand Rapids, Mi - Hour One     PBS   00:55:45 

 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW drives to the Gilmore Car Museum 

near Grand Rapids, Michigan, for a look at its collection 

of more than 1,500 hood ornaments or "mascots." 

Appraisal highlights: a letter from Grand Rapids native 

son, Gerald Ford, written in 1967 to his former 

kindergarten teacher; a pair of earrings made from 

cufflinks given to 

 the guest's grandfather by Czar Nicholas of Russia; and 

an 1881 painting by noted Hudson River School artist 

Jasper Cropsey, valued at $300,000.       TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   We Shall Remain: American Experience  2106H  

7C ST DVS 

 Tecumseh's Vision       PBS   01:26:46 

 In the spring of 1805, Tenskwatawa (actor Billy Merasty, 

Cree First Nation), a Shawnee, fell into a trance so deep 

that those around him believed he had died. When he 

finally stirred, the young prophet claimed to have met the 

Master of Life. He told those who crowded around that 

the Indians were in dire straits because they had 

adopted 

 white culture and rejected traditional spiritual ways. For 

several years, Tenskwatawa's spiritual revival movement 

drew thousands of adherents from tribes across the 

Midwest. His elder brother, Tecumseh (actor Michael 

Greyeyes, Plains Cree), would harness the energies of 

 that renewal to create an unprecedented military and 

political confederacy of often antagonistic tribes, all 

committed to stopping white westward expansion. The 

brothers came closer than anyone since to creating an 

Indian nation that would exist alongside and separate 

 from the United States. The dream of an independent 

Indian state may have died at the Battle of the Thames, 

when Tecumseh was killed fighting alongside his British 

allies, but the great Shawnee warrior would live on as a 

potent symbol of Native pride and pan-Indian identity.     

TVPG    

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Seasoned with Spirit   102   CC ST  

 Cuisine of the Desert Southwest  PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Most people, when thinking of the cuisine of the 

southwest, think of Mexican food, but Native food in their 

traditional form are an exciting way of expressing this 

beautiful and rugged region of the country. During a visit 

with the Tohono O'odham Tribe of Arizona, Loretta joins 

the tribe for their annual 3-day harvest of Saguaro Cactus 

fruit. She also joins Mildred Manuel to prepare Wild 

Spinach with Cholla Buds and Chiltepine Peppers, Tapary 

Beans with Ribs, Ash Bread (slow-cooked in the ashes of a 

mesquite fire), and for a sweet refreshing drink, Mesquite 

Juice. TVG     

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show 206   CC ST  

 The Vertical Grandstand  EPS   00:23:37 

 Women enjoy good entertainment; Men prefer good 

seats." New transformer tower is the inspiration for a 

grandstand. On Handyman Corner, Red demonstrates 

bonding metals. Adventures With Bill features rocketry. 

TVG     

 

10:24pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer   916   CC   April 20 - 26  WPBT  00:05:00 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News  23110   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46     

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15081   7C ST PBSPL 00:56:46       

TVRE    

 

Tue, 04/21/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1141  (R) CC ST  APTEX 00:26:46  TVRE   

Repeat 04/20/09 10:30p    

 

12:30am  
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SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions       902  (R) CC   

 Islands of Bermuda      APTEX 00:27:53 

 The islands of Bermuda are the result of a volcanic 

eruption that took place about 70 million years ago. It 

sent up a three mile high needle of rock that topped out 

just below the surface of the water. The rock was in the 

middle of the Gulf Stream which comes up from the 

 Caribbean and keeps the water warm throughout the 

year. Burt scoots around the city capital of Hamilton, 

learns about The Royal Dockyards where the British kept 

their fleet during the Revolutionary War, visits an 

outstanding Aquarium, and checks out the local food. 

 TVG      Repeat of 04/01/09 02:30am    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29027   7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46       TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer      9411H  7C ST   PBS   

00:56:46 TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Sportsmax Presents  107   CC  LOCA  00:58:55 

 Recap girls' and boys' basketball tournaments, Tom Kelly 

interview, Wade Merry SD Golf Association. 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3509H  7C ST DVS 

 Car of the Future       PBS   00:56:46 

 How will the car of the future be powered? Will it run on 

hydrogen, batteries, ethanol or some as-yet 

undiscovered technology? Find out as NOVA takes a look 

at the latest and greatest in the automotive industry. Tom 

and Ray Magliozzi of NPR's "Car Talk" fame take viewers 

on a roller-coaster ride into the world of cars - examining 

new technologies and ideas about America's most 

common form of transportation. With constantly 

increasing prices at the pump and a growing concern 

about the impact of emissions on global warming, there is 

a keen interest in alternative fuel sources to power our 

cars. The hydrogen fuel cell has long been the holy grail 

of zero emissions 

 energy, and countries like Iceland are trying out the 

technology by transforming their public transportation. 

Closer to home, there are attempts to create fuels like 

"biodiesel" - made of used vegetable oil - or ethanol from 

corn crops. Will these be our future fuels or just a useful 

intermediate? Can an all-electric sports car being 

developed in California change the face of driving for 

good? With in-depth interviews and the unique humor of 

the much-loved Magliozzi brothers, "Car of the Future" 

takes a light-hearted but knowledgeable look at the 

serious issue of what's to come for our transportation. 

 TVG    Next Air 04/26/09 02:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Frontline     2712H  7C ST DVS 

 Poisoned Waters  PBS   01:55:36 

 More than three decades after the Clean Water Act was 

supposed to make America's waters clean enough for 

swimming and fishing again, two iconic waterways -- the 

great coastal estuaries of Puget Sound and the 

Chesapeake Bay -- are in perilous condition. With 

polluted runoff still flowing in from industry, agriculture and 

massive suburban development, scientists fear 

contamination to the food chain and drinking water for 

millions of people. A growing list of endangered 

 species is also threatened in both estuaries. As a new 

president, Congress and states set new agendas and 

spending priorities, FRONTLINE correspondent Hedrick 

Smith examines the rising hazards to human health and 

the eco-system, and why it's so hard to keep our waters 

 clean. TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Independent Lens     906   CC ST    The Creek Runs 

Red    PBS   00:56:46 

 This program explores the human response to an 

environmental disaster and the complex connection 

between people and place in the mining town that the 

EPA calls the most toxic place in America - Picher, 

Oklahoma. Terrence Howard hosts. TVPG    

 

Wed, 04/22/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus     1142  (R) CC ST      APTEX 00:26:46   

TVRE   Repeat 04/21/09 10:30p    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    509  (R) CC ST  

 Greece's Peloponnese    APTEX 00:26:46 

 Island getaways are fun, but the real heart of Greece is 

found in the Peloponnese Peninsula. After enjoying the 

charming old port town of Nafplio, we'll time-trip through 

the ruins of Olympia, take center stage at the remarkably 

preserved theater at Epidauros, and explore the ancient 

capital of Mycenae. Then we'll wander off the beaten 

path along the rustic, rough-and-tumble Mani Peninsula, 

relax in the idyllic beach town of Kardymli and marvel at 

Greece's Rock of Gibraltar: the fortress town of 

Monemvasia. TVG      Repeat of 03/29/09 05:00pm   Next 

Air 05/10/09 08:00am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report       29028   7C ST PBS   

00:26:46       TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9412H  7C ST       PBS   

00:56:46       TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Secrets of the Dead    804#  7C ST DVS 

 Blackbeard's Lost Ship   PBS   00:55:02 

 Edward Teach, alias Blackbeard, was the most notorious 

pirate of his day. At the height of his rein, he commanded 

a fleet of four ships and a crew of 400 men. They were 

ruthless seafaring raiders who terrorizing vessels in 

American waters. In 1717, Blackbeard even blockaded 

the city of Charleston, crippling its economy. Eventually 

he was caught and beheaded by a posse from the Royal 

Navy. Now, 300 years later, a marine archaeology team 

believes they have found his sunken flagship, Queen 

Anne's Revenge, off the North Carolina coast. The 
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 remains of the shipwreck are helping solve the most 

enduring mystery surrounding the infamous pirate 

captain - did he accidentally run his ship aground, or was 

it a deliberate plot to betray his crew and cheat them 

out of their share of the plunder? TVPG    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Jean-Michel Cousteau: Ocean Adventures 304   

7C ST DVS Call of the Killer Whales: Parts 1 & 2  PBS   

01:56:46 The most complex marine species on the planet 

is the orca, the ruler of the ocean. Though they number 

fewer than 100,000 worldwide, orcas, also called killer 

whales, extend from the Arctic to the Antarctic, and 

learning more about them is a global endeavor. In this 

episode, Jean-Michel Cousteau and his team of explorers 

travel to both the northern and southern hemispheres as 

they seek out killer whales in the Atlantic and Pacific 

oceans. The team discovers that people and orcas share 

surprising similarities, and even similar needs; they 

 relate their findings to the captivity and release of Keiko, 

from Free 

 Willy fame, whose survival depended on pioneering 

efforts to re- introduce Keiko into the wild. Intriguing 

detours in the expedition arise, leading to critical 

examinations of our environment, of the food on our 

dinner tables, even of our own health.  TVG     

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   May to December       307   CC   

 I Guess I'll Let Them Change My Nam     BBC   00:29:00 

 Jamie is falling in love with Zoe but hides it from Alec by 

 pretending to fall instead for Hilary.  When Alec informs 

Jamie that Zoe is expecting a baby, Jamie comes down 

to earth with a bump.      Next Air 04/25/09 08:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News    23112   CC ST   KCET  00:26:46     

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose 15083   7C ST    PBSPL 00:56:46      

TVRE    

 

Thu, 04/23/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus    1143  (R) CC ST APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/22/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa  406   CC 

ST  

 Bordeaux and the Dordogne       APT   00:26:46 

 The world's finest wines, sweeping vineyards and fine 

food couple with a river valley dotted with castles. We 

sample the best Bordeaux then cruise the lovely 

Dordogne and Lot rivers with stops at chateaux, 

 ancient watermills, and perched villages. Cooking 

classes and an underground adventure to see pre-

historic cave paintings round out the trip. Tips on wine 

tasting and walking paths.  TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report      29029   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46     TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer      9413H  7C ST     PBS   

00:56:46    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call    713   CC  Psoriatic Arthritis  LOCA  

00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1413   CC   

 Status of the Stimulus Money    LOCA  00:57:24 

 Who will benefit in SD from it? What restrictions does the 

state have to follow in order to expect the funds? When 

will the funds have to be returned? How does SD 

compare to other states in the amount awarded to 

 us. Could we ask for more if we think we need more? 

When will organizations start seeing the money? Is this the 

answer?      Next Air 04/26/09 01:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Doc Martin     303   CC ST  

 The Apple Doesn't Fall   APTSY 00:46:01 

 Portwenn has a new police officer following the 

departure of PC Mark Mylow after his doomed marriage. 

His replacement is PC Joseph Penhale, who appears to 

have an odd affliction which causes him to fall asleep 

 suddenly at strange times. The doctor discovers that he 

has narcolepsy brought on by a kick to the head from a 

horse suffered two years earlier. Village plumber Bert 

Large is having a midlife crisis. His son Al has left the 

village on his travels round the world and Bert 

 feels left out in the cold. Doc Martin offers no help.      

TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       804   CC ST  

 Surprising News  BBC   00:29:24 

 Jean's sister-in-law Penny and husband Steven visit and 

announce that when they retire they will live in Spain - all 

paid for with pension plans.  Lionel broods over his lack of 

pension.  Next Air 04/25/09 07:29pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News      23113   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46     

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose 15084   7C ST PBSPL 00:56:46 TVRE    

 

Fri, 04/24/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus 1144  (R) CC ST     APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/23/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse     106   CC ST      EPS   

00:26:43 
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 From casual riding to working with your horse, there are 

lots of reasons to want your horse to stay where you left 

him without having to tie him up. TVG     

 

02:15pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Pathways: A History      117   CC   

 The Home Front   LOCA  00:13:08 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report   9030   7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46 TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9414H  7C ST      PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week    4842   7C ST   PBS   00:26:46 

 TVRE   Next Air 04/27/09 12:00am 

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS       517Z  7C ST  PBS   00:26:46 

 A terrible statistic: one in six women will be a victim of 

rape or attempted rape in her lifetime. But an even more 

shocking reality: A backlog in processing rape kits - 

crucial evidence in arresting violent predators - is 

delaying and sometimes denying justice for tens 

 of thousands of American women. NOW travels to Los 

Angeles County to investigate why it has the largest 

known rape kit backlog in the country -- over 12,000 kits 

are sitting untested in police storage facilities. An internal 

audit found that more than 50 of these cases have 

exceeded the 10-year statute of limitations on rape. "The 

 evidence that we're talking about represents human 

lives," Los Angeles Controller Laura Chick tells NOW. 

"Those are lives stacked up on the shelves waiting for 

justice." NOW talks with courageous rape survivors 

 and law enforcement experts for insight and answers in 

this disturbing but important report. Are these women 

being victimized twice? Next on NOW.  TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal      1302   7C ST PBS   00:56:46 

 As the demand grows for a new Pecora commission, the 

1930s investigation into the causes and effects of the 

Great Depression, Bill Moyers speaks with economist 

Simon Johnson and Ferdinand Pecora biographer and 

legal scholar Michael Perino. Simon Johnson is a former 

 chief economist of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

and a professor at MIT Sloan School of Management, and 

Michael Perino is a professor of law at St. John's University 

and has been an advisor to the Securities and Exchange 

Commission. Also on the program, the Journal profiles 

Steve Meacham, a Massachusetts community organizer 

 fighting to keep working people in their homes. TVRE    

 

08:58pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market      3434   CC ST   NETA  00:27:46 

 

09:26pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1102  (R) CC   

 Preserving Our Treasures LOCA  00:27:08 

 Covered Wagon Train / Mammoth SiteFort Pierre to 

Deadwood trail 2008 ride.  There will be 300 riders on 

horseback and people driving covered wagons.  This trail 

was first used by Native Americans, followed by the fur 

trappers, and the Cavalry.  During the gold rush 

 the trail was used to haul freight, mining equipment, 

supplies, and people to Deadwood.  This was followed by 

the settlers and home setters.  It is thought that the use of 

the trail was discontinued in 1 908.  Riders will experience 

a once in a lifetime ride that hasn't been ridden in 100 

years. The Mammoth Site in Hot Springs is the 

 world's largest mammoth research facility where you can 

tour an active pale ontological dig site and view ice age 

fossils.  Repeat of 03/28/09 05:30am    

 

09:55pm  

SDPB1   Allo, Allo     302      

 Gruber Does Some Mincing BBC   00:34:56 

 Gruber's dog has ended up with the sausage containing 

the painting, and when Rene talks Gruber into making 

yet another copy, he ends up getting cut in on the deal.  

Meanwhile, the stolen lawnmower motor gets hidden in 

Fanny's wheelchair. 

 

10:32pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News  23114   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose     15085   7C ST     PBSPL 00:56:46       

TVRE    

 

Sat, 04/25/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus    1145  (R) CC ST    APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/24/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland    422   CC ST   APTEX 00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan learns about a unique farming and food 

operation in Louisiana.  TVG     

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily 213   CC  DVS 

 Oh-So-Novel     NETA  00:26:46 

 Take a new look at novelty fibers and projects in today's 

Knitting Daily. We'll learn about the stitches that work best 

with these versatile fibers, and get an introduction to 

spinning your own. First, Deborah Knight and Kim 

introduce a variety of novelty fibers that can add interest 

to your knitting. Then meet designer Barry Klein, and his 

 inspirations for creating novelty yarns on the designer 

spotlight. Next on our how-to lesson, Shannon Okey, 

demonstrates how to make placemats with interesting 

texture using yarns and needle felting. Last, it's spinning 

101 with Liz as she answers a question about the 

 very basics of making yarn. TVG      

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1105  (R) CC   

 Making A Better Life    LOCA  00:23:10 

 Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 
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 CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a 

non-profit organization that utilizes trained horses, 

instructors, and volunteers, working within the framework 

of a coordinated team of professions, to carry out its 

primary mission of providing a comprehensive equine 

 therapy program for children, teens, and adults with 

disabilities and/ or special needs and disadvantaged 

children, regardless of race or creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & 

Blues Society sponsors an education program where they 

bring in profession musicians and take them to schools to 

teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-renowned 

 opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 

designed a opera program geared at pre-school age 

kids.  Repeat of 04/05/09 05:00am   Next Air 05/22/09 

09:30pm 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann       2309   CC  

DVS 

 Kaleidoscope Quilts     NETA  00:26:46 

 Learn to create beautiful kaleidoscope quilt blocks from 

pictures of people, nature, jewelry or animals. Stitch your 

blocks into quilts and home accessories with Guest 

Jeanie Sumrall-Ajero.Quick Project: Insulated Casserole 

Carrier.  TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting      804   CC ST  

 Double Wedding Ring I    NETA  00:27:46 

 Liz and Marianne share great techniques and hints for 

making Double Wedding Ring, one of the most popular 

traditional quilt patterns in the world. Instructions are in 

May/June 2006 issue of Love of Quilting magazine.  TVG     

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day       2704   CC   

 Rosebud  KNME  00:26:40 

 Using half-square triangles, Eleanor's garden grows in 

beautiful roses in shades of red, pink, and yellow. Enjoy a 

history lesson on FDR's New Deal and the most beautiful 

quilt from the Depression Era designed by Ruth Finley and 

gifted to Eleanor Roosevelt. 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy    2201   CC ST  

 Pattern Fitting with Confidence, Part 1  NETA  00:26:46 

 Nancy shares her simplified approach to pattern fitting. 

Start the fitting process by purchasing the right size 

pattern and learning to take measurements necessary for 

simple changes. Nancy demonstrates easy pivot and 

slide techniques, and then incorporates them into 

 fitting patterns for tops, jackets, and dresses. Make a 

fashion statement that fits!   TVG  Next Air 05/01/09 

05:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Quilting Arts 309   CC  DVS  Challenges      NETA  

00:26:46 

 Problems and questions. The first challenge is 

incorporating topical events into quilting. We take a look 

at the go green exhibit for inspiration. Then Joel Dewberry 

explores another challenge: how do you add your 

personal style into your designs? Then it's the challenge of 

 wearing your quilt projects with Joyce Drexler. How do 

you make quilted and embroidered designs 

comfortable? Last up, Andrea Bishop shows us how to 

print photos on fabric. It's really easy, but it can be a 

challenge if you don't follow the correct steps.  TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop   2109   7C   

 Seven Drawer Chest      PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Norm spied this regal nineteenth-century English 

mahogany, seven- drawer chest in the back room of Alex 

Raskin's renowned antique shop on Monterey Square in 

Savannah. This well-proportioned, chest-on-chest 

 features period brass hardware pulls, edge banding, and 

dovetail drawers.  TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop 209   CC ST  

 Table Saw Secrets: Rip It Right  NETA  00:27:00 

 Cutting boards to the exact width you need is best done 

on a table saw. The Woodsmith editors talk about the 

right saw blade to use, and then show the jigs and 

techniques to get a perfect rip cut.      TVG     

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   This Old House Hour    724H  7C ST  

 New York City Project, Part 8/Installing Garage Do      PBS   

00:56:18 

 After a brief visit to the Brooklyn Navy Yard, master 

carpenter Norm Abram helps local builder Michael 

Streaman reinstall old interior door trim in the new library 

area. In Bensonhurst, host Kevin O'Connor finds 

countertop fabricator Alex DeMeo unloading a container 

of marble just in from Italy and the slabs of manmade 

quartz and resin being made into countertops. In the 

basement, plumbing and heating expert Richard 

Trethewey meets electrical contractor Vinny Verderosa to 

see how the new service is set up for the three-family 

house. Then Richard meets local plumbing and heating 

contractor Randy Gitli to look at the mechanical room 

that contains two complete systems - one for the ground 

floor apartment and another for the top three floors. 

Upstairs in the master bath, tile contractor Mauro Zanutto 

shows Kevin his unconventional method for grouting the 

floor tile. In the second half of the Hour, on Ask This Old 

House, general contractor Tom Silva helps a homeowner 

install a new garage door. Then Richard shows a 

homeowner how to "winterize" his plumbing to prevent 

frozen pipes when the house is unoccupied.  TVG     

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Motorweek     2834Z  7C ST SPA 

 Volvo Xc60      PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Road Test: 2010 Volvo XC60.Energy Smart Road Test: 2009 

Toyota RAV4. Goss's Garage: Gas Cap Capers.FYI: What 

Car Consumers Know Best.Car Keys First Impressions: 

Hyundai Genesis Coupe.    TVG     

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Victory Garden       3201Z  7C  DVS 

 Dry: Use Less Water In Your Landscape   PBSPL 00:26:46 

 EXPLORE the Water Conservation Garden near San 

Diego, California, with host Jamie Durie and learn about 
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xeriscaping: water-wise gardening. LEARN how to create 

a dry-laid garden wall with hardscape experts, the Stone 

Guys. GROW a fire-wise garden in an area that's at 

 risk for wildland fires. EAT healthy with chef Michel 

Nischan - who shows you a Native American-style "Three 

Sisters" garden that features corn, squash and beans. TVG     

 

03:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated 913   

CC ST  

 Lunchtime Specials      APT   00:26:46 

 Pizza Bianca - Bridget Lancaster makes pizza bianca, an 

Italian-style pizza dough with a crisp exterior and a 

chewy, bubbly middle. She also shows host Christopher 

Kimball how the test kitchen devised a simple pat-in-the-

pan method for the home cook to make this 

dough.Tomato Soup - Julia Collin Davison reveals the test 

kitchen's secret to a cream- less tomato soup with good 

looks, velvety smoothness and a bright tomato 

taste.Equipment Corner: Digital Scales - The test kitchen 

 recommends weighing baking ingredients. Adam Ried 

shows host Christopher Kimball what features are 

important and reveals why a good scale is an essential 

kitchen item. TVG     

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting   2318   CC   

 Seaside Harmony  APTEX 00:25:39 

 Take a leisurely stroll along the beach with Bob Ross and 

experience the bursting of glorious clouds. TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories    1405   CC  DVS 

 Organization     NETA  00:26:46 

 First, Brittany Zeller-Holland joins us with a great 

scrapbook spread - with simple additions and very few 

tools. Then, we create ornaments and jewelry from your 

photos. Next, it's family project ideas with Paulette Jarvey. 

And last up, Holly Vaselenak is back with a great clear 

album entitled "Sunday in the Park". TVG      

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Classic Gospel      412   CC ST      Oh My Glory!  

NETA  00:56:4 

 Bill and Gloria Gaither bring their Gaither Homecoming 

tour to the place where some of the best world-class 

music was born: Memphis, Tennessee. During this live 

concert event, they are joined by some of gospel music's 

finest artists such as Mark Lowry, the Gaither Vocal 

 Band, Ivan Parker, Jake Hess, Janet Paschal and the 

Blackwood Brothers. TVG     

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show 1133  (R) CC   Spring OETA  

00:57:45 

 Lawrence and the gang serendade the natural beauty 

of "Spring." From the opening song with the band, "April 

Showers," to Guy & Ralna performing "Listen To My Smile." 

Bobby & Cissy do a spectacular dance number to "Love 

Will Keep Us Together," and Tanya sings "Spring Will 

 Be a Little Late."Guest: Kathie Sullivan Repeat of 04/19/09 

07:00pm    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians   307   

CC     APTSY 00:26:35 

 Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal 

Canadian Orchestra band leader, Al Pierson, GUY 

LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS III features 

archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 

performances. Pierson, an accomplished musician, 

composer, arranger, vocalist and bandleader, is 

dedicated to the distinctive style that made the Guy 

 Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and 

imitated big bands of all time. The wraparounds offer 

anecdotes and factual tidbits about the band as well as 

the music. TVG     

 

07:29pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       804  (R) CC ST  

 Surprising News  BBC   00:29:24 

 Jean's sister-in-law Penny and husband Steven visit and 

announce that when they retire they will live in Spain - all 

paid for with pension plans.  Lionel broods over his lack of 

pension.  Repeat of 04/23/09 10:00pm   Next Air 04/26/09 

01:30am 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 504   CC   

 A Riverside Picnic      BBC   00:29:14 

 While walking by an idyllic riverbank with Richard, 

Hyacinth comes up with one of her most ambitious plans. 

"I shall hold a riverside picnic equally as graceful as one 

of my candlelight suppers.      Next Air 04/26/09 02:00am 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   May to December       307  (R) CC   

 I Guess I'll Let Them Change My Nam     BBC   00:29:00 

 Jamie is falling in love with Zoe but hides it from Alec by 

 pretending to fall instead for Hilary.  When Alec informs 

Jamie that Zoe is expecting a baby, Jamie comes down 

to earth with a bump.  Repeat of 04/22/09 10:00pm   Next 

Air 04/26/09 02:30am 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1603      

 The Black Widow  BBC   00:29:13 

 Too much home brew at a funeral tea leaves Compo 

and Foggy having to rescue Clegg from the arms of an 

amorous widow.    Next Air 04/26/09 03:00am 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       101   CC ST  

 Arrival  BBC   00:28:39 

 The Dibley Parish Council have requested that the Bishop 

provide them a new Vicar after the death of the 

nonagenarian Percy Pottle. However, when the new 

Vicar turns up on the doorstep of Parish Council 

Chairman, David Horton, he is astounded to find that 

their new man is a woman: Geraldine.       Next Air 

04/26/09 03:30am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum   705   CC   

 Vince Two Eagles LOCA  00:56:46 
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 Vince Two Eagles performs live in front of a studio 

audience. Vince's music is a mixture of traditional, jazz 

and blues music. Next Air 04/26/09 04:00am 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits    3210Z  7C ST  

 The Raconteurs/Cat Power PBSPL 00:56:46 

 Detouring from his red-hot success with The White Stripes, 

Jack White's new pop-rock collaboration with fellow 

Detroiter Brendan Benson, the Raconteurs, applies 

distinctly modern rock sensibilities to classic 60's and 70's 

influences. The quartet mixes Lennon- McCartney style 

harmonies with blues-power guitar and a touch of 

 psychedelia on songs from its debut Broken Boy Soldiers. 

Introspective, highly acclaimed singer/songwriter Cat 

Power follows with a set of tunes from her Memphis soul-

inflected album The Greatest.  TVG     

 

Sun, 04/26/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  803   CC ST DVS 

 Globe Trekker Special: Globe Shopper 2  APT   00:56:34 

 Globe Shopper 2 picks up where its shop-happy 

predecessor left off - 

 in hot pursuit of the latest and rarest, the cheapest and 

most 

 expensive gifts a budding traveller can possibly trawl 

home. The seasoned shoppers hunt down classic furniture 

in Hong Kong, the antique emporium of the world; revisit 

tribal handicrafts with the Makonde tribes of 

Mozambique; fawn over carpets stretching from the 

 Middle East to the Ottoman empire that begat them 

more than 2,000 years ago; squeeze into bikinis on Rio's 

sandy beaches; and slip into Victorian-inspired Lolita 

street fashions worn by the Japanese youth of today.  

TVG    Next Air 04/26/09 11:00pm 

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Taste of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher 105   CC 

ST  

 Ohio & Indiana   NETA  00:26:46 

 Ohio and Indiana, two states with great culinary secrets. 

Join Dan Kaercher, editor in chief of Midwest Living 

Magazine as he travels through these two Midwestern 

states and discovers delicious delights. Dan stops at 

Skyline Chili in Cincinnati to try to uncover their 

 secret recipe then satisfies his sweet tooth at Graeter's 

Ice Cream. Indiana is a leading state in blueberry 

production. Dan visits a blueberry farm where visitors can 

pick their own fruit. Join Dan as he explores Ohio and 

Indiana.Ohio: LaRosa's Pizzeria-Cincinnati; Montgomery 

Inn-Cincinnati; Skyline Chili-Cincinnati; Graeter's Ice 

 Cream-Cincinnati; Tony Packos Cafe-Toledo; Freshwater 

Farms of Ohio- Urbana.Indiana: Blueberry Ranch-

Mishawaka; Wakarusa Produce Auction- Wakarusa; 

Yoder Popcorn-Topeka; Cafe Patachou-Indianapolis. 

TVG     

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       804  (R) CC ST  

 Surprising News  BBC   00:29:24 

 Jean's sister-in-law Penny and husband Steven visit and 

announce that when they retire they will live in Spain - all 

paid for with pension plans.  Lionel broods over his lack of 

pension.  Repeat of 04/25/09 07:29pm    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 504  (R) CC   

 A Riverside Picnic      BBC   00:29:14 

 While walking by an idyllic riverbank with Richard, 

Hyacinth comes up with one of her most ambitious plans. 

"I shall hold a riverside picnic equally as graceful as one 

of my candlelight suppers.  Repeat of 04/25/09 08:00pm    

 

02:30am  

SDPB1   May to December       307  (R) CC   

 I Guess I'll Let Them Change My Nam     BBC   00:29:00 

 Jamie is falling in love with Zoe but hides it from Alec by 

 pretending to fall instead for Hilary.  When Alec informs 

Jamie that Zoe is expecting a baby, Jamie comes down 

to earth with a bump.  Repeat of 04/25/09 08:30pm    

 

03:00am  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1603  (R)    

 The Black Widow  BBC   00:29:13 

 Too much home brew at a funeral tea leaves Compo 

and Foggy having to rescue Clegg from the arms of an 

amorous widow.      Repeat of 04/25/09 09:00pm    

 

03:30am  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       101  (R) CC ST    Arriva   BBC   

00:28:39 

 The Dibley Parish Council have requested that the Bishop 

provide them a new Vicar after the death of the 

nonagenarian Percy Pottle. However, when the new 

Vicar turns up on the doorstep of Parish Council 

Chairman, David Horton, he is astounded to find that 

their new man is a woman: Geraldine.   Repeat of 

04/25/09 09:30pm    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum   705  (R) CC   

 Vince Two Eagles LOCA  00:56:46 

 Vince Two Eagles performs live in front of a studio 

audience. Vince's music is a mixture of traditional, jazz 

and blues music.  Repeat of 04/25/09 10:00pm    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life    902   CC   

 History  LOCA  00:26:09 

 A South Dakota Guide - The New History Book / Black Hill 

Railroads: Then and Now / Prairie VillagePublished in 2005, 

this book is a comprehensive look at SD history, published 

by the State Historical Society.The influences of the 

railroad on the Black Hills, the Northern Plains, and the 

American experience cannot be overstated. The 

railroads were the catalyst for the westward expansion, 

and for the development of the cities, the transportation 

routes, and other forms of commerce in the country that 

we know today.  Good or bad, depending on a person's 

own heritage and experiences, the railroads and their 

employees have played a pivotal role in this region and 

the country.Prairie Village in Madison - The buildings have 

been moved from neighboring towns and many of the 
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local people in those towns have memories and stories of 

those buildings. 

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   130   CC ST 

DVS 

 Simply Extraordinary    APTEX 00:27:46 

 Water flows in fountains made from Legos, slate, buckets 

and terra cotta pots. Donna dyes coffee filters to create 

flowers and bugs, and cooks a Persian-style chicken with 

melon. Make papier mache bowls, vases and even hats 

in minutes using a microwave oven. TVG     

 

06:00am  

SDPB1   Mama Mirabelle's Home Movies   119   CC ST  

 Savanna Lullaby/It Gives You Paws       PBSPL 00:28:46 

 Savanna Lullaby - Our three kids are having trouble 

going to bed, and Mama shows them that the most 

important thing about bedtime is having a routine (and a 

good lullaby, of course).It Gives You Paws - A game 

 of follow the leader nearly goes awry when our friends 

find that they're unable to follow each other on certain 

terrain, leading Mama to show a movie or two about the 

very specialized hands and feet of different animals. TVY     

 

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange      515  (R) CC ST  

 APTEX 00:26:46 

 This week on Foreign Exchange: A new law says Afghan 

women must have their husbands? permission to leave 

the house, and Afghan husbands have a right to sex on 

demand. Hear the uproar in Afghanistan and around the 

world. Then, after the civil war in Nepal, can former 

 enemies get along? And, an openly anti-Arab campaign 

in flames conflict in Israel. Don't miss Foreign Exchange: 

where America meets the world.  Repeat of 04/26/09 

03:30am   Next Air 04/27/09 06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group 2717   CC   APT   00:27:30 

 TVRE   Next Air 04/26/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One  2447   CC   

  APT   00:27:30 TVG       Next Air 04/29/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Closer to Truth       311   CC ST  

 Is This The End Time?    EPS   00:26:46 

 In every generation, some religious believers imagined 

their time to be the end time. Why is this so? Is our 

generation different? What, in a religious nutshell, is the 

End Time? TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   Native Report  405H  7C ST DVS 

 WDSE  00:26:46 

 On this edition of Native Report, we meet the American 

Indian Superintendent of the Badlands National Park, we 

tell a Pine Ridge success story chronicling the rise of 

Native American Natural Foods and the Tanka Bar, and 

we learn about one of Indian Country's most famous 

native owned and operated radio stations, KILI Radio. We 

also hear from the elders and learn something new about 

Indian Country on this Native Report. TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1413  (R) CC   

 Status of the Stimulus Money    LOCA  00:57:24 

 Who will benefit in SD from it? What restrictions does the 

state have to follow in order to expect the funds? When 

will the funds have to be returned? How does SD 

compare to other states in the amount awarded to 

 us. Could we ask for more if we think we need more? 

When will organizations start seeing the money? Is this the 

answer?  Repeat of 04/23/09 08:00pm    

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3509H (R) 7C ST DVS 

 Car of the Future       PBS   00:56:46 

 How will the car of the future be powered? Will it run on 

hydrogen, batteries, ethanol or some as-yet 

undiscovered technology? Find out as NOVA takes a look 

at the latest and greatest in the automotive industry. Tom 

and Ray Magliozzi of NPR's "Car Talk" fame take viewers 

on a roller-coaster ride into the world of cars - examining 

new 

 technologies and ideas about America's most common 

form of transportation. With constantly increasing prices 

at the pump and a growing concern about the impact 

of emissions on global warming, there is a keen interest in 

alternative fuel sources to power our cars. The hydrogen 

fuel cell has long been the holy grail of zero emissions 

 energy, and countries like Iceland are trying out the 

technology by transforming their public transportation. 

Closer to home, there are attempts to create fuels like 

"biodiesel" - made of used vegetable oil - or ethanol from 

corn crops. Will these be our future fuels or just a useful 

intermediate? Can an all-electric sports car being 

developed in California change the face of driving for 

good? With in-depth interviews and the unique humor of 

the much-loved Magliozzi brothers, "Car of the Future" 

takes a light-hearted but knowledgeable look at the 

serious issue of what's to come for our transportation. TVG      

Repeat of 04/21/09 08:00pm    

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Appalachia: A History of Mountains and People 

103H  7C ST  

 Mountain Revolutions    PBS   00:56:46 

 Episode three of this series about the natural and human 

history of Appalachia relates how land grabbers 

poisoned a region that was once renowned mainly for its 

restful spas and noble character. When the chaos of the 

Civil War tore apart the agrarian way of life, Appalachian 

society was left ripe for plunder. Speculators spread 

 through every timber-rich and mineral-infused hollow, 

making deals. Mysterious courthouse fires destroyed 

property records, and consolidators evicted people who 

couldn't prove ownership of their land. The region quickly 

became a study in contradiction: writers of the time 

vilified the mountaineers as ignorant hillbillies who were 

 violent, lazy and uncivilized, but at the same time said 

they would "make wonderful mill hands, miners and wood 

ticks." As ancient trees were felled and coal was dug to 
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fuel the nation's booming economy, Appalachia's land, 

people, wildlife and culture were changed forever. 

 Academy Award-winning actress Sissy Spacek narrates.  

TVG     

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Farmers' Almanac TV    101   CC ST  

 Combine, Tilth & Bees    APTEX 00:26:46 

 Join a combine demolition derby in Washington State, 

learn about the living creatures in a garden and meet a 

Savannah, GA bee charmer. Tips, Trivia and fun always 

added. TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Heartland    405   CC ST  

 APTEX 00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan travels to Brunswick, Missouri to see how 

agri-tourism helps on farm family. A young Arizona ranch 

family welcomes new income from tourists and tree 

harvests. Reporter Yolanda Vazquez explores how 

 "buying local" has benefitted Rhode Island dairy farmers.  

Reporter 

 Jason Shoultz sees how heartland hops and barley help 

a Minnesota 

 brewery turn out distinctive lines of beer. TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    513   CC ST  

 Iran: Tehran and Side Trips     APTEX 00:26:46 

 As he's done with previous programs on Israel, Egypt, and 

Eastern 

 Turkey, Rick takes us beyond Europe to a place that's rich 

with 

 history...and mystery. Visiting Tehran, Shariz, Persepolis, 

and a small village, we'll get a rare present-day look at of 

some of civilization's most important historical sites, and a 

sense of Iran's 2 1st century culture. From architecture 

and art to faith and everyday living, "Iran: Tehran and 

Side Trips" is all about the eye-opening gift of travel.    TVG    

Next Air 05/14/09 08:00am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nature Adventures     108   CC   

 Fossils and Minerals    IND   00:26:46 

 In this episode we visit a Duckbill Dinosaur Excavation site 

near Baker, Montana, and a Triceratops Dig Site near 

Marmarth, ND, with renowned Paleontologist Tyler Lyson. 

We go on a fossil hunt and show you how fossils are 

discovered and how they are excavated. We then 

 follow the team back to the Marmarth Research 

Foundation Lab in Marmarth, ND and see how they are 

prepare and preserve the bones back in the lab. We also 

visit with Brad Block at Custer State Park about the Spires 

and Needles Formations, as well learn about other rocks 

 found in the Black Hills. 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1313H  7C ST  

 Grand Rapids, Mi - Hour One     PBS   00:55:14 

 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW drives to the Gilmore Car Museum 

near Grand Rapids, Michigan, for a look at its collection 

of more than 1,500 hood ornaments or "mascots." 

Appraisal highlights: a letter from Grand Rapids native 

son, Gerald Ford, written in 1967 to his former 

kindergarten teacher; a pair of earrings made from 

cufflinks given to 

 the guest's grandfather by Czar Nicholas of Russia; and 

an 1881 painting by noted Hudson River School artist 

Jasper Cropsey, valued at $300,000. TVG     

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1134   CC   

 Music of Irving Berlin   OETA  00:57:45 

 Lawrence and the band kick off this Irving Berlin Show 

with "Alexander's Ragtime Band," Bobby Burgess and 

Cissy King dance to "Let's Face the music and Dance," 

and Guy & Ralna sing "Remember." An arousing rendition 

of "God Bless America" with Norma Zimmer and our 

Musical Family close the show.Guest: Ken Delo      Next Air 

05/02/09 06:00pm 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nature       2507H  7C ST  

 Crash: A Tale of Two Species    PBS   00:56:15 

 This is a story of the interconnection of life, how every 

species is important, no matter how big or small. At the 

center is the humble horseshoe crab, a creature that has 

remained virtually unchanged for 30 0 million years. Its 

annual spring spawning produces millions of eggs that 

are the lifeline for a tiny bird called a red knot, which 

migrates 10,000 miles from South America to the Arctic 

each year. 

 Scientific and medical communities have discovered 

that the crab also provides an indispensable testing 

agent for drugs and vaccines, as well as resources for 

human optics and burn treatment. But horseshoe 

 crab numbers are plummeting from their new use as bait 

for the fishing industry, dropping by two-thirds since 1990. 

The precious pyramid depending on this age-old 

creature is about to come crashing down.  TVG     

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic   3913H  7C ST DVS 

 Little Dorrit - Part Five       PBS   01:26:46 

 Broken by reminders of the past in London, Mr. Dorrit 

returns to Amy in Italy. Ruin threatens all who have 

invested with Merdle. The plot reaches a climax at the 

House of Clennam, where miracles and disasters ensue, 

and at the Marshalsea, where Amy and Arthur meet 

once more.TVPG    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   Tuba U: Basso Profundo     000Z  7C ST   PBS   

00:26:46 

 TUBA U: BASSO PROFUNDO follows an unusual 22-piece 

musical ensemble into the recording studio, across the 

U.S. and onto the stage of renowned Carnegie Hall. 

Featuring the career of tuba maestro Winston 

 Morris, the compositions of Pulitzer Prize-winning 

composer Gunther Schuller, a visit to German tuba 

makers and the 100-member Tubas of Mass Destruction, 

this is the anatomy of one instrument that speaks to 

 the dedication and discipline shared by players of all 

instruments. TVG     

 

11:00pm  
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SDPB1   Globe Trekker  803  (R) CC ST DVS 

 Globe Trekker Special: Globe Shopper 2  APT   00:56:34 

 Globe Shopper 2 picks up where its shop-happy 

predecessor left off - in hot pursuit of the latest and rarest, 

the cheapest and most expensive gifts a budding 

traveller can possibly trawl home. The seasoned shoppers 

hunt down classic furniture in Hong Kong, the antique 

emporium of the world; revisit tribal handicrafts with the 

 Makonde tribes of Mozambique; fawn over carpets 

stretching from the Middle East to the Ottoman empire 

that begat them more than 2,000 years ago; squeeze 

into bikinis on Rio's sandy beaches; and slip into Victorian-

inspired Lolita street fashions worn by the Japanese youth 

 of today.  TVG      Repeat of 04/26/09 12:00am    

 

Mon, 04/27/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week       4842  (R) 7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/24/09 07:00pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week  113115   CC ST    KCET  

00:26:46   TVRE    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report 29031   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46     TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer      9415H  7C ST   PBS   

00:56:46    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1314#  7C ST  

 Grand Rapids, Mi - Hour Two     PBS   00:55:45 

 In Grand Rapids, Michigan, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW 

admires masterpieces of locally manufactured modernist 

furniture at the Grand Rapids Public Museum. Appraisal 

highlights: a unique quilt made of fabric scraps signed by 

200 celebrities and dignitaries, including Gerald Ford, Neil 

 Armstrong and Lucille Ball; a turn-of-the-century cold-air 

return cover made by the Tiffany Glass and Decorating 

Company; and a collection of wooden fish decoys by 

renowned Michigan master carver Oscar Peterson, 

valued at $14,000. TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   We Shall Remain: American Experience  2107#  

7C ST DVS Trail of Tears   PBS   01:24:35 

 The Cherokee would call it Nu-No-Du-Na Tlo-Hi-Lu, "The 

Trail Where They Cried." On May 26, 1838, federal troops 

forced thousands of Cherokee from their homes in the 

southeastern United States, driving them toward Indian 

Territory in eastern Oklahoma. More than 4,000 died 

 of disease and starvation along the way. For years, the 

Cherokee had resisted removal from their land in every 

way they knew. Convinced that white America rejected 

Native Americans because they were "savages," 

Cherokee leaders established a republic with a 

European- style legislature and legal system. Many 

Cherokee became Christian and adopted westernized 

education for their children. Their visionary principal chief, 

John Ross (actor Freddy Douglas), would even take the 

 Cherokee case to the Supreme Court, where he won 

crucial recognition of tribal sovereignty. The Supreme 

Court ruling proved no deterrent to President Andrew 

Jackson's demands that the Cherokee leave their 

 ancestral lands. A complex debate divided the 

Cherokee Nation, with Chief Ross urging the Cherokee to 

stay and Major Ridge (actor West Studi, Cherokee), a 

respected tribal leader, urging the tribe to move west 

and rebuild, going so far as to sign a removal treaty 

himself without the authority to do so. Though in the end 

the Cherokees' embrace of "civilization" and their 

landmark legal victory proved no match for white land 

hunger and military power, the Cherokee people 

 were able, with characteristic ingenuity, to build a new 

life in Oklahoma, far from the land that had sustained 

them for generations. TVPG    

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Seasoned with Spirit   103   CC ST  

 Return of the Buffalo    PBSPL 00:26:46 

 There is a movement among native tribes to bring the 

buffalo back to the Great Plains to "promote cultural 

enhancement, spiritual revitalization, ecological 

restoration and economic development." Loretta travels 

to the buffalo range of Fred Dubray on the Cheyenne 

 River Sioux Reservation in South Dakota to learn more. 

Wasna (sun- dried bison with chokecherries), wojape 

(chokecherry soup) and grilled bison tenderloin with a 

sage-chokecherry jus are on the menu.   TVG     

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show 207   CC ST  

 The Network Deal EPS   00:23:37 

 Women appreciate creative input; Men appreciate 

silence." A big network becomes interested in the show 

and wants to make a few minor changes including 

replacing Harold and adding the first female to the 

 cast. On Handyman Corner, Red demonstrates the fine 

art of packing. Adventures With Bill features boxing. TVG     

 

10:24pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer   917   CC   April 27 - May 3     WPBT  

00:05:00 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News  23117   CC ST KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose     15086   7C ST       PBSPL 00:56:46       

TVRE    

 

Tue, 04/28/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus    1146  (R) CC ST  APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/27/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions       903  (R) CC   

 Cruising The Rhine      APTEX 00:27:32 
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 The Rhine is one of the world's great rivers. It starts in the 

Swiss Alps and flows for 865 miles through six European 

countries ending up in the Netherlands and the North 

Sea. It connects to dozens of other rivers and canals 

forming a vast inland waterway. Burt visits Cologne's 

chocolate museum, sails through the Rhine Gorge, stops 

for Rudesheim's specialty coffee drink, explores 

Heidelberg's castle and ends with a tour of Strasbourg. 

TVG      Repeat of 04/03/09 02:30am    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29032   7C ST PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9416H  7C ST     PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Garden Line  2601   CC LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3515H  7C ST DVS 

 Alien from Earth PBS   00:56:41 

 NOVA presents exclusive coverage of new excavations 

that were undertaken in the summer of 2007 at the site of 

Ling Bua on the island of Flores, Indonesia. These are the 

first investigations of the cave site since the sensational 

discovery of tiny and bizarre human fossil bones at the 

site in 2004. NOVA investigates the furious scientific 

debate currently raging on what the "Hobbit" bones 

represent. Are they fossils of a previously unknown 

primitive branch of the human family? Or are they 

remains of a dwarf race of modern humans suffering from 

a strange pathological condition? TVPG   Next Air 

05/03/09 02:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Frontline     2713H  7C ST DVS 

 The Released     PBS   00:56:46 

 This year, hundreds of thousands of prisoners with serious 

mental illnesses will be released into communities across 

America, the largest exodus in the nation's history. 

Typically, mentally ill offenders leave prison with a bus 

ticket, $75 and two weeks worth of medication. Within 18 

months, nearly two-thirds are re-arrested. In this follow up 

to the film "The New Asylums," FRONTLINE examines what 

 happens to the mentally ill when they leave prison and 

why they return at such alarming rates. The stories of the 

released -- along with interviews with parole officers, 

social workers, and psychiatrists -- provide a rare look at 

the lives of the mentally ill as they struggle to stay out of 

prison and reintegrate into society. TVRE    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   To The Manor Born     302      

 Save The Railway Station!     00:29:38 

 Audrey mobilizes the village to fight the threatened 

closure of the local railway station.  Her trump card is 

Richard's traditional right as Lord of the Manor.  But he 

has plans for the station that he has not shared with her. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News      23118   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46   

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Independent Lens     1021   7C ST  

 At Home In Utopia       PBS   00:56:46 

 Director Michal Goldman traces the history of "The 

Coops," a cooperative apartment complex built in the 

Bronx by Jewish garment workers. The film tracks the rise 

and fall of the community from the 19 20s into the 1950s, 

bearing witness to lives lived across barriers of race, 

convention and sometimes even common sense.     TVPG    

 

Wed, 04/29/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus  1147  (R) CC ST     APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/28/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    510  (R) CC ST  

 Copenhagen      APTEX 00:26:46 

 Denmark's capital is the most fun-loving in Scandinavia. 

As we get to know Copenhagen, we'll discover reminders 

of its Viking history and symbols of its proudly 

independent ways today. We'll stroll through Europe's first 

great pedestrian zone, ogle crown jewels in the palace 

 and take a bike ride through a famous hippie squatter 

community, finishing at Copenhagen's full-time carnival, 

Tivoli Gardens. TVG      Repeat of 04/05/09 05:00pm   Next 

Air 05/11/09 08:00am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report   29033   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46     TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9417H  7C ST       PBS   

00:56:46 

 THE NEWSHOUR WITH JIM LEHRER will provide live 

coverage of President Obama's press conference. TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9417   7C ST     PBS   

00:56:46 

 THE NEWSHOUR WITH JIM LEHRER will provide live 

coverage of President Obama's press conference.    TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Cry for Help  000H  7C ST   PBS   00:56:46 

 This program tells first person stories from teenagers about 

 depression, anxiety and mental illness. From teens 

struggling with depression and suicide to parents 

unaware of what may be troubling their own child to 

those on the frontlines of prevention and care, "Cry for 

Help" provides a look at mental illness among young 

adults. In their own words, the program documents their 

stories, their emotional struggles, their lives in crisis and, in 

the process, discovers a new understanding of their 

world.   TV14-VL        

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Legacy of War     000Z  7C ST DVS  PBS   00:55:59 
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 Sixty years after covering the aftermath of World War II, 

Walter Cronkite returns to key European locations to 

recall dispatches from London as the city launched its 

massive rebuilding initiative, from Nuremberg as war 

criminals were held accountable in a gripping criminal 

trial, and from Berlin as the city became the icon of 

postwar politics. At a time when the foreign policy of the 

United States is being challenged around the world, this 

program details the successful launch and execution of 

the Marshall Plan -- America's expansive commitment to 

rebuild Europe at the end of the war. Cronkite traces 

 the complex and changing relationship between the 

United States and England and explores the dramatic 

shifts of the Cold War from the end of the war up to the 

present. TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   May to December       401   CC   

 This Could Be The Start of Something Big BBC   00:28:50 

 Alec and Zoe are back home after their honeymoon.  

Zoe is in the 

 early stages of pregnancy, and Alec is full of the joys of 

spring.      Next Air 05/02/09 08:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News    23119   CC ST  KCET  00:26:46  

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose  15088   7C ST     PBSPL 00:56:46  TVRE    

 

Thu, 04/30/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus    1148  (R) CC ST      APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/29/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa  407   CC 

ST  

 Switzerland and the Alps APT   00:26:46 

 The Swiss Alps reverberate with cowbells, accordions, 

and laughter. We make our home base in the year-round 

playground of Interlaken, the "town between two lakes". 

We sail across glacial Lake Brienz, famous for its beautiful 

woodcarving. We head to the spectacular 

Lauterbrunnen Valley for a heart-stopping gondola ride 

to alpine heights, and hike past flower-filled meadows 

and mountain chalets. Then it's off to vibrant Zurich for 

shopping, chocolate and tasty Swiss cuisine. Tips on 

transit passes and buying cheese. TVG     

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Design Squad   203   CC ST DVS 

 Green Machines   PBSPL 00:28:46 

 The teams go green as they work with the Food Project, 

an organization that creates social change through 

sustainable agriculture. Two young Food Project 

volunteers challenge the teams to design a compost lifter 

for their urban farm. D-Squad Pro File: Industrial engineer 

Erin Gately creates new environmentally friendly 

 products for Hewlett-Packard by ensuring that HP's 

computer products are made with fewer non-recyclable 

materials. TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report   29034   7C ST   PBS   

00:26:46   TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer   9418H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call       714   CC   

 Lyme Disease & Other Insect-Borne Diseases      LOCA  

00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1414   CC   

 Wind Energy     LOCA  00:56:48 

 What has been done so far, could more be done? Is 

South Dakota moving 

 too fast or too slow? An information meeting on Wind 

Energy in our 

 state and the future of this alternative energy plan. 

   Next Air 05/03/09 01:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Doc Martin     304   CC ST  

 Movement APTSY 00:45:30 

 In a life-changing decision, Bert Large abandons his 

plumbing business to open his own restaurant. The 

opening of Large's restaurant is far from a success, when 

Doc Martin, who has a phobia about blood, finds a spot 

of blood on his plate. To make matters worse for Bert, 

 the following day, the doctor's office is inundated with 

patients with symptoms of food poisoning, and all 

claiming to have eaten at his restaurant. TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       805   CC ST  

 Future Imperfect BBC   00:28:40 

 In order to ease Lionel's financial situation Alistair suggests 

that he sell the country house.  Lionel and Jean travel to 

the country to break the news to Mrs. Bale, Lol and 

Rocky.  Next Air 05/02/09 07:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News    23120   CC ST  KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose  15089   7C ST     PBSPL 00:56:46     

TVRE    
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Fri, 05/01/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus      1149  (R) CC ST       APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 04/30/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse    107   CC ST     EPS   

00:28:49 

 After traumatic pasts, Dennis brings a horse and owner 

closer together through a simple gesture. TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29035   7C ST  

 PBS   00:26:46 

 TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer   9419H  7C ST   PBS   

00:56:46    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week   4843   7C ST PBS   00:26:46 

 TVRE   Next Air 05/04/09 12:00am 

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS      518Z  7C ST    PBS   00:26:46 

 How is Secretary of Education Arne Duncan going to 

spend $100 billion in stimulus money - almost twice the 

education budget -- to fix our nation's schools? During his 

seven years running Chicago's public schools, Duncan 

went head to head with the teacher's union and 

 skeptical parents by closing down low-performing 

schools, getting rid of all the teachers, principals, even 

the janitors, and reopening them with new staffs as 

"turnaround schools." It's a drastic step, but the results 

have been promising. NOW travels to Chicago to 

investigate the collateral damage of a top-to-bottom 

school makeover, and to get a glimpse of what the 

future of education might look like for the rest of the 

country. "We have to be willing to experience a little bit of 

 pain and discomfort, but our children desperately need 

it and deserve it," Secretary Duncan tells NOW. "Just as 

we have to do it, unions have to change, principals have 

to change, teachers have to change, parents have to 

step up... business as usual is not going to get us there." 

Do we need to gut our public schools in order to save 

them? 

 TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal 1303   7C ST       PBS   00:56:46 

 New debate has emerged from the release of the 

Department of Justice's Office of Legal Counsel memos 

approving extreme measures of interrogation under the 

Bush administration. But, as the President acknowledges 

"a dark and painful chapter," how should he respond to 

 allegations of torture? Bill Moyers sits down with Bruce 

Fein, former deputy attorney general under President 

Ronald Reagan and chairman of the American Freedom 

Agenda, and Mark Danner, who has been reporting on 

the US treatment and interrogation of detainees for the 

New York Review of Books. Also on the program, the 

Journal profiles Steve Meacham, a Massachusetts 

community organizer fighting to keep working people in 

their homes.       TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market  3435   CC ST  NETA  00:27:46 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1103  (R) CC   

 S.D. Craftsman   LOCA  00:22:50 

 Michael Dresch - Guitar Maker / Michael Hill - Potter / 

Kevin Pourier - Buffalo Horn ArtistMichael Dresch is an 

Electric Guitar Maker in Sioux Falls.  Michael is a guitar 

aficionado who is now hand making custom electric 

guitars. He designs guitars to the client?s specifications.  

He carves the guitars and assembles all the hardware 

 himself.  He does both flat and carved top uitars.Michael 

Hill, currently from Volin, SD, creates a wide variety of 

functional pottery from salad bowls to unique vases.Kevin 

Pourier has been shaping jewelry, spoons, etc from 

buffalo horns since 1992.  He received a scholarship to 

study at the National Museum of the American Indian in 

 Washington and spent time on the east coast 

esearching buffalo horn artifacts.   Repeat of 04/11/09 

05:30am    

 

09:54pm  

SDPB1   Allo, Allo     303      

 The Sausage in the Wardrobe     BBC   00:35:06 

 Maria, having been detained by von Klinkerhoffen (with 

the Fallen Madonna sausage strapped to her bosom) is 

imprisoned in his chateau. The General subsequently 

discovers the sausage and hangs it in his closet to cure. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23121   CC ST      KCET  00:26:46   

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose   15090   7C ST PBSPL 00:56:46     TVRE    

 

Sat, 05/02/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus 1150  (R) CC ST   APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/01/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland    401   CC ST    APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan finds that "pleasant smells" sell at a 

California Lavender farm. Texas cotton farmers face 

some challenges from nature in getting in the crop. 

Reporter Sarah Gardner visits West Virginia where farmers 

harvest hardwoods on their land. Reporter Jason Shoultz 

 meets a Minnesota artist who captures rural life on 

canvas.     TVG     

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily 201   CC  DVS 

 Wraps and Scarves       NETA  00:26:46 

 Today on Knitting Daily we're taking a closer look at 

wraps and scarves. They're an open canvas for 
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showcasing different stitch techniques and silhouettes, 

and an easy fit for all body types. First, get started with 

Jan Gratz and Liz as they present ideas for converting 

your favorite scarf pattern into a shawl or wrap. Then 

 we're on location with Shay and the designer spotlight, 

where author Kristin Omdahl demonstrates her "Stella 

Wrap" using techniques for crocheting lace in the round. 

Next, the 'how to' segment partners Barry Klein and Laura 

Bryant with Eunny to present patterns for scarves with 

reversible fabric and non-curling edges. Next Kathy 

 Elkins answers a viewer question about blocking larger 

projects, like wraps. And last, Kim talks about her pattern 

for the "Float Away" scarf and Eunny's spectrum scarf and 

the modifications other crocheters have made to the 

design.      TVG     

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1106  (R) CC   

 South Dakota Champs     LOCA  00:25:23 

 S.D. Dart Tournament / Walleye Fishing Tournament / 

Unicycle National ChampionshipsDart Tournament.  It is 

the largest of its kind in the country. Why is does SD hold 

the largest tournament? The game of choice in 501. All 

players must be currently sanctioned by the National Dart 

Association and be currently participating in a South 

 Dakota Pool & Dart Tournament Corporation approved 

league.The walleye tournament is on Lake Oahe, there 

will be a festival centered around it.Rapid City will host 

the North American Unicycle Championships.  300 of the 

best off-road and on-road unicyclists from Canada and 

the US will be in town competing in various events. 

  Repeat of 04/12/09 10:30pm   Next Air 05/29/09 09:30pm 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann       2310   CC  

DVS 

 Terrific Sewing Techniques and Tips     NETA  00:26:46 

 Guest Louise Cutting demonstrates the easy way to sew 

the couture look using tips and techniques from the 

sewing industry. Learn to sew perfect collars, button 

plackets, mitered corners, seams and more. Quick 

Project: Personalized Sheet and Pillowcase Sets. TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting      805   CC ST  

 Double Wedding Ring II   NETA  00:27:46 

 Learn how to handle binding for Double Wedding Ring 

quilts and others with irregular edges. Instructions are in 

the May/June 2006 issue of Love of Quilting magazine. 

TVG     

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day       2705   CC   

 Old Maid's Puzzle and Double Ax Head    KNME  00:26:40 

 Eleanor adapts two 1930's traditional applique patterns 

to the 21st century with her fusible interfacing technique. 

"Waste not - Want not"was the motto of the 1930's and 

Eleanor shares some of the clever ways quilters used up 

every bit of their fabric. 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy    2202   CC ST  

 Pattern Fitting with Confidence, Part 2  NETA  00:26:46 

 Nancy offers confidence-building skills for fitting skirt and 

pants patterns. Take three simple measurements, learn 

Nancy's pivot and slide techniques, and you're on your 

way to great fitting skirts and pants! Nancy walks you step 

by step through a variety of skirt and pant fitting 

techniques, and she contends that great fitting pants 

 often start with a smaller size pattern - something we all 

want to hear!  TVG      Next Air 05/04/09 05:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Quilting Arts  310   CC  DVS 

 On The Surface   NETA  00:26:46 

 Creative ideas for surface embellishment. Our first 

segment was filmed on location with Julaine Lofquist 

Burch and a unique way of marbling fabric using shaving 

cream. Then join author Laura Murray and unmounted 

stamps as rubbing plates to create mix and match 

images that are fused into stars. Then Andrea Bishop 

takes us back to the computer with ways to put words on 

quilts. Go way beyond quilting labels and play with 

various ways of incorporating words on to the front of 

your quilts. Last up it's back to Chicago and needle 

felting on fabric scraps with Beryl Taylor.      TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop   2110   7C   

 Hat Rack PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Norm introduces viewers to the seventeenth-century 

craft of wood steaming when he creates this charming 

hat rack out of oak. To learn the proper techniques, Norm 

pays a visit to craftsman Mike Dunbar, a well-known 

Windsor chair builder and teacher.     TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop 210   CC ST  

 Making Great Table Legs  NETA  00:27:00 

 There's more to making a table leg than just cutting a 

long board. First, learn the secrets to getting a perfect 

grain pattern on a leg. Then the Woodsmith editors show 

a simple jig for cutting tapered legs, both two-sided and 

four-sided, and a special technique for make a flared 

tapered leg. TVG     

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   This Old House Hour    725H  7C ST  

 New York City Project, Part 9/Installing A Ventila      PBS   

00:56:45 

 At the project house in Brooklyn, local builder Michael 

Streaman reinstalls the beautiful white oak entry doors 

that were absent for several months when they were 

stripped of old paint and restored by wood refinisher 

John Thomas. In the kitchen, local plumbing and heating 

contractors Randy and Erik Gitli finish their connections to 

the appliances, the kitchen sink and install a new pot filler 

over the range. On the second floor, homeowner Kevin 

Costello shows master carpenter Norm Abram the new 

temporary wall in the master bedroom that creates a 

nursery for their youngest son. Eventually, the wall can be 

 removed when they take over the third floor apartment. 

At a landmark home store in the Flatiron district of 

Manhattan, design correspondent Carole Freehauf gives 

host Kevin O'Connor a lesson in shopping for furniture 

while making selections for the project house. Electrical 
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 contractor Vinny Verderosa shows Kevin O'Connor the 

strategy for fire prevention in the project house and some 

new technology in smoke and carbon monoxide 

detectors. In the second half of the Hour, on Ask This 

 Old House, Kevin and electrician Brian Bergeron help a 

homeowner install a new ventilation fan in her bathroom. 

Later, landscape contractor Roger Cook shows a pair of 

homeowners how to care for their lawn without using 

chemicals or pesticides. TVG     

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Motorweek     2835Z  7C ST SPA 

 Kia Soul PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Energy Smart Road Test: 2010 Kia Soul.Energy Smart Road 

Test: 2009 Mazda5.Goss' Garage: Curing Cooling System 

Blues.AutoWorld: Green Ports - Saving Energy On The 

Docks.Long-Term Road Test: Nissan Rogue, Dodge Grand 

Caravan. TVG     

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Victory Garden       3202Z  7C  DVS 

 Wet: Learn About Water, In All Its Forms, In Your       PBSPL 

00:26:46 

 Learn about water, in all its forms, in your garden. JOIN 

gardening correspondent Paul Epsom at Longwood 

Gardens in Philadelphia to learn about water features 

and elements that can add to any garden. PLANT a 

 water-wise garden with tips from host Jamie Durie on 

how to recycle rainwater and put it to good use. GROW 

a tea garden with Kip Anderson . .. then EAT, drink and be 

merry when chef Michel Nischan stirs up some beverages 

and recipes using fresh herbs and teas.      TVG     

 

03:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated 914   

CC ST  Fish Made Easy   APT   00:26:46 

 Poached Salmon - Test Cook James Kenji Alt introduces 

an alternative method for poaching salmon and shows 

host Christopher Kimball how the test kitchen produced a 

recipe for silken, delicately flavored salmon. Crispy Fish 

Filets - Bridget Lancaster uncovers the test kitchen's 

secrets to moist and flavorful oven-baked fish fillets 

coated in a crunchy crust that rival any batter-fried 

fish.Tips and Techniques: What is White Fish? - Host 

Christopher Kimball takes a trip to the supermarket to 

take the mystery out of white fish and reveals tips on 

 how to know when fish is fresh and what to look for when 

buying fish. TVG     

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting   2319   CC   

 Mountain Serenity       APTEX 00:25:58 

 Look into the distance with Bob Ross, experience peace 

and majesty overlooking a quiet wilderness lake. TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories    1406   CC  DVS 

 "Scrap" Booking  NETA  00:26:46 

 Wendy Smedley has economical and creative ways to 

use scraps. Then, meet Cathy Burnell for a digital party 

invitation. Last up is Klo Oxford and a trendy acrylic 

album. TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Classic Gospel 413   CC ST  

 I'll Fly Away    NETA  00:56:46 

 The Gaither Homecoming Tour travels back to the States 

to The Saenger Theatre in New Orleans, Louisiana for this 

live concert event. They are joined by their Homecoming 

Friends including Mark Lowry, the Gaither Vocal Band, 

Jessy Dixon, Dottie Rambo, Lynda Randle and many 

 others! TVG     

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1134  (R) CC   

 Music of Irving Berlin   OETA  00:57:45 

 Lawrence and the band kick off this Irving Berlin Show 

with "Alexander's Ragtime Band," Bobby Burgess and 

Cissy King dance to "Let's Face the music and Dance," 

and Guy & Ralna sing "Remember." An arousing rendition 

of "God Bless America" with Norma Zimmer and our 

 Musical Family close the show.Guest: Ken Delo 

  Repeat of 04/26/09 07:00pm    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians  308   

CC     APTSY 00:26:37 

 Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal 

Canadian Orchestra band leader, Al Pierson, GUY 

LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS III features 

archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 

performances. Pierson, an accomplished musician, 

composer, arranger, vocalist and bandleader, is 

dedicated to the distinctive style that made the Guy 

 Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and 

imitated big bands of all time. The wraparounds offer 

anecdotes and factual tidbits about the band as well as 

the music. TVG     

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By  805  (R) CC ST Future Imperfect   

BBC   00:28:40 

 In order to ease Lionel's financial situation Alistair suggests 

that he sell the country house.  Lionel and Jean travel to 

the country to break the news to Mrs. Bale, Lol and 

Rocky. 

  Repeat of 04/30/09 10:00pm   Next Air 05/03/09 01:30am 

 

07:59pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 505   CC   

 Skis     BBC   00:29:17 

 Hyacinth has decided instead of her usual gift to Richard 

of slippers that he should received skis instead. When 

Richard protests that he has not intention of taking up the 

sport, Hyacinth responds that he can cultivate the 

correct image by strapping them atop the car and drive 

about with them occasionally.       Next Air 05/03/09 

02:00am 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   May to December       401  (R) CC   

 This Could Be The Start of Something Big BBC   00:28:50 

 Alec and Zoe are back home after their honeymoon.  

Zoe is in the early stages of pregnancy, and Alec is full of 

the joys of spring.  Repeat of 04/29/09 10:00pm   Next Air 

05/03/09 02:30am 
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09:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1604      

 Have You Got A Light Mate?      BBC   00:29:06 

 Smiler is selling security lights. Howard is determined to 

buy Marina a china shepherdess-if he can persuade 

Clegg to visit Auntie Wainwright's.      Next Air 05/03/09 

03:00am 

 

09:29pm  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       102   CC ST  

 Songs of Praise  BBC   00:29:21 

 The BBC religious series, Songs of Praise, sends a 

production team to Dibley to tape one of their programs. 

Geraldine and David have misgivings about this, but 

Gerry (as she likes to be called) develops a crush on 

producer, Tristan, while David casts his eye on production 

assistant, Ruth.       Next Air 05/03/09 03:30am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Soundstage    1606H  7C ST  

 Seal     PBS   00:55:45 

 Seal's one-of-a-kind soaring, husky baritone is perfect for 

any genre. He's delighted fans and earned critical 

acclaim while staying true to classic, honest songwriting in 

his remarkable two-decade career. And now, he's done 

it again with the release of his exceptional sixth studio 

album Soul. Together with legendary music producer 

David Foster, Seal adds his signature touch to some of the 

best soul songs ever created. In a stunning performance, 

Seal evokes an era when music vividly captured emotion 

and romance. Joined by Foster, as well as a choir and 

string section, Seal takes on Ann Pebbles' "I Can't Stand 

 the Rain," Sam Cooke's "A Change Is Gonna Come" and 

Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes' "If You Don't Know Me 

By Now." TVPG Next Air 05/03/09 04:00am 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits    3204Z  7C ST  

 Alejandro Escovedo      PBSPL 00:56:46 

 Few contemporary artists inspire the degree of rapturous 

critical 

 praise as Alejandro Escovedo, without the 

accompanying fame and 

 fortune. Back in form after a near-death battle with 

Hepatitis C, 

 Escovedo performs songs from The Boxing Mirror, praised 

by Billboard 

 as "a masterwork from one of the genuine lights in rock 

music.  TVG     

 

Sun, 05/03/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  804   CC ST DVS 

 Micronesia      APT   00:56:07 

 Micronesia is a chain of more than 2,000 islands, and 

Megan McCormick starts on Guam, site of a U.S. military 

base. Next it's off to Pohnpei, the capital island, where 

she hikes through lush vegetation to the Kepirohi 

waterfall. Megan explores the archaeological ruins of 

Nan Madol, dives among sunken Japanese warships at 

Chuuk and kayaks on Jellyfish Lake in Palau. She ends her 

travels on Yap, where she observes a colony of hump-

backed turtles and swims with the manta rays. TVG    Next 

Air 05/03/09 11:00pm 

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Taste of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher 106   CC 

ST  

 Nebraska NETA  00:26:46 

 Join Dan Kaercher, editor in chief of Midwest Living 

Magazine, as he explores the culinary side of Nebraska. 

The Kool-Aid exhibit at the Hastings Museum presents a 

lighthearted reminder of childhood with displays of Kool-

Aid memorabilia. In Omaha the French Cafe offers 

 gourmet French cuisine. Nebraska City is home to the 

Kimmel Orchard, where visitors can enjoy fresh produce 

in the form of apples, cherries and peaches during the 

harvest.Brother Sebastian's-Omaha; Wheatfield's- 

 Omaha; Flatiron-Omaha; Johnny's Cafe-Omaha; 

Omaha Steaks-Omaha; The French Cafe-Omaha; Kimmel 

Orchard-Nebraska City; Hastings Museum (Kool- 

 Aid Exhibit) -Hastings; Eileen's Cookies-Hastings; Olson's 

Beef Ranch- Bartlett. TVG     

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       805  (R) CC ST  

 Future Imperfect BBC   00:28:40 

 In order to ease Lionel's financial situation Alistair suggests 

that he sell the country house.  Lionel and Jean travel to 

the country to break the news to Mrs. Bale, Lol and 

Rocky. 

  Repeat of 05/02/09 07:30pm    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 505  (R) CC   

 Skis     BBC   00:29:17 

 Hyacinth has decided instead of her usual gift to Richard 

of slippers that he should received skis instead. When 

Richard protests that he has not intention of taking up the 

sport, Hyacinth responds that he can cultivate the 

correct image by strapping them atop the car and drive 

about with them occasionally.    Repeat of 05/02/09 

07:59pm    

 

02:30am  

SDPB1   May to December       401  (R) CC   

 This Could Be The Start of Something Big BBC   00:28:50 

 Alec and Zoe are back home after their honeymoon.  

Zoe is in the early stages of pregnancy, and Alec is full of 

the joys of spring.  Repeat of 05/02/09 08:30pm    

 

03:00am  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1604  (R)    

 Have You Got A Light Mate?      BBC   00:29:06 

 Smiler is selling security lights. Howard is determined to 

buy Marina a china shepherdess-if he can persuade 

Clegg to visit Auntie Wainwright's. Repeat of 05/02/09 

09:00pm    

 

03:30am  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       102  (R) CC ST  

 Songs of Praise  BBC   00:29:21 

 The BBC religious series, Songs of Praise, sends a 

production team to Dibley to tape one of their programs. 
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Geraldine and David have misgivings about this, but 

Gerry (as she likes to be called) develops a crush on 

producer, Tristan, while David casts his eye on production 

 assistant, Ruth.      Repeat of 05/02/09 09:29pm    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   Soundstage 1606H (R) 7C ST    Seal   PBS   00:55:45 

 Seal's one-of-a-kind soaring, husky baritone is perfect for 

any genre. He's delighted fans and earned critical 

acclaim while staying true to classic, honest songwriting in 

his remarkable two-decade career. And now, he's done 

it again with the release of his exceptional sixth studio 

album Soul. Together with legendary music producer 

David Foster, Seal adds his signature touch to some of the 

best soul songs ever created. In a stunning performance, 

Seal evokes an era when music vividly captured emotion 

and romance. Joined by Foster, as well as a choir and 

string section, Seal takes on Ann Pebbles' "I Can't Stand 

 the Rain," Sam Cooke's "A Change Is Gonna Come" and 

Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes' "If You Don't Know Me 

By Now." TVPG     Repeat of 05/02/09 10:00pm    

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life    903   CC   

 Agriculture     LOCA  00:27:41 

 Heritage Museum / Field to Table Program / Sinte Gleska 

University Buffalo HerdVisitors to the State Ag. Heritage 

Museum will understand the important role of agriculture 

in South Dakota's past, present, and future. Located on 

the SDSU Campus.This is a program to teach students 

 in this area the process of farming.  The man who 

conceived the idea and brought it to fruition is Ray Hall, a 

local farmer who uses his own money, seeds, equipment, 

land, etc. to put on this 2 day event on. A long time 

dream of SGU President Lionel Bordeaux, the SGU Bison 

 Ranch was founded with 2 buffalo donated by the 

Montana Education Consortium in 1994. 

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   131   CC ST 

DVS 

 Simple Living    APTEX 00:27:41 

 Donna weaves old fabric, neckties and belts into an 

unforgettable memory chair. Discover your genealogy 

through a cereal box puzzle and a ping pong ball family 

puppet show. Bake up quick cinnamon rolls and use day-

old rolls for bread pudding. Make your own bath and 

body products.       TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange  516  (R) CC ST      APTEX 

00:26:46 

 This week on Foreign Exchange: During World War II, 

Japan ordered pilots to kill themselves. Surviving 

Kamikaze pilots relive their stare-down with death. And, 

how cash outside the banking system may help 

developing countries. Then, is extreme Islam taking hold 

in 

 Indonesia? Don't miss Foreign Exchange: where America 

meets the world.  Repeat of 05/03/09 03:30am   Next Air 

05/03/09 03:30pm 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group      2718   CC      APT   00:27:30 

 TVRE   Next Air 05/03/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One  2448   CC   

   APT   00:27:30  TVG Next Air 05/06/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Closer to Truth       312   CC ST  

 Eternal Life Is Like What?      EPS   00:26:46 

 Almost all religions promise eternal life. In one form or 

another, the message goes forth that death is not final. 

But each religion paints its own portrait of the hereafter: 

some are collective and ethereal in the spirit, melding us 

into God's Light or the Cosmic Consciousness; others are 

individual and corporeal in the body, maintaining our 

personal identity. Which would you choose? (Your 

opinion means nothing, of course.) TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   Native Report      406H  7C ST DVS WDSE  00:26:46      

TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1414  (R) CC   

 Wind Energy     LOCA  00:56:48 

 What has been done so far, could more be done? Is 

South Dakota moving too fast or too slow? An information 

meeting on Wind Energy in our state and the future of this 

alternative energy plan.  Repeat of 04/30/09 08:00pm    

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3515H (R) 7C ST DVS 

 Alien from Earth PBS   00:56:41 

 NOVA presents exclusive coverage of new excavations 

that were undertaken in the summer of 2007 at the site of 

Ling Bua on the island of Flores, Indonesia. These are the 

first investigations of the cave site since the sensational 

discovery of tiny and bizarre human fossil bones at the 

site in 2004. NOVA investigates the furious scientific 

debate currently raging on what the "Hobbit" bones 

represent. Are they fossils of a previously unknown 

primitive branch of the human family? Or are they 

remains of a dwarf race of modern humans suffering from 

a strange pathological condition?   TVPG   Repeat of 

04/28/09 08:00pm    

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Appalachia: A History of Mountains and People 

104H  7C ST  

 Power and Place  PBS   00:56:46 

 The final episode of this series about the natural and 

human history of Appalachia sparks both heartbreak and 

hope for the region's ransacked mountain ecosystem. 

Early 20th-century mineral barons ruled Appalachia with 

an iron fist. Company spies tracked miners' every move. 

 If they found a man's union card, he would be fired, 

even killed. Inspired by a brave little old lady who talked 

like a preacher and cursed like a sailor, mineworkers 

organized and demanded better treatment. The dams of 

the Tennessee Valley Authority drowned ancestral 

homesteads, but the project eliminated abject poverty 

for thousands. An invasive fungus has wiped out the 

majestic American chestnut tree, but its roots refuse to 
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die. Strip mining has torn the tops off mountains, but a 

new wave of activists, writers, musicians, scientists and 

nature-lovers is expanding the miners' ideas of health 

 and fairness to include the forests, the rivers and the 

mountains themselves. Academy Award-winning actress 

Sissy Spacek narrates. TVG     

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   America's Heartland    406   CC ST    APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan visits a St. Louis area farm family whose 

farmers market changed their lives. Reporter Yolanda 

Vazquez finds a young teen who gets a start in farming 

with the help of his entire town. Reporter Jason Shoultz 

sees how Midwest dairy farmers work together to 

 create sweet creamery butter. A New Mexico photo 

shoot gives new details to the "face" of American 

Agrculture.     TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Equitrekking   101   CC ST  

 Destination Vermont     APTEX 00:26:46 

 In Vermont, we explore Green Mountain trails and 

country roads on horseback, learning about Morgan 

horses, Icelandic horses and Vermont history and culture. 

We visit the Mountain Top Inn outside of Killington to 

explore the area's trails and learn the art of driving 

 with two large Clydesdales. You don't have to travel all 

the way to Iceland to experience the smooth gaits of the 

Icelandic horse. We'll take a multi-day inn to inn ride 

through meadows, woods and old farm lands on 

Icelandic horses. Next, we visit the University of Vermont's 

Morgan Horse Farm to learn about Vermont's state 

animal and UVM's historic breeding program, which 

dates back to 1878. We also enjoy some time out of the 

saddle to try some local specialties and visit Shelburne 

Museum and downtown Burlington. TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    514   CC ST  

 Iran's Historic Capitals APTEX 00:26:46 

 Iran's rich history goes back millennia, to the days when 

Persepolis was home to "the king of kings." In this episode, 

Rick Steves explores three historic capitals of Iran: 

Persepolis, with its splendid monuments; Shiraz, with the 

tombs of Iran's most beloved poets; and Esfahan, with its 

extraordinary mosques and endearing people. TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nature Adventures     109   CC   

 Critters and Varmints of South Dakota   IND   00:26:46 

 In this episode we take a look at various critters found 

around the state. We dispel some myths about them and 

will make you think twice whether or not they are so bad! 

You will learn how every creature is important in our 

ecosystem. We visit Reptile Gardens in Rapid City where 

we play with a Tiger Salamander, and then move on to 

explore the Black Hills Region where we discover a 

Common Garter Snake, a giant grasshopper, and a 

marmot. We also visit the Badlands, where we encounter 

some Black Tailed Prairie Dogs and a large Bull Snake, 

and we find a busy beaver?s habitat to explore up close 

near Gascoyne, ND. 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1314H  7C ST  

 Grand Rapids, Mi - Hour Two     PBS   00:55:14 

 In Grand Rapids, Michigan, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW 

admires masterpieces of locally manufactured modernist 

furniture at the Grand Rapids Public Museum. Appraisal 

highlights: a unique quilt made of fabric scraps signed by 

200 celebrities and dignitaries, including Gerald Ford, Neil 

 Armstrong and Lucille Ball; a turn-of-the-century cold-air 

return cover made by the Tiffany Glass and Decorating 

Company; and a collection of wooden fish decoys by 

renowned Michigan master carver Oscar Peterson, 

valued at $14,000.  TVG     

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1135   CC   

 Pleasant Dreams  OETA  00:57:45 

 This black and white classic opens with Lawrence and 

the Band performing "Cheek to Cheek," the Lennon sisters 

sing "Till the End of Time," and Dick Dale wants "One 

Dozen Roses." Big Tiny Little tickles those ivories with 

"Spaghetti Rag" and then sings "Caldonia."Guest: Tiny 

Little    Next Air 05/09/09 06:00pm 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nature       2612Z  7C ST DVS 

 Eagles of Mull   PBS   00:53:11 

 The Scottish island of Mull provides a beautiful backdrop 

for this insider's guide to its thriving wildlife. Located off the 

coast of western Scotland, the island of Mull is one of 

those rare and fortunate places that seem untouched by 

the passage of time. From its powder-white beaches to 

snow-capped mountain peaks, Mull has an incredible 

diversity of life. A blend of mountains, forests, bogs, 

 coastline, moorland and crystal clear rivers, Mull's rich 

variety of habitat is matched only by the abundance of 

wildlife. The golden eagle and the rare white tailed 

eagle, which has only returned to Mull in the last 15 years, 

have strongholds on the island. But these aerial killers are 

not alone in the skies above Mull. The calls of gulls, 

oystercatchers, curlew and skylarks fill the air. The 

numerous species of birds represent just a small part of 

the island's biodiversity. The surrounding waters play host 

to minke whales, bottlenose dolphins, grey seals and 

basking sharks. Otters fish in the many sea lochs, while on 

land you're likely to catch sight of deer, mink, and maybe 

 even the elusive wild white goats. Cameraman Gordon 

Buchanan turns the lens on his birthplace to give an 

insight into the wild characters of this remarkable island.      

TVG     

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic   3914Z  7C ST DVS 

 The Old Curiosity Shop   PBS   01:26:46 This classic Dickens 

novel is brought to life with an all-star cast that includes 

legendary actor Sir Derek Jacobi (I, Claudius), Toby 

 Jones (Infamous), Zoe Wanamaker (Gormenghast) and 

Gina McKee (The Foryste Saga). "The Old Curiosity Shop" 

follows the virtuous Little Nell Trent (newcomer Sophie 

Vavassuer) and her shop-owner grandfather (Jacobi) as 

they encounter tragic misfortunes that lead to the loss of 

 their beloved curiosity shop.      TVPG    
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10:30pm  

SDPB1   Lost Bird of Wounded Knee     000   CC  NETA  

00:26:46 

 Late in the 19th century a Lakota child survives the 

Wounded Knee massacre, only to be adopted as a 

"living curio" by a prominent white couple. What follows is 

another tragedy - a life of racism, abuse, heartbreak and 

poverty. This poignant story is told with the dramatic 

 use of interviews, significant locations and archival 

photos.      TVPG    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  804  (R) CC ST DVS 

 Micronesia      APT   00:56:07 

 Micronesia is a chain of more than 2,000 islands, and 

Megan McCormick starts on Guam, site of a U.S. military 

base. Next it's off to Pohnpei, the capital island, where 

she hikes through lush vegetation to the Kepirohi 

waterfall. Megan explores the archaeological ruins of 

Nan Madol, dives among sunken Japanese warships at 

Chuuk and kayaks on Jellyfish Lake in Palau. She ends her 

travels on Yap, where she observes a colony of hump-

backed turtles and swims with the manta rays. TVG      

Repeat of 05/03/09 12:00am    

 

Mon, 05/04/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week       4843  (R) 7C ST    PBS   

00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/01/09 07:00pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week   113122   CC ST     

KCET  00:26:46   TVRE    

 

02:15pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Pathways: A History    120   CC  A Dark 

Day    LOCA  00:12:57 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report       29036   7C ST    PBS   

00:26:46      TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9420H  7C ST     PBS   

00:56:46    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1315#  7C ST  

 Grand Rapids, Mi - Hour Three   PBS   00:55:45 

 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW's stop in Grand Rapids includes a 

detour to the Holland Museum in Holland, Michigan - and 

a nod to Western Michigan's Dutch roots - for a look at 

Delft tiles through the centuries. Appraisal highlights 

include a rare Stickley music cabinet designed by 

 Harvey Ellis; a painting by French artist Edouard Cortes 

that's authenticated in an enlightening way; and a pair 

of prop spears used in the 1939 classic film The Wizard of 

Oz, estimated to be worth $30, 000.       TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   We Shall Remain: American Experience  2108#  

7C ST DVS 

 Geronimo PBS   01:24:26 

 In February of 1909, the indomitable Chiricahua Apache 

medicine man Geronimo lay on his deathbed. He 

summoned his nephew to his side, whispering, "I should 

never have surrendered. I should have fought until I was 

the last man alive." It was an admission of regret from a 

 man whose insistent pursuit of military resistance in the 

face of overwhelming odds confounded not only his 

Mexican and American enemies, but many of his fellow 

Apaches as well. Born around 1820, Geronimo grew into 

a leading warrior and healer. But after his tribe was 

relocated to an Arizona reservation in 1872, he became 

a focus of the fury of terrified white settlers, and of the 

growing tensions that divided Apaches struggling to 

survive under almost unendurable pressures. To angry 

whites, Geronimo became the archfiend, perpetrator 

 of unspeakable savage cruelties. To his supporters, he 

remained the embodiment of proud resistance, the 

upholder of the old Chiricahua ways. To other Apaches, 

especially those who had come to see the white man's 

path as the only viable road, Geronimo was a stubborn 

 troublemaker, unbalanced by his unquenchable thirst for 

vengeance, whose actions needlessly brought the 

enemy's wrath down on his own people. At a time when 

surrender to the reservation and acceptance of the 

white man's civilization seemed to be the Indians' only 

realistic 

 options, Geronimo and his tiny band of Chiricahuas 

fought on. The final holdouts, they became the last 

Native American fighting force to capitulate formally to 

the government of the United States. TVPG    

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Seasoned with Spirit   104   CC ST  

 Bounty of the River's Edge      PBSPL 00:26:46 

 The people of the Yurok tribe live off the bounty of the 

Pacific Coast on the banks of California's Klamath River, 

harvesting salmon, shellfish, seaweed and edible wild 

greens as well as acorns that are ground and cooked in 

tightly woven handmade baskets. Loretta joins her 

 Yurok friends for a feast of alderwood-smoked salmon, 

dried sirfish and eels, served with an exceptional sturgeon 

egg bread. TVG    Next Air 05/16/09 07:00am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show 208   CC ST  

 Medieval Times   EPS   00:23:37 

 Women try to preserve history; Men try to make it." 

Camelot comes to 

 Possum Lake. On Handyman Corner, Red makes a 

crossbow courier device. 

 Adventures With Bill features fencing. TVG     

 

10:24pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer       918   CC WPBT  00:05:00 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News     23124   CC ST       KCET  

00:26:46     TVRE    

 

11:00pm  
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SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15091   7C ST    PBSPL 00:56:46    

TVRE    

 

Tue, 05/05/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus 1151  (R) CC ST  APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/04/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions       904  (R) CC   

 Cruising France  APTEX 00:27:16 

 Burt starts his trip in Paris France. Then cruises to Beaune 

for their famous wine auction and a visit to a 700 year old 

hospital that has become one of the great architectural 

landmarks of France. Next we tour the Chateau De 

Cormatin in Tournus which was built by the finance 

 minister to a king of France. It was good to be king and 

perhaps even better to handle his money. Then to Lyon 

once the silk capital of Europe. Lyon is also the town 

where modern French cuisine was invented. 

 TVG      Repeat of 04/08/09 02:30am    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report  29037   7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46      TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9421H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Garden Line      2602   CC     LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3508H  7C ST DVS 

 Cracking The Maya Code   PBS   00:56:40 

 This is a definitive look back at how a handful of pioneers 

 deciphered the intricate system of hieroglyphs 

developed by the Maya. One of the greatest detective 

stories in all of archaeology, it has never been told in 

depth on television before. With magnificent footage of 

Mayan temples and art, this documentary was many 

years in the making and culminates in the fascinating 

account of this once magnificent ancient civilization's 

ingenious method of communication. TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Call of the Wild      000   CC ST       APTEX 01:26:45 

 Chris McCandless' cross-country "spiritual pilgrimage" 

ended tragically on Alaska's Stampede Trail in August of 

1992. In 2006, filmmaker Ron Lamothe traced 

McCandless' footsteps all the way to the abandoned bus 

where McCandless lived, and died of starvation, 14 years 

 earlier. THE CALL OF THE WILD documents this journey. 

Over the course of his travels, Lamothe meets and 

interviews dozens of people about the McCandless story 

and uncovers new evidence about the mystery 

surrounding his death that directly contradicts both Into 

the Wildauthor Jon Krakauer's literary interpretation and 

Sean Penn's film adaptation of the story. TVG     

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News      23125   CC ST       KCET  

00:26:46     TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Independent Lens     1022   7C ST  

 Wings of Defeat  PBS   00:56:46 

 Internationally, WWII Kamikaze remain a potent symbol 

of fanaticism, while in Japan, they are still revered as self-

sacrificing heroes. Until now, few outsiders knew that 

hundreds of kamikaze actually survived their suicide 

missions. In candid interviews, former pilots reveal how a 

generation of young men was forced to pay for an 

empire's pride with their lives. At the end of the war, with 

defeat imminent, all Japanese planes had been sent off 

on hopeless Kamikaze attacks. Their heartbreaking 

testimony, corroborated with rare archival footage, 

 conveys the true depth of war's travesty. Sixty years later, 

these humble men tell us about the horrors of the cockpit, 

their dramatic survival and the survivors' guilt haunting 

them. This film probes the responsibilities that a 

government at war has to its people and its soldiers. TVPG    

 

Wed, 05/06/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus     1152  (R) CC ST       APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/05/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    511  (R) CC ST  

 Denmark: Beyond Copenhagen      APTEX 00:26:46 

 Using Copenhagen as a spring board, we'll visit the very 

best of Denmark. Aarhus welcomes us with its ruddy 

affluence, charming open air museum and eerily well-

preserved ancient bog man. Roskilde impresses visitors 

with its royal burial church and the best Viking ship 

museum anywhere. And the delightfully quaint Isle of 

Aero beckons a bike ride among thatched cottages, 

"snooping mirrors", and cobbled alleyways that reminds 

us of the world of Hans Christian Andersen. TVG      

Repeat of 04/12/09 05:00pm   Next Air 05/12/09 08:00am 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9422H  7C ST     PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Sportsmax Presents     108   CC  LOCA  00:56:46 

 Wayne Carney - Exec Dir. SDHSAA, high school sports 

year in review, Sports memoribilia and appraisal. 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Ww II Behind Closed Doors: Stalin, The Nazis and T    

101+  7C ST  Unlikely Friends (Summer 1939 to Autumn 

1941)   PBS   01:56:46 The first episode lays bare a history of 

secret allegiances that Stalin wanted to hide. Before he 

was allied with Churchill and Roosevelt, Stalin offered 

help to Hitler and the Nazis - much more help than the 

rest of the world knew.      TV14    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   May to December       402   CC   

 Just Like A Woman       BBC   00:28:45 
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 Alec hires a French au-pair to help Zoe around the 

house.  Jamie does his utmost to keep her out of the 

house.  Next Air 05/09/09 08:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23126   CC ST    KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose     15093   7C ST       PBSPL 00:56:46     

TVRE    

 

Thu, 05/07/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus    1153  (R) CC ST   APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/06/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa  409   CC 

ST  Out of Rome     APT   00:26:46 

 We leave the eternal city behind by way of the famous 

Appian Way to explore the environs of Rome. First it's the 

majesty of Emperor Hadrian's villa and the wine and lakes 

of the Alban Hills. Next, it's south to the ancient seaport of 

Ostia, Rome's Pompeii. Along the way we watch olive oil 

pressing, stop at the ancient's favorite beach and 

 visit a medieval hilltop town. Tips on tasting olive oil and 

 navigating Rome's ring road.    TVG     

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Design Squad   204   CC ST DVS 

 Gravity Bikes    PBSPL 00:28:46 

 The DESIGN SQUAD teams go head-to-head as they 

compete to build high- speed gravity bikes for Gravity 

Sports International champion Tom Whalen. D-Squad Pro 

File: Gael Force Team 126 from Clinton, Massachusetts, is 

one of more than 1,300 teams that compete each year 

 at the annual FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of 

Science and Technology) Robotics competition. Teams 

had just six weeks to design, build and test a robot that 

raced around a track to move a 40-inch inflatable ball. 

TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report  29039   7C ST   PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer   9423H  7C ST PBS   

00:56:46     TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call   715   CC   Facts About Swine Flu    LOCA  

00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1107   CC   

 Extraordinary People    LOCA  00:24:46 

 SD Special Olympics / Homestake Miners Return / Paige 

McPhersonS.D. Special Olympic summer games will be 

held in Brookings.  We'll look at the history of the games 

here in S.D. and how it affects the athletes who get to 

participate.A look at how the Sanford Underground Lab is 

 progressing and how recruiting many people who 

worked at homestake has helped.Paige McPherson is a 

junior at Black Hills Classic Christian Academy in Spearfish 

that has won a gold medal for the United States at the 

Pan America Taekwondo Championship.  She is a third-

degree black belt that has enjoyed the sport since she 

was six years old.      Next Air 05/08/09 09:28pm 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1007   CC   

 LOCA  00:23:27 

 The Water in Wind Cave - Black Hills / Paralyzed Veterans 

Hunt - Various / Gavin's Point Dam: 50 Year Anniversary - 

YanktonWind Cave is the 4th longest cave in the world 

and the only place in South Dakota where you can 

actually see the water in the Madison aquifer. We will 

 take a trip down to the cave "lakes" and follow on-going 

scientific research on the water resources of the cave.The 

Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA) host numerous 

hunting and fishing trips during the year. They invite their 

members who may not have the resources to go 

pheasant hunting or fishing.  We followed the veterans 

and volunteers on a pheasant hunt in rural Parker as they 

shared stories with each other and got to knock down 

some birds, too.2007 marks the 50th Anniversary of Gavins 

Point Dam, located near Yankton.      Next Air 05/10/09 

01:30pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Doc Martin     305   CC ST  

 City Slickers    APTSY 00:45:30 

 The Oakwoods, a family of city slickers seeking a new life 

by the sea, set out to disrupt the tranquility of Portwenn. 

They manage to gatecrash an intimate dinner Louisa has 

prepared for her and Martin. With their romantic dinner 

plans ruined, the disgruntled doctor decides to make a 

hasty exit leaving Louisa to deal with the neighbors 

 from hell. A car vandal is on the loose in Portwenn. Cars 

belonging to the doctor, his Aunt Joan and Bert Large 

have all been damaged. The doctor reports the 

vandalism to PC Penhale, but he seems strangely 

 reluctant to investigate. He has to confess he is suffering 

from agoraphobia and can't leave the police station.     

TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       806   CC ST  

 Going Online     BBC   00:29:24 

 Jean decides it's time to join the technological age.  

Lionel is frustrated by her enthusiasm for the Internet and 

refuses to help her get connected.  Alistair meets Lionel 

at a pub and tells him that he' s lost all his money. Next Air 

05/09/09 07:29pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23127   CC ST      KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose      15094   7C ST      PBSPL 00:56:46       

TVRE    
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Fri, 05/08/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus 1154  (R) CC ST APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/07/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse     108   CC ST    EPS   

00:28:25 

 When a horse is trained to respond to subtle cues 

through reins on his neck, high octane events like roping 

and barrel racing are possible. TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report   29040   7C ST   PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer  9424H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46 

 Newsmaker: Timothy Geithner - Judy Woodruff talks to 

Treasury 

 Secretary Timothy Geithner about the state of the U.S. 

economy, including the results of the banking "stress tests" 

and new job numbers.Newsmaker: Pakistani President - 

Amid renewed concerns over clashes with the Taliban in 

Pakistan, Margaret Warner interviews Pakistani President 

Asif Ali Zardari about his country's security. Unemployment 

Picture - NewsHour business and economics orrespondent 

 Paul Solman takes a different look at the nation's job 

picture with a report on the racial divide among the 

unemployed in East St. Louis. Shields and Brooks - Analysts 

Mark Shields and David Brooks assess the news of the 

week, including the health of the nation's banks and 

 Afghanistan-Pakistan talks in Washington. TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week    4844   7C ST     PBS   00:26:46 

 TVRE   Next Air 05/11/09 12:00am 

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS     519Z  7C ST      PBS   00:26:46 

 How do we fight both the swine flu pandemic and our 

fear of it? NOW's David Brancaccio sits down with one of 

the most prominent figures in world health to find out. Dr. 

Larry Brilliant is an epidemiologist, former chief 

philanthropist at Google.org, and was a central figure in 

 the World Health Organization's successful small pox 

eradication program. The two discuss how high tech tools 

are making it easier for scientists to detect global 

outbreaks, the critical importance of early detection and 

early response, and how the current pandemic has 

 yet to show its real hand. "Anyone who tells you that they 

know that this is a mild pandemic, and the WHO has 

overreacted, they don't know. Anyone who tells you that 

the WHO and CDC have underestimated it, they 

 don't know," Brilliant tells NOW. "We're all going to find 

out at the same time...we're all in it together." The show 

also features vital insight from Dr. Nathan Wolfe, a 

Stanford University epidemiologist who specializes in 

hunting viruses to their source.    TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal  1304   7C ST    PBS   00:56:46 

 As the banking stress test results come in, the Journal 

takes a closer look at money's stranglehold on politics. Bill 

Moyers speaks with Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL) - who 

declared last week that banks "are still the most powerful 

lobby on Capitol Hill. And they frankly own the place" - on 

campaign finance reform, big lobbying, and making 

Washington work for the people rather than special 

interests. And, Bill Moyers speaks with Sara Lawrence-

Lightfoot, author of The Third Chapter: Passion, Risk, and 

Adventure in the 25 years after 50, on a cultural shift on 

aging in America.       TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market 3436   CC ST       NETA  00:27:46 

 

09:28pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1107  (R) CC   

 Extraordinary People    LOCA  00:24:46 

 SD Special Olympics / Homestake Miners Return / Paige 

McPhersonS.D. Special Olympic summer games will be 

held in Brookings.  We'll look at the history of the games 

here in S.D. and how it affects the athletes who get to 

participate.A look at how the Sanford Underground Lab is 

 progressing and how recruiting many people who 

worked at homestake has helped.Paige McPherson is a 

junior at Black Hills Classic Christian Academy in Spearfish 

that has won a gold medal for the United States at the 

Pan America Taekwondo Championship.  She is a third-

degree black belt that has enjoyed the sport since she 

was six years old.  Repeat of 05/07/09 08:00pm   Next Air 

05/09/09 05:30am 

 

09:54pm  

SDPB1   Allo, Allo     305      

 Pretty Maids All in a Row       BBC   00:35:01 

 Rene has hidden The Fallen Madonna on the back of old 

painting.  The General notices that the "old painting" is a 

van Gogh and confiscates it.  The British airmen, 

meanwhile, have new disguises as a waitress 

 and a street walker. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News 23128   CC ST  KCET  00:26:46      

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose  15095   7C ST     PBSPL 00:56:46 TVRE    

 

Sat, 05/09/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus  1155  (R) CC ST      APTEX 00:26:46 

   TVRE     Repeat of 05/08/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland       402   CC ST APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan visits a California walnut grower turning 

shells into power for the farm. Reporter Jason Shoultz visits 

a Minnesota plant that generates electricity from poultry 

litter. Reporter Hena Cuevas takes us to a North Carolina 
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using soybeans to make furniture foam from soybeans. 

Reporter Ron Hyde meets two California dairymen who 

 have a new approach to selling cheese. TVG     

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily 202   CC  DVS 

 Knit Tricks and Fixes    NETA  00:26:46 

 Perfect your knitting and learn how to repair your most 

common mistakes, on today's Knitting Daily. We'll tackle 

the knit tricks and fixes that can help solve even the 

toughest knitting problems. First Jan Gratz joins Kim to 

demonstrate two basic fixes: unknitting and picking up 

dropped stitches. Then travel on location for the Designer 

 Spotlight with Eunny. Author Vivian Hoxbro takes us step 

by step through her tricks for domino-knitting for lazy 

knitters. Next Eunny presents more knit fixes, as well as 

ways to avoid making the mistakes in the first place. Then 

in our "You Asked It," segment, Jan is back to answer 

questions on how to repair incorrectly crossed cables. The 

 last trick up our sleeve is the "Knitting Needle Knitting 

Bag" pattern using needles in the construction. Check out 

the many versions knitters have made. TVG     

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1107  (R) CC   

 Extraordinary People    LOCA  00:24:46 

 SD Special Olympics / Homestake Miners Return / Paige 

McPhersonS.D. Special Olympic summer games will be 

held in Brookings.  We'll look at the history of the games 

here in S.D. and how it affects the athletes who get to 

participate.A look at how the Sanford Underground Lab is 

 progressing and how recruiting many people who 

worked at homestake has helped.Paige McPherson is a 

junior at Black Hills Classic Christian Academy in Spearfish 

that has won a gold medal for the United States 

 at the Pan America Taekwondo Championship.  She is a 

third-degree black belt that has enjoyed the sport since 

she was six years old.  Repeat of 05/08/09 09:28pm   Next 

Air 05/10/09 05:00am 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann       2311   CC  

DVS 

 Embellish It     NETA  00:26:46 

 It is quick and easy to add your personal touch to ready-

to-wear garments. See how to choose the best stabilizers, 

threads and needles for your project. You will learn how 

to stitch Bobbin work, couching, applique, quilting and 

embroidery with Cheryl and Sue.Quick Project: Free 

Motion Embroidered Pashima. TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting      806   CC ST  

 Thread Embellished Border Prints NETA  00:27:46 

 Guest Joyce Drexler shares several design options for a 

fun, easy quilt. Start with a border print, and then choose 

from free-motion thread embellishment, computerized 

embroidery, or fabric paints to create your own look. TVG     

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day       2706   CC   

 Dresden Plate    KNME  00:26:40 

 From her German heritage, Eleanor shares the history of 

this beloved pattern. She demonstrates the versatility of 

the pattern by color selection to create a totally new 

look: a wreath to adorn the home for the holidays and a 

scrappy sunflower quilt to brighten the sewing room. 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy    2203  (R) CC ST  

 Magical Fabric Yo-Yos , Part 1   NETA  00:26:46 

 Make fashionable fabric yo-yos that sport a brand new 

attitude. Nancy and guest Donna Fenske demonstrate 

easy, contemporary ways of making yo-yo circles, hearts, 

and flowers; then use them as dimensional accents to 

decorate projects and make adorable fabric critters. The 

 magic is in the simple process used to create these yo-

yos with pizzazz. TVG      Repeat of 05/08/09 11:00pm    

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Quilting Arts  311   CC  DVS 

 Color Our World  NETA  00:26:46 

 Color as a key part of design. First up is Laura Wasilowski 

and a whimsical birdhouse quilt designed right on the 

spot with prefused fabric scraps. Then visit the True Colors 

exhibit for an inspiring look at color. Last up is Kathy York 

with a brand new batik process for a color explosion. TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop   2111   7C   

 Greenhouse, Part 1 of 2  PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Part 1 of 2: He may be America's favorite master 

carpenter, but Norm readily admits that he's a "brown 

thumb," when it comes to gardening. This greenhouse is 

the perfect project for the serious backyard gardener (or 

someone who knows one) who is "workshop bound" for 

the winter. Norm fabricates this design out of redwood 

and polycarbonate panels. Built to withstand even the 

toughest weather conditions, this greenhouse provides 

enough insulation and light to sustain plants during the 

long winter months.       TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop 211   CC ST  

 Shop Storage Solutions   NETA  00:27:00 

 The editors of Woodsmith choose three of our most 

popular shop storage projects that you can build in a 

weekend: a peg board storage system, a roll-around 

shop cart, and a lumber storage rack. TVG     

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   This Old House Hour    726H  7C ST  

 New York City Project, Part 10/Leaky Pvc Drain Tra      PBS   

00:56:46 

 With the Brooklyn brownstone nearly complete, master 

carpenter Norm Abram and host Kevin O'Connor arrive 

to find a bustling sidewalk with both sod and furniture 

being delivered. In the backyard, landscape contractor 

Roger Cook sees how the sod is being laid down while 

local 

 builder Michael Streaman installs the last of the missing 

spindles at the base of the main staircase. Design 

correspondent Carole Freehauf shows Kevin the finished 

rental apartment on the top floor. The apartment has a 

casual monochromatic scheme that lets the woodwork 
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 take center stage and a stunning kitchen with period-

inspired details and modern amenities. Homeowner 

Karen Shen shows Norm the completed master bedroom 

level, now accessible from within the owner's unit by a 

vintage spiral staircase. After a look at the backyard 

transformation, the crew gathers on the front stoop to 

celebrate the completion of the project and to 

congratulate Michael Streaman on a job well done. In 

 the second half of the Hour, on Ask This Old House, 

Plumbing and heating expert Richard Trethewey helps a 

homeowner repair a leaking PVC drain trap underneath 

his kitchen sink. General contractor Tom Silva helps a pair 

of homeowners install a new bamboo "floating" floor 

 in their basement. In the Ask This Old House loft, Roger 

shares a viewer tip on how to clean roof gutters without a 

ladder. TVG     

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Motorweek     2836Z  7C ST SPA 

 Bmw Z4   PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Road Test: 2009 BMW Z4.Road Test: 2009 Suzuki Grand 

Vitara.Goss' Garage: Beware Of Inflation.Over The Edge: 

Zamboni - Need We Say More? Car Keys First Impressions: 

Bentley Continental GT Speed Convertible, Jaguar 

XKR/XKF. TVG     

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Victory Garden       3203Z  7C  DVS 

 Hot: Create A Garden That Beats The Heat PBSPL 

00:26:46 

 EXPLORE an incredible collection of cycads in Los 

Angeles with host Jamie Durie and learn more about this 

ancient plant that thrives in a hot climate. WATCH as the 

Stone Guys heat up the garden with a firepit and outdoor 

wood-burning oven. CULTIVATE a vibrant garden with 

garden correspondent Paul Epsom's tips on hot color 

combos for the garden and containers. DISCOVER the 

many varieties of eggplant with chef Michel Nischan - 

and try a hot and spicy recipe sure to warm you up. TVG     

 

03:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated 915   

CC ST  

 A Grand, Sweet Finale    APT   00:26:46 

 Grand Marnier Souffle - Making souffles can intimidate 

home cooks. Julia Collin Davison takes the fear out of this 

dessert and shows host Christopher Kimball the test 

kitchen's foolproof method for making a creamy, rich 

Grand Marnier souffle.Make-Ahead Chocolate Souffle - 

 Bridget Lancaster shows Christopher Kimball how the test 

kitchen transformed this showstopper dessert into a 

practical, make-ahead recipe for the home 

cook.Equipment: Whisks - Equipment expert Adam 

 Ried demonstrates for host Christopher Kimball why the 

right whisk matters.Science: Science of Souffles - Odd 

Todd and the test kitchen Science Expert, Guy Crosby, 

examine the science behind beating egg whites. TVG     

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting   2320   CC   

 A Cold Spring Day       APTEX 00:25:43 

 Bob Ross invites you to enjoy the last of winter's touch as 

the land begins to emerge from its slumber. TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories    1407   CC  DVS 

 Acid Free       NETA  00:26:46 

 First up, is Lisa Singer and embellishing a chipboard 

album. Then, Julie Fei-Fen Balzer is back with more 

doodling - this week is text. Then, join Denise Anderson-

Turley for a lesson on blending pens. Last up, is Ellen 

Marden and how to create a digital slide show. TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Classic Gospel 301   CC ST  

 Atlanta Homecoming      NETA  00:56:46 

 Georgia on my Mind/Daddy Sang Bass featuring Woody 

Wright, J.D. Sumner, Ann Downing, Sonya Isaacs, Tanya 

Goodman Sykes, Wesley Pritchard, Sue Dodge, Karen 

Peck, Buddy Greene, Ladye Love Smith, Doug Young and 

Mike Allen. TVG     

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1135  (R) CC   

 Pleasant Dreams  OETA  00:57:45 

 This black and white classic opens with Lawrence and 

the Band performing "Cheek to Cheek," the Lennon sisters 

sing "Till the End of Time," and Dick Dale wants "One 

Dozen Roses." Big Tiny Little tickles those ivories with 

"Spaghetti Rag" and then sings "Caldonia."Guest: 

 Tiny Little  Repeat of 05/03/09 07:00pm    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians   309   

CC      APTSY 00:26:37 

 Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal 

Canadian Orchestra band leader, Al Pierson, GUY 

LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS III features 

archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 

performances. Pierson, an accomplished musician, 

composer, arranger, vocalist and bandleader, is 

dedicated to the distinctive style that made the Guy 

 Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and 

imitated big bands of all time. The wraparounds offer 

anecdotes and factual tidbits about the band as well as 

the music. TVG     

 

07:29pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       806  (R) CC ST  

 Going Online     BBC   00:29:24 

 Jean decides it's time to join the technological age.  

Lionel is frustrated by her enthusiasm for the Internet and 

refuses to help her get connected.  Alistair meets Lionel 

at a pub and tells him that he' s lost all his money. Repeat 

of 05/07/09 10:00p  Next Air 05/10/09 01:30am 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 506   CC   

 The Country Estate Sale  BBC   00:29:09 

 Hyacinth is most excited about attending a country 

house sale and "mingling with the aristocracy." Richard 

immediately loses sleep at the prospect of Hyacinth in a 

position to easily go well beyond their spending limits.     

Next Air 05/10/09 02:00am 

 

08:30pm  
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SDPB1   May to December       402  (R) CC   

 Just Like A Woman       BBC   00:28:45 

 Alec hires a French au-pair to help Zoe around the 

house.  Jamie does his utmost to keep her out of the 

house.  Repeat of 05/06/09 10:00pm   Next Air 05/10/09 

02:30am 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1605      

 Stop That Bath   BBC   00:28:38 

 The trio find they are involved in yet another of Howard's 

schemes to get a present to Marina-this time a cast iron 

bath! Next Air 05/10/09 03:00am 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       103   CC ST  

 Community Spirit BBC   00:29:08 

 Geraldine takes on the organization of the annual 

Autumn Fair and promises to have a featured guest more 

celebrated than last year's event. Alice, the Verger, tells 

Geraldine that her cousin is Reg Dwight. And everyone 

knows that Elton John's real name is...      Next Air 05/10/09 

03:30am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum  706   CC   

  Solution  LOCA  00:57:12   Next Air 05/10/09 04:00am 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits    3403H  7C ST  

 Lyle Lovett & Friends: A Songwriters Special    PBSPL 

00:56:46 

 Acclaimed tunesmiths all, Lyle Lovett and his friends John 

Hiatt, Guy Clark and Joe Ely pool their talents for this 

special episode of AUSTIN CITY LIMITS. TVPG    

 

Sun, 05/10/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  805   CC ST DVS 

 Globe Trekker Special: Planet of the Apes       APT   

00:56:23 

 Our Trekkers visit the last strongholds of many rare and 

sometimes endangered species of primates. Justine 

Shapiro heads to Thailand in search of the White-Handed 

Gibbon. Holly Morris, Ian Wright and Megan McCormick 

get up close and personal with the orangutan in Borneo 

and Sumatra, the chimpanzee in Tanzania and Zambia 

and the Mountain Gorilla in the remote mountains of 

Uganda. Ian glimpses the elusive Golden Bamboo Lemur 

on Madagascar, Eils Nevitt discovers the Black- Crowned 

Dwarf Marmoset - at six inches high, the world's second- 

 smallest monkey - in the Amazon jungle and Zay Harding 

encounters two enormous and extremely rare apes in 

Africa: the Drill in Cameroon and the Mandrill, known as 

the world's largest monkey, in Gabon. TVG    Next Air 

05/10/09 11:00pm 

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Taste of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher 107   CC 

ST  

 Kansas & Missouri       NETA  00:26:46 

 Dan Kaercher, editor in chief of Midwest Living Magazine 

explores the appetizing states of Kansas and Missouri. 

Kansas City is all about barbecue and Dan checks out 

two distinctive styles at Rosedale Barbeque and Fiorella's 

Jack Stack Barbecue. Silver Dollar City is a popular 

destination in Missouri and Dan uncovers lots of fun and 

 delicious eats on his stop there. Lamberts Cafe in Missouri 

is another enticement along the way. Join Dan as he eats 

his way through the Midwest.Kansas: Rosedale Barbeque-

Kansas City; Chicken Mary's- Pittsburgh; Chicken Annie's-

Pittsburgh; Prairie Rose Chuckwagon-Benton; Carriage 

Crossing Restaurant-Yoder; Gutierrez-Salina; Depot 

Market- Courtland; Morton Farm-Oxford.Missouri: 

Lamberts Cafe-Ozark; Silver Dollar City: Buckshot's Skillet 

Cookery, Brown's Candy Factory, The Homestead-

Branson; Devil's Pool Restaurant-Branson; The Keeter 

Center- College of the Ozarks; Fiorella's Jack Stack 

Barbecue-Kansas City.  TVG     

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       806  (R) CC ST  

 Going Online     BBC   00:29:24 

 Jean decides it's time to join the technological age.  

Lionel is frustrated by her enthusiasm for the Internet and 

refuses to help her get connected.  Alistair meets Lionel 

at a pub and tells him that he' s lost all his money.   

Repeat of 05/09/09 07:29pm    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 506  (R) CC   

 The Country Estate Sale  BBC   00:29:09 

 Hyacinth is most excited about attending a country 

house sale and "mingling with the aristocracy." Richard 

immediately loses sleep at the prospect of Hyacinth in a 

position to easily go well beyond their spending limits. 

Repeat of 05/09/09 08:00pm    

 

02:30am  

SDPB1   May to December       402  (R) CC   

 Just Like A Woman       BBC   00:28:45 

 Alec hires a French au-pair to help Zoe around the 

house.  Jamie does his utmost to keep her out of the 

house.   Repeat of 05/09/09 08:30pm    

 

03:00am  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1605  (R)    

 Stop That Bath   BBC   00:28:38 

 The trio find they are involved in yet another of Howard's 

schemes to    get a present to Marina-this time a cast iron 

bath! Repeat of 05/09/09 09:00pm    

 

03:30am  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       103  (R) CC ST  

 Community Spirit BBC   00:29:08 

 Geraldine takes on the organization of the annual 

Autumn Fair and promises to have a featured guest more 

celebrated than last year's event. Alice, the Verger, tells 

Geraldine that her cousin is Reg Dwight. And everyone 

knows that Elton John's real name is...  Repeat of 05/09/09 

09:30pm    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum   706  (R) CC   
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 Solution    LOCA  00:57:12     Repeat of 05/09/09 10:00pm    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1107  (R) CC   

 Extraordinary People    LOCA  00:24:46 

 SD Special Olympics / Homestake Miners Return / Paige 

McPhersonS.D. Special Olympic summer games will be 

held in Brookings.  We'll look at the history of the games 

here in S.D. and how it affects the athletes who get to 

participate.A look at how the Sanford Underground Lab is 

 progressing and how recruiting many people who 

worked at homestake has helped.Paige McPherson is a 

junior at Black Hills Classic Christian Academy in Spearfish 

that has won a gold medal for the United States at the 

Pan America Taekwondo Championship.  She is a third-

degree black belt that has enjoyed the sport since she 

was six years old.  Repeat of 05/09/09 05:30am   Next Air 

05/10/09 01:00pm 

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   132   CC ST 

DVS 

 Your Imagination APTEX 00:27:38 

 Add whimsy to your garden with clever garden markers, 

plus fun ideas for decorating topiary. Creative leashes 

made with colorful beads help keep track of eyeglasses. 

Donna cooks Pad Thai, the national dish of Thailand, 

paints vases from recycled jars, and arranges flowers into 

 eye-catching centerpieces.      TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange      517  (R) CC ST  

 APTEX 00:26:46 

 This week on Foreign Exchange: As tension persists 

between the US and Russia, what story does each nation 

hear? Are reporters getting the story right? And. as the 

600-million people of India vote we go inside a website 

that allows citizens to interact with candidates. Then, how 

 will Zambia meet a zero tolerance standard in its fight 

against political corruption? Don't miss Foreign Exchange: 

where America meets the world.  Repeat of 05/10/09 

03:30am   Next Air 05/11/09 06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group   2719   CC    APT   00:27:30 

 TVRE   Next Air 05/10/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One  2449   CC   

 APT   00:27:30  TVG     Next Air 05/13/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Closer to Truth       313   CC ST  

 Do Science and Religion Conflict?       EPS   00:26:46 

 Don't let the heated argument or the smooth talk fool 

you: the struggle between science and religion carries 

deep significance. Meaning and Purpose hang in the 

balance as battle rages on many fronts. 

 TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   Native Report      407H  7C ST DVS       WDSE  

00:26:46      TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1107  (R) CC   

 Extraordinary People    LOCA  00:24:46 

 SD Special Olympics / Homestake Miners Return / Paige 

McPhersonS.D. Special Olympic summer games will be 

held in Brookings.  We'll look at the history of the games 

here in S.D. and how it affects the athletes who get to 

participate.A look at how the Sanford Underground Lab is 

 progressing and how recruiting many people who 

worked at homestake has helped.Paige McPherson is a 

junior at Black Hills Classic Christian Academy in Spearfish 

that has won a gold medal for the United States at the 

Pan America Taekwondo Championship.  She is a third-

degree black belt that has enjoyed the sport since she 

was six years old.  Repeat of 05/10/09 05:00am   Next Air 

05/27/09 09:30pm 

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life       1007  (R) CC       LOCA  00:23:27 

 The Water in Wind Cave - Black Hills / Paralyzed Veterans 

Hunt - Various / Gavin's Point Dam: 50 Year Anniversary - 

YanktonWind Cave is the 4th longest cave in the world 

and the only place in South Dakota where you can 

actually see the water in the Madison aquifer. We will 

 take a trip down to the cave "lakes" and follow on-going 

scientific research on the water resources of the cave.The 

Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA) host numerous 

hunting and fishing trips during the year. They invite their 

members who may not have the resources to go 

 pheasant hunting or fishing.  We followed the veterans 

and volunteers on a pheasant hunt in rural Parker as they 

shared stories with each other and got to knock down 

some birds, too.2007 marks the 50th Anniversary of Gavins 

Point Dam, located near Yankton.  Repeat of 05/07/09 

08:30pm    

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Secrets of the Dead    402Z  7C ST  

 The Killer Flu   PBS   00:56:46 

 In 1918, at the tail end of the First World War, a flu 

pandemic ripped through the world with such speed and 

virulence that by the end of the following year an 

estimated 40 million people would be dead -- 

outstripping by four-fold the number of victims claimed 

by the war. Where did this particular flu strain come from, 

and what made it so deadly? This program shows how 85 

years later, virologists and epidemiologists the world over 

are still hunting down the answers to those two critical 

questions. TVPG    

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Picturing Mary     000   CC ST    APTEX 00:56:46 

 For nearly two millennia, the Virgin Mary has inspired 

some of the finest achievements in painting, architecture, 

poetry and music. From tiny keepsakes to giant mosaics, 

artists including Michelangelo, Rembrandt and 

Caravaggio portrayed Mary as the sublime embodiment 

of womanhood, endowing her with all of humanity's 

virtues, joys and sorrows. Narrated by actress Jane 

Seymour and featuring readings by actor James Keach, 

PICTURING MARY journeys through history, from ancient 

times to the present, to survey some of the world's most 
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 treasured art. The program visits museums, chapels and 

cathedrals in eight countries to view rare and sacred 

masterpieces in their original locations. Drawing on 

various faiths and traditions, PICTURING MARY 

 demonstrates, through local life and culture, how these 

images are as relevant to the faithful now as they were 

hundreds of years ago.  TVG     

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   America's Heartland     407   CC ST       APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan takes us to a one of a kind horseradish 

festival in Collinsville, Illinois. Reporter Jason Shoultz goes 

on a "hard shell" harvest for oysters in Florida Reporter Jim 

Finnerty sees how a growing appetite for wine is 

changing farmland in Texas. Reporter Sarah Gardner visits 

a major lemon supplier in southern California.   TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Equitrekking   102   CC ST  

 Destination Carolinas    APTEX 00:26:46 

 We travel from the beaches to the mountains of North 

and South Carolina in this episode, exploring the Biltmore 

Estate on horseback, Daufuskie Island and riding with 

Cherokee Tribal Members in the Great Smoky Mountains. 

There are over 100 miles of Appalachian trails surrounding 

the Biltmore Estate which we explore on horseback, 

much as guests of George Vanderbilt would have during 

the Gilded Age. The Biltmore Equestrian Center focuses 

on natural horsemanship, which helps riders learn how to 

communicate with their equine partners. We see some 

resident horses in training and learn why natural 

horsemanship is a powerful method of understanding 

horses. Next we check out the thriving arts scene in 

downtown Asheville, before taking a lesson in rock 

climbing at Chimney Rock Park. We travel further West 

 to meet up with Cherokee tribal members and examine 

the history of horses in Cherokee culture. We ride 

Tennessee Walking horses and fish for trout in the Great 

Smoky Mountains. Finally, we step back in time to a small 

barrier island full of Southern charm and only accessible 

 via ferry. Cantering along the wide, pristine beaches of 

Daufuskie Island is the perfect way to explore this small 

island off of Hilton Head Island, S.C. We learn about the 

islands original inhabitants, the Cusabo Indians, on a ride 

down dirt roads towards a maritime forest that was 

inhabited thousands of years ago by the Cusabo.   TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    501  (R) CC ST  

 Burgundy: Profound France       APTEX 00:26:46 

 Burgundy is a calm and cultivated corner of France, 

where nature is as sophisticated as the people. Traditions 

are strong here. We'll slow down to enjoy the region's 

edible, drinkable, scenic, and floatable delights. We'll 

travel on a canal barge, visit a medieval hospice and a 

modern monastery, build a barrel, appreciate fine 

Burgundy wine, slurp escargot, and eat very, very well. If 

you're looking for the quintessential French culture, you'll 

find it in Burgundy. TVG      Repeat of 05/01/09 02:00am    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nature Adventures     110   CC   

 Interesting Finds In South Dakota       IND   00:26:46 

 In this episode, we trek a mile and a half uphill over 

rugged terrain to get a peak at Harney Peak, the highest 

elevation in South Dakota. We also explore the Cave Hills 

and the buttes of Harding County, where we explore 

some interesting parts of our history, Stone Johnnies and 

 The North Dakota/South Dakota Boundary Markers. As 

we stand in a river in Hot Springs, SD, we get a visit from a 

furry friend! 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1315H  7C ST  

 Grand Rapids, Mi - Hour Three   PBS   00:55:14 

 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW's stop in Grand Rapids includes a 

detour to the Holland Museum in Holland, Michigan - and 

a nod to Western Michigan's Dutch roots - for a look at 

Delft tiles through the centuries. Appraisal highlights 

include a rare Stickley music cabinet designed by 

 Harvey Ellis; a painting by French artist Edouard Cortes 

that's authenticated in an enlightening way; and a pair 

of prop spears used in the 1939 classic film The Wizard of 

Oz, estimated to be worth $30, 0 00.     TVG     

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1136   CC   

 Easy Listening   OETA  00:57:45 

 Lawrence, the Band, the Singers, and ... Easy Listening! 

This show opens with the band playing "Sweet and 

Lovely," and that sets the mood for the following hour. 

Bobby and Elaine dance the English quickstep to 

"Whispering," Skeets Herfurt plays a beautiful sax solo in 

"Someone to Watch Over Me." Guy Hovis teams up with 

Neil LeVang in "For the Good Times."Guest: Clay & Sally 

Hart Next Air 05/16/09 06:00pm 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nature       2410Z  7C ST DVS 

 Voyage of the Lonely Turtle     PBS   00:56:35 

 A female loggerhead turtle sets off to lay eggs in the 

place where she was born. Her voyage will take her 

across the Pacific, from the coast of Mexico to Japan. It is 

among the longest journeys undertaken by any animal 

on land or sea, and she will make it all alone - facing 

typhoons and sharks, whales and squids, and passing 

through several exotic kingdoms of the sea. TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Masterpiece Mystery!  3915H  7C ST DVS 

 Wallander - Series I: Sidetracked       PBS   01:26:07 

 Kenneth Branagh stars as "the Norse Morse," Inspector 

Kurt Wallander, the scruffy Swedish sleuth created by 

best-selling author Henning Mankell. In three whodunits, 

Mankell pits his hero against the creeping malaise 

affecting contemporary Sweden, where permissiveness 

 and the collapse of the welfare state are slowly 

undermining the spirit of law and order. A maelstrom of 

bizarre crimes, involving axe murders, scalpings, random 

assassinations and cyber-terrorism, taxes Wallander's 

wits.An unknown young woman sets herself on fire in a 

 field, leading to a search for her identity. Could her 

suicide be connected to a string of grisly ax murders that 

are felling members of Swedish high society? And why is 

the killer scalping the victims? Ominously, a profiler tells 
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Wallander that he should be looking for someone who 

seems completely normal. TV14    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   Mothers and Sons: Raising Compassionate Men   

000   CC ST  

 APT   00:26:46 

 MOTHERS AND SONS: RAISING COMPASSIONATE MEN 

explores the powerful bond between mothers and sons, 

and the important role that bond can play in helping a 

boy develop compassion and empathy as he grows into 

 a man. A moving testament to the lasting influence of a 

parent's love, the program features a diverse group of 

mother-son pairs discussing their relationships and sharing 

touching stories of their successes and struggles. Among 

those appearing in the documentary are Massachusetts 

juvenile court judge Leslie Harris and his mother, Mary; 

 Carol Kronenwetter, a clinical psychologist from 

California, and her sons, Aaron, 22, and David, 18; 

Soledad O'Brien, CNN anchor and mother of twin baby 

boys; and Shelly Lazarus, chairman and CEO of Ogilvy & 

 Mather Worldwide and mother of two grown sons. 

MOTHERS AND SONS is hosted by Emmy-winning 

executive producer Helene Lerner (Pure Magic: 

 The Mother-Daughter Bond, Fathers & Daughters: 

Journeys of the Heart and Best Friends: The Power of 

Sisterhood). TVG     

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  805  (R) CC ST DVS 

 Globe Trekker Special: Planet of the Apes       APT   

00:56:23 

 Our Trekkers visit the last strongholds of many rare and 

sometimes endangered species of primates. Justine 

Shapiro heads to Thailand in search of the White-Handed 

Gibbon. Holly Morris, Ian Wright and Megan McCormick 

get up close and personal with the orangutan in Borneo 

and Sumatra, the chimpanzee in Tanzania and Zambia 

and the Mountain Gorilla in the remote mountains of 

Uganda. Ian glimpses the elusive Golden Bamboo Lemur 

on Madagascar, Eils Nevitt discovers the Black- 

 Crowned Dwarf Marmoset - at six inches high, the world's 

second- smallest monkey - in the Amazon jungle and Zay 

Harding encounters two enormous and extremely rare 

apes in Africa: the Drill in Cameroon and the Mandrill, 

known as the world's largest monkey, in Gabon. 

 TVG      Repeat of 05/10/09 12:00am    

 

Mon, 05/11/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week     4844  (R) 7C ST       PBS   

00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/08/09 07:00pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week    113129   CC ST     

KCET  00:26:46    TVRE    

 

02:15pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Pathways: A History    102   CC   

 Stories from the Skies   LOCA  00:14:17 

 Stories from the Skies, looks at how the sky has influenced 

the settlement of the state through its history. It looks at 

American Indian beliefs about the sky, weather and its 

influence on the people living here, aviators like Clyde 

Ice, Joe Foss and Nellie Willhite. It also looks at how the 

sky influenced writers like Laura Ingalls Wilder, Kent 

Meyers and others as well as artists like Harvey Dunn. It 

looks at tornadoes, snow storms and other natural 

disasters and how we manage our weather warning. 

From explorers to astronauts, it looks at looks at the state's 

history through stories from the skies. 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29041   7C ST       PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9425H  7C ST    PBS   

00:56:46     TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1316#  7C ST  

 Hartford, Ct - Hour One  PBS   00:55:45 

 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW arrives in Hartford, Connecticut, 

then ventures to Mystic Seaport for a glimpse of 

America's maritime heritage expressed in the Seaport's 

collection of rare paintings. Appraisal highlights include a 

1963 poster for a Joan Baez/Bob Dylan concert at New 

Haven Arena, brought by the artist's daughter; a pair of 

18th-century silk 

 shoes purportedly worn by one of George Washington's 

dance partners; and a collection of 200-year-old 

Wedgwood pottery buttons found in an attic and valued 

at $1,500 to $2,000 for the set.       TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   We Shall Remain: American Experience  2109#  

7C ST DVS 

 Wounded Knee     PBS   01:22:25 

 On the night of February 27, 1973, fifty-four cars rolled, 

horns blaring, into a small hamlet on the Pine Ridge 

Indian Reservation. Within hours, some 200 Oglala Lakota 

and American Indian Movement (AIM) activists had 

seized the few major buildings in town and police had 

cordoned off the area. The occupation of Wounded 

Knee had begun. 

 Demanding redress for grievances-some going back 

more than 100 years- the protesters captured the world's 

attention for 71 gripping days. With heavily armed federal 

troops tightening a cordon around meagerly supplied, 

cold, hungry Indians, the event invited media 

comparisons with the massacre of Indian men, women, 

and children at Wounded Knee almost a century earlier. 

In telling the story of this iconic moment, the final episode 

of We Shall Remain will examine the broad political 

 and economic forces that led to the emergence of AIM 

in the late 1960s as well as the immediate events-a 

murder and an apparent miscarriage of justice-that 

triggered the takeover. Though the federal government 

 failed to make good on many of the promises that 

ended the siege, the event succeeded in bringing the 

desperate conditions of Indian reservation life to the 
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nation's attention. Perhaps even more important, it 

proved that despite centuries of encroachment, warfare, 

 and neglect, Indians remained a vital force in the life of 

America.   TVPG-V  

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Seasoned with Spirit   105   CC ST  

 Food Upon The Water     PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Wild rice -- manoomin -- is still harvested the traditional 

way by the Anishanabe, or Ojibwe, people of the Great 

Lakes region. Ricers and their families take canoes into 

the fields and hand-harvest the rice. After participating in 

the harvest, Loretta helps to prepare Winona LaDuke's 

favorite wild rice and maple syrup cake, which 

accompanies a lakeside first rice feast of buffalo, wild 

rice and cranberry-stuffed acorn squash, buffalo stew 

and ruby-red swamp tea. TVG     

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show 209   CC ST  

 Van Go   EPS   00:23:37 

 Women protect their feelings; Men protect their 

possessions." The Possum Van is stolen. On Handyman 

Corner, Red burglar proofs a car. Cycling is featured on 

Adventures With Bill.       TVG     

 

10:24pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    919   CC WPBT  00:05:00 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News      23131   CC ST  KCET  00:26:46       

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose      15096   7C ST PBSPL 00:56:46      

TVRE    

 

Tue, 05/12/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1156  (R) CC ST       APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/11/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions       905   CC   

 Gateway to Scotland     APTEX 00:27:46 

 People have been living in Scotland for at least 6,000 

years. Burt tours Edinburgh's Old Town, one of the oldest 

communities in Great Britain and finds out that much of it 

has remained intact. The national beverage of Scotland 

is whiskey -- a whiskey of such importance that the rest of 

the world simply calls it Scotch. There are about one 

hundred different Scotch whiskey producers in Scotland 

 and each one has their own particular approach to the 

craft and we find out why. TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report   29042   7C ST      PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9426H  7C ST       PBS   

00:56:46      TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Garden Line    2603   CC  LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm SDPB1   Nova  3512H  7C ST DVS 

 Space Shuttle Disaster   PBS   00:56:37 On February 1, 

2003, the space shuttle Columbia disintegrated over 

Texas just 16 minutes before it was due to land. All seven 

astronauts aboard perished and the implications for the 

future of the space shuttle program were enormous. 

What caused the Columbia tragedy? An engineering 

flaw? A failure within NASA? A lack of financing? Could 

this catastrophe have been avoided? Through interviews 

with astronauts and their families, as well as with members 

of the Columbia Accident Investigation Board, "Space 

Shuttle Disaster" gives viewers a new look at the Columbia 

tragedy - and at NASA itself. From the creation of NASA 

through decades of technical and financial 

compromises, the program gets to the heart of what 

went wrong - and how to make sure it never happens 

again.  TVPG     Next Air 05/17/09 02:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Frontline     2714H  7C ST DVS 

 The Madoff Affair       PBS   00:56:46 

 In the mid-1960s, Bernard Madoff tapped money from 

Jewish businessmen at exclusive country clubs with the 

promise of steady guaranteed returns on their 

investments. He then set his sights on Europe and Latin 

America, brokering deals with powerful hedge fund 

managers and feeder funds from Buenos Aires to 

Geneva. Billions of dollars were channeled to Madoff's 

investment firm, and his feeders became fabulously 

wealthy. The competition wondered how the man could 

produce such steady returns in good times and bad. 

There were allegations that Madoff was "front-running" or 

operating a Ponzi scheme, which the SEC investigated 

several times over the last two decades. But Madoff 

remained untouched until December 11, 2008, when he 

admitted it was all "one big lie." FRONTLINE producers 

Martin Smith and Marcela Gaviria unravel the story 

behind the world's first truly global Ponzi scheme-a 

deception that lasted longer, reached wider, and cut 

deeper than any other business scandal in history. TVRE    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   To The Manor Born     303      Horses and 

Helicopters 00:29:43 A repair bill for Audrey's Rolls Royce 

finally convinces her to revert to four legged horsepower.  

Her challenging campaign for energy conservation does 

not win over Richard.  He has just bought a helicopter. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23132   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46      

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Independent Lens     1023H  7C ST  

 Crips and Bloods: Made In America       PBS   01:26:46 

 This film is a portrait of a segregated Shangri-La and the 

 disenfranchised minority for whom the promise of the 

American Dream has crumbled away. In setting out to 

examine the decades-long cycle of social deterioration 
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and despair that has led to the rise of the violent African- 

American gang culture in Los Angeles, this program is a 

sociological and psychological exploration and history of 

the African-American men and women who have been 

all too simply dismissed as gangbangers. TVPG-VL        

 

Wed, 05/13/2009 

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    512  (R) CC ST  

 Istanbul APTEX 00:26:46 

 Where Europe comes face to face with Asia, we'll 

explore the fascinating, multilayered city of Istanbul. We'll 

lose our way in the Grand Bazaar and feast like kings with 

locals at a fisherman's wharf. We'll follow the fall of the 

Byzantium and the rise of Islam at the city's ancient wall, 

Hagia Sophia, Blue Mosque and Topkapi Palace. To 

escape the city bustle, we'll board a boat on the 

churning Bosphorus, make friends over backgammon, 

and try a traditional bath. TVG      Repeat of 04/19/09 

05:00pm   Next Air 05/13/09 08:00am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report    29043   7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46   TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9427H  7C ST       PBS   

00:56:46    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Secrets of the Dead    901#  7C ST DVS 

 Michelangelo Revealed    PBS   00:54:46 More than five 

centuries ago, Michelangelo Buonarroti was the darling 

of the Catholic Church. Throughout his masterful career, 

the Papacy commissioned him to create many of its most 

important pieces, including the frescos of the Sistine 

Chapel and the Basilica of St. Peter. He spent his life 

glorifying the Church through his art. But five centuries 

later, new finds are revealing a darker side to the master 

artisan. While restoring Michelangelo's famous statue of 

Moses, art historian Antonio Forcellino noticed some 

puzzling imperfections, including an asymmetrical beard, 

knees of different sizes and a head that sat strangely on 

the shoulders. The finds started Forcellino on an 

investigation that eventually exposed evidence of 

Michelangelo's involvement with a clandestine fellowship 

trying to reform the Catholic Church from within. The 

group's radical ideas were so threatening to the Church 

orthodoxy, they were considered heretical and 

punishable by death. Michelangelo's involvement put 

him at dangerous odds with powerful officials who held 

his livelihood -- and life -- in their hands. This program 

paints a new picture of brave religious expression, 

personal vendettas, careful cover-ups and a most gifted 

artist desperately trying to reconcile his loyalty to the 

Church with his own personal belief about the road to 

salvation.   TVPG    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Ww II Behind Closed Doors: Stalin, The Nazis and T    

102+  7C ST  Cracks in the Alliance (Autumn 1941 to 

December 19      PBS   01:56:46 On August 12, 1942, Stalin 

finally came face-to-face in Moscow with Churchill. 

Despite the upbeat newsreels of the time, it was hardly a 

meeting of minds. As one of Churchill's generals later 

remarked, "We 

 were going into the lion's den and we weren't going to 

feed him.   TV14    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   May to December       403   CC   

 I'm Old Fashioned       BBC   00:28:42 

 Zoe discovers that Alec is "anti-gay." However, when Zoe 

invites 

 Larry and Pete round for dinner Alec discovers that his 

Inspector 

 Dangerfield is not what he seems.     Next Air 05/16/09 

08:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   Worldfocus    002   CC ST    Evergreen   APTEX 

00:26:46 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15098   7C ST PBSPL 00:56:46 TVRE    

 

Thu, 05/14/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus      1158  (R) CC ST   APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/13/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa  410   CC 

ST  

 Croatia's Dalmatian Coast       APT   00:26:46 

 Europe's best kept secret, the Croatian coast of 

Dalmatia dazzles with stunning white stone cities and 

azure waters. We begin in Dubrovnik, then island hop up 

the coast, snorkeling, swimming, sunning and reveling in 

the scenery. In Split we visit a Roman emperor's palace 

and make excursions to ruins, timeless towns and 

fortresses Tips on boating, food and driving.       TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report       29044   7C ST   PBS   

00:26:46       TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9428H  7C ST     PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call       716   CC   

 To Ease Suffering: End-Of-Life and Palliative Care      

LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1415   CC   

 Future of Indian Education In S.D.      LOCA  00:56:58 

 There is a new program that is being implemented to 

tackle the issue of low academic achievement, low 

graduation rates, and engagement problems among 

Native Americans in the workforce in SD. There are 
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successful models in neighboring states.   Next Air 

05/17/09 01:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Doc Martin     306   CC ST  

 The Admirer     APTSY 00:46:08 

 Portwenn looks set to become a hotbed of passion. 

Louisa Glasson is furious to discover she has a rival for Doc 

Martin's affections: glamorous divorcee and hotel owner, 

Carrie Wilson. Can Louisa contain her jealously and claim 

Martin as her man before Carrie's flirty tactics take 

effect? On his way to PC Penhale's birthday party, Martin 

accidentally reverses his car into Carrie's dog, killing him. 

Carrie is distraught by the death of her dog and slaps 

Martin across the face when he hands her the dog, and 

tries to apologize. 

 TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By    901  Time to Settle Down   BBC   

00:29:21  Next Air 05/16/09 07:29pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News      20070   CC ST  

 Our World: The Cold Rush KCET  00:23:03 

 Veteran BBC News environmental and science 

correspondent, David Shukman in Alaska discovers that 

the massive melt of arctic ice is opening up new 

opportunities to exploit the natural resources of this 

northern wilderness. But it's also raising fresh tensions over 

 international boundaries in the arctic circle. TVRE   Next 

Air 05/15/09 10:30pm 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose       15099   7C ST PBSPL 00:56:46       

TVRE    

 

Fri, 05/15/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1159  (R) CC ST  APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/14/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse  109   CC ST   EPS   

00:28:52 

 Having a horse that knows how to back on command 

affects everything from getting out of a trailer to 

performance in the show ring.   TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report   29045   7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46      TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9429H  7C ST     PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week    4845   7C ST   PBS   00:26:46 

 TVRE   Next Air 05/18/09 12:00am 

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS    520Z  7C ST  PBS   00:26:46 

 A record 115,000 U.N. peacekeepers are now deployed 

in 20 countries, and their mission is more vital than ever. 

But critics and insiders alike are openly worried that the 

current peacekeeping model is overstretched -- and at 

risk of failure. NOW travels to the Democratic Republic of 

the Congo to witness today's largest and most expensive 

peacekeeping operation. There, 17,000 U.N. troops are 

tasked with protecting millions of people over a rugged 

and dangerous territory the size of the Eastern United 

States. But the effort is struggling -- last November, local 

rebels massacred civilians less than a mile from one of the 

U.N. bases. TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal   1305   7C ST  

 PBS   00:56:46 As the world follows the violence and 

unrest in Pakistan, Bill Moyers speaks with historian Juan 

Cole and journalist Shahan Mufti about how the US's 

increasingly strained relationship with the troubled nation 

will impact the prospects for peace, human rights, and 

democracy in the war-torn region. And, Bill Moyers talks 

with Daniel Goleman, author of Ecological Intelligence, 

on building awareness of how consumer products impact 

the environment and why he writes that "green" is a 

"mirage." TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market   000   CC  Evergreen NETA  

00:27:46 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1104  (R) CC   

 S.D. Artists     LOCA  00:23:09 

 Eyob Mergia / Jon Crane Steps In / Mary GrothAn 

Ethiopian born and raised painter, Eyob Mergia 

graduated from the Ethiopian Fine Arts Institute in Addis 

Ababa in 1993. He emigrated to Sioux Falls in 1997, where 

his work has flourished. He has participated in many 

exhibitions, appeared in numerous publications, painted 

several murals and is represented in private collections 

nationwide. He works with high school students on Art 

and Diversity projects as well.Painter Jon Crane has 

begun an effort to preserve historic Meeker Ranch... it's a 

rundown ranch that the forest service acquired and then 

planed to demolish for safety reasons...but Crane wants 

to preserve it and he's raising money to do so.Mary Groth 

is among the most popular and highly accomplished 

artists in South Dakota. She was born in 1950 in Aberdeen, 

South Dakota, and has founded her art on the inspirations 

drawn from a lifetime of observing and experiencing the 

rural prairie lifestyle.  Repeat of 04/18/09 05:30am    

 

09:54pm  

SDPB1   Allo, Allo     306      

 The Great Un-Escape     BBC   00:34:53 

 The airmen are in the mortuary, dressed as tarts, waiting 

to tunnel into the POW camp to hide and get new 

uniforms.  The Fallen Madonna, hidden behind a van 

Gogh, has been give to Gruber for safe keeping.  ~ 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News      20070  (R) CC ST  
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 Our World: The Cold Rush KCET  00:23:03 

 Veteran BBC News environmental and science 

correspondent, David Shukman in Alaska discovers that 

the massive melt of arctic ice is opening up new 

opportunities to exploit the natural resources of this 

northern wilderness. But it's also raising fresh tensions over 

international boundaries in the arctic circle. 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/14/09 10:30pm   Next Air 05/20/09 

10:30pm 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose 15100   7C ST    PBSPL 00:56:46   TVRE    

 

Sat, 05/16/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus      1160  (R) CC ST      APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/15/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland  403   CC ST APTEX 00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan learns about vet programs to treat horses 

at the University of California, Davis. Reporter Yolanda 

Vazquez meets a Massachusetts veterinarian to examine 

the shortage of large animal vets in the United States. 

Roswell, New Mexico is known for UFO sightings, but it 

adds "Sheep Capital of America" to its fame. And 

Reporter Jason Shoultz finds that Florida farmers benefit 

from bees and a special kind of honey. TVG     

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily 203   CC  DVS 

 Crazy for Colorwork     NETA  00:26:46 

 Today on Knitting Daily we're exploring colorwork. >From 

simple repeating stripes to Fair Isle and Intarsia, knitting is 

more fun when two or more colors are used. We get 

started with Kathy Elkins and Liz, introducing us to the 

three most common forms of colorwork. Then it's the 

designer spotlight on location in Columbus. Kristin 

Nicholas, an incredible colorist, demonstrates how to 

embellish knitwear with the duplicate stitch. In our how-to 

lesson, Annie Modesitt joins Shay with a lesson on 

colorwork: stripes, corrugated ribbing, and stranded 

diagonal knitting. Next Eunny answers a question on 

managing yarns for Fair Isle knitting and Intarsia. Last, it's 

"you made it" with Eunny. She checks out the many 

versions of the "White Witch Mitts" and "Winter Twilight 

Mitts" made in the knitting community.      TVG     

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1001   CC   

 Artists In South Dakota  LOCA  00:26:00 

 Red Cloud Art Festival - Pine Ridge / Photographer Paul 

Schiller - Sioux Falls / Painter Mi Young Lee - Sioux FallsRed 

Cloud School near Pine Ridge holds an annual huge Art 

Show with Native artists from the U.S. and Canada, 

including South Dakota. It attracts over 10,000 visitors 

every summer, including international people. It has 

helped artists from many different tribes to launch careers 

in art.Paul Schiller is a photographer out of Sioux Falls. He 

does some amazing work with macro photography. He 

and his wife started a company called, "Acts of 

Nature".Mi Young Lee is an accomplished painter and 

exhibiting artist. She is also an Adjunct Assistant Professor 

at the University of South Dakota Department of Art.  Her 

studio is located in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann       2312   CC  

DVS 

 Creative Inking  NETA  00:26:46 

 Guest Trish Stuart teaches how to embellish your 

garments and quilts with fabric inking, one of the newest 

trends in sewing and quilting. Learn to add details and 

define design areas.Quick Project: Glow in the Dark 

Monogrammed Purse.       TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting      807   CC ST  

 Fabric Fun with Paintstiks      NETA  00:27:46 

 Liz and Marianne use stencils and texture plates to 

create 

 interesting patterns on fabrics. Instructions for the 

Sunflower quilt shown are in the July/August 2006 issue of 

Love of Quilting magazine.  TVG     

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day       2707   CC   

 Double Wedding Ring     KNME  00:26:40 

 The most popular pattern since sliced bread is made 

quick and easy with Eleanor's applique techniques. She 

also shares variations of the pattern from some very 

clever quilters. 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy    2204  (R) CC ST  

 Magical Fabric Yo-Yos , Part 2   NETA  00:26:46 

 Learn contemporary transformations for traditional 

designs with yo- yos. Use yo-yos to add dimensional 

personality to the holly, tree, snowflake, and ornaments 

on a delightful banner for the holidays. Nancy and 

Donna Fenske share new ideas for including yo-yos as 

part of exciting decorations and embellishments. Circles, 

flowers and hearts - all are featured in these charming 

projects! TVG Repeat of 05/11/09 11:00pm    

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Quilting Arts  312   CC  DVS 

 Inks & Dyes     NETA  00:26:46 

 Roll up your sleeves with paints and dyes. First is Debbie 

Crane and her great fabric books featuring paint. Then 

it's Shelly Stokes for a lesson on adding patina to sewing 

notions. Next Dianne Giancola joins us for a tutorial on 

dyeing but not just on fabric. We're dyeing batting and 

interfacing for colorful effects. Last up it's a quick trip 

back to Chicago and a new surface for Judy Perez and 

stitching on metal. TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop   2112   7C   

 Greenhouse, Part 2 of 2  PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Part 2 of 2: He may be America's favorite master 

carpenter, but Norm readily admits that he's a "brown 

thumb," when it comes to gardening. This greenhouse is 

the perfect project for the serious backyard gardener (or 

someone who knows one) who is "workshop bound" for 
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the winter. Norm fabricates this design out of redwood 

and polycarbonate panels. Built to withstand even the 

toughest weather conditions, this greenhouse provides 

enough insulation and light to sustain plants during the 

long winter months. TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop 212   CC ST  

 Sanding Secrets and Fast Finishing      NETA  00:27:00 

 The last 2 steps can be the most important part of a 

project: sanding and applying a finish. The editors look at 

the sanding tools and 

 techniques to get the best results. Then they share their 

favorite, fast and fool-proof finishing methods. TVG     

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   This Old House Hour    701H  7C ST  

 Weston Project, Pt. 1/Collapsing Garage Roof/   PBS   

00:56:25 

 In the first half of The This Old House Hour, the new season 

begins when host Kevin O'Connor and master carpenter 

Norm Abram reveal that This Old House will be building a 

new prefab, eco-friendly home that will look and feel like 

an old barn. Homeowners Amy & Pete Favat love their 

land, but have outgrown their 1970s-era home, so they'll 

deconstruct the old house to make way for a new one 

that will meet the needs of their active family. Custom 

homebuilder Tedd Benson and his staff are designing and 

prefabricating the new state-of-the-art timberframe 

home, with general contractor Tom Silva pulling it all 

together on site. To see how Tedd's panelized system 

looks in the field, Norm and Tedd visit a recent project in 

Center Harbor, New Hampshire. Meanwhile, landscape 

contractor Roger Cook meets with conservation 

commissioner Brian Donahue to learn about the brook 

that flows through the property, while John Engwer and 

his crew install a new eco-friendly alternative to hay bales 

and silt fence to protect the brook. The alternative 

material used is organic mulch and compost wrapped in 

hemp to form a protective barrier during construction. By 

the day's end, a truck's worth of salvaged building 

materials has been harvested, and the new project is well 

underway. In the second half of the Hour, the seventh 

season of Ask This Old House begins when Tom saves a 

homeowner from a collapsing garage roof by replacing 

a rotting support post. Later, Roger helps a pair of 

homeowners dry out a basement by installing a dry well 

to handle discharge from their sump pump. TVG     

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Motorweek     2837Z  7C ST SPA 

 Volvo Xc60      PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Road Test: 2010 Volvo XC60.Energy Smart Road Test: 2009 

Audi A3 2.0 TDI.Goss' Garage: Vision Savers.AutoWorld: 

How Rocket Science Drives Energy Savings.Long-Term 

Road Test: Hyundai Genesis, Honda Fit. TVG     

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Victory Garden       3204Z  7C  DVS 

 Vertical: Think Up!     PBSPL 00:26:46 FIND the best 

climbing plants with garden correspondent Paul Epsom. 

CREATE a vertical element in the garden with a 

bougainvillea espalier, inspired by the Getty Museum's 

art. STIR up some tasty concoctions when Michel Nischan 

shows you how fresh juice can brighten any recipe. 

 TVG     

 

03:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated 916   

CC ST  

 Holiday Ham and Biscuits APT   00:26:46 

 Glazed Holiday Ham - Bridget Lancaster makes a moist 

and tender holiday ham, with a glaze that complements 

but doesn't overwhelm the meat. Host Christopher 

Kimball also shares test kitchen tips on buying a ham.Drop 

Biscuits - Bridget Lancaster makes no-nonsense drop 

biscuits and uncovers the key steps to keeping these 

biscuits tender yet simple to make.Tasting Lab: Orange 

Marmalade - Tasting expert Jack Bishop makes host 

Christopher Kimball try eight varieties of orange 

marmalade - and reveals more than one 

winner.Equipment Corner: Cutting Boards - Buying a 

cutting board starts with deciding on its material. 

Equipment expert Adam Ried takes host Christopher 

Kimball through the test kitchen's discoveries about 

cutting boards, from wood to plastic to bamboo and 

more, revealing which surface survived a series of 

punishing tests to land on top.     TVG     

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting   2309   CC   

 Golden Rays of Sunlight  APTEX 00:25:36 

 Walk a shadowy forest with Bob Ross and delight in warm 

sunbeams piercing the darkness. TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories    1408   CC  DVS 

 Technology      NETA  00:26:46 

 Renee Pearson presents custom skins for your ipod, 

laptop and cell phone. Then, join Julie Fei-Fen Blazer for 

Zentangles, a new way to doodle. Last, Marianne Walker 

alters foil with ink for a creative page idea. TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Classic Gospel 302   CC ST  

 Back Home In Indiana    NETA  00:56:46 

 John the Revelator, When we all get together with the 

Lord and much more. TVG     

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1136  (R) CC   

 Easy Listening   OETA  00:57:45 

 Lawrence, the Band, the Singers, and ... Easy Listening! 

This show opens with the band playing "Sweet and 

Lovely," and that sets the mood for the following hour. 

Bobby and Elaine dance the English quickstep to 

"Whispering," Skeets Herfurt plays a beautiful sax solo in 

"Someone to Watch Over Me." Guy Hovis teams up with 

Neil LeVang in "For the Good Times."Guest: Clay & Sally 

Hart       Repeat of 05/10/09 07:00pm    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians   310   

CC APTSY 00:26:43 Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the 

current Royal Canadian Orchestra band leader, Al 

Pierson, GUY LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS III 
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features archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 

performances. Pierson, an accomplished musician, 

composer, arranger, vocalist and bandleader, is 

dedicated to the distinctive style that made the Guy 

Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and 

imitated big bands of all time. The wraparounds offer 

anecdotes and factual tidbits about the band as well as 

the music. TVG     

 

07:29pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By     901  (R) Time to Settle Down    

BBC   00:29:21 

  Repeat of 05/14/09 10:00pm   Next Air 05/17/09 01:30am 

 

07:59pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 507   CC   

 The Boy Friend   BBC   00:29:15 

 Convinced that Emmet is too overawed by her 

personality to invite her to join the cast of a musical, 

Hyacinth invites Elizabeth and him for coffee. She then 

bursts into impromptu snatches of 1920s musicals. 

      Next Air 05/17/09 02:00am 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   May to December       403  (R) CC   

 I'm Old Fashioned       BBC   00:28:42 

 Zoe discovers that Alec is "anti-gay." However, when Zoe 

invites Larry and Pete round for dinner Alec discovers that 

his Inspector Dangerfield is not what he seems. 

  Repeat of 05/13/09 10:00pm   Next Air 05/17/09 02:30am 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1606      

 Springing Smiler BBC   00:28:47 Smiler rashly offers 50 to 

anyone who will help him escape from Nora Batty's-an 

offer too good for Foggy to ignore.   Next Air 05/17/09 

03:00am 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       104   CC ST  

 The Window and the Weather      BBC   00:29:43 

 Dibley is hit by a hurricane, and the fierce storm blows 

out the stained glass window of St. Barnabas church. The 

cost of a new window will be at least 11,000 pounds, but 

Geraldine is confident that she can raise this amount from 

among David's wealthy contacts.      Next Air 05/17/09 

03:30am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   In Performance at the White House    1501H  7C ST  

 Stevie Wonder In Performance at the White House: T      

PBS   00:56:46 

 President Barack Obama presents the Second Library of 

Congress Gershwin Prize for Popular Song to Stevie 

Wonder at this special concert in the East Room of the 

White House in celebration of African American History 

Month. The concert features a tribute by top performers 

singing the songs that propelled Wonder to the ranks of 

international stardom. In addition to Stevie Wonder 

himself, performers include Tony Bennett, Diana Krall. Will I 

Am, Kathleen Battle and more. The Gershwin Prize for 

Popular Song was created by the Library of Congress to 

honor artists whose creative output transcends 

distinctions between musical styles and idioms, bringing 

diverse listeners together, and fostering mutual 

understanding and appreciation.      TVG       Next Air 

05/17/09 04:00am 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits    3405H  7C ST  

 My Morning Jacket       PBSPL 00:56:46 

 Kentucky's indie rock heroes My Morning Jacket return to 

the ACL stage to showcase their latest acclaimed album 

Evil Urges.   TVPG    

 

Sun, 05/17/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  806   CC ST DVS 

 South Korea     APT   00:57:18 

 Ian Wright starts his trip in the modern capital of Seoul. 

From there he will head to the Kyongju province, home of 

the ancient Shilla dynasty that ruled Korea for over 1,000 

years. He sees the famous Pulguska temple, one of the 

great sites in Asia. He continues south to the volcanic 

island of Cheju, a favorite spot for honeymooners and 

home to the famous sea-diving women, aged women 

who free-dive for abalone and sea urchins. While there 

Ian climbs the extinct volcano and explores the world's 

longest lava tube. He takes in the Korean War site of 

Inchon, has a quick visit to the eerie DMZ and ends his 

journey trekking and paragliding in Songsan National 

Park. TVG    Next Air 05/17/09 11:00pm 

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Taste of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher 108   CC 

ST  

 North Dakota & South Dakota     NETA  00:26:46 

 Dan Kaercher, editor in chief of Midwest Living Magazine 

continues his culinary journey through the Midwest in 

North and South Dakota. The Corn Palace in Mitchell is 

home to giant murals made out of a Midwest staple, 

corn. In North Dakota, Dan visits the Maple River Winery, 

known for its rhubarb wine. The winery ships to states 

across the country, adding something unexpected to 

food prepared in the Midwest. Join Dan as he discovers 

these unique spots across the Midwest.South Dakota: 

Corn Palace-Mitchell; Flandreau Santee Sioux 

Reservation-Flandreau; Minervas-Sioux Falls; International 

Vinegar Museum-Roslyn; Possibility Farms-Carpenter; 

Prairie Sky Guest and Game Ranch-Veblen.North Dakota: 

Mauch Sugarbeet Farm-Mooreton; Joe Mathern Potato 

Farm-Lisbon; Bagg Farm-Mooreton; Hartley's Cupcake 

Cafe-Fort Ransom Bless My Bloomin Cookies-Enderlin; 

Widmans Chocolates-Grand Forks; Maple River Winery-

Casselton.    TVG      Next Air 05/30/09 08:00am 

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By    901  (R)       Time to Settle Down     

BBC   00:29:21 

  Repeat of 05/16/09 07:29pm    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances 507  (R) CC   

 The Boy Friend   BBC   00:29:15 
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 Convinced that Emmet is too overawed by her 

personality to invite her to join the cast of a musical, 

Hyacinth invites Elizabeth and him for coffee. She then 

bursts into impromptu snatches of 1920s musicals.  Repeat 

of 05/16/09 07:59pm    

 

02:30am  

SDPB1   May to December       403  (R) CC   

 I'm Old Fashioned       BBC   00:28:42 

 Zoe discovers that Alec is "anti-gay." However, when Zoe 

invites Larry and Pete round for dinner Alec discovers that 

his Inspector Dangerfield is not what he seems. Repeat of 

05/16/09 08:30pm    

 

03:00am  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine      1606  (R)    

 Springing Smiler BBC   00:28:47 

 Smiler rashly offers 50 to anyone who will help him 

escape from Nora 

 Batty's-an offer too good for Foggy to ignore.    Repeat 

of 05/16/09 09:00pm    

 

03:30am  

SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley       104  (R) CC ST  

 The Window and the Weather      BBC   00:29:43 

 Dibley is hit by a hurricane, and the fierce storm blows 

out the stained glass window of St. Barnabas church. The 

cost of a new window will be at least 11,000 pounds, but 

Geraldine is confident that she can raise this amount from 

among David's wealthy contacts.  Repeat of 05/16/09 

09:30pm    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   In Performance at the White House    1501H (R) 7C 

ST  Stevie Wonder In Performance at the White House: T      

PBS   00:56:46 President Barack Obama presents the 

Second Library of Congress Gershwin Prize for Popular 

Song to Stevie Wonder at this special concert in the East 

Room of the White House in celebration of African 

American History Month. The concert features a tribute by 

top performers singing the songs that propelled Wonder 

to the ranks of international stardom. In addition to Stevie 

Wonder himself, performers include Tony Bennett, Diana 

Krall. Will I Am, Kathleen Battle and more. The Gershwin 

Prize for Popular Song was created by the Library of 

Congress to honor artists whose creative output 

transcends distinctions between musical styles and 

idioms, bringing diverse listeners together, and fostering 

mutual understanding and appreciation.      TVG      

Repeat of 05/16/09 10:00pm    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life    904   CC   

 Preservation In South Dakota    LOCA  00:27:44 

 Restoring the Swift Fox / Preserving the Lakota Language 

/ Sorraia Horse PreservationSept. 2005 the staff of 

Badlands National Park released 30 swift foxes into the 

wilds of the part.  The animals were captured from a wild 

population in Colorado with the assistance of the 

Colorado Division of Wildlife.  The foxes are radio-collared 

and monitored throughout the seasons.Ollie Napesni has 

had a life which should be of interest to all in the state.  

She has hand made over 650 star quilts.  Her book Salt 

Camp: Her Story was published in 2003.The Sorraia horse is 

an endangered South Iberian wild horse, or a direct 

descendant of that wild subspecies.  At Caballos de 

Destino they are engaged in the preservation of these 

horses, and are fortunate enough to have a herd of 

Sorraia Mustangs. 

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   133   CC ST 

DVS 

 Distractions     APTEX 00:27:40 

 Donna makes optical-illusion art and demonstrates 

innovative ways to create magnetic photo displays and 

to personalize a computer screen with artsy frames. She 

also prepares a recipe for Japanese vegetable and 

seafood tempura.     TVG    

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange       518  (R) CC ST    APTEX 

00:26:46 

 This week on Foreign Exchange: As food prices climb, 

governments and corporations race to buy farmland in 

Africa. What will happen to the world's hungriest 

continent when foreigners hold its farmland? Then, 

hunting down one of this cantors most brutal dictators. 

And, the Dalai Lama prepares to meet with U-S President 

Barak Obama. Don't miss Foreign Exchange: where 

America meets the world. 

  Repeat of 05/17/09 03:30am   Next Air 05/18/09 06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group       2720   CC     APT   00:27:30 

 TVRE   Next Air 05/17/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One   2450   CC     APT   

00:27:30 

 TVG    Next Air 05/20/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Closer to Truth       101  (R) CC ST  

 Does God Make Sense?    EPS   00:26:46 How can you 

know whether God really exists, if you do not know what 

God really is? What are God's characteristics and what 

do they mean? Diverse religions have diverse views and 

surprise is in store. TVG      Repeat of 05/07/09 12:30pm    

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   Native Report       408H  7C ST DVS  WDSE  00:26:46   

TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1415  (R) CC   

 Future of Indian Education In S.D.      LOCA  00:56:58 

 There is a new program that is being implemented to 

tackle the issue of low academic achievement, low 

graduation rates, and engagement problems among 

Native Americans in the workforce in SD. There are 

successful models in neighboring states.   Repeat of 

05/14/09 08:00pm    

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3512H (R) 7C ST DVS 
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 Space Shuttle Disaster   PBS   00:56:37 On February 1, 

2003, the space shuttle Columbia disintegrated over 

Texas just 16 minutes before it was due to land. All seven 

astronauts aboard perished and the implications for the 

future of the space shuttle program were enormous. 

What caused the Columbia tragedy? An engineering 

flaw? A failure within NASA? A lack of financing? Could 

this catastrophe have been avoided? Through interviews 

with astronauts and their families, as well as with members 

of the Columbia Accident Investigation Board, "Space 

Shuttle Disaster" gives viewers a new look at the Columbia 

tragedy - and at NASA itself. From the creation of NASA 

through decades of technical and financial 

compromises, the program gets to the heart of what 

went wrong - and how to make sure it never happens 

again.     TVPG     Repeat of 05/12/09 08:00pm    

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Fritz: The Walter Mondale Story     000   CC IND   

00:58:28 

 FRITZ tells the story of the life and legacy of former Vice 

President Walter "Fritz" Mondale and his efforts to inspire a 

new generation to consider a life of public service. Rare 

archival footage, family home videos, and interviews with 

President Jimmy Carter, Vice President Al Gore, 

Representative Geraldine Ferraro, Minnesota Governor 

Arne Carlson, friends, and family reveal a man who never 

wavered in his commitment to civil and human rights. 

Throughout his accomplished career - attorney general, 

senator, vice president, presidential candidate, 

ambassador, and professor - Mr. Mondale has remained 

true to his small town roots, dedicated to helping others.  

Directed by award-winning filmmaker Melody Gilbert 

(Urban Explorers, A Life 

 Without Pain, Whole), FRITZ is narrated by Walter 

Mondale's daughter, 

 Eleanor Mondale. 

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   America's Heartland  408   CC ST    APTEX 00:26:46 

Host Paul Ryan visits a Missouri farm family who's 

diversified their farm business to improve profits. An Illinois 

farmer find a challenge from nature as spring rains deliver 

too much water. Reporter Sarah Gardner visits California 

growers rebounding from wildfire and travels south to 

investigate the devastation of drought. Reporter Jason 

Shoultz sees how one weather firm tailors its forecasts for 

agriculture. TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Equitrekking   103   CC ST  

 Destination Georgia Coast       APTEX 00:26:46 On 

Georgia's Coast, we experience the thrill of beach riding 

on Sea Island, the wild horses of Cumberland Island, the 

hauntingly beautiful beaches of Jekyll Island and historic 

Savannah in an imported Viennese carriage. On Sea 

Island, we experience many people's dream of riding 

horses on the beach, take a nature ride with naturalist 

Stacia Hendricks and try what the island natives call swim 

riding. On secluded Cumberland Island, we observe wild 

horses with naturalist Fred Whitehead. Whitehead has 

been living on Cumberland Island for over 25 years and 

has an intimate knowledge of herd dynamics, the history 

of horses on the island and how they survive in the 

 subtropical environment. We stay at the island's only 

lodging, the historic Greyfield Inn and learn about the 

Carnegie family's role in the island's history. Next we visit 

Jekyll Island, where we ride through the remnants of an 

ancient maritime forest on Driftwood Beach. We stroll 

through the historic district to delve deeper into Jekyll's 

unique past.       TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    502  (R) CC ST  

 France's Dordogne       APTEX 00:26:46 

 The Dordogne River Valley with its dramatic castles, pre-

historic cave paintings, and prized cuisine is an 

unforgettable blend of man- made and natural beauty. 

We'll take an idyllic canoe ride, visit a goose farm, then 

savor the foie gras. We'll also wander through a lamp- lit 

castle, enjoy a country market, and visit the Sistine 

Chapel of the prehistoric world. Then we head south to 

Albi, home of Toulouse Lautrec, and the imposing fortress 

city of Carcassonne. 

 TVG      Repeat of 05/02/09 02:00am    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nature Adventures     111   CC   Hoofed Animals 

of South Dakota   IND   00:26:46 

 In this episode we take a look at various hoofed animals 

that live in South Dakota, and learn which regions the 

different animals inhibit. We come face to face with a 

herd of male elk, and observe a mother elk and her baby 

foraging. We also travel to Custer State Park for the 

Buffalo Roundup. We visit with Sterling Smith of SDGFP 

and learn about how the parks manage the herds and 

the importance of proper herd management. 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1316H  7C ST  

 Hartford, Ct - Hour One  PBS   00:55:14 

 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW arrives in Hartford, Connecticut, 

then ventures to Mystic Seaport for a glimpse of 

America's maritime heritage expressed in the Seaport's 

collection of rare paintings. Appraisal highlights include a 

1963 poster for a Joan Baez/Bob Dylan concert at New 

Haven Arena, brought by the artist's daughter; a pair of 

18th-century silk shoes purportedly worn by one of 

George Washington's dance partners; and a collection of 

200-year-old Wedgwood pottery buttons found in an 

attic and valued at $1,500 to $2,000 for the set. TVG     

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1137   CC   

 Big Band Sounds  OETA  00:57:45 

 This happy, light-hearted show opens with the cast 

dancing down the aisles of the TV studio singing "We Can 

Make Music" and shaking hands with members of the 

audience en route. Guy & Ralna sing "I Can't Stop Loving 

You." Once on stage, Anacani sings "Spanish Eyes," and 

Clay Hart sings a hit song of the year which became 

almost a national anthem, "Tie a Yellow Ribbon 'Round 

the Old Oak Tree." Ralna brings the show to an emotional 

high with a spine-tingling rendition of her most-requested 

and signature song, "How Great Thou Art."Guest: Bill 
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 Thrash     Next Air 05/23/09 06:00pm 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nature       2613H  7C ST  

 Victoria Falls   PBS   00:56:46 

 Cutting across the Zambezi River, bridging the countries 

of Zambia and Zimbabwe, Victoria Falls is the largest 

waterfall in the world. In the dry season, this awesome 

force of nature divides two natural worlds -- the tranquil 

meandering river above the cascade, and the raging 

abyss of the gorge below. The upper river is idyllic, 

running shallow through sandstone hills and meandering 

around islands and reed- beds where elephants, hippos, 

and crocodiles thrive. In a single vertical drop the river 

plummets twice the height of Niagara Falls into the wild 

waters and heavy spray of the narrow gorge, where fish 

are found only by those who know where to look. 

Between the two worlds are treacherous cliffs and thick, 

mossy rainforests fed by river mists, home to baboons 

whose lives change with the seasons. When the rains fall, 

the rivers swell and the falls thunder. TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Masterpiece Mystery!  3916H  7C ST DVS 

 Wallander - Series I: Firewall   PBS   01:26:40 

 Kenneth Branagh stars as "the Norse Morse," Inspector 

Kurt Wallander, the scruffy Swedish sleuth created by 

best-selling author Henning Mankell. In three whodunits, 

Mankell pits his hero against the creeping malaise 

affecting contemporary Sweden, where permissiveness 

and the collapse of the welfare state are slowly 

undermining the spirit of law and order. A maelstrom of 

bizarre crimes, involving axe murders, scalpings, random 

assassinations and cyber-terrorism, taxes Wallander's 

wits.Two teenage girls murder a taxi driver in a senseless 

robbery. A computer systems analyst drops dead for no 

apparent reason. The local power grid is on the blink. And 

Wallander can't find time for a new love interest, 

discovered on the Internet. These disparate strands 

gradually weave a fiendish plot with a gripping 

countdown to an impending disaster. TVPG    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   Air Group 16: We Came to Remember      000Z  

7C ST    PBS   00:26:46 

 "Air Group 16: We Came To Remember" tells the story of 

the last reunion of Air Group 16 -- the pilots, radiomen 

and gunners who served on the aircraft carrier USS 

Lexington in the Pacific in World War II. The film follows the 

veterans and their families as they make the journey by 

train, plane and car to Washington, DC, for their final 

reunion at the dedication of the National World War II 

Memorial in May 2004. Through stunning archival footage, 

period music and dramatic first-person accounts, the film 

follows Air Group 16 as they tell their stories, remember 

their fallen comrades, and are officially honored by the 

country they served. TVPG    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  806  (R) CC ST DVS 

 South Korea     APT   00:57:18 

 Ian Wright starts his trip in the modern capital of Seoul. 

From there he will head to the Kyongju province, home of 

the ancient Shilla dynasty that ruled Korea for over 1,000 

years. He sees the famous Pulguska temple, one of the 

great sites in Asia. He continues south to the volcanic 

island of Cheju, a favorite spot for honeymooners and 

home to the famous sea-diving women, aged women 

who free-dive for abalone and sea urchins. While there 

Ian climbs the extinct volcano and explores the world's 

longest lava tube. He takes in the Korean War site of 

Inchon, has a quick visit to the eerie DMZ and ends his 

journey trekking and paragliding in Songsan National 

Park. TVG      Repeat of 05/17/09 12:00am    

 

Mon, 05/18/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week     4845  (R) 7C ST PBS   00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/15/09 07:00pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week     113136   CC ST    

KCET  00:26:46     TVRE    

 

02:15pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Pathways: A History    104   CC   

 East River, West River   LOCA  00:14:06 East River, West 

River takes a look at how the two distinct regions of our 

state have influenced our economy, our lifestyles and our 

attitudes as a state. The Missouri River splits our state and 

our phyche in half. West river we are ranchers and 

cattlemen and loggers. East river we are farmers and 

bankers and urbanites. The segment looks at how being 

'west of 20 inches (of rain)' influenced what we grew and 

how we lived. It looks at the economic influences that 

created the 'eastern corridor' and why there are so many 

towns in the east versus so few in the west. 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report    29046   7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46      TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer   9430H  7C ST    PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1317#  7C ST  

 Hartford, Ct - Hour Two  PBS   00:55:45 

 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW's visit to Hartford includes a stop 

at the American Clock and Watch Museum in Bristol, 

Connecticut, to look at time pieces that reflect 

Connecticut's rich history of clock manufacturing. 

Appraisal highlights include a custom-made table 

purchased 40 years ago from George Nakashima; a rare 

pre-WWI German toy wagon with its even more rare 

original box; and a highly prized bronze statue of a 

 medieval Russian warrior, by Russian artist Eugene 

Lanceray, valued at 

 $120,000 to $130,000. TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Kennedys: American Experience      2110   CC ST 

DVS   PBS   02:55:24 No family has had such a powerful 

hold on the American imagination. A saga of ambition, 
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wealth, family loyalty and personal tragedy, the Kennedy 

story is unlike any other. From Joseph Kennedy's rise on 

Wall Street and frustrations in politics, through John 

Kennedy's march to the presidency, orchestrated by his 

father to Edward Kennedy's withdrawal from the 1980 

presidential race following the scandal of 

Chappaquidick, the family has left a legacy that 

continues to influence politics today. TVPG    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose     15101   7C ST       PBSPL 00:56:46    

TVRE    

 

Tue, 05/19/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus  1161  (R) CC ST    APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/18/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions       906   CC   

 Cruising The Netherlands APTEX 00:27:26 

 Burt starts his trip in Amsterdam, and makes his way south 

to 

 Middelburg in Holland where we visit its Norbertine 

Abbey. Next we stop into Keukenhof Gardens, the world's 

largest outdoor exhibition of flowers and learn about Tulip 

Mania which was the economic crises of the 1600s. Next 

we visit Middelburg and the Abbey of Our Lady to find 

out how the Dutch Delta Works saved the country. Then 

we say cheese in the town of Edam. TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report      29047   7C ST       PBS   

00:26:46     TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9431H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Garden Line  2604   CC   LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3513Z  7C ST DVS 

 Parallel Worlds, Parallel Lives  PBS   00:56:39 

 Mark Oliver Everett, better known as E, is the lead singer 

of U.S. cult band the EELS. What most of his fans don't 

know is that Mark's father, Hugh Everett III, was one of 

America's top quantum physicists. In 1957, Hugh Everett 

came up with a revolutionary theory that predicted the 

existence of parallel universes. The idea quickly seeped 

into popular culture, but only recently has it been 

accepted by mainstream physicists. The film follows the 

wry and charismatic Mark, who had been estranged 

from his father, as he travels across America to learn 

about the father he never knew. It is only by entering the 

paradoxical world of quantum mechanics that Mark can 

hope to understand why he was such a stranger to his 

own father.    TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Frontline     2708H  7C ST DVS 

 Inside The Meltdown     PBS   00:56:46 

 FRONTLINE investigates the causes of the worst 

economic crisis in 70 years and how the government 

responded. The film chronicles the inside stories of the 

Bear Stearns deal, Lehman Brothers collapse, the 

propping up of insurance giant AIG and the $700 billion 

bailout. "Inside the Meltdown" examines what Treasury 

Secretary Henry Paulson and Federal Reserve Chairman 

Ben Bernanke didn't see, couldn't stop and haven't been 

able to fix. TVRE    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   To The Manor Born 304    A Rare Bird       00:28:09 

 A rare tropical bird nesting on the estate causes a flurry 

of interest by local naturalists.  Audrey is unimpressed, at 

least until she discovers a way to turn the event to her 

own financial advantage. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News    23139   CC ST KCET  00:26:46  

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Independent Lens     1024   7C ST  

 Stranded: The Andes Plane Crash Survivors       PBS   

01:54:36 

 This is the story of a group of young men who survived for 

72 days after their plane crashed in the Andean 

Cordillera in October 1972.  TV14    

 

Wed, 05/20/2009 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report   29048   7C ST       PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer       9432H  7C ST       PBS   

00:56:46    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Blueprint America: Road to the Future  000H  7C 

ST   PBS   00:56:46 

 Miles O'Brien, former aviation and science correspondent 

for CNN, hosts this documentary about innovative 

infrastructure projects being discussed and created in 

Portland, Denver and New York City. TVPG    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Ww II Behind Closed Doors: Stalin, The Nazis and T    

103+  7C ST  

 Dividing The World (January 1944 to August 1945) PBS   

01:56:46 

 On the verge of an Allied victory in Europe, a new fight 

was just beginning over who would control parts of 

Europe. Using unique archive material only available 

since the fall of Communism, this episode reveals the 

unknown forces that were tearing the Alliance apart just 

as victory was in reach. TV14    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   May to December       404   CC   

 The Party's Over BBC   00:29:24 
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 Alec buys a mystery-suspense game from a car boot 

sale and invites Hilary, Jamie, Vera and Gerald round to 

play Saturday night. Everything goes to plan until Zoe 

takes a turn for the worse. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News      20070  (R) CC ST  

 Our World: The Cold Rush KCET  00:23:03 

 Veteran BBC News environmental and science 

correspondent, David 

 Shukman in Alaska discovers that the massive melt of 

arctic ice is opening up new opportunities to exploit the 

natural resources of this northern wilderness. But it's also 

raising fresh tensions over international boundaries in the 

arctic circle. TVRE     Repeat of 05/15/09 10:30pm    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose   15103   7C ST    PBSPL 00:56:46      

TVRE    

 

Thu, 05/21/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus     1163  (R) CC ST APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/20/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa  411   CC 

ST  

 Four Great Cities II    APT   00:26:46 

 We can jet to Europe in a day and visit four cities in less 

than a week. It's great to take your time but sometimes 

you only have a day to visit. How can you be part of the 

international jet set and still get a taste of "old" Europe? 

This time Smart Travels takes viewers on a whirlwind tour of 

four cities that represent a bit of the old and bit of the 

new in Europe. Rudy shows viewer how to get the most 

out of one-day visits to Copenhagen, Berlin, Munich, and 

Rome. Tips on maximizing travel memories from a 24-hour 

stay in a European big city. TVG     

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Design Squad   206   CC ST DVS 

 Backyard Thrill Ride    PBSPL 00:28:46 The teams bring the 

adrenaline rush of an amusement park ride to the 

backyard of 13-year-old Andreas Hoffman. D-Squad Pro 

File: What is more fun then riding a roller coaster? 

Mechanical engineer Chris Gray would say building one! 

At Great Coasters International, Chris applies his creativity 

and engineering know-how to build exhilarating (and 

safe!) roller coasters. TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report    29049   7C ST    PBS   

00:26:46      TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9433H  7C ST PBS   

00:56:46      TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call      717   CC  Cancers of the Female 

Reproductive System  LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1416   CC   

 Higher Education In S.D. LOCA  00:56:42 

 Dr. Tad Perry (Dir. Of the Board of Regents) has 

announced he is resigning.  Also included in this 

discussion the Higher Education Center the legislature 

allocated funds for during this past 

 legislative session.   Next Air 05/24/09 01:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Doc Martin     307   CC ST  

 The Holly Bears A Prickle       APTSY 00:45:56 

 It has taken three seasons, but Doc Martin and Louisa are 

finally going on their first date. However, in typical 

fashion, the clumsy doctor manages to ruin the moment 

with an inappropriate remark, and Louisa ends their affair, 

leaving Martin shell shocked. The break-up hits Martin 

harder than he anticipated. But there's one more chance 

to redeem himself when he gets an urgent call for help 

from Louisa to treat her friend Holly. As Martin leaves 

Louisa's house, he realizes he could lose her forever. He 

pauses on the doorstep and asks her to 

 marry him.       TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By       902    Another Proposal  BBC   

00:29:30 

      Next Air 05/23/09 07:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News       23141   CC ST      KCET  

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose   15104   7C ST PBSPL 00:56:46 TVRE    

 

Fri, 05/22/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus 1164  (R) CC ST    APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/21/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse     110   CC ST    EPS   

00:28:22 

 Dennis trains a horse to let his owner put on a headstall, 

so the two can go driving together. TVG     

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   National Geographic Bee      2009   CC ST  

 2009 National Geographic Bee    MPT   00:56:46 

 The annual National Geographic Bee returns for the 21st 

consecutive year with host and moderator Alex Trebek. 

The 2009 National Geographic Bee will feature winning 

students from all 50 states, the District of Columbia, US 

territories, and Department of Defense schools. There is a 

preliminary round for the 55 winning students to 

determine the top ten students that compete on stage 

with Alex Trebek. The contest features questions on topics 

spanning meteorology, international affairs, culture and 

social history. The Top 10 Students will compete to share 

$50,000 in college scholarships. TVG     
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05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report       29050   7C ST      PBS   

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9434H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week   4846   7C ST     PBS   00:26:46 

 TVRE   Next Air 05/25/09 12:00am 

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS     521Z  7C ST  

 PBS   00:26:46 

 NOW on PBS partners with best-selling author and 

journalist Robert Lacey to investigate the surprising 

success of Saudi Arabia's approach to dealing with 

terrorists and extremists - without torture or water- 

boarding. Given extraordinary access to the Saudi 

Arabian Interior Ministry and its practices, Lacey visits 

terrorist rehabilitation camps that use "soft policing" 

tactics to be nice to the bad guys. In the program we see 

the Saudis providing a private jumbo jet to bring inmates 

home from Guantanamo Bay, giving them a hero's 

welcome, then sending them to a converted holiday 

resort for re-education. Then, the men are set free. Is this 

rehab program working, and can we trust the Saudis to 

protect themselves - and us -against Islamic extremism in 

the future? Watch this NOW on PBS report for a 

perspective on terrorism you've never seen before. TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal     1306   7C ST  PBS   00:56:46 

 Washington's abuzz about health care, but why isn't a 

single-payer plan an option on the table? Bill Moyers 

speaks with advocate Donna Smith about how our 

broken system is hurting ordinary Americans. Then, policy 

analysts and physicians Sidney Wolfe of Public Citizen 

and David Himmelstein of Physicians for a National Health 

Program join Bill Moyers for a frank discussion about the 

political and logistical feasibility of a single-payer system 

amidst the troubled economy and a government 

dominated by lobbyists. TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market  3438   CC ST     NETA  00:27:46 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1105  (R) CC   

 Making A Better Life    LOCA  00:23:10 

 Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 

 CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a 

non-profit 

 organization that utilizes trained horses, instructors, and 

volunteers, 

 working within the framework of a coordinated team of 

professions, to carry out its primary mission of providing a 

comprehensive equine therapy program for children, 

teens, and adults with disabilities and/ or special needs 

and disadvantaged children, regardless of race or 

creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & Blues Society sponsors an 

education program where they bring in profession 

musicians and take them to schools to teach kids about 

music.Scott Piper is a world-renowned opera singer who is 

currently residing in Vermillion. He has designed a opera 

program geared at pre-school age kids.  Repeat of 

04/25/09 05:30am    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Allo, Allo       401     Prisoner's of War  BBC   00:26:32 

 Hans is successful in vaulting over the perimeter fence at 

the POW camp, so one escape is complete.  Gruber and 

Helga decide they will rescue the rest.  Gruber picks them 

up in a garbage collection truck and drives away. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News       23142   CC ST    KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15105   7C ST    PBSPL 00:56:46    

TVRE    

 

Sat, 05/23/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus 1165  (R) CC ST  APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/22/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland  404   CC ST APTEX 00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan visits a California racetrack that uses solar 

panels to generate power to keep the horses cool. 

Reporter Jim Finnerty finds that Texas farmers make big 

profits harvesting wind power. Reporter Sarah Gardner 

says a new demand for rice is a boon for California rice 

growers. Reporter Hena Cuevas visits a North Carolina 

greenhouse where automation makes it easier to get the 

plants from the field to your patio. TVG     

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily 204   CC  DVS 

 Get Geometric    NETA  00:26:46 

 Geometric designs give gorgeous results, and today on 

Knitting Daily we'll take a closer look at all the ways 

shapes are used in knitting, whether in the pattern of a 

sweater, the motif of an afghan, or the structure of an 

accessory. We get started with Cathryn Bothe and Kim 

introducing the essentials for swatching and getting 

gauge. Then join us on location for the designer spotlight. 

Norah Gaughan talks about how she's inspired by 

geometric shapes in nature, and demonstrates how to 

make her dodecahedron star. Next Eunny presents a 

simple v-neck pullover that uses triangles for an 

understated style element. Then in "you asked it," Kathy 

Elkins tackles the topic of joining granny squares and 

other crochet motifs as you go. Finally, our spotlight is on 

helping hands and the ways they are getting a new 

generation excited about learning to knit and crochet. 

TVG     

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1002   CC   

 Haunted South Dakota    LOCA  00:27:25 
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 In 2006, two paranormal investigators, Chad Lewis and 

Terry Fisk, traveled across South Dakota visiting various 

haunted locations and compiled a book titled "The South 

Dakota Road Guide to Haunted Locations." They will join 

the Dakota Life Crew and we'll hit up some locations 

featured in the book as well as some new spots. A few 

places include: -A Haunted home in Vermillion that used 

to be the town hospital -Mad Mary's restaurant in Pierre -

Mt. Moriah Cemetery in 

 Deadwood 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann       2313   CC  

DVS Thread Painting On Water Soluble NETA  00:26:46 

 Create monogrammed towels, quilting designs, and a 

beautiful thread painted Indian Quilt with paper pieced 

chevron border. See why water soluble stabilizer makes 

thread painting easy.Quick Project: My Soul is Fed with 

Needle and Thread Wall Hanging. TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting      808   CC ST  

 Fantastic Free Motion Quilting   NETA  00:27:46 

 Multi-talented machine quilter and musician Ricky Tims 

demonstrates ways to build basic free motion machine 

quilting skills. He also shows an easy technique for mock 

bobbin machine quilting. TVG     

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day       2708   CC   

 Rocky Road to Kansas    KNME  00:26:40 

 The quilters of the 1930's were not only thrifty but also 

creative with their scraps of fabric. Their days may have 

been dark and dusty but their quilts brought sunshine into 

their lives. Join Eleanor for a fun way to use up scraps and 

create lovely quilts. 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy    2205  (R) CC ST  

 Magical Fabric Yo-Yos , Part 3   NETA  00:26:46 

 Incorporate yo-yo accents into artistic projects. Accent 

fabric frames wall art, and table runners with floral yo-yo 

variations. Nancy and guest Donna Fenske combine 

elegant fabrics, beads, and fabric embellishments with 

floral yo-yos to add interesting texture and artistic 

dimension to the projects they demonstrate in this 

program. TVG      Repeat of 05/15/09 11:00pm    

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Quilting Arts  313   CC  DVS 

 Stitch   NETA  00:26:46 

 Free motion quilting and threads and surfaces. Melissa 

Averinos is our first guest with a simple argyle stitch 

pattern that can be applied to all different items. Then it's 

a thread tutorial; learn which thread to use with what 

fabric or maybe even non cloth materials as we make a 

fabric book. Next Andrea Bishop shows us how to make 

stunning visual effects using skewed blocks. Then last up 

it's on location with Frieda Anderson for free motion 

quilting at its best.  TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop   2113   7C   

 Fireplace Mantle PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Between shooting The New Yankee Workshop and This 

Old House, Norm rarely has time to build anything for 

himself. And, like the rest of us, he readily admits his own 

home is "a work in progress." So, Norm is taking this 

woodworking project home. With his own Rumford 

 fireplace awaiting adornment, Norm takes the 

opportunity to design this classic Colonial fireplace 

mantle and builds it using a variety of woods and 

moldings readily available at home centers nationwide.  

TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop 213   CC ST  

 Top Shop Tips    NETA  00:27:00 

 Over the past 30 years, the editors have shown hundreds 

of shop tips in Woodsmith magazine. Now they share their 

top tips for getting the most out of your table saw, router 

table, drill press, and more.     TVG     

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   This Old House Hour    702H  7C ST  

 Weston Project, Pt. 2/Mature Tree/Noisy Heating Sy      

PBS   00:56:28 

 In the first half of The This Old House Hour, host Kevin 

O'Connor drives up to Weston to find the old house gone, 

and general contractor Tom Silva finishing the job by 

demolishing the chimney and foundation with an 

excavator. The old concrete and brick will be crushed, 

trucked away, and used as base material for new roads, 

while the rest of the house will eventually find new life as 

affordable housing, but for now it is being stored at the 

ReStore in Springfield, Massachusetts. At Bensonwood in 

Walpole, New Hampshire, Kevin meets architect Chris 

Adams and homeowner Amy Favat to see how she 

planned her family's dream home and to take a tour of 

the new house, via a 3-D software program that allows 

them to design and build the house virtually. Work gets 

underway as Tedd Benson shows Kevin how the main 

timbers for the house are sawn from massive salvaged 

Douglas fir derricks from a granite quarry in Vermont 

along with old live oak ship's ribs that will be used for 

dramatic effect in the dining area. In the second half of 

the Hour, on Ask This Old House, landscape contractor 

Roger Cook shows a pair of homeowners how to instantly 

have a large, mature tree in their front yard. Then Roger, 

along with Kevin, Tom and plumbing and heating expert 

Richard Trethewey ask, "What is it?" Later, Richard helps a 

pair of homeowners sleep better at night by quieting their 

noisy heating system. TVG     

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Motorweek     2838Z  7C ST SPA 

 Nissan Cube     PBSPL 00:26:46 

 Energy Smart Road Test: 2010 Nissan Cube.Energy Smart 

Road Test: 2009 Volkswagen Jetta TDI Sportwagon.Goss' 

Garage: On A Rim And A Spare.Two Wheelin': Triumph 

Street Triple R.Car Keys First Impressions: Mercedes- Benz 

E-Class Coupe. TVG     

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota All-State Band 2009    2009   CC  

LOCA  01:56:46 The 59th annual South Dakota All-State 
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Band Grand Concert recorded live at the Rushmore 

Plaza Civic Theatre in Rapid City, South Dakota, Saturday 

March 28, 2009.  The program includes the full concerts 

from the "Lewis" Band, conducted by Marcellus Brown., 

and the "Clark" Band, conducted by Dr. Peter Boonshaft. 

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Classic Gospel 303   CC ST  

 Harmony in the Heartland NETA  00:56:46 

 Thanks for Sunshine, Get on the Happy Side of Living and 

much more. 

 TVG     

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show    1137  (R) CC   

 Big Band Sounds  OETA  00:57:45 

 This happy, light-hearted show opens with the cast 

dancing down the aisles of the TV studio singing "We Can 

Make Music" and shaking hands with members of the 

audience en route. Guy & Ralna sing "I Can't Stop Loving 

You." Once on stage, Anacani sings "Spanish Eyes," and 

Clay Hart sings a hit song of the year which became 

almost a national anthem, "Tie a Yellow Ribbon 'Round 

the Old Oak Tree." Ralna brings the show to an emotional 

high with a spine-tingling rendition of her most-requested 

and signature song, "How Great Thou Art."Guest: Bill 

 Thrash     Repeat of 05/17/09 07:00pm    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians   311   

CC     APTSY 00:26:44 

 Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal 

Canadian Orchestra band leader, Al Pierson, GUY 

LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS III features 

archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 

performances. Pierson, an accomplished musician, 

composer, arranger, vocalist and 

 bandleader, is dedicated to the distinctive style that 

made the Guy 

 Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and 

imitated big bands of 

 all time. The wraparounds offer anecdotes and factual 

tidbits about the band as well as the music. TVG     

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By      902  (R)    Another Proposal     

BBC   00:29:30 

  Repeat of 05/21/09 10:00pm   Next Air 05/24/09 01:30am 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota All-State Jazz Band 2009 2009   CC   

  LOCA  01:47:30   Next Air 05/24/09 02:00am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum   613   CC   

 Kory & The Fireflies    LOCA  01:26:29 

 Recorded live at Ribfest 2008, See Kory and the Fireflies 

perform their South Dakota grown Pop music.  Set list 

includes "Platinum" and 

 "Pop Fly." 

 

11:30pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits    3213Z  7C ST  

 The Dixie Chicks PBSPL 00:56:46 

After a few years spent enjoying their family lives and 

weathering controversy, Texas' mighty Dixie Chicks return 

to the AUSTIN CITY LIMITS stage with old favorites and new 

classics from their defiant, triumphant new album Taking 

the Long Way. TVG   

Next Air 05/24/09 04:00am 

 

Sun, 05/24/2009 

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  807   CC ST DVS 

 Globe Trekker Food Hour: Mexico  APT   00:57:06 

 Tyler Florence kicks off his culinary adventure in Mexico 

City, where he explores the vibrant markets and discovers 

the potent chilies of the region. He travels next to 

Oaxaca, the heartland of cactus and mescal, the sister 

drink of tequila. Later Tyler samples chocolate in Puebla 

and whips up mole, the national dish. He celebrates at a 

festival devoted to vanilla and ends his journey on the 

east coast, where Mexican and Caribbean flavors 

combine to influence the local cuisine.  TVG    Next Air 

05/24/09 11:00pm 

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By 902  (R)   Another Proposal     BBC   

00:29:30  Repeat of 05/23/09 07:30pm    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   South Dakota All-State Jazz Band 2009 2009  (R) 

CC   

      LOCA  01:47:30      Repeat of 05/23/09 08:00pm    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits    3213Z (R) 7C ST  

 The Dixie Chicks PBSPL 00:56:46 After a few years spent 

enjoying their family lives and weathering controversy, 

Texas' mighty Dixie Chicks return to the AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 

stage with old favorites and new classics from their 

defiant, triumphant new album Taking the Long Way. 

 TVG      Repeat of 05/23/09 11:30pm    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life      905   CC   Artists  LOCA  00:27:03 

 Terry Schuver / South Dakota Plein Air Artists / Red Willow 

Band. 8 years ago, a desire for unique garden 

accessories at Terry's home led her down a path. This 

path of design and texture has led her to arts festivals 

across the nation. Her metal work has an organic feel to it 

and is apporopriate in or outdoors."Plein Air" art means 

painting outdoors. For the past 2 years the SD Plein Air 

Artists hold a "Paint- Out".  The group picks a locale and 

paints outdoors.This SD band has been around for 

generations. They recently reunited for a performance 

during the state's Vietnam War Memorial dedication 

weekend in Pierre. 

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   134   CC ST 

DVS 

 Make A Toy      APTEX 00:27:13 

 Make handheld maze games from recycled containers. 

Old CDs inspire fresh ideas for creating toy spinners, 
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hovercrafts and even patio lights for an outdoor party. 

Donna converts a sponge into a toss toy and builds an 

airplane from a potato-chip can to save coins for an 

upcoming trip. In the kitchen, she prepares 

mouthwatering Southwestern dips and chips. TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange    502  (R) CC ST APTEX 00:26:46 

 This week on Foreign Exchange: Every day around the 

world young children are kidnapped and sold into 

slavery. We go inside the business of modern slavery to 

see how women and children are sold for sex. We meet 

Holly, a child prostitute, and talk with the film producer 

who tells her story. Don't miss Foreign Exchange: where 

America meets the world.  Repeat of 05/24/09 03:30am   

Next Air 05/25/09 06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group      2721   CC    APT   00:27:30 

 TVRE   Next Air 05/24/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One   2451   CC      

APT   00:27:30 TVG    Next Air 05/27/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Closer to Truth       102  (R) CC ST  

 How Vast Is The Cosmos?  EPS   00:26:46 Everyone knows 

that the universe is huge, but no one could have 

imagined how staggeringly immense the universe, or 

multiple universes, may actually be. It stops your breath. 

TVG   Repeat of 05/14/09 12:30pm    

 

12:30pm SDPB1   Native Report       409H  7C ST DVS       

WDSE  00:26:46   TVG     

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1416  (R) CC   

 Higher Education In S.D. LOCA  00:56:42 

 Dr. Tad Perry (Dir. Of the Board of Regents) has 

announced he is resigning.  Also included in this 

discussion the Higher Education Center the legislature 

allocated funds for during this past legislative session. 

Repeat of 05/21/09 08:00pm    

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Live from Lincoln Center     3402Z  7C ST  

 New York City Ballet's "Romeo + Juliet"  PBS   02:26:46 

 "Live from Lincoln Center" joins the New York City Ballet 

for Peter Martins' interpretation of Prokofiev's "Romeo and 

Juliet.      TVG     

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Equitrekking   104   CC ST  

 Destination Colorado    APTEX 00:26:46 

 We ride championship cutting horses at a working cattle 

ranch in the rolling plains of Northern Colorado and 

explore the high mountain peaks of Durango in this 

episode. At the Colorado Cattle Company in Northern 

Colorado, we participate in "Dream Week," learning to 

ride championship cutting horses with cutting horse 

expert Teddy Johnson. In Southern Colorado, we ride up 

to over 12,000 feet with native Anne Rapp, who has been 

leading riders through the San Juan National Forest for 

over 25 years. The ride to Engineer Mountain takes us 

through alpine meadows, steep mountain passes and 

open expanses where we can see all the way to New 

Mexico. We survive the changes in weather that come 

with high altitudes, including a hail storm, before heading 

back down the mountain. At Wilderness Trails Ranch, a 

family oriented dude ranch, we take trail rides to 

Vallecito Lake and learn more techniques for working 

with cattle. Finally, we ride the rails and experience the 

past on the Durango & Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad.       

TVG     

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    503  (R) CC ST  

 Barcelona and Catalunya  APTEX 00:26:46 

 The creative spirit of Spain's Catalunya the land of 

Picasso, Gaudi and Salvador Dali is on a roll. We'll get 

caught up in the festivity of Barcelona, enjoying the 

vibrant street scenes, tasty tapas and pedestrian-friendly 

Gothic Quarter. Then we'll take a scenic side trip to 

mountaintop Montserrat, and finish with an artist's 

pilgrimage along the Costa Brava to Salvador Dali 

country seaside Cadaques to visit his home and nearby 

Figures to experience his playfully surreal 

mausoleum/museum.    TVG      Repeat of 05/04/09 

02:00am    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nature Adventures     112   CC   

 In The Waters of South Dakota   IND   00:26:46 

 In this episode we learn about the unusual nesting habits 

of Blue Gills. We also learn all about various turtles that 

are found in South Dakota. We go on a bullfrog hunt in 

Sioux Falls, SD, which ends up being quite a venture! 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1317H  7C ST  

 Hartford, Ct - Hour Two  PBS   00:55:14 ANTIQUES 

ROADSHOW's visit to Hartford includes a stop at the 

American Clock and Watch Museum in Bristol, 

Connecticut, to look at time pieces that reflect 

Connecticut's rich history of clock manufacturing. 

Appraisal highlights include a custom-made table 

purchased 40 years ago from George Nakashima; a rare 

pre-WWI German toy wagon with its even more rare 

original box; and a highly prized bronze statue of a 

medieval Russian warrior, by Russian artist Eugene 

Lanceray, valued at $120,000 to $130,000.       TVG     

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   National Memorial Day Concert    2009Z  7C ST  

PBS   01:26:46 

 On Memorial Day weekend, PBS unites our nation in 

honor of all of America's men and women in uniform for 

their service and sacrifice with the 20th anniversary 

presentation of the NATIONAL MEMORIAL DAY 

 CONCERT. The event is led for the fourth year by co-hosts 

Gary Sinise ("CSI NY") and Tony Award-winner Joe 

Mantegna ("Criminal Minds"), two actors who have 

dedicated themselves to veterans' causes and 

supporting our troops in active service. The program, 

broadcast live from the West Lawn of the U.S. Capitol in 
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Washington, D.C., features a mix of dramatic readings, 

documentary footage and live musical performances, 

along with an all-star line-up of dignitaries, actors and 

musical artists and the National Symphony Orchestra 

under the direction of Erich Kunzel. TVG     

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Team: Being A Us Air Force Thunderbird      

000   CC ST DVS NETA  00:56:46 The Air Force Thunderbirds 

have been seen by millions of people all over the world 

but few have seen what it takes behind the scenes to 

safely execute their dazzling air show. This program also 

documents the journey of the first female pilot to fly with 

the team. Her inspirational story is sure to fill your heart 

with pride and put a lump in your throat! Join her and the 

entire Thunderbird squadron, at home, and on the road, 

to discover what it's like to be a part of... America's Team! 

TVG     

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Fighting for Life 000   CC ST    NETA  01:26:46 

 FIGHTING FOR LIFE is a powerful, sobering and emotional 

feature documentary portrait of American military 

medicine interweaving three stories. Military doctors, 

nurses and medics, working with skill, compassion and 

dedication amidst the vortex of the Iraq War. Wounded 

soldiers and marines reacting with courage, dignity and 

determination to survive and to heal. -Students at USU, 

the "West Point" of military medicine, on their journey 

toward becoming career military physicians. The film 

follows 21 year-old Army Specialist Crystal Davis, from Iraq 

to Germany to Walter Reed Hospital Washington DC, as 

she fights to recover and "bounce back" from the loss of 

a leg. The filmmakers had extraordinary access to 

combat support hospitals in Iraq, medevac flights with 

wounded soldiers, and military hospitals in Germany and 

the United States. TV14    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  807  (R) CC ST DVS 

 Globe Trekker Food Hour: Mexico  APT   00:57:06 

 Tyler Florence kicks off his culinary adventure in Mexico 

City, where he explores the vibrant markets and discovers 

the potent chilies of the region. He travels next to 

Oaxaca, the heartland of cactus and mescal, the sister 

drink of tequila. Later Tyler samples chocolate in Puebla 

and whips up mole, the national dish. He celebrates at a 

festival devoted to vanilla and ends his journey on the 

east coast, where Mexican and Caribbean flavors 

combine to influence the local cuisine.   TVG      Repeat 

of 05/24/09 12:30am    

 

Mon, 05/25/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week  4846  (R) 7C ST  PBS   00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/22/09 07:00pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week    113143   CC ST   KCET  

00:26:46   TVRE    

 

02:15pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Pathways: A History    105   CC   

 The First Hunters and Farmers   LOCA  00:13:47 

 It looks at the first human occupation of what we now 

call South Dakota.. Through the sicence of archaeology 

we explore what the first farming and hunting culture was 

like along the James and Missouri Rivers. We look at how 

scientists explore the past through digs at the Prehistoric 

Indian Village in Mitchell and at such mammoth hunter 

sites as the Lange Ferguson site on the Pine Ridge 

reservation. We also explore how bone and stone tools 

were used to butcher mammoths and other animals, and 

how corn played a major role in the development of 

these paleo-indian cultures. 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29051   7C ST  

 Reviving The Economy: Signs of Stimulus? PBS   00:26:46 

 NBR will take an in-depth look at the first 100 days of the 

Obama Adminstration's Recovery and Reinvestment Act. 

So far, has the $787 billion program had any impact on 

the economy or on the banks' ability to lend money? The 

question will be posed to lawmakers and economists. 

They will also search for early signs of an economic 

recovery.   TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer      9435H  7C ST     PBS   

00:56:46     TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1318#  7C ST  

 Hartford, Ct - Hour Three       PBS   00:55:14 

 In Hartford, Connecticut, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW finds a 

sign of the times - actually a whole collection of antique 

inn and tavern signs - at the Connecticut Historical 

Society. Appraisal highlights include an heirloom early-

19th-century Duncan Phyfe dressing table; a rare set of 

vintage jewelry by influential 20th-century designer 

Suzanne Belperron; and a watercolor signed by Katharine 

Hepburn - who gifted the owner with the piece when the 

actress was performing at the American Shakespeare 

Theatre in Stratford, Connecticut - valued at $ 15,000 to $ 

20,000. TVG     

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Buffalo Bill: American Experience   2003Z  7C ST 

DVS      PBS   00:56:32 

 William "Buffalo Bill" Cody's legendary exploits helped 

create the myth of the American West - one that endures 

today. Born in an Iowa log cabin in 1846, he fought 

Indians, worked as a Pony Express rider and earned his 

nickname while hunting buffalo to feed the construction 

crews of the Kansas Pacific Railroad. After the Civil War, 

he scouted for the U.S. Army along America's vast 

western frontier. In 1883, just as that frontier was 

disappearing, he transformed himself into a master 

showman, creating and starring in a world-famous 

traveling show that brought the "real" Wild West to life. 

Part circus, part history, "Buffalo Bill's Wild West" toured for 

three decades, playing to enthusiastic crowds across the 

United States and Europe. Though Cody made a fortune 

from the show's success, he was nearly bankrupt when he 

died in 1917. This program draws upon rich archival 
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materials of the period to explore the man behind the 

legend, revealing the complexity of Buffalo Bill's 

extraordinary life. Richard Ben Cramer narrates.   TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Hallowed Grounds     000Z  7C ST     PBS   00:56:46 

 HALLOWED GROUNDS visits 22 of America's overseas 

military cemeteries, and tells the story of these 

remarkable places with historical sequences about the 

wars and battles that created them, and moving 

vignettes and interviews about the men and women who 

rest in them. Created after World War I and World War II, 

these cemeteries are some of America's great national 

treasures. HALLOWED GROUNDS provides a rare look at 

these commemorative shrines and brings them home 

with stirring images and details. They are located in 

England, France, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Belgium, 

Italy, Tunisia and the Philippines. Each cemetery is a 

unique expression of commemorative design, with great 

architecture, breathtaking landscapes, and powerful 

works of art. All are tangible representations of American 

values. HALLOWED GROUNDS is filled with tales of 

sacrifice and courage. Some of the fallen are well known: 

the poet Joyce Kilmer, the bandleader Glenn Miller, the 

five Sullivan Brothers, General George S. Patton. But most 

were ordinary men and women caught up in the 

calamity of war. These overseas military cemeteries were 

created to honor America's Fallen, but they are also 

intended to inspire and teach the living. For in these 

HALLOWED GROUNDS, one can clearly see the tragic 

cost of war and the true price of freedom.       TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show 210   CC ST  

 Possum Lodge Radio      EPS   00:23:37 

 Women like to communicate; Men like to broadcast." CB 

Radios replace the telephone system at Possum Lake. On 

Handyman Corner, Red turns an outhouse into a phone 

booth. Bowling is the demonstrated sport on Adventures 

With Bill. TVG     

 

10:24pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    921   CC     WPBT  00:05:00 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News     23145   CC ST       KCET  

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose   15106   7C ST   PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE    

 

Tue, 05/26/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus     1166  (R) CC ST  APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/25/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions       907   CC   

 The Grand Bahamas       APTEX 00:28:09 

 The early maps of the New World show the islands of the 

Bahamas as a chain that runs in an arc from the east 

coast of Florida to the top of Hispaniola. It was where 

Columbus first arrived in the Americas and each of its 

islands has a distinct culture. Burt takes us on a tour of the 

Grand Bahamas to find out what's grand.  TVG  

      Next Air 06/06/09 05:30am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29052   7C ST       PBS   

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9436H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46      TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Garden Line  2605   CC     LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova  3517H  7C ST DVS 

 Ocean Animal Emergency   PBS   00:56:46 

 The world's oceans are in trouble. Warming seas and 

man-made pollutants are combining to unleash toxic 

algae blooms that are decimating whales, sea lions and 

other marine mammals. In this film, NOVA explores this 

crisis through the exploits of Dr. Frances Gulland, a San 

Francisco veterinarian, and her team, who run the 

equivalent of a West Coast ER for marine mammals. On a 

typical day listless sea lions flop on their sides, too 

exhausted to lift their heads. Others are agitated. Another 

chews obsessively on a flipper. They are all victims of a 

marine neurotoxin made by an organism that feeds on 

algae. Dr. Gulland is committed to trying to save these 

sick animals one at a time, but she is also desperately 

trying to figure out the science behind what's killing them. 

TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Frontline/World       803H  7C ST DVS 

 Pakistan Under Siege    PBS   00:56:46 

 As a nervous world watches a new branch of the Taliban 

gain ground -- and the United States steps up its pressure 

on the Pakistani government to confront the militants' 

mounting threat --FRONTLINE/ WORLD reports from the 

front lines of what has become, perhaps, the most 

volatile conflict in the world. First, a timely rebroadcast of 

Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy's dangerous journey through a 

country under siege -- from Pakistan's lawless tribal areas, 

where the Army is battling the Taliban; to the Swat Valley, 

where the Taliban are fighting to keep control; to the 

major cities, which the Taliban now have in their sights. 

Also in this hour, correspondent David Montero 

investigates the mysterious death of a journalist --and a 

personal friend -- killed while reporting from ground zero 

of the Army's campaign against the Taliban in the Swat 

Valley. And, finally, a new dispatch from Sharmeen 

Obaid-Chinoy on the coming battle for hearts and minds 

in Pakistan's largest city. TVRE    

 

09:59pm  

SDPB1   To The Manor Born     305      

 A Wife's Prerogative   00:30:07 

 Richard is anxious to sign a profitable contract with Mme. 

Dutoit, owner of a cosmetic company.  To ward off her 

amorous advances, he pretends to be married to 
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Audrey, who shrewdly takes the opportunities to makes 

some changes on the estate. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News      23146   CC ST  KCET  00:26:46      

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Independent Lens     1020H  7C ST  

 Steal A Pencil for Me    PBS   00:56:46 

 "Love conquers all." Or at least that's what Jack Polak 

thought while struggling for survival in a Nazi 

concentration camp. Jack, his wife Manja and his new 

love, Ina, all end up living in the same barracks. When 

Jack's wife objects to the relationship, in spite of their 

unhappy marriage, Jack and Ina resort to writing secret 

love letters, which gives them the strength to survive. 

TVPG    

 

Wed, 05/27/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus    1167  (R) CC ST    APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/26/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe    513  (R) CC ST  

 Iran: Tehran and Side Trips     APTEX 00:26:46 

 As he's done with previous programs on Israel, Egypt, and 

Eastern Turkey, Rick takes us beyond Europe to a place 

that's rich with 

 history...and mystery. Visiting Tehran, Shariz, Persepolis, 

and a small village, we'll get a rare present-day look at of 

some of civilization's most important historical sites, and a 

sense of Iran's 2 1st century culture. From architecture 

and art to faith and everyday living, "Iran: Tehran and 

Side Trips" is all about the eye-opening gift of travel.   TVG      

Repeat of 05/15/09 02:00am    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report    29053   7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46       TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9437H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46      TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Great Performances    3409H  7C ST  

 In The Heights: Chasing Broadway Dreams  PBS   00:56:46 

 In a journey reminiscent of the unexpected zeitgeist 

success of Hair, A Chorus Line, and Rent, the story behind 

the success of In the Heights is so organic to New York 

City that no one expected it to happen. Beginning at a 

small, off-Broadway theater, a group of talented young 

artists led by composer-lyricist Lin-Manuel Miranda 

produced an original musical that some have called a 

modern day West Side Story-a Latin and Hip-Hop-infused 

musical odyssey telling the story of a neighborhood and 

the first-generation Americans who call it home. And yet, 

many in the show's audiences have nothing to compare 

it to as it represents the first musical that they've 

journeyed below 125 th Street to see. Opening on 

Broadway in spring 2008 and going on to win five Tony 

Awards-including Best New Musical-In the Heights on 

Broadway follows the cast and creative team as they 

embark on the greatest adventure of their young careers. 

TVPG    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   American Masters     2202H  7C ST  

 Hollywood Chinese       PBS   01:26:17 

 From the first Chinese-American film produced in 1916, to 

Ang Lee's triumphant Brokeback Mountain nine decades 

later, this films brings together a group of actors, writers, 

directors -- and iconic film images -- to examine how 

Chinese people have contributed to and been portrayed 

in an industry that was often ignorant and dismissive 

about race. Moving far beyond the stereotypical and 

exotic images of Suzy Wong and Bruce Lee, such artists as 

Wayne Wang, Joan Chen, David Henry Hwang, Nancy 

Kwan and Amy Tan, among many others, share their 

experiences of being "the other." These storytellers and 

film clips from more than 90 films -- some dating back to 

the 1890s -- weave a rich tapestry and complex history. 

TVPG    

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1107  (R) CC   

 Extraordinary People    LOCA  00:24:46 

 SD Special Olympics / Homestake Miners Return / Paige 

McPhersonS.D. Special Olympic summer games will be 

held in Brookings.  We'll look at the history of the games 

here in S.D. and how it affects the athletes who get to 

participate.A look at how the Sanford Underground Lab is 

progressing and how recruiting many people who 

worked at homestake has helped.Paige McPherson is a 

junior at Black Hills Classic Christian Academy in Spearfish 

that has won a gold medal for the United States at the 

Pan America Taekwondo Championship.  She is a third-

degree black belt that has enjoyed the sport since she 

was six years old.       Repeat of 05/10/09 01:00pm   Next 

Air 06/05/09 11:30pm 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   May to December     405   CC  The Crying Game     

BBC   00:29:13 

 Zoe is trying to get her life back to normal after suffering 

a miscarriage.  Alec brings home Arnold, a lovable dog, 

in hopes that he can help cheer up Zoe. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News    23147   CC ST KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose   15108   7C ST       PBSPL 00:56:46  

TVRE    

 

Thu, 05/28/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus       1168  (R) CC ST       APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/27/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  
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SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa  412   CC 

ST  

 Europe Just for Fun     APT   00:26:46 

 As more travelers return to Europe for multiple visits, many 

are on the lookout for another dimension in travel. 

Occasionally they want to skip historical sights and 

museums in favor of a trip-or a day-just for fun. They're 

ready for absolute R&R; looking to break up serious 

sightseeing with hot-air-balloon trips, mountain luge rides, 

country hikes or days at an amusement park. They're 

seeking new adventures in Europe-flights of fancy-spiced 

with great meals and local libations of course. This time, 

Rudy shares his personal picks of Europe Just for  Fun. TVG     

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Design Squad   207   CC ST DVS 

 Big Bugs PBSPL 00:28:46 

 DESIGN SQUAD gets back to nature as the teams sculpt 

large-scale insects from found forest materials. The 

winning arthropod will be on display at the New England 

Wild Flower Society's Big Bugs exhibit. D- Squad Pro File: 

Matt Sisul and William Cao are 20-something structural 

engineers who volunteer for Engineers Without Borders to 

promote urban development in Africa and South 

America.    TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report      29054   7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46   TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9438H  7C ST   PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call   718   CC   Obesity and Weight 

Management  LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   South Dakota Focus    1417   CC   

 Innovation In South Dakota      LOCA  00:56:44 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Doc Martin       308   CC ST       Nowt So Queer      

APTSY 00:45:44 

 Portwenn is buzzing with the news of the engagement of 

Dr Martin Ellingham and Headmistress Louisa Glasson. 

Mushrooms are the cause of an outbreak of aspergillosis 

in the village. Bert Large, postman Dave and restaurant 

chef Mick Mabley are among the victims. Bert Large's ill 

health is not his only problem. His restaurant is in financial 

 trouble. Son Al decides it is time to take action to save 

the business.  TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By 903     The Wedding  BBC   

00:29:27 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News       23148   CC ST   KCET  00:26:46      

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose 15109   7C ST PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE    

 

Fri, 05/29/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus       1169  (R) CC ST  APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/28/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse      111   CC ST       

EPS   00:28:23 

 Putting shoes on horses is taxing enough when horses are 

standing still, let alone when there's a fight. Dennis 

teaches a horse some farrier manners. TVG     

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report    29055   7C ST       PBS   

00:26:46     TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9439H  7C ST     PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week       4847   7C ST PBS   00:24:10    

TVRE    

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS     522Z  7C ST  PBS   00:24:10 

 What will jobs of the future look like? Many studying that 

question 

 are seeing green - green jobs. And with President 

Obama promising to create 5 million "green-collar" jobs 

over the next 10 years, some are predicting these new 

career paths in energy efficiency and clean power will 

transform the American economy. NOW on PBS talks with 

environmental activist Van Jones, founder of "Green For 

All," a group dedicated to bringing green jobs to 

disadvantaged Americans. In March, Jones was 

appointed Special Advisor on Green Jobs at the 

President's Council for Environmental Quality. Now that he 

has the President's ear, will Jones be creating a new 

career frontier for America?    TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal   1307   7C ST PBS   00:52:46 

 Award-winning producer Sherry Jones presents a 

comprehensive documentary - more than 18 months in 

the making - that examines America's detention and 

interrogation practices in the "war on terror. " Bill Moyers 

Journal presents "Torturing Democracy," which examines 

how coercive interrogation methods were used by the 

CIA and migrated to the United States military at 

Guantanamo Bay and other locations as well as the 

charges that these interrogations became "at a 

minimum, cruel and inhuman treatment and, at worst, 

torture," in the words of the former General Counsel of the 

United States Navy, Alberto Mora. It carefully presents the 

evidence that the Bush administration promoted these 

methods and developed legal justification for the 

practice. The film features in-depth interviews with senior 

military and government officials who fought the policy 

and former Guantanamo detainees who experienced it, 
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and uncovers the origins of the tactics the White House 

called "enhanced interrogation techniques."       TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market       3439   CC ST NETA  00:27:46 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1106  (R) CC    South Dakota 

Champs   LOCA  00:25:23 

 S.D. Dart Tournament / Walleye Fishing Tournament / 

Unicycle National ChampionshipsDart Tournament.  It is 

the largest of its kind in the country. Why is does SD hold 

the largest tournament? The game of choice in 501. All 

players must be currently sanctioned by the National Dart 

Association and be currently participating in a South 

Dakota Pool & Dart Tournament Corporation approved 

league.The walleye tournament is on Lake Oahe, there 

will be a festival centered around it.Rapid City will host 

the North American Unicycle Championships.  300 of the 

best off-road and on-road unicyclists from Canada and 

the US will be in town competing in various events.  

Repeat of 05/02/09 05:30am    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Allo, Allo  402     Camp Dance      BBC   00:24:20 

 Aided by Gruber, Rene and company dance their way 

out of the POW camp. We learn that Maria has 

deposited herself in the mail to escape. She affixes the 

wrong amount of postage, is sent only as far as 

Switzerland and is never seen again. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News       23149   CC ST   KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose   15110   7C ST   PBSPL 00:56:46     

TVRE    

 

Sat, 05/30/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1170  (R) CC ST APTEX 00:26:46 

 TVRE     Repeat of 05/29/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland     405   CC ST     APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan travels to Brunswick, Missouri to see how 

agri-tourism helps on farm family. A young Arizona ranch 

family welcomes new income from tourists and tree 

harvests. Reporter Yolanda Vazquez explores how 

"buying local" has benefitted Rhode Island dairy farmers.  

Reporter Jason Shoultz sees how heartland hops and 

barley help a Minnesota brewery turn out distinctive lines 

of beer.       TVG     

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily 205   CC  DVS 

 Handpainted and to Dye For      NETA  00:26:46 

 Handpainted fibers are to dye for! In today's Knitting 

Daily we'll unlock the mystery of these yarns and learn 

how they can be used successfully in projects small to 

large. First Kathy Elkins joins Eunny and introduces us to 

some of the most popular handpainted fibers. Then the 

designer spotlight is on Carol Sulcoski as we look at how 

handpainted yarns create different effects when making 

socks. Next Shannon Okey demonstrates the "Power 

Station Hat," a simple pattern that is extremely flexible for 

knitters. Then Kim answers a question about where to start 

in the skein to knit identical socks when using multi-

colored, painted yarns. Last, it's "you made it". Liz shows 

off versions of a scarf made with handspun, handpainted 

fibers. TVG     

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1003   CC   

 Conservation In South Dakota    LOCA  00:26:56 

 Black Hills Fly fishers Club - Black Hills / Conservation 

through Birdwatching - Black Hills / Kids' Pheasant DaysA 

small group of conservation-minded anglers founded 

Black Hills Fly fishers in 1980. Scott Zieske, Paul Mumm, 

Roger Braunstein, Harry Slaughter, Bruce Anderson, Denny 

and Mary Hayward, Tom Fuller, Garrett Clapp, Dave 

Ohlen, Bob Chalberg, and Dick McNeil all played 

instrumental roles in creating and building the Black Hills 

Flyfishers into a viable organization.  Today BHFF has 

grown to approximately 300 members located 

throughout South Dakota and in several other states as 

well. BHFF's focus has always been on trout in the Black 

Hills, with a particular emphasis on stream quality.We will 

take viewers on a journey through ranches in the Black 

Hills to observe and record native bird species while 

learning about the relationship between land 

stewardship and wildlife habitat.Every year, South Dakota 

reserves a couple days of pheasant-hunting season just 

for our youngest sportsmen. We ask the SD Game, Fish & 

Parks why this special weekend was created, how 

successful it has been, and how attract families to 

participate. We also follow a few kids along and see how 

they are enjoying the special weekend. 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy: Nancy's 25 Favorite Sewing Te      

000V  CC ST  NETA  01:27:50 

 Make your sewing, serging, quilting, and embroidering 

more efficient and more enjoyable by using 25 of Nancy's 

favorite sewing techniques. Accomplish more, and get 

results that rival those of sewing professionals by using the 

same techniques Nancy uses. She shares a compilation 

of her 25 favorite techniques developed during the past 

25 years, plus takes a look back at past PBS programs 

that featured similar topics. TVG     

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   Qi Gong for Weight Loss    000V  CC ST   APTPS 

00:57:38 

 How can you jump-start your metabolism in just two 

minutes? What acupressure point instantly cuts cravings? 

According to Qi Gong philosophy, excess weight is a sign 

of imbalance. Lee Holden, one of the world's leading 

instructors in Qi Gong and a public television favorite, 

offers a whole new way to achieve your ideal body in his 

new special QI GONG FOR WEIGHT LOSS (w.t.). Against 

the stunning backdrop of a mountain lake, Holden takes 

viewers of all fitness levels through a routine designed to 
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build core strength and increase the body's metabolism. 

Learn how to restore your body to its healthiest state, 

without deprivation or stress. TVG     

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   Heart Healthy Yoga: Yoga for the Rest of Us   000$  

7C ST     PFP   00:54:20 

 Pioneering yoga instructor Peggy Cappy has set her own 

unique mark in the world of yoga by developing and 

teaching an approach that makes it accessible to 

people of all ages, abilities, and sizes. Peggy's first three 

yoga specials - Yoga for the Rest of Us, More Yoga for the 

Rest of Us, and Back Care Basics - proved that you don't 

have to bend like a pretzel to be an avid yoga 

practitioner. Continuing her mission to help Americans 

get healthier and to promote yoga to the population at 

 large Peggy now offers the public television community 

her newest special, HEART HEALTHY YOGA: YOGA FOR 

THE REST OF US. This half-hour documentary special 

demonstrates the heart-healthy benefits of yoga and 

how the simplest stretches and exercises can be 

incorporated into anyone's daily routine. Filmed on 

location in scenic Peterborough, New Hampshire, and 

featuring Peggy's own students, viewers will see how the 

right exercises and yoga poses can dramatically protect 

your heart and improve your overall health and flexibility. 

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   You: Inner and Outer Beauty with Dr. Michael 

Roize    000$  7C ST  

 PFP   01:28:35 

 Beauty is always on the mind. You think about it-

consciously or not- every time you step in the shower or in 

front of the mirror. It influences how you feel about 

yourself and ultimately how you feel in life. Forget about 

beauty being in the eye of the beholder. Beauty in the 

way it's going to be defined in this program is in the eyes, 

the skin, the hair, the face, the heart, the brain and in the 

soul of you. According to Dr. Michael Roizen, beauty -- 

the inner and outer kind -- advertises our health and our 

potential as a mate and a parent, and ultimately 

contributes to our overall feelings of happiness and 

satisfaction in life. 

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Suze Orman: Women & Money    000V  CC ST   

PBSIP 01:59:00 

 : In Suze Orman: Women & Money, Suze shares her 

surprising insights into the complicated, often 

dysfunctional relationship women have with 

 their money. In the special, Suze also equips women with 

the financial knowledge and emotional awareness to 

overcome the blocks that have kept them from making 

more out of the money they have. But what's at stake is 

far bigger than money itself - it's about expanding every 

 woman's sense of who she is and what she deserves. 

"Why is it that women, who are so competent in all other 

areas of their lives, cannot find the same competence 

when it comes to matters of money?" In what she calls 

the most important work of her life, Orman addresses that 

 question and offers her original solutions. This special was 

taped at the beautiful Napa Valley Opera House in 

Northern California, and its premiere broadcast was 

accompanied by the publishing of Orman's book: 

Women & Money: Owning the Power to Control Your 

Destiny, from Spiegel and Grau, a division of Random 

House. Women & Money argues that everybody wins 

when women become the architects of their financial 

 futures. Suze will zero in on specific financial issues facing 

women in every life stage, from buying a home to 

negotiating a competitive salary, to financing a child's 

college tuition, to saving for and enjoying retirement. And 

of course, the entire special will feature the empathy, 

savvy and wit that have become Suze Orman 

trademarks. Suze Orman is the author of five consecutive 

New York Times best sellers and is a two-time Daytime 

Emmy Award winner. She was recognized as Outstanding 

Service Show Host for each of her two most recent PBS 

productions, For the Young, Fabulous & Broke and The 

Laws of Money, The Lessons of Life. Both programs were 

also nominated as Outstanding Service Show. Suze 

Orman: Women & Money is Suze's sixth program for PBS.     

TVG    Next Air 06/07/09 12:00pm 

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rock, Rhythm & Doo Wop    000   7C ST     PBSIP 

02:57:12 

 This brand new production by WQED is a concert-style 

program featuring numerous Top-40 performers. Hosted 

by Frankie Valli, Jerry Butler and Lloyd Price, the talent list 

features over 200 performers from Rock and Roll, Rhythm 

and Blues and Doo Wop music, including Little Richard, 

Jay Black and The Americans, Little Anthony & The 

Imperials, Lenny Welch and more. 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Great Performances    3404V  CC ST  

 Hit Man: David Foster and Friends       PBS   01:58:16 

 Legendary songwriter, producer, and maestro to the 

stars, David Foster has generated some of the world's best 

known popular music, and collaborated with a veritable 

"Who's Who" of superstars in a career that spans more 

than three decades. In celebration of his remarkable 

 achievements including fourteen Grammy Awards and a 

host of other accolades some of the biggest names in 

contemporary music gather for a one-night-only concert 

that brings down the house. From the stage of Las Vegas' 

Mandalay Bay, Andrea Bocelli, Josh Groban, Michael 

Buble, Kenny Babyface Edmonds, Boz Skaggs, Kenny G, 

Peter Cetera, Brian McKnight, Blake Shelton, Cheryl Lynn, 

Charice, Katharine McPhee, and Andre Agassi join in the 

celebration, along with a special performance by Celine 

Dion and some long-distance best wishes from Kevin 

Costner and Barbra Streisand.    TVG      Next Air 06/07/09 

09:00pm 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Pete Seeger: Live In Australia 1963       000V  CC ST     

APTPS 00:59:26 

 In September, 1963, Pete Seeger appeared for a sold out 

concert in Melbourne, Australia at the famed Town Hall. It 

was one of 22 countries he'd play while engaged in a 10 

month around-the-world journey. With nearly 3,000 

people in attendance - a number seated on the stage 

behind him - Seeger delivered a set of folk music 

standards, fun children's songs, international freedom 
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songs, and "new" songs from Peter Paul & Mary, Tom 

Paxton, and Bob Dylan! The set list includes standard such 

as "Skip To My Lou" and "The Wild Rover", Woody Guthrie's 

"Roll On Columbia, Roll On", and "A Hard Rain's A-Gonna 

Fall". Playing solo guitar and banjo, Seeger alternatively 

had the crowd spellbound and singing along. PETE 

SEEGER: LIVE IN AUSTRALIA 1963 - recorded in black & 

white when he was half his present age - is a pristine 

example of a troubadour at the height of his powers.     

TVG     

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits    3205Z  7C ST  

 Sufjan Stevens/Calexico  PBSPL 00:56:46 

 Two of the underground rock scene's most creative artists 

perform. Critical darling and indie rock sensation Sufjan 

Stevens brings his orchestral folk/pop to the stage in 

support of his latest album The Avalanche. Highlighting its 

latest record, Garden Ruin, Arizona's Calexico dazzles 

with a unique blend of traditional songcraft and 

southwestern roots music.       TVPG    

 

Sun, 05/31/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker  808   CC ST DVS 

 Globe Trekker Special: Volcanoes, Ring of Fire  APT   

00:56:30 

 In this episode, the Trekkers explore the world's most 

spectacular volcanoes, traveling from Pompeii, Stromboli 

and Santorini in Italy and Greece to Krakatoa and Mt. Fuji 

in Indonesia and Japan. Other explosive sites include 

Montserrat, Pacaya in Guatemala, Cotopaxi in Ecuador, 

La Palma in the Canary Islands, Mount St. Helens and 

Kilauea in the U.S. and Mont Pelee on Martinique. TVG    

Next Air 06/07/09 11:00pm 

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Taste of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher 109   CC 

ST  Minnesota       NETA  00:26:46 

 Join Dan Kaercher as he explores Minnesota and all the 

tasty delights it has to offer. Betty's Pies of Two Harbors 

offers homemade pies of all kinds. The pies at Betty's Pies 

are a long-time tradition for vacationers to the Two 

Harbors area. Burntside Lodge is the oldest remaining 

guest lodge in Ely, Minnesota. On Dan's visit to the 

summer lodge, he enjoys a tempting dinner served with a 

view of gorgeous Burntside Lake. Dan also visits the Spam 

Museum in Austin and enjoys numerous exhibits 

dedicated to the canned wonder. Don't miss this 

enchanting tour of Minnesota!Sunrise Deli & Sunrise 

Bakery-Hibbing; Burntside Lodge-Ely; Northern Lights 

Roadhouse-Beaver Bay; Betty's Pies-Two Harbors; 

Pickwick-Duluth; Spam Museum-Austin; Johnny's Main 

Event-Austin; Fon du Lac Indian Reservation-Cloquet; 

Tiegen's Oslo Store-Oslo. TVG     

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   Loreena McKennitt: A Moveable Musical Feast   

000   CC ST  

 APTEX 00:26:46 

 LOREENA MCKENNITT: A MOVEABLE MUSICAL FEAST 

follows Canadian singer/ composer Loreena McKennitt 

as she embarks on her 2007 An Ancient Muse tour. The 

performance documentary offers a rare backstage look 

at one of contemporary music's most interesting live acts. 

Candid behind-the- scenes interviews with McKennitt, her 

band, crew and colleagues reveal the rigors of touring. 

McKennitt and her fellow travellers entertain viewers with 

stories of how they "raise a small village" each night they 

perform, discuss the joys and challenges of their nomadic 

life on the road, and explain the creative relationships 

they share with one another, the music and the 

audience. A MOVEABLE MUSICAL FEAST features 

previously unreleased musical performances of "Never-

Ending Road (Amhran Duit)" and "The Gates of Istanbul." 

TVG     

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   Fats Domino - Walkin' Back to New Orleans  000   

CC ST  APTEX 00:56:46 

 Fats Domino - Walkin' Back to New Orleans chronicles 

music legend Fats Domino's triumphant return to the 

stage after Hurricane Katrina's devastation to his New 

Orleans hometown. Two years after a harrowing rescue 

from the storm, Domino headlined a 2007 benefit concert 

for the city, performing hits like "Blueberry Hill," and "Ain't 

That a Shame" to an adoring audience. The special, 

narrated by actor John Goodman, captures the concert 

and provides an up-close, biographical look at Domino's 

storied career. The special also includes rare interviews 

with Domino as well as singers Dr. John, Allen Toussaint, 

Robert Plant and Randy Newman, who discuss how this 

legendary performer has inspired their careers.      TVG     

 

03:00am  

SDPB1   Marty Robbins - Seems Like Yesterday   000   CC 

ST APT   00:53:08 

 The program will feature full performances of Marty 

Robbins' most memorable and recognizable hits linked by 

a host who will share the story of his music, his career and 

his life. The full performance clips may include hits such as 

'El Paso,' 'A White Sport Coat,' 'Devil Woman,' 'Story of My 

Life,' 'Some Memories Just Won't Die' and 'My Woman, My 

Wife.' The program will also feature interviews with some 

of country music's leading performers who have been 

influenced by Robbins and his music. 

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   Kingston Trio - Wherever We May Go    000   CC ST   

APTPS 00:58:35 In the late 1950s, The Kingston Trio quickly 

evolved from an unknown group appearing at local 

nightclubs in San Francisco to major stars with a No. 1 

best-selling album. Invitations to sing on the top television 

variety shows poured in and, almost overnight, America's 

teenagers went from idolizing motorcycle-jacketed 

greasers to emulating fresh-faced, clean-cut college 

guys in striped shirts and short haircuts. THE KINGSTON 

TRIO - WHEREVER WE MAY GO celebrates their music and 

tells their fascinating story through interviews, vintage 

footage and full music clips of their hits, including "Tom 

Dooley," "Greenback Dollar," "Where Have All the Flowers 

Gone" and "M. T.A."  TVG     

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life    907   CC   
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 Active South Dakotans    LOCA  00:24:05 

 The Black Hills Cavy Club / Matthews Opera House - A 

Vibrant Century / Northeastern South Dakota Walleye 

ClubThe purpose of the Black Hills Cavy Club (guinea 

pigs) is to make available good advice, to offer several 

shows per year, and to provide support for both the 

serious exhibitor and the pet owner. This segment takes a 

look at the history and the refurbishment of the Matthews 

Opera House in Spearfish.The Northeastern South Dakota 

Walleye Club is a non-profit organization set on a 

foundation of creating an atmosphere that will allow 

people of all skill levels to get involved in the sport of 

Walleye fishing; open to any man, woman, or child 

wishing to have an enjoyable time with a desire to meet 

new people, improve fishing skills, promote the sport of 

fishing to others, compete in tournaments, and aid in the 

conservation and education of fishing. 

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   135   CC ST 

DVS 

 Sunday Dinner Basics    APTEX 00:26:42 

  The flavors and smells of home cooking bring the family 

to the table with great comfort foods, including roast 

beef, garlic mashed potatoes and gravy. Donna's 

delectable sweet finale is a caramelized creme custard. 

TVG     

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange       520  (R) CC ST      APTEX 

00:26:46 This week on Foreign Exchange: We get a rare 

look inside the elections of Papua New Guinea. Film-

makers follow three candidates through a system 

plagued with corruption and violence. Then, the 

commander of the Tamil Tiger rebels may be dead, but 

the battle in Sri Lanka rages on. And, can the Obama 

administration quell the cycle of warfare in the Sudan? 

Don't miss Foreign Exchange: where America meets the 

world.    Repeat of 05/31/09 03:30am   Next Air 06/01/09 

06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group 2722   CC  APT   00:27:30 

 TVRE   Next Air 05/31/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   You Steps for Extending Your Warranty with Dr. 

Mic    000V  CC ST  PFP   01:27:59 

 Wouldn't you like to know how to prevent your body from 

aging badly?  No one explains the mechanics of the 

body better than Dr. Michael Roizen. Most of us believe 

that with age comes a slow and steady decline of our 

minds, our eyes, our hearing, our joints, our arteries, our 

libido and our overall quality of life. Aging is inevitable, 

however the rate at which we age is not. If you are in 

reasonable health today you have a reasonable chance 

of living to 100 with the same vitality you have or had at 

age 45. In his new public television special, Dr. Michael 

Roizen provides an easy action plan to combat life's 

'major agers,' those internal and external forces that 

cause the most wear and tear on your body. The 3-part, 

60-minute special,  YOU Steps for Extending Your 

Warranty with Dr. Michael Roizen will teach you how. 

Family genes are blamed for just about everything from 

stress, to illness, to the size of our waistlines. It's true, you 

can't change your genes, but you can control whether 

certain genes are turned on or off. Recent studies show 

that your body has the ability to repair any organ in the 

body. With the help of a male and female specimen from 

The Bodies Exhibition, Dr. Michael Roizen visually identifies 

and explains the body's organs, arteries and nerves 

affecting the aging process. The vagas nerve is the 

largest nerve in the body. Learn how to train this nerve 

with proper stress management and deep breathing 

techniques. When it comes to cell duplication and your 

P53 spellchecker gene, find out which vitamin reduces 

your risk of cancer. Surprisingly, over 90% of the cells in 

your body are foreign. You'll be shocked to discover your 

red eyes and itchy nose may be caused by mite poop in 

your pillow! Find out how to keep these toxins and other 

toxins out of your body. Should you take hormone 

therapy or shouldn't you? Dr. Roizen weighs in on the hot 

topic and provides his recommendations for women 

going through menopause. It's 

 always women, women, women, when it comes to 

hormones. Finally, Dr. Roizen addresses men. Learn the 

discoveries made about the reversal of prostate cancer 

without surgery or radiation. The winning Nobel Prize gas, 

nitric oxide plays a major role in a man's erectile 

dysfunction.  Nitric oxide also affects arteries in both men 

and women. Learn how you can naturally get more of 

this important gas! In the program you'll gain tips on how 

to increase your memory bank and decrease your risk of 

Alzheimer's disease. The genes causing diabetes can 

literally be turned off using Dr. Roizen's tips. You'll be 

wowed by the proven reversal effect of stronger bones 

and arteries simply from a change in vitamins, diet and 

exercise. The myth about carrots being the best food for 

your eyes is dispelled. Dr. Roizen reveals the food that     

truly benefits eyesight, as well as tips to protect your eyes. 

Hearing  loss can add more than four years to your real 

age. Learn how to protect yourself against this 'major 

ager' and more!       TVPG-S  

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Dr. Wayne Dyer: Excuses Begone!    000$  7C ST     

PFP   02:58:41 On the 10th anniversary of his first public 

television pledge special, Dr. Wayne Dyer presents a new 

program, based on his newest book Excuses BeGone!In 

Excuses BeGone!, his goal is simple but not easy: to help 

viewers learn how to overcome lifetime thinking habits 

that keep us from maximizing our human potential. 

Excuses BeGone! addresses the powerfully transformative 

process of HOW to change habituated ways of thinking 

that limit our beliefs in who we can be in the world and 

what we can achieve.Through Dr. Dyer's process of 

identifying excuses which are self-defeating, he also 

teaches that we can choose our way of thinking. And, 

just because something has "always seemed to be the 

way it is" for most of us, there is a wealth of research that 

now points to a human being's ability to change these 

habits - which really translate into our excuses - and move 

into new realms of possibility. TVG    Next Air 06/05/09 

07:00pm 

 

04:00pm  
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SDPB1   Timeless: A National Parks Odyssey     000V  CC ST 

PFP   00:57:41 

 By using special cameras and cinematography 

techniques, David Fortney has captured the beauty 

inside the National Parks of North America. Fluid, 

masterful camera work and aerial photography give 

viewers the sensation of soaring over and through the 

landscapes. Complemented by an exquisitely lush 

soundtrack composed by new age musician Patrick 

O'Hearn, the film contains breathtaking natural beauty of 

18 different National Parks, each with its own unique 

grace and splendor.  You'll visit Arches, Banff, Bryce, 

Death Valley, Denali, Glacier, Grand Teton, Joshua Tree, 

Olympic, Point. Lobos, Redwood, Salt Point, Yellowstone, 

Zion and the Grand Canyon. With a mix of aerial, still, and 

time lapse photography, award winning 

cinematographer David Fortney has captured some of 

the most amazing visuals within these North American 

National Parks. From mountains, forests, and deserts to 

rivers, lakes, and oceans, these national treasures are a 

beauty to behold. Witness the passing of a thunderstorm 

in Death Valley, marvel at the age-old rock formations of 

Joshua Tree, journey to Redwood, where the majesty of 

its resident trees dwarf all other surroundings, and to the 

Grand Canyon where the hand of mother nature herself 

has carved indescribable artwork over thousands of 

years. Aerial cinematography,  gorgeous landscapes and 

new age music all come together in this feast for the eyes 

and ears. Timeless: A National Parks Odyssey is an 

informative and impressive presentation, for nature lovers 

and travel enthusiasts. TVG      

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Romantics' Europe       000V  CC ST    

APTEX 01:58:30 

 In his latest pledge event, Rick Steves shares his extensive 

knowledge of European history and culture as he winds 

his way through the most romantic spots in Spain, France 

and the Czech Republic. RICK STEVES' ROMANTICS' 

EUROPE finds the travel guru in Barcelona to behold 

Gaudi's unfinished architectural masterpiece, in Prague 

to savor the local pub culture and in the Dordogne valley 

to marvel at Lascaux Caves, the Sistine Chapel of the 

prehistoric world.  TVG     

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Daniel O'donnell Hope and Praise      000$  7C ST    

PFP   01:56:20 This program was taped at the Tri-Lakes 

Center in Branson, MO before an audience of 2,500 

enthusiastic fans on November 24, 2008. The emotionally 

uplifting concert includes multi-denominational hymns, 

up- tempo gospel and pop songs. The live concert is 

backed by a 24-member young adult choir, a 12-

member children's choir, an orchestra,  Daniel's band, 

and of course the beautiful Mary Duff. 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Celtic Thunder 000V  CC ST      WLIW  01:58:15 

 Celtic Thunder is a new group and concert special 

featuring five Celtic male vocalists: Paul Byrom (age 28, 

Dublin, Ireland), George Donaldson (age 39, Glasgow, 

Scotland), Keith Harkin (age 20, Derry, Northern Ireland), 

Ryan Kelly (age 28, Moy in County Tyrone, Northern 

Ireland) and Damian McGinty (age 14, Derry, Northern 

Ireland). Taped August 2007 at the Helix in Dublin, the 

group's debut performance is a celebration of Celtic 

heritage and men-their loves, attitudes, individuality, 

power and strength, throughout life's journey. Celtic 

Thunder premieres nationwide on public television March 

2008 (check local listings) and is distributed by WLIW New 

York.From rousing ensemble numbers to solos showcasing 

each members' vocal style and personality, Celtic 

Thunder performs powerful ballads, popular hits, and 

heartwarming songs of love and loss from across the 

Celtic music spectrum-Irish, Scottish, traditional and 

contemporary. Celtic Thunder creator/producer Sharon 

Browne teamed up with legendary Irish composer Phil 

Coulter (Elvis Presley's "My Boy," Sandie Shaw's "Puppet on 

a String," the now-classic Irish ballad "The Town I Loved So 

Well"), to audition men all over Ireland and Scotland for 

the group, and craft a representative set list. The eclectic 

mix of music includes traditional songs ("Mountains of 

Mourne," "Come by the Hills," "Love Thee Dearest"), pop 

classics (Paul Anka's "Puppy Love," the Eagles' 

"Desperado," The Moody Blues' "Nights in White Satin") 

and Coulter originals (Irish Rugby Football Union anthem 

"Ireland's Call," "The Old Man," "Steal Away"), 

accompanied by The Celtic Concert Orchestra,  a full 

band, bagpipes and monks. Choreography, dramatic 

lighting,  visual effects, and a set resembling ancient 

stone steps and paths enhance the musical production. 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Bob Dylan: Live In Newport 1963-1965    000V  CC 

ST  PFP   01:28:17 Bob Dylan at the Newport Folk Festival 

1963-1965 includes unreleased performances filmed by 

Academy Award-winning director, Murray Lerner.  It 

captures full performances of some of Bob Dylan's 

greatest songs, including Mr. Tambourine Man; Blowin' In 

the Wind; It Ain't Me, Babe; Like A Rolling Stone. The 

Newport Folk Festival takes place in Newport, Rhode 

Island and is best known for introducing a number of 

performers who went on to become major stars. Bob 

Dylan's first Newport  appearance in 1963 is generally 

regarded as his premiere national performance. Dylan 

became the artist most notably associated with this 

festival. His 1963 and 1964 performances made him 

popular with the Newport crowd, but in 1965, while 

headlining the music festival, he decided to "plug in" 

resulting in a mixed response of cheers and boos.  Dylan 

left the stage after only three songs, only to reemerge 

and singtwo solo acoustic numbers. Many of Dylan's folk 

fans felt he was abandoning his folk roots - and we have 

it all captured live on film.  For the first time ever, the 

complete electric set is available. This shift marked his 

changing artistic direction, making his move from leading 

contemporary song-writer of the folk scene to rock n' roll    

star. TVPG     
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    SDPB-Digital 

 From: 06/01/2009  PG Highlights    To: 06/30/2009   

 

Mon, 06/01/2009 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29056   7C ST   PBS   

00:24:46 

    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9440H  7C ST   PBS   

00:52:46    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   John Denver: The Wildlife Concert     000V  CC ST     

APT   01:27:05 JOHN DENVER: THE WILDLIFE CONCERT is an 

intimate performance from 1995 featuring the songs that 

made John Denver an American treasure, including 

"Rocky Mountain High," "Take Me Home, Country Roads," 

"Annie's Song" and "Sunshine on My Shoulders." This 

concert, a benefitfor the Wildlife Conservation Society, 

features candid interviews that express Denver's 

commitment to nature. One of the world's best-known 

and beloved performers, Denver earned international 

acclaim as a songwriter, performer, actor, 

environmentalist and humanitarian. His music spanned 

three decades and garnered numerous music awards 

and honors, including a 1996 induction into the 

Songwriter's Hall of Fame.    TVG   Next Air 06/06/09 

09:00pm 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   Yanni Voices: Live from the Forum In Acapulco 

000$  7C ST  

    PFP   01:56:20 Over the past two years Yanni has been 

immersed in the creation of his spectacular new project, 

YANNI VOICES. Collaborating with renowned 

 producer Ric Wake, Yanni has discovered and 

developed four of the most exciting new voices in music 

today. For the first time ever, Yanni re- interprets his classic 

compositions with powerful lyrics and 

 intoxicating vocal performances by Nathan Pacheco, 

Chloe, Ender Thomas and Leslie Mills. Yanni: Live from the 

Forum in Acapulco is a brand new concert event 

featuring Yanni's world-class orchestra from around the 

globe, and his four new "voices" delivering an hour of 

hypnotic, enchanting performance. Yanni transports the 

audience into a world of romance, passion and 

sensuality with stunning choreography, magnificent 

costumes and dynamic imagery shown on enormous 

video 

 screens that further enhance the experience. Shot on 

location in Acapulco, Mexico, at the brand new Forum at 

Mundo Imperial, the show has been captured with 12 

cameras over 4 nights, giving the television audience an 

experience of complete immersion as the musical journey 

unfolds. Yanni brings new dimensions to his live show with 

the 

 addition of his four extraordinary young vocalists and 

show-stopping 

 sensuous dancing. The Yanni Voices: Nathan Pacheco 

has a voice that 

 touches the bounds of human emotion. He writes his 

lyrics in Italian 

 and, combined with Yanni's classic compositions, the 

result is pure magic. Chloe is the classic musical diva 

whose rich and versatile vocals allow her to capture the 

essence of the music she performs. Her youthful energy 

adds to the intense emotion of her compositions, and her 

voice instantly captivates the listener. Ender Thomas is the 

Latin sensation who brings his fiery style of performance to 

Yanni Voices. 

 Writing in his native Spanish, Ender taps into his distinct 

and sensual Latin roots delivering intense and soulful 

interpretations of Yanni's unique compositions. Leslie Mills 

possesses a very intricate writing style and stunning vocal 

abilities. Leslie's voice reveals the passion of the songs she 

performs and opens a doorway for the listener to 

experience genuine heartfelt emotions. Yanni: Live from 

the Forum in Acapulco is a lush musical feast that 

celebrates the sensuality of Latin Culture and creates a 

rich visual journey, taking the audience through the 

gamut of human emotions. Expect the unexpected. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   Chris Botti In Boston     000$  7C ST     PFP   01:29:45 

 Trumpeter Chris Botti, a gifted instrumentalist and a 

charismatic performer in the realm of contemporary jazz, 

has simultaneously captured the attention of the pop 

music world. The group of Botti's featured guest artists, 

along with his world-class band, includes Sting, Lucia 

Micarelli, John Mayer, Josh Groban, Katharine McPhee, 

Yo- Yo Ma, Steven Tyler and Sy Smith, with Keith Lockhart 

conducting the Boston Pops. The program was filmed at 

Symphony Hall in Boston.Tue, 06/02/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1171  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/01/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions   908   CC      Cruising 

Provence   APTEX 00:25:30 Burt cruises the French Riviera 

and Provence along a Mediterranean coastline that 

made it a playground for the rich and famous. The region 

is filled with ancient ruins, 2000 year old towns, unique 

shops and good things to eat and drink. The warm 

weather, intense sunlight, and magnificent scenery 

attracted artists like Van Gogh, Cezanne, Picasso and 

Matisse. Burt takes us to the places were Van Gogh 

painted and contrasts the paintings with today's 

landscape.    TVG    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29057   7C ST  PBS   

00:24:46 

    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9441H  7C ST PBS   

00:52:46 

    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Garden Line   2606   CC   
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    LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   My Music: My Generation - The 60s     000V  CC ST     

PFP   01:59:07 Following up on the same audience as The 

60s Experience and This Land Is Your Land this program 

focuses on the years 1965 - 1969 and 

 includes essential 60s folk rock, R&B and pop. The 8-CD 

features the biggest hits by the original 1960's artists in this 

celebration and collection of "folks" that lived through the 

decade of change, peace, love and protest music. 

    TVG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances   1995         The 

Pageant     BBC   00:29:16 Hyacinth is organising a 

pageant in the church hall. A lack of 

 volunteers means that Violet, Bruce, Onslow, Daisy and 

Rose have to be 

 roped in to help. Elizabeth makes a mess of her stage 

management role 

 and Hyacinth ends up being 'crowned'. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23153   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Independent Lens     1004   7C ST     Lioness     PBS   

01:26:46 How did five female Army support soldiers -- 

mechanics, supply clerks and engineers -- end up fighting 

alongside the Marines in some of the bloodiest 

counterinsurgency battles of the Iraq War? Directors Meg 

 McLagan and Daria Sommers give viewers an intimate 

look at war through the eyes of the first women in U.S. 

history sent into direct ground combat, despite a policy 

that bans them from doing so. Through harrowing 

personal stories, these women candidly share their 

 experiences in Iraq as well as experiences from their lives 

back home to form a portrait of the emotional and 

psychological effects of war.    TV14-V     

 

Wed, 06/03/2009 

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe   514   CC ST     Iran's Historic 

Capitals    APTEX 00:26:46 Iran's rich history goes back 

millennia, to the days when Persepolis was home to "the 

king of kings." In this episode, Rick Steves explores three 

historic capitals of Iran: Persepolis, with its splendid 

 monuments; Shiraz, with the tombs of Iran's most beloved 

poets; and Esfahan, with its extraordinary mosques and 

endearing people. 

    TVG    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29058   7C ST  PBS   

00:24:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9442H  7C ST  PBS   

00:52:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Rock, Rhythm & Doo Wop    000   7C ST     PBSIP 

02:57:12 

 This brand new production by WQED is a concert-style 

program featuring numerous Top-40 performers. Hosted 

by Frankie Valli, Jerry Butler and Lloyd Price, the talent list 

features over 200 performers from Rock and Roll, Rhythm 

and Blues and Doo Wop music, including Little Richard, 

Jay Black and The Americans, Little Anthony & The 

Imperials, Lenny Welch and more. 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Great Performances   3411$  7C ST     Eric Clapton 

& Steve Winwood: In Concert from Madi   PBS   01:58:59 

With a career spanning over four decades and a host of 

accolades- including 18 Grammy Awards and a record 

total of 3 different inductions into the Rock 'n' Roll Hall of 

Fame-guitar legend Eric Clapton is known for his peerless 

mastery of the Blues style and, of course, rocking out on 

his famed Stratocaster. To the delight of fans 

 everywhere, Clapton and his longtime friend Steve 

Winwood have reunited for a once-in-a-lifetime concert 

at New York's Madison Square Garden, their first concert 

together since their days in rock's first supergroup, Blind 

Faith. This reunion concert features a wide range of 

 material from the Clapton catalogue, hits from 

Winwood's time as frontman for the band Traffic, and 

their collaborations from Blind Faith.    TVG    

 

Thu, 06/04/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1173  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46  TVRE     Repeat of 06/03/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa     413   CC 

ST     A Music Lover's Europe   APT   00:26:46 For a totally 

different view of Europe, Rudy shows smart travelers how 

to organize a trip around a theme. Rudy discovers 

surprising and fresh takes on Europe as he sets out on a 

music lover's tour. Winning, live performances by the 

Sicilian folk band Diascouri, and by Groupo Emiliano, a 

zany, classically-trained quartet from Emilia Romagna, 

are the backbone of this offbeat trip. But performance is 

just the start. Rudy visits folkdance groups in Greece, 

Sweden and Norway and delights in the classics in Italy 

and Austria. And everywhere, the music 

 provides a backdrop for enthralling local scenery and 

engaging local 

 stories. Tips on organizing a trip around a theme.    TVG    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29059   7C ST   PBS   

00:24:46 

    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9443H  7C ST     PBS   

00:52:46 

    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  
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SDPB1   Daniel O'donnell Hope and Praise   000   7C ST  

PFP   01:28:54 

 This program was taped at the Tri-Lakes Center in 

Branson, MO before 

 an audience of 2,500 enthusiastic fans on November 24, 

2008. The 

 emotionally uplifting concert includes multi-

denominational hymns, up- tempo gospel and pop 

songs. The live concert is backed by a 24-member young 

adult choir, a 12-member children's choir, an orchestra, 

Daniel's band, and of course the beautiful Mary Duff. 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   Celtic Woman: The Greatest Journey    000   CC 

ST     PFP   01:57:31 Celtic Woman's latest television special 

is a collection of beloved and memorable highlights from 

their acclaimed PBS specials. All of the songs are 

intertwined with stunning scenic and landscape images 

of Ireland. 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23155   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15114   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE    

 

Fri, 06/05/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1174  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/04/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse   112   CC ST     EPS   

00:28:38 

 Having your horse stop on command is important, 

especially when your horse is a 2000 lb Draft Horse!    TVG    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29060   7C ST  PBS   

00:24:46 TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9444H  7C ST  PBS   

00:52:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Dr. Wayne Dyer: Excuses Begone!   000$ (R) 7C ST     

PFP   02:58:41 On the 10th anniversary of his first public 

television pledge special, Dr. Wayne Dyer presents a new 

program, based on his newest book Excuses BeGone!In 

Excuses BeGone!, his goal is simple but not easy: to help 

viewers learn how to overcome lifetime thinking habits 

that keep us from maximizing our human potential. 

Excuses BeGone! addresses the powerfully transformative 

process of HOW to change habituated ways of thinking 

that limit our beliefs in who we can be in the world and 

what we can achieve.Through Dr. Dyer's process of 

identifying excuses which are self-defeating, he also 

teaches that we can choose our way of thinking. And, 

just because something has "always seemed to be the 

way it is" for most of us, there is a wealth of research that 

now points to a human being's ability to change these 

habits - which really translate into our excuses - and move 

into new realms of possibility.    TVG   Repeat of 05/31/09 

01:00pm   Next Air 06/06/09 02:30pm 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Soundstage   1613$  7C ST  

    Josh Groban, An Evening In New York City    PBS   

01:23:34 Josh Groban performs favorites from his best-

selling albums in an intimate theatre setting in this 

SOUNDSTAGE special event. Taped at Rose Hall at "Jazz 

at Lincoln Center" in New York City, this stunning 

performance includes "Alla Luce del Sole," "You Are 

Loved (Don't Give Up)" and "February Song." The show 

features special guest appearances by acclaimed jazz 

pianist Herbie Hancock and trumpeter Chris Botti. 

    TVPG    

 

11:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1107  (R) CC   

    Extraordinary People    LOCA  00:24:46 

 SD Special Olympics / Homestake Miners Return / Paige 

McPhersonS.D. 

 Special Olympic summer games will be held in Brookings.  

We'll look at 

 the history of the games here in S.D. and how it affects 

the athletes who get to participate.A look at how the 

Sanford Underground Lab is progressing and how 

recruiting many people who worked at homestake has 

helped.Paige McPherson is a junior at Black Hills Classic 

Christian 

 Academy in Spearfish that has won a gold medal for the 

United States 

 at the Pan America Taekwondo Championship.  She is a 

third-degree 

 black belt that has enjoyed the sport since she was six 

years old. 

     Repeat of 05/27/09 09:30pm    

 

Sat, 06/06/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1175  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/05/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland   406   CC ST     APTEX 

00:26:46 Host Paul Ryan visits a St. Louis area farm family 

whose farmers market changed their lives. Reporter 

Yolanda Vazquez finds a young teen who gets a start in 

farming with the help of his entire town. Reporter Jason 

Shoultz sees how Midwest dairy farmers work together to 

create sweet creamery butter. A New Mexico photo 

shoot gives new details to the "face" of American 

Agriculture.    TVG    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily    206   CC  DVS 

    A Is for Asymmetry   NETA  00:26:46 

 We're off center today on Knitting Daily as we look at 

asymmetrical design elements in yarn and knitwear, and 

how they can be used to make strikingly attractive 
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projects. First Liz introduces us to asymmetrical yarns - 

those unique and unusual fibers made from untraditional 

spinning techniques. Then travel to a show to meet Teva 

Durham, who introduces us to her theories behind 

asymmetry in her knitwear design. In our how-to lesson, Liz 

demonstrates how to weave a handbag on the loom, 

with an unexpected twist. Last On "you asked it" we stage 

a fashion show to answer your question about choosing 

knitwear patterns that are the most flattering for your 

body type.    TVG    

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1004   CC   

    South Dakota History    LOCA  00:25:13 The 1880's Steam 

Train - Hill City / A Life Well Lived - Hazel Mahone / 

Recycling and Refurbishing Buildings - MitchellEvery year 

there is work done to the 1880's train the runs from Hill 

City, up to Oblivion and down to Keystone. Take a 

behind the scenes look into what goes into keeping the 

train running.Hazel Mahone of Huron is the 

 granddaughter of a slave, lived through the depression 

and two world wars and has traveled to over 80 countries 

in her 90-plus years.Some South Dakotans are working 

hard to keep the buildings they have in use. There are 

also a number of old buildings around South Dakota 

being renovated and used for purposes other than their 

original mission. 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann   2801   CC ST 

DVS 

    Embellishing Your Corded Bowls   NETA  00:26:46 Guests 

Joyce and Eric Drexler teach new tips and techniques for 

making bowls and baskets from fabric and cording and 

how to add 3- Dimensional embellishments. Quick 

Project: Thread and Yarn Couching with Susan Pfaff    

TVG    

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting   809   CC ST    

Wagon Wheel Quilt   NETA  00:27:46 Marianne and Liz 

show how to cut and combine odd-shaped pieces for a 

hexagonal quilt block and how to make yo-yo centers for 

blocks. Instructions for the Wheels for Mary quilt are in the 

May/June 2006 issue of Love of Quilting magazine.    TVG    

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day   2710   CC   

    Friendship and Christian Cross   KNME  00:26:40 Life in 

the 1930's was centered on church and home. Follow 

along as Eleanor revs up her sewing machine for 

assembly line sewing techniques for these cherished 

patterns. 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   America's Home Cooking: Easy Recipes for Thrifty 

C    000$  7C ST     PFP   02:57:11 Host Chris Fennimore 

welcomes guest cooks who present recipes that are easy 

on the cook and the pocketbook. The recipes, used by 

thrifty gourmets for years, use simple ingredients to make 

nourishing and filling family meals.The cooking segments 

are: Chicken, Legumes, Crockpot Magic, Hearty Soups, 

Grandma's Wisdom, One Pound of Ground, Meat, 

Leftovers Live Again, Classic Casseroles    TVG    

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Dr. Wayne Dyer: Excuses Begone!   000$ (R) 7C ST  

    PFP   02:58:41 On the 10th anniversary of his first public 

television pledge special, Dr. Wayne Dyer presents a new 

program, based on his newest book Excuses BeGone!In 

Excuses BeGone!, his goal is simple but not easy: to help 

viewers learn how to overcome lifetime thinking habits 

that keep us from maximizing our human potential. 

Excuses BeGone! addresses the powerfully transformative 

process of HOW to change habituated ways of thinking 

that limit our beliefs in who we can be in the world and 

what we can achieve.Through Dr. Dyer's process of 

identifying excuses which are self-defeating, he also 

teaches that we can choose our way of thinking. And, 

just because something has "always seemed to be the 

way it is" for most of us, there is a wealth of research that 

now points to a human being's ability to change these 

habits - which really translate into our excuses - and move 

into new realms of possibility.    TVG   Repeat of 06/05/09 

07:00pm    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Victor Borge: 100 Years of Music & Laughter!  000   

7C ST     PFP   01:28:46 VICTOR BORGE: 100 Years of Music 

& Laughter! is an all new Victor 

 Borge television special narrated by Rita Rudner, 

featuring his funniest and most memorable skits -- a truly 

unparalleled collection not to be missed. Rare archival 

footage from the Borge family vault makes VICTOR 

BORGE: 100 Years of Music & Laughter! a program you'll 

long remember. Victor always said that, "...a smile is the 

shortest distance between people..." Hailed as a child 

prodigy, Victor Borge began his performing career with a 

piano debut in 1926 at the age of seventeen. For eight 

decades he was never out of the spotlight. "The 

 Great Dane" of comedy, as the beloved international 

humorist and musician was known, was celebrated 

across the world for his unique blend of comedy and 

music. Don't miss his one-liners, falls, double takes, his 

mastery of piano variations and his outrageous stage 

antics. Victor Borge has been recognized as one of the 

funniest performers the world has ever known. Treat 

yourself to a big dose of laughter and sidesplitting 

comedy routines. VICTOR BORGE: 100 Years of Music & 

Laughter! contains such classic comedy bits as the 

timeless "Phonetic Punctuation," "Inflationary Language," 

"Autumn Leaves" with Robert Merrill, "The Opera Singer" 

with Marylyn Mulvey and many more.    TVG    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Big Band Years    000   7C ST  

    PFP   01:58:25 My Music presents its first "Big Band" music 

retrospective featuring the biggest songs that got us 

through World War II and kick-started the baby boom 

with brassy legends that will take your members on a 

"Sentimental Journey". This is a very warm and nostalgic 

program that compiles the original hit makers and 

legends that define the GI and generations' memories. 

Peter Marshall (of the legendary Hollywood Squares) 

hosts this event, which for the first time mixes vintage live, 
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rare, and unreleased footage from the Big Band days. 

TVG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   John Denver: The Wildlife Concert     000V (R) CC 

ST     APT   01:27:05 JOHN DENVER: THE WILDLIFE CONCERT 

is an intimate erformance from 1995 featuring the songs 

that made John Denver an American treasure, including 

"Rocky Mountain High," "Take Me Home, Country Roads," 

"Annie's Song" and "Sunshine on My Shoulders." This 

concert, a benefitfor the Wildlife Conservation Society, 

features candid interviews that express Denver's 

commitment to nature. One of the world's best-known 

and beloved performers, Denver earned international 

 acclaim as a songwriter, performer, actor, 

environmentalist and humanitarian. His music spanned 

three decades and garnered numerous music awards 

and honors, including a 1996 induction into the 

 Songwriter's Hall of Fame.    TVG   Repeat of 06/01/09 

07:00pm    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   Paul Simon: The Library of Congress Gershwin Prize    

000$  7C ST     PBS   01:26:13 

 Paul Simon, one of America's most respected songwriters 

and musicians, was the recipient of the first annual Library 

of Congress Gershwin Prize for Popular Song. Named in 

honor of the legendary George and Ira Gershwin, this 

newly created award recognizes the profound and 

positive effect of popular music on the world's culture. 

The prize will be given annually to a composer or 

performer whose lifetime contributions exemplify the 

standard of excellence associated with the Gershwin's. 

Taped at the Warner Theatre in Washington, DC, the all- 

star gala concert features appearances by Simon's 

friends and fellow musicians. 

 

Sun, 06/07/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker     809   CC ST DVS 

    Greece   APT   00:57:17 

 Christina Chang begins her Greek idylls in Athens, where 

she explores 

 the picturesque streets near the Acropolis, spends her 

evening in the 

 student district of Exaria and listens to "rembetik," the 

Greek blues. She takes a detour to the Nea Momi 

monastery on the island of Chios, 

 hikes through the Mani region, treks to Dragon Lake from 

the village 

 of Mikro Papingo, witnesses a fire-walking festival in Seres, 

and visits the mountain-top monasteries of Meteora.    

TVG   Next Air 06/14/09 11:00pm 

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Queen Rock Montreal   000   CC ST     APTPS 

00:58:58 One of rock's greatest bands is captured live at 

its career high in QUEEN ROCK MONTREAL. Recorded in 

front of 18,000 screaming fans at the Montreal Forum on 

Nov. 24 and 25, 1981, this concert special contains 

 stunning performances of some of Queen's biggest hits. 

The band rips through "We Will Rock You," "Somebody to 

Love," "Under Pressure," "Another One Bites the Dust" and 

the anthemic "Bohemian Rhapsody." Propelled by 

Freddie Mercury's magnetic stage showmanship and 

Brian May's soaring guitar work, the band also dives into 

deeper album cuts such as "Killer Queen" and "Tie Your 

Mother Down."    TVPG    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   Who: Tommy and Quadrophenia Live   000   CC   

    APT   00:55:50 THE WHO: TOMMY AND QUADROPHENIA 

LIVE highlights selected performances from the band's 

groundbreaking rock operas. The special features a 

 who's who of rock legends including Billy Idol and Elton 

John performing alongside founding members Roger 

Daltrey, Pete Townshend and John Entwistle. The 

dynamic performances capture The Who's 1989 Tommy 

performance from The Universal Amphitheatre in Los 

Angeles as well as the live version of Quadrophenia from 

their 996/1997 U.S. tour. 

 

03:00am  

SDPB1   Newport Jazz Festival    2008   CC ST     2008    

NETA  00:55:26 

 NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL 2008 highlights performances 

from the world's longest-running jazz festival, now in its 

54th year. Taped August 9-10, 2008 on three seaside 

stages at Newport, Rhode Island's historic Fort Adams 

State Park, this annual special features an all-star roster of 

 jazz greats, contemporary R&B stylists and up-and-

coming artists. The High Definition program captures the 

sights and sounds of the festival from the music to scenes 

of the audience, food, vendors and backstage life. This 

year, performers include: Anthony Hamilton; Chris Botti; 

Ledisi; Soulive with Fed Wesley; Melody Gardot; Dave 

Holland, Gonzalo Rubalcalba, Christ Potter, Eric Harlan; 

Guillermo Klein; George Wein & The Newport All Stars 

featuring Esparanza Spaulding; Aretha Franklin.    TVG    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits   3310H  7C ST  

    Bloc Party/Ghostland Observatory    PBSPL 00:56:46 

England's Bloc Party takes the stage with its grooving, 

politically charged post-punk as presented on its second 

album, A Weekend in the City. Austin electro rock duo 

Ghostland Observatory debuts with the kind of kinetic 

performance on which it's building a national reputation.    

TVPG    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   908   CC   

    Interesting People   LOCA  00:27:48 

 Grandmother Nellie Two Bulls / Army Doctor / Sports 

Announcers Grandmother Nellie Two Bulls is a living 

treasure.  Her mind and spirit are sacred repositories for 

the songs and stories of the Lakota People.  Her voice 

evokes the old days but resonates with all who listen to 

her in these changing times.Dr. Eldon Bell came out of 

 retirement to serve in Operation Iraqi Freedom.  He spent 

15 months during Operation Iraqi Freedom serving as a 

doctor on a U.S. base in Kuwait.  He was the oldest active 

member of the Army until being discharged on his 71st 

birthday, last Oct 12.When the DSU Baseball team plays 

at home, they have two unique people doing our 
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stadium play by play and stats; Keith Bundy and Nick 

Huntimer.  Keith is legally blind and announces the play 

by play and Nick, who is hearing impaired, does the stats. 

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   136   CC ST 

DVS    Zing Into Spring    APTEX 00:27:08 Donna "grows" 

whimsical flowers from six-pack rings and other junk- box 

finds. She stuffs international ingredients into "Global 

Burgers." She shows clever egg decorating techniques, 

bakes traditional Russian Easter Kulich bread and 

prepares Paska cheese spread.    TVG    

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange   521  (R) CC ST     APTEX 

00:26:46 

 This week on Foreign Exchange: Starving people can't 

worry about over- fishing. Balancing today's survival 

against tomorrow's livelihood. Then, we join a deaf 

community as one of their own gets surgery to return his 

hearing. And, has North Korea's nuclear testing shattered 

prospects for peace? Foreign Exchange: where America 

meets the world.     Repeat of 06/07/09 03:30am   Next Air 

06/08/09 06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group     2723   CC     APT   00:27:30    

TVRE   Next Air 06/07/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One     2501   CC      

APT   00:27:30 

    TVG   Next Air 06/10/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Suze Orman: Women & Money     000V (R) CC ST     

PBSIP 01:59:00 : In Suze Orman: Women & Money, Suze 

shares her surprising insights into the complicated, often 

dysfunctional relationship women have with their money. 

In the special, Suze also equips women with the financial 

knowledge and emotional awareness to overcome the 

blocks that have kept them from making more out of the 

money they have. But what's at stake is far bigger than 

money itself - it's about expanding every woman's sense 

of who she is and what she deserves. "Why is it that 

women, who are so competent in all other areas of their 

lives, cannot find the same competence when it comes 

to matters of money?" In what she calls the most 

important work of her life, Orman addresses that 

 question and offers her original solutions. This special was 

taped at the beautiful Napa Valley Opera House in 

Northern California, and its premiere broadcast was 

accompanied by the publishing of Orman's book: 

Women & Money: Owning the Power to Control Your 

Destiny, from Spiegel and Grau, a division of Random 

House. Women & Money argues that everybody wins 

when women become the architects of their financial 

futures. Suze will zero in on specific financial issues facing 

women in every life stage, from buying a home to 

negotiating a competitive salary, to financing a child's 

college tuition, to saving for and enjoying retirement. And 

of course, the entire special will feature the empathy, 

savvy and wit that have become Suze Orman 

trademarks. Suze Orman is the author of five consecutive 

New York Times best sellers and is a two-time Daytime 

Emmy Award winner. She was recognized as Outstanding 

Service Show Host for each of her two most recent PBS 

productions, For the Young, Fabulous & Broke and The 

Laws of Money, The Lessons of Life. Both programs were 

also nominated as Outstanding Service Show. Suze 

Orman: Women & Money is Suze's sixth program for PBS. 

    TVG   Repeat of 05/30/09 03:00pm    

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Play Piano in a Flash     000V  CC ST     NETA  

01:59:00 Ever wish you could sit down at a piano and just 

play a tune? Have you taken lessons at some point in 

your life, but can't play a thing? If you answered "yes" to 

either of these questions, Scott "The Piano Guy" Houston 

wants to change all that. His "Play Piano in a Flash" 

program teaches you to play the way the pros play - in a 

style 

 enormously simpler than traditional classical piano 

lessons. Ever better, it takes an absolute minimum amount 

of note reading ability. Best of all, Scott Houston makes it 

fun along the way.    TVG    

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Ed Slott's Stay Rich for Life     000V  CC ST     WLIW  

01:27:37 

 Renowned tax advisor and personal finance author Ed 

Slott, CPA, offers Baby Boomers - and anyone who wants 

to retire on their own terms despite America's 

monumental fiscal crisis - a step-by-step solution to 

create, manage and keep family wealth. Building on his 

first public television special, Stay Rich Forever & Ever, 

Slott explains how to grow and protect your money in 

turbulent times. ED SLOTT'S STAY RICH FOR LIFE features all 

new information and Slott's inviting blend of in-depth, 

real-world research, humor, and detailed 

 facts from the tax code to make financial planning 

accessible.   TVG    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   My Music: Love Songs of the 50s and 60s   000V  

CC ST     PFP   01:28:47 A new My MUSIC special makes 

the 50s and 60s pop era meet early doo wop. This cross-

over pop and R&B special includes new never-before- 

seen performances with archival favorites of the 1950s 

and early 1960s (pre-Beatles era). Songs include a new 

performance of the original Penguins performing "Earth 

Angel," and Lenny Coco & The Chimes with a new 

performance of "Once In A While." The Tymes reunite to 

sing "So Much In Love," and the Clovers are together 

again to sing "Devil Or Angel." Fred Paris returns from 

retirement to sing a new livelier 

 version of "In The Still Of The Night." The Four Aces perform 

a never- 

 before-broadcast version of "Love Is A Many Splendored 

Thing" and 

 "Tell Me Why." Also featured are archival favorites from 

Doris Day, 

 Johnny Ray, Perry Como and many more of the 50s pop 

and early doo wop era all together in one great show.    

TVG    
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07:00pm  

SDPB1   Welk Stars - Through The Years    000$  7C ST     PFP   

01:58:36 This new fundraising special, THE WELK STARS - 

THROUGH THE YEARS, will salute 18 hard-working, much 

loved Welk entertainers, using vintage photos from the 

network television years and clips from the past PBS Welk 

Specials. The show will be hosted by Mary Lou Metzger 

 who will share an upbeat detailed short biography of 

each performer, 

 illustrated with carefully chosen material, ending with 

each featured 

 Welk Star in a major production number. 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Great Performances   3404V (R) CC ST     Hit Man: 

David Foster and Friends   PBS   01:58:16 

 Legendary songwriter, producer, and maestro to the 

stars, David 

 Foster has generated some of the world's best known 

popular music, and collaborated with a veritable "Who's 

Who" of superstars in a career 

 that spans more than three decades. In celebration of 

his remarkable achievements including fourteen Grammy 

Awards and a host of other accolades some of the 

biggest names in contemporary music gather for a one-

night-only concert that brings down the house. From the 

stage of Las Vegas' Mandalay Bay, Andrea Bocelli, Josh 

Groban, Michael Buble, Kenny Babyface Edmonds, Boz 

Skaggs, Kenny G, Peter Cetera, Brian McKnight, Blake 

Shelton, Cheryl Lynn, Charice, Katharine McPhee, and 

 Andre Agassi join in the celebration, along with a special 

performance 

 by Celine Dion and some long-distance best wishes from 

Kevin Costner and Barbra Streisand. 

    TVG   Repeat of 05/30/09 08:00pm    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker     808  (R) CC ST DVS    Globe 

Trekker Special: Volcanoes, Ring of Fire  APT   00:56:30 

 In this episode, the Trekkers explore the world's most 

spectacular volcanoes, traveling from Pompeii, Stromboli 

and Santorini in Italy and Greece to Krakatoa and Mt. Fuji 

in Indonesia and Japan. Other explosive sites include 

Montserrat, Pacaya in Guatemala, Cotopaxi in Ecuador, 

La Palma in the Canary Islands, Mount St. Helens and 

Kilauea in the U.S. and Mont Pelee on Martinique.    TVG   

Repeat of 05/31/09 12:00am    

 

Mon, 06/08/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week   4848   7C ST     PBS   00:24:10    

TVRE    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week   113157   CC ST  KCET  

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29061   7C S     PBS   

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9445H  7C ST     PBS   

00:56:46    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1011   7C ST     Bismarck, Nd 

- Hour Two     PBS   00:54:55 During ANTIQUES 

ROADSHOW's stop in Bismarck, North Dakota, host Mark 

Walberg gets a lesson in school-related antiques and 

collectibles from appraiser Karen Keane in an actual one-

room schoolhouse, part of the Buckstop Junction historic 

village restoration. At the Bismarck Civic Center, 

appraisers give high marks to the array of objects brought 

for show-and-tell, including a painting of a Northern 

Pacific Railroad train that once may have graced a 

Fargo railroad station; a valuable Civil War photo 

collection of members of John Hunt Morgan's Cavalry, 

also known as Morgan's Raiders; and a delightful 

collection of University of North Dakota pottery, some 

made by the owner's mother and grandmother when 

they were students, valued at $5,500 to $ 7,500.    TVG    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Living Weapon: American Experience   1908Z  7C 

ST DVS 

    PBS   00:56:23 

 In early 1942, shortly after the United States entered 

World War II, 

 President Franklin Roosevelt received an alarming 

intelligence report: 

 Germany and Japan were developing biological 

weapons for potential offensive use. In response, the U.S. 

and its allies rushed to develop their own germ warfare 

program, enlisting some of America's most promising 

scientists in the effort. This program examines the 

international race to develop biological weapons in the 

1940s and 1950 s, revealing the scientific and technical 

challenges scientists faced and the moral dilemmas 

posed by their eventual success. As America's germ 

warfare program expanded during the Cold War, 

scientists began to conduct their own covert tests on 

human volunteers. The United States continued the 

development and stockpiling of biological weapons until 

President Nixon terminated the program in 1969. 

"Biological weapons have massive, unpredictable, and 

potentially uncontrollable consequences," he told the 

nation. "Mankind already carries in its hands too many of 

the seeds of its own destruction.    TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Illicit: The Dark Trade   000H  7C ST     PBS   00:56:46 

The world economy is being derailed by new networks of 

illicit traders, criminal groups that care less about specific 

products and more about profit margins. Based on the 

best-seller Illicit, by Moises Naim, this film tracks the 

manufacture and sale of goods ranging from fake purses 

and DVDs to counterfeit pharmaceuticals that can have 

a devastating impact on human beings, showing how 

the even most innocuous trades are connected in a 

global epidemic generating $ 3 trillion per year and 

unimagined human suffering.  TVPG    

 

10:00pm  
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SDPB1   Red Green Show   1003   CC ST     You've Got Oil   

EPS   00:22:14 

 The Lodge makes a deal with a major oil company to 

allow them to run a pipeline through oil property. Red 

makes a jet boat out of drainage hoses. Bill and Walter 

turn putting up a fence, into an adventure. Red creates a 

car for anyone who's lost his license. Red also has a trick 

for parking in front of a fire hydrant. Charlie Farquharson is 

given a lifetime Lodge membership. Cast: Steve Smith, 

Patrick McKenna, Bob Bainborough, Wayne Robson, Jeff 

Lumby, Joel Harris, Rick Green. 

 Special Guest: Don Harron.    TVPG   Next Air 06/13/09 

09:30pm 

 

10:24pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    923   CC  June 8 - 14     WPBT  

00:05:00 Next Air 6/13/09 09:54pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23159   CC ST  

    KCET  00:26:46 

    TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15116   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE    

 

Tue, 06/09/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1176  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/08/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions   909  (R) CC      

Cayman Islands   APTEX 00:28:29 As Christopher 

Columbus was sailing back to Spain at the end of his 

fourth and final voyage to the New World, a storm came 

up between Panama and Haiti and pushed him off 

course. It pushed him to the west, directly into the islands 

that are now known as the Cayman Islands. Burt tours the 

island and discovers the history of scuba diving as he 

swims with the stingrays.    TVG   Repeat of 06/07/09 

03:00am    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29062   7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9446H  7C ST   PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Live from Lincoln Center     3403Z  7C ST     The Silk 

Road Ensemble with Yo-Yo Ma    PBS   01:26:46 Cellist Yo-

Yo Ma brings the Silk Road Ensemble to Lincoln Center's 

Damrosch Park bandshell for an outdoor celebration of 

music from the four corners of the earth. The Silk Road 

Ensemble is a collective of approximately 60 

internationally-renowned musicians, composers, 

arrangers, visual artists and storytellers from more than 20 

countries. Each member's career illustrates a unique 

response to what is one of the artistic challenges of our 

times: nourishing global connections 

 while maintaining the integrity of art rooted in an 

authentic tradition. 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Frontline    2410}  7C ST DVS 

    The Tank Man    PBS   00:56:46 

 On June 5, 1989, one day after Chinese troops expelled 

thousands of demonstrators from Tiananmen Square in 

Beijing, a solitary, unarmed 

 protester stood his ground before a column of tanks 

advancing down the Avenue of Eternal Peace. 

Captured by Western photographers watching nearby, 

this extraordinary confrontation became an icon of the 

fight for freedom around the world. Veteran filmmaker 

Antony Thomas investigates the mystery of the tank man -

- his identity, his fate, and his significance for the Chinese 

leadership. The search for the tank man reveals China's 

startling social compact -- its embrace of capitalism while 

dissent is squashed -- designed to stifle the nationwide 

unrest of 1989. This policy has allowed educated elites nd 

 entrepreneurs to profit handsomely, while the majority of 

Chinese still face brutal working conditions and low 

wages, and all Chinese must endure strict political and 

social controls.    TVRE    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23160   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Independent Lens     1015H  7C ST     The Order of 

Myths   PBS   01:24:56 At America's oldest Mardi Gras - 

celebrated each year in Mobile, Alabama -- events 

remain segregated between white and black residents. 

This program looks beneath the surface of pageantry and 

reveals a complex story about race relations and the 

ever-present racial divide that persists in America. 

    TVPG-V     

 

Wed, 06/10/2009 

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe   501   CC ST     Burgundy: 

Profound France   APTEX 00:26:46 Burgundy is a calm and 

cultivated corner of France, where nature is as 

sophisticated as the people. Traditions are strong here. 

We'll slow down to enjoy the region's edible, drinkable, 

scenic, and floatable delights. We'll travel on a canal 

barge, visit a medieval hospice and a modern 

monastery, build a barrel, appreciate fine Burgundy wine, 

slurp escargot, and eat very, very well. If you're looking for 

the quintessential French culture, you'll find it in Burgundy.    

TVG    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29063   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9447H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    
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07:00pm  

SDPB1   S.D. Symphony Presents "Turandot"     000   CC  

LOCA  1:56:46 

 

09:01pm  

SDPB1   American Masters     2203H  7C ST     Neil Young: 

Don't Be Denied     PBS   00:56:08 Neil Young grants rare 

and unprecedented access for this documentary in 

which he traces his musical journey in his own words. The 

film includes new interviews shot in New York and 

California and utilizes 

 previously unseen performance footage from the star's 

own extensive archives. It also features cohorts Stephen 

Stills, Graham Nash, David Crosby, Nils Lofgren and James 

Taylor. From his first success with Buffalo Springfield to the 

bi-polar opposites of mega-stardom with Crosby, Stills, 

Nash & Young and the soulful rock of Crazy Horse, 

 Young's career has enjoyed many guises. The film takes 

Young through 

 his rise in the '60's, his solo artist period in the '70's, his '80's 

embrace of the New Wave, and it ends with Young still 

refusing to be denied, pursuing a more eclectic musical 

approach but also touring in the USA with Crosby Stills 

Nash & Young and teaming on occasion with Crazy 

Horse.    TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   May to December   406   CC   

    Catch The Bouquet   BBC   0:29:09 

 Alec and Zoe reassure Vera that she ought to marry 

Gerald. On the happy occasion of the registry office 

wedding Hilary goes out of her way to catch the 

bouquet.   Next Air 06/13/09 08:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23161   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15118   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE   ge:   79 

 

Thu, 06/11/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1178  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/10/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa     101   CC 

ST  

    Naples and the Amalfi Coast     APT   00:28:31 

 Deep in the heart of Italy, Naples is the ideal launching 

point for exploring some of the country's great historic 

treasures.  We marvel at the ancient city of Pompeii and 

the devastation of Mount Vesuvius and we trek across a 

still-active volcano.  Then we move on to stylish Sorrento, 

where we sample luscious gelato and hop a ferry to the 

isle of Capri.  We drive the thrilling Amalfi coast to take in 

spectacular views, and further south we visit Paestum, 

home to the best Greek ruins outside of Greece.  Tips on 

Capri's funicular and Pompeii's train.    TVG   Next Air 

06/21/09 08:30am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29064   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9448H  7C ST   PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call   719   CC   

    Understanding Back and Neck Pain    LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1108   CC   

    Greening-Up South Dakota    LOCA  00:26:46 

Kingswood Rummage Sale / Bio-Control Agriculture / 

LEED Environmentally Friendly BuildingsThe Kingswood 

Rummage Sale has celebrated its 30th birthday and is the 

largest organized rummage in Sioux Falls.  Entire streets 

are lined with sales; there are food vendors and some 

people set out ATMs. It's a great example of Re-use and 

Recycle. Thousands of people from surrounding areas 

(including IA 

 and MN) attend the event each year.Department of AG 

is participating in a bio-control program which introduces 

insects to an area to help control different types of 

weeds.The Leadership in Energy and Environmental 

Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System encourages 

and accelerates global adoption of sustainable green 

building and development practices through the 

creation and implementation of universally understood 

and accepted tools and performance criteria.   Next Air 

06/12/09 09:30pm 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1008   CC   

    LOCA  00:24:45 Geocaching / South Dakota Poets / 

Carthage on the Big Screen Geocaching (pronounced 

"geo-cashing") is an outdoor treasure hunt using hand-

held Global Positioning System (GPS) units. The 

geocachers hide and seek "treasures" which are 

waterproof containers that typically include a pencil, 

small notebook to serve as a logbook for finders, and 

several trinkets like key chains, small toys and buttons. 

Geocachers hide the geocache and enter the 

coordinates (latitude and 

 longitude) on a website. Others download the 

coordinates, enter them into their GPS units and head out 

to find the geocache. Take a look at three of the state's 

poets. Yvonne Holinbeck of Clearfield was named the 

2006 National Cowboy Poet of the year. She has written a 

number of poems and published a book.  Yankton Poet 

Elizabeth Lewis, aged 90, has lived life struggling with 

deep, inexplicable fears and extreme shyness. As a child 

just pulling a dress up over her head was 

 terrifying because of the few seconds it took to pull over 

her- she 

 was afraid someone would grab her. She miraculously 

overcame her 
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 anxiety disorder as an adult. All of her experiences have 

inspired her 

 to write poetry. Last summer at the age of 90 she 

entered her first 

 poetry slam contest and won with a poem titled "Thirty 

Again?"We go to 

 the town of Carthage, where Sean Penn recently shot 

some of his movie 

 "Into the Wild".  We look at the town's history, its Straw 

Bale Museum 

 and its people.   Next Air 07/11/09 05:30am 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Doc Martin    309   CC ST  

    Happily Ever After   APTSY 00:46:41 

 Martin manages to offend the local vicar who is due to 

conduct Martin 

 and Louisa's wedding ceremony by suggesting he has a 

drinking problem. In a struggle over a bottle of whisky, the 

vicar stumbles and 

 fractures his pelvis. As the ambulance takes the vicar to 

hospital, Martin is left with the dilemma of finding a 

replacement vicar with just three hours to go to the 

wedding. With less than an hour to go to the ceremony, 

pregnant bridesmaid Isobel goes into labor. Martin is 

summoned by Louisa, and on a windswept hill top above 

Portwenn he delivers a healthy baby boy. Now it's a race 

against time for Martin and Louisa to get to the church on 

time....    TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By   904    What Now?   BBC   

00:29:15   Next Air 06/13/09 07:29pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23162   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15119   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE    

 

Fri, 06/12/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1179  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/11/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse   113   CC ST     EPS   

00:28:10 As Dennis re-trains a a former race horse to 

respond to the bit in her mouth, we visit her former 

stomping grounds, the racetrack.    TVG    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29065   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9449H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week   4849   7C ST     PBS   00:26:46    

TVRE   Next Air 06/15/09 12:00am 

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS    524Z  7C ST  

    PBS   00:26:46    TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal   1309   7C ST     PBS   00:56:46    

TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market     3441   CC ST     NETA  00:27:46 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1108  (R) CC   

    Greening-Up South Dakota    LOCA  00:26:46 

Kingswood Rummage Sale / Bio-Control Agriculture / 

LEED Environmentally Friendly BuildingsThe Kingswood 

Rummage Sale has celebrated its 30th birthday and is the 

largest organized rummage in Sioux Falls.  Entire streets 

are lined with sales; there are food vendors and some 

people set out ATMs. It's a great example of Re-use and 

Recycle. Thousands of people from surrounding areas 

(including IA and MN) attend the event each 

year.Department of AG is participating in a bio-control 

program which introduces insects to an area to help 

control different types of weeds.The Leadership in Energy 

and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating 

System encourages and accelerates global adoption of 

sustainable green building and development practices 

through the creation and implementation of universally 

understood and accepted tools and performance 

criteria.     Repeat of 06/11/09 08:00pm   Next Air 06/13/09 

05:30am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine   1607         Concerto for 

Solo Bicycle   BBC   00:28:46 Foggy comes up with the 

crazy idea of bicycle safety underwear after he collides 

with Compo riding his old bike.   Next Air 06/13/09 

09:00pm 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23163   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46  

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15120   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46   TVRE    

 

Sat, 06/13/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1180  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/12/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland   407   CC ST     APTEX 

00:26:46 Host Paul Ryan takes us to a one of a kind 

horseradish festival in Collinsville, Illinois. Reporter Jason 

Shoultz goes on a "hard shell" harvest for oysters in Florida 

Reporter Jim Finnerty sees how a growing appetite for 

wine is changing farmland in Texas. Reporter Sarah 
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Gardner visits a major lemon supplier in southern 

California. 

    TVG    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily    207   CC  DVS 

    Single Skein    NETA  00:26:46 Today on Knitting Daily 

we're exploring projects requiring only one ball of yarn -- 

they're portable, fun, quick to finish, and the perfect 

answer to using your leftover stash. Get Started with Kathy 

Elkins and Eunny, who introduce us to the range of 

yardages possible in a single skein. Then we catch up 

with Cheryl Potter in Columbus, with her inspiration for 

designing yarns and single skein projects. The how-to 

projects from Laura Bryant are the openwork wrap and 

scarf and drop stitch wrap and scarf, each requiring only 

one skein because the open stitches make the yarn go 

further. On "you asked it" Kathy Elkins answers a common 

question about fibers for people who suspect they have 

wool allergies. Last up on "you made it," Eunny shows 

knitters' versions of the Amanda squatty sidekick, a 

knitted and felted bag.    TVG    

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1108  (R) CC   

    Greening-Up South Dakota    LOCA  00:26:46 

Kingswood Rummage Sale / Bio-Control Agriculture / 

LEED Environmentally Friendly BuildingsThe Kingswood 

Rummage Sale has celebrated its 30th birthday and is the 

largest organized rummage in Sioux Falls.  Entire streets 

are lined with sales; there are food vendors and some 

people set out ATMs. It's a great example of Re-use and 

Recycle. Thousands of people from surrounding areas 

(including IA 

 and MN) attend the event each year.Department of AG 

is participating in a bio-control program which introduces 

insects to an area to help control different types of 

weeds.The Leadership in Energy and Environmental 

Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System encourages 

and accelerates global adoption of sustainable green 

building and development practices through the 

creation and implementation of universally understood 

and accepted tools and performance criteria.     Repeat 

of 06/12/09 09:30pm   Next Air 06/14/09 05:00am 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann   2802   CC  

DVS 

    Elegant Quilting    NETA  00:26:46 

 Learn all about embroidery collections from conception 

to stitching with Patti Jo and Sue. See what kinds of 

fabrics and threads to use and how to select the best 

colors plus tips for embroidery, quilting and finishing. 

Quick Project: Sentimental Sewing Box with Patti Jo 

 Larson    TVG    

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting   810   CC ST     

Multi-Frame Machine Quilting    NETA  00:27:46 

 Guest John Flynn shows how to make a better quilt back 

using less fabric, how to mount a quilt in a frame system 

and plan quilting designs for home machine quilting. 

Don't miss his tips segment on fluffing rag quilts with a 

garden weed whacker.    TVG    

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day   2711   CC   

    Garden Walk     KNME  00:26:40 

 The shortages of the 1930's drew people together to 

share with each other. There's no shortage of easy 

techniques in this lovely pieced block, also known as 

"Fifty-Four Forty or Fight. 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy    2206  (R) CC ST     Jackets on 

the Cutting Edge, Part 1     NETA  00:26:46 

 Create a designer jacket using an easy pattern and 

adding creative touches to the edges. Nancy, along with 

Kate Artines and Judy Fenton, show unique design 

options from tailored to fancy for accenting a basic 

jacket pattern. The flattering flounce, a tuck as you go 

ruffle, a double flange with binding, and the stitcher's 

showcase are cutting edge techniques featured in this 

program.    TVG   Repeat of 05/18/09 11:00pm    

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Quilting Arts     301   CC  DVS 

    Collage     NETA  00:26:46 

 Mix and match textures and techniques. Learn to mount 

a small collage onto a painted, gallery wrapped canvas 

with Lyric Kinard. Then meet designer Jane LaFazio; 

working with paper, canvas, and surface design 

techniques, she creates one of a kind mixed media 

collages. Next, travel on location to a quilt show for more 

fabric collage with Virginia Spiegel. Last up it's a 

computer collage for a colorful purse from Jeanne 

Sumrall-Ajero. 

    TVG    

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop   2114   7C      Irish Table     

PBSPL 00:26:46 Back again on Nantucket, Norm visits an 

antique shop that specializes in Irish country furniture. 

There, he spies what he calls "the perfect occasional 

table," an antique Celtic pine table with a thirty-six-inch 

round atop four graceful, tapered legs. Back in the New 

Yankee Workshop, Norm fashions his own version using 

recycled pine, and in the process demonstrates mortise-

and-tenon joinery techniques and shows how to make a 

tapering jig.    TVG    

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop    201   CC ST   Setting Up A 

Shop: Then and Now     NETA  00:27:00 Looking back over 

the past 30 years, the editors of Woodsmith answer the 

questions: If we were starting woodworking today, what 

three tools would we buy first? What accessories would 

you add? And what are your 

 best tips for using the tools? And finally, what project 

inspired you 

 the most?    TVG    

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   This Old House Hour   703H  7C ST     Weston 

Project, Part 3 of 16/Pendant Lighting/Ca    PBS   00:56:46 
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Host Kevin O'Connor arrives in Weston to find 

homeowners Amy & Pete Favat in the backyard, cutting 

back the spring overgrowth so the workers can get 

through. General contractor Tom Silva begins building the 

new house by setting the pre-cast foundation walls that 

are poured in a factory then trucked to the site and lifted 

in by crane. In New Hampshire at Bensonwood, builder 

Tedd Benson shows Kevin the work in the timberframe 

office, and demonstrates how his crew is using 

 sophisticated software and computer-controlled cutting 

machines to begin fabricating over 300 timbers for the 

project. Back in Weston, the next step is to pour the slab 

for the basement and garage floor, so plumbing and 

heating expert Richard Trethewey installs a new insulated 

in-slab radiant heating system. Landscape architect Wes 

 Wirth presents a plan for the new yard that helps deal 

with the 

 wetland setbacks, excessive road noise, challenging 

topography, and 

 existing garden beds. In the second half of the Hour, on 

Ask This Old 

 House, host Kevin O'Connor travels to Nashville, 

Tennessee, to help a 

 pair of homeowners brighten up their kitchen with new 

pendant lighting. In the Ask This Old House loft, plant 

expert Carrie Kelly shows 

 landscape contractor Roger Cook how to care for 

cactus plants and 

 other succulents.    TVG    

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Motorweek    2841Z  7C ST SPA 

    Drivers' Choice Awards   PBSPL 00:26:46 MotorWeek's 

2009 Drivers' Choice Awards.Featuring MotorWeek's Best 

Of The Year.Goss' Garage: Replacing Those Shocks.Over 

The Edge: America On Wheels.Long-Term Road Test: Kia 

Rondo, BMW X6.    TVG    

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Victory Garden   3208Z  CC  DVS    Easy: Simplify 

Your Garden with Tricks and Tips PBSPL 00:26:46 

 JOIN host Jamie Durie at the Getty Museum in Los 

Angeles, and learn how to "learn from the big guys" - 

garden tourists can recycle great ideas and put them to 

use in their own gardens. DECORATE your late- season 

garden with bold ideas for fall containers provided 

bygardening correspondent Paul Epsom. RESERVE the 

freshness when lifestyle co-host Sissy Biggers learns Chef 

Michel Nischan's tips on growing vegetables and pickling 

for the winter.    TVG    

 

03:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated    

917   CC ST     Let's Do Chinese    APT   00:26:46 Lo Mein: 

Pork Stir-Fry with Noodles - Bridget Lancaster reveals to 

host Christopher Kimball how the test kitchen solved the 

problem of greasy takeout pork lo mein and 

demonstrates an easy recipe for making this Chinese 

favorite at home.Beef and Vegetable Stir-fries - Using the 

test kitchen technique for making stir-fries without a wok, 

Julia Collin Davison shows host Christopher Kimball how to 

consistently produce a great stir-fry at home.Equipment 

Corner: Rice Cookers - Achieving perfect rice is 

surprisingly challenging even for an accomplished cook. 

Rice cookers promise well-cooked rice every time, but 

they range in price from $15. 00 to $800.00. Adam Ried 

shows host Christopher Kimball the features needed in a 

rice cooker and how much home cooks really need to 

pay. 

 

    SDPB-Digital 

 Report date: 06/08/2009   From: 06/01/2009  PG Highlights 

 Report time: 16:42:43  To: 06/30/2009  Page:   101 

 

Sat, 06/13/2009 

 

    TVG    

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting   2322   CC      In The 

Midst of Winter   APTEX 00:25:55 It's a cold, cold day but 

Bob Ross offers a warm barn as refuge from the snowy 

blanket covering your world.    TVG    

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories   1409   CC  DVS    Beginners   

NETA  00:26:46 

 First, Brittany Zeller-Holland has a great kid friendly door 

decor project - in fact scrapbooking with your kids is a 

great way to get started. Then, Jennie Sumrall-Ajero is 

back with how to create embellishments and borders 

from photos. Sherri Tozzi introduces us to new ways to use 

ribbon. And last up, Michele Granger creates a three 

panel home decor project.    TVG    

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Classic Gospel    304   CC ST  

    Red Rocks Homecoming    NETA  00:56:46 Then He Said 

"Sing"! , Ridin' Down the Canyon and much more. 

    TVG    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show   1140   CC      Songs of Perry 

Como     OETA  00:57:45 This charming show features 

songs made famous by Perry Como, and things get 

underway with one of Perry's happiest hits, "Hot Diggity," 

 Guy & Ralna sing, "If" and then Kathie Sullivan sings the 

lovely "It's 

 Impossible." Bobby and Cissy dress up as a pair of 

toddlers and "Papa 

 Loves Mambo," George Cates leads the band in a lush 

arrangement of 

 "Temptation," and Ava Barber belots out one of Perry's 

greatest hits, 

 "Don't Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes."Guest: Sheila & 

Sherry 

 Aldridge 

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians  312   

CC   

    APTSY 00:26:37 Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the 

current Royal Canadian Orchestra 

 band leader, Al Pierson, GUY LOMBARDO AND HIS 

ROYAL CANADIANS III features archival footage of classic 

Lombardo songs and performances. Pierson, an 
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accomplished musician, composer, arranger, vocalist 

and bandleader, is dedicated to the distinctive style that 

made the Guy Lombardo Orchestra one of the most 

popular and imitated big bands of all time. The 

wraparounds offer anecdotes and factual tidbits about 

the band as well as the music.    TVG    

 

07:29pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By   904  (R) What Now?   BBC   

00:29:15     Repeat of 06/11/09 10:00pm   Next Air 

06/14/09 01: 

 

07:59pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances    508   CC      A 

Barbecue at Violet's   BBC   00:29:20 Although the musical 

for which she had auditioned is already fully cast, 

Hyacinth is convinced that Emmet is only too shy to offer 

her a part. Hyacinth evolves a plan to pluck up his 

courage by inviting him to Violet's home for a "bon vivant 

buffet."   Next Air 06/14/09 02:00am 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   May to December   406  (R) CC      Catch The 

Bouquet   BBC   00:29:09 Alec and Zoe reassure Vera that 

she ought to marry Gerald. On the happy occasion of 

the registry office wedding Hilary goes out of her 

 way to catch the bouquet. Repeat of 06/10/09 10:00pm   

Next Air 06/14/09 02:30am 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine   1607  (R)       Concerto 

for Solo Bicycle   BBC   00:28:46 Foggy comes up with the 

crazy idea of bicycle safety underwear after he collides 

with Compo riding his old bike.     Repeat of 06/12/09 

10:00pm   Next Air 06/14/09 03:00am 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show   1003  (R) CC ST     You've Got 

Oil   EPS   00:22:14 The Lodge makes a deal with a major 

oil company to allow them to run a pipeline through oil 

property. Red makes a jet boat out of drainage hoses. Bill 

and Walter turn putting up a fence, into an adventure. 

Red creates a car for anyone who's lost his license. Red 

also has a trick for parking in front of a fire hydrant. 

Charlie Farquharson is given a lifetime Lodge 

membership. Cast: Steve Smith, Patrick McKenna, Bob 

Bainborough, Wayne Robson, Jeff Lumby, Joel Harris, Rick 

Green. 

 Special Guest: Don Harron.    TVPG     Repeat of 06/08/09 

10:00pm   Next Air 06/14/09 03:30am 

 

09:54pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    923  (R) CC   

    June 8 - 14     WPBT  00:05:00 

     Repeat of 06/08/09 10:24pm   Next Air 06/14/09 

03:54am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum   603   CC      Brickhouse 

Boys     LOCA  00:53:32   Next Air 06/14/09 04:00am 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits   3301H  7C ST     Norah Jones     

PBSPL 00:56:46 

 Singer/songwriter/pianist Norah Jones returns to the 

AUSTIN CITY 

 LIMITS stage, showcasing both old favorites and songs 

from her recent 

 best-selling album, Not Too Late. 

    TVPG    

 

Sun, 06/14/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker     810   CC ST DVS    Globe Trekker 

Special: Great Natural Wonders    APT   00:56:40 

 Join the Globe Trekkers as they explore some of the 

world's Great 

 Natural Wonders. Megan discovers erupting volcanoes in 

Hawaii and Java, Ian encounters the Arctic, Justine hikes 

the Perito Moreno glacier in Patagonia, Eils Nevitt treks 

deep into the Amazon rainforest, and Holly Morris travels 

with the nomadic Tuareg tribe in the Sahara 

 Desert. Other destinations include Australia's Great Barrier 

Reef, 

 Victoria Falls and spectacular national parks around the 

world, from New Zealand and Botswana to Kenya and 

Ecuador.    TVG   Next Air 06/21/09 11:00pm 

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Parklands of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher    101   

CC ST  

    Nebraska & Iowa     NETA  00:26:46 

 Join Dan Kaercher, editor in chief of Midwest Living 

Magazine as he explores Nebraska and Iowa. Dan 

canoes down the scenic Niobrara River in Nebraska and 

visits Eugene T Mahoney State Park where he sees a herd 

of buffalo up close and personal. The Loess Hills of Iowa 

provide Dan with a glimpse of some rolling giants. These 

world famous hills 

 are home to the Hitchcock Nature Center, where 

prescribed fire is being used to help restore the Loess Hills 

to their former glory. Join Dan as he explores the 

parklands of Nebraska and Iowa.    TVG    

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By   904  (R)    

    What Now?   BBC   00:29:15 

     Repeat of 06/13/09 07:29pm    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances    508  (R) CC      A 

Barbecue at Violet's   BBC   00:29:20 Although the musical 

for which she had auditioned is already fully cast, 

Hyacinth is convinced that Emmet is only too shy to offer 

her a part. Hyacinth evolves a plan to pluck up his 

courage by inviting him to Violet's home for a "bon vivant 

buffet."     Repeat of 06/13/09 07:59pm   Next Air 06/16/09 

10:00pm 

 

02:30am  

SDPB1   May to December   406  (R) CC      Catch The 

Bouquet   BBC   00:29:09 Alec and Zoe reassure Vera that 

she ought to marry Gerald. On the happy occasion of 

the registry office wedding Hilary goes out of her 
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 way to catch the bouquet. Repeat of 06/13/09 08:30pm    

 

03:00am  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine   1607  (R)       Concerto 

for Solo Bicycle   BBC   00:28:46 Foggy comes up with the 

crazy idea of bicycle safety underwear after he collides 

with Compo riding his old bike. 

     Repeat of 06/13/09 09:00pm    

 

03:30am  

SDPB1   Red Green Show   1003  (R) CC ST     You've Got 

Oil   EPS   00:22:14 The Lodge makes a deal with a major 

oil company to allow them to run a pipeline through oil 

property. Red makes a jet boat out of drainage hoses. Bill 

and Walter turn putting up a fence, into an adventure. 

Red creates a car for anyone who's lost his license. Red 

also has a trick for parking in front of a fire hydrant. 

Charlie Farquharson is given a lifetime Lodge 

membership. Cast: Steve Smith, Patrick McKenna, Bob 

Bainborough, Wayne Robson, Jeff Lumby, Joel Harris, Rick 

Green. 

 Special Guest: Don Harron.  TVPG     Repeat of 06/13/09 

09:30pm    

 

03:54am  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    923  (R) CC   

    June 8 - 14     WPBT  00:05:00 

     Repeat of 06/13/09 09:54pm    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum   603  (R) CC      

Brickhouse Boys     LOCA  00:53:32     Repeat of 06/13/09 

10:00pm    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1108  (R) CC   

    Greening-Up South Dakota    LOCA  00:26:46 

Kingswood Rummage Sale / Bio-Control Agriculture / 

LEED Environmentally Friendly BuildingsThe Kingswood 

Rummage Sale has celebrated its 30th birthday and is the 

largest organized rummage in Sioux Falls.  Entire streets 

are lined with sales; there are food vendors and some 

people set out ATMs. It's a great example of Re-use and 

Recycle. Thousands of people from surrounding areas 

(including IA 

 and MN) attend the event each year.Department of AG 

is participating in a bio-control program which introduces 

insects to an area to help control different types of 

weeds.The Leadership in Energy and Environmental 

Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System encourages 

and accelerates global adoption of sustainable green 

building and development practices through the 

creation and implementation of universally understood 

and accepted tools and performance criteria.     Repeat 

of 06/13/09 05:30am   Next Air 06/14/09 01:00pm 

 

05:30am SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   

137   CC ST DVS    Ultimate Halloween   APTEX 00:27:39 A 

sweat suit serves as the basis for a variety of easy-to-

make 

 costumes. She uses pumpkin in a main dish of "Pumpkin 

Harvest Cakes" and in an "Amish Whoopie Pie" dessert. 

Donna decorates for the holiday with a starched ghost 

and graham-cracker haunted house. 

    TVG    

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange   522  (R) CC ST     APTEX 

00:26:46 

     Repeat of 06/14/09 03:30am   Next Air 06/15/09 

06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group     2724   CC      APT   00:27:30 

    TVRE   Next Air 06/14/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One     2502   CC      

APT   00:27:30 

    TVG   Next Air 06/17/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Closer to Truth   103  (R) CC ST     Why Is 

Consciousness So Mysterious?     EPS   00:26:46 How can 

the mindless microscopic particles that compose our 

brains "experience" the setting sun, the Mozart Requiem, 

and romantic love?    TVG   Repeat of 05/21/09 12:30pm    

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   Native Report     410H  7C ST DVS    WDSE  00:26:46   

TVG    

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1108  (R) CC   

    Greening-Up South Dakota    LOCA  00:26:46 

Kingswood Rummage Sale / Bio-Control Agriculture / 

LEED Environmentally Friendly BuildingsThe Kingswood 

Rummage Sale has celebrated its 30th birthday and is the 

largest organized rummage in Sioux Falls.  Entire streets 

are lined with sales; there are food vendors and some 

people set out ATMs. It's a great example of Re-use and 

Recycle. Thousands of people from surrounding areas 

(including IA 

 and MN) attend the event each year.Department of AG 

is participating in a bio-control program which introduces 

insects to an area to help control different types of 

weeds.The Leadership in Energy and Environmental 

Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System encourages 

and accelerates global adoption of sustainable green 

building and development practices through the 

creation and implementation of universally understood 

and accepted tools and performance criteria.     Repeat 

of 06/14/09 05:00am   Next Air 06/14/09 10:30pm 

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   PBS Previews: The National Parks   000H  7C ST SPA 

    PBS   00:26:46 PBS presents a preview of the new Ken 

Burns film THE NATIONAL PARKS: AMERICA'S BEST IDEA. The 

12-hour, six-part documentary series, directed by Burns 

and co-produced with his longtime colleague, Dayton 

 Duncan, who also wrote the script, is the story of an idea 

as uniquely 

 American as the Declaration of Independence and just 

as radical: that the most special places in the nation 

should be preserved, not for 
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 royalty or the rich, but for everyone. 

    TVG   Next Air 06/21/09 10:30pm 

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   S.D. High School Track & Field Championships-

2009    2009   CC   

    LOCA  01:56:46 

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   America's Heartland   409   CC ST     APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan learns about the history of agriculture at 

the 

 National Agriculture Center & Hall of Fame in Kansas. 

Reporter Sarah Gardner looks at higher food prices 

creating new demands for wheat growers in Nebraska. 

Reporter Yolanda Vazquez travels to Kentucky where 

students use old world skills for modern horseshoeing 

needs. Reporter Jason Shoultz visits two Kansas farm 

communities that lay claim to famous art and the 

"Garden of Eden."    TVG   Next Air 06/27/09 12:30am 

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Equitrekking   201   CC ST  

    Coastal Ireland     APTEX 00:26:46 

 We ride the mountains of the Cooley Peninsula and 

discover the medieval town of Carlingford. We ride the 

Smuggler's Road and go beach riding and surfing in 

Donegal. In Connemara, we ride to mythical Omey 

Island, check out Galway and learn about the 

Connemara Pony, the area's native breed. On the 

Cooley Peninsula, local Niall Connolly, takes us through 

Ravensdale Forest to discover ancient stone circles and a 

scenic spot where you can see eight out of the thirty-two 

Irish counties. We visit castles in the medieval town of 

Carlingford and an ancient burial tomb. Next we head to 

the Northwest to beach ride and 

 surf in a top European surfing area in Donegal. We learn 

about the history of conflict in Ireland on a ride on an old 

smuggler's road. In Connemara, we meet up with Willie 

Leahy, one of the the largest 

 breeders of Connemara Ponies in the world, and watch 

herds of ponies run amid lush green fields. With local 

Siobhan Reynolds, we ride over a sand bridge to a 

remote tidal island of Omey Island. In the 7th 

 century Saint Feichin, who is known for spreading 

Christianity throughout Western Ireland and was believed 

by many to have healing abilities, established a 

monastery on Omey Island. We visit ancient sights and 

make an offering at the holy well. 

    TVG    

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe   504   CC ST     Little Europe: 

San Marino, Monaco, Vatican City,    APTEX 00:26:46 

Don't blink as we blitz through Europe's tiniest countries: 

Vatican City, the world's smallest country, comes with the 

planet's biggest church. The fairytale princedom of 

Monaco lures visitors with its fancy casino and glamorous 

views. Italy's last independent hill town, San Marino still 

looks formidable, as does the castle-guarded principality 

of Liechtenstein. And tiny Andorra entertains shoppers 

 and hikers alike, surrounded by the rugged beauty of the 

Pyrenees. 

    TVG   Next Air 07/01/09 12:30am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nature Adventures     113   CC      Did You 

Know....?   IND   00:26:46 In this episode we become 

acquainted with the South Dakota state flower, the 

Rrairie Pasque. We also discover a picturesque windmill in 

a prairie in Harding County, and we learn all about how 

windmills use nature to work. We also learn about acts of 

Mother Nature when we explore how rainbows are 

formed, and find ourselves in the middle of a hail storm in 

the Black Hills. We will also learn about Wild turkeys, Wood 

Boring Beetles, and some other creatures that live in 

South Dakota. 

 

Sun, 06/14/2009 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1011   7C ST     Bismarck, Nd 

- Hour Two     PBS   00:54:54 During ANTIQUES 

ROADSHOW's stop in Bismarck, North Dakota, host Mark 

Walberg gets a lesson in school-related antiques and 

collectibles from appraiser Karen Keane in an actual one-

room schoolhouse, part of the Buckstop Junction historic 

village restoration. At the Bismarck Civic Center, 

appraisers give high marks to the array of objects brought 

for show-and-tell, including a painting of a Northern 

Pacific Railroad train that once may have graced a 

Fargo railroad station; a valuable 

 Civil War photo collection of members of John Hunt 

Morgan's Cavalry, also known as Morgan's Raiders; and a 

delightful collection of University of North Dakota pottery, 

some made by the owner's mother 

 and grandmother when they were students, valued at 

$5,500 to $ 7,500. 

    TVG    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show   1141   CC      Mancini - 

Mercer    OETA  00:57:45 This week's Lawrence Welk Show 

from 1973 salutes songwriters Henry Mancini and Johnny 

Mercer. The show unfolds with dancers Bobby and Cissy 

and the Orchestra performing "Goddy, Goody."Guy & 

Ralna sing "All His Children." Ken Delo sings "Fools Rush In," 

and the whole cast gets together in the "Cool, Cool of 

the Evening."Guest: Bobby Burgess 

   Next Air 06/20/09 06:00pm 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nature   2301Z  7C ST DVS 

    Killers In Eden     PBS   00:56:46 

 This is the extraordinary story of interspecies cooperation 

between killer whales and whalers in Australia as they 

joined in hunts for migrating baleen whales. Rooted in 

historical fact and told by members of the community 

who witnessed the hunts, it demonstrates the incredible 

intelligence of the killer whales and the remarkable trust 

of the whaling community that was the basis of a 

partnership that lasted nearly 100 years.    TVPG    

 

09:00pm  
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SDPB1   Masterpiece Mystery!     3917H  7C ST DVS    

Wallander - Series I: One Step Behind   PBS   01:25:54 

 Kenneth Branagh stars as "the Norse Morse," Inspector 

Kurt Wallander, the scruffy Swedish sleuth created by 

best-selling author Henning Mankell. In three whodunits, 

Mankell pits his hero against the creeping malaise 

affecting contemporary Sweden, where permissiveness 

and the collapse of the welfare state are slowly 

undermining the spirit of law and order. A maelstrom of 

bizarre crimes, involving axe murders, scalpings, random 

assassinations and cyber-terrorism, taxes Wallander's 

wits.Three young people celebrating Midsummer's Eve in 

a secluded meadow are ritually gunned down - and the 

murders have only just begun. One eventual victim is 

Wallander's most trusted colleague, who leaves behind a 

photo of a mysterious woman. As the clues add up, 

Wallander always seems to be one step behind the killer.    

TVPG    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1108  (R) CC   

    Greening-Up South Dakota    LOCA  00:26:46 

Kingswood Rummage Sale / Bio-Control Agriculture / 

LEED Environmentally Friendly BuildingsThe Kingswood 

Rummage Sale has celebrated its 30th birthday and is the 

largest organized rummage in Sioux Falls.  Entire streets 

are lined with sales; there are food vendors and some 

people set out ATMs. It's a great example of Re-use and 

Recycle. Thousands of people from surrounding areas 

(including IA and MN) attend the event each 

year.Department of AG is participating in a bio-control 

program which introduces insects to an area to help 

control different types of weeds.The Leadership in Energy 

and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating 

System encourages and accelerates global adoption of 

sustainable green building and development practices 

through the creation and implementation of universally 

understood and accepted tools and performance 

criteria.     Repeat of 06/14/09 01:00pm   Next Air 06/17/09 

09:30pm 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker     809  (R) CC ST DVS    Greece   

APT   00:57:17 

 Christina Chang begins her Greek idylls in Athens, where 

she explores the picturesque streets near the Acropolis, 

spends her evening in the 

 student district of Exaria and listens to "rembetik," the 

Greek blues. She takes a detour to the Nea Momi 

monastery on the island of Chios, hikes through the Mani 

region, treks to Dragon Lake from the village 

 of Mikro Papingo, witnesses a fire-walking festival in Seres, 

and visits the mountain-top monasteries of Meteora.    

TVG   Repeat of 06/07/09 12:00am    

 

Mon, 06/15/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week   4849  (R) 7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/12/09 07:00pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week   113164   CC ST  KCET  

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29066   7C ST PBS   

00:26:46 TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9450H  7C ST PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1012   7C ST     Bismarck, Nd 

- Hour Three   PBS   00:54:54 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW plants 

itself in Bismarck, North Dakota, and host Mark Walberg 

and appraiser Ken Farmer visit a farm where the main 

crop is farm-related collectibles. At the Bismarck Civic 

Center, appraisers harvest a wide variety of fascinating 

objects, including a Victorian convertible bathtub; a 

valuable Dakota language bible purchased for 

 almost nothing; and a presentation script of the 

Academy Award-winning 1935 movie The Informer, 

signed by director John Ford and cast members, and 

valued at $4,000 to $5,000.    TVG    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Roberto Clemente: American Experience    2007#  

7C ST DVS    PBS   00:56:16 

 Baseball great Roberto Clemente's talent and inimitable 

style drew 

 legions of fans, but as this AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 

production reveals, he was more than an exceptional 

baseball player. He was also a committed humanitarian 

who challenged racial discrimination and worked for 

social justice.    TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   America at a Crossroads   115Z  7C ST DVS    The 

Mosque In Morgantown    PBS   00:56:46 

 "The Mosque in Morgantown" chronicles the unfolding 

drama within a Muslim mosque in small-town West 

Virginia and its struggle for 

 identity in a changing world. The verite-style 

documentary follows the 

 stories of mosque members, among them Asra Nomani, 

a former Wall 

 Street Journal correspondent, as she pushes for change 

at the mosque 

 her father founded three decades ago and also the 

path being driven by moderates and conservatives for 

change in a different direction. The 

 film provides perspective on people determining the 

shape of their 

 religious community.  TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show   1004   CC ST     The Drive-Thru   

EPS   00:22:14 

 A delivery truck full of burgers flips over and turns the 

Lodge into 

 a Drive Thru. Red makes a futuristic hybrid gas electric 

car out of 
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 two golf carts and a couple of satellite dishes. Harold has 

an 

 adventure in a Lumberjack Contest. Red invents a way 

to iron your 

 pants while you're wearing them and Ranger Gord 

presents an 

 educational public service announcement. Red has a 

handy bathroom tip that involves a cordless drill and a 

small umbrella. Cast: Steve Smith, Patrick McKenna, Bob 

Bainborough, Wayne Robson, Jerry Schaefer, Jeff Lumby, 

Joel Harris, Rick Green, Peter Keleghan.    TVPG   Next Air 

06/20/09 09:30pm 

 

10:24pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    924   CC   

    June 15 - 21    WPBT  00:05:00 

   Next Air 06/20/09 09:54pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23166   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15121   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE    

 

Tue, 06/16/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1181  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/15/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions   910   CC   Great 

Hotels of the World   APTEX 00:26:31 For over 30 years Burt 

has been living in hotels around the world. And many 

times he has stayed in some of the greatest hotels in the 

world. Each of these famous hotels bases its success on 

different 

 elements and yet there is a common approach to 

attending to the needs of each quest. In this program 

Burt shows you some of his favorites and why he considers 

them best of class.    TVG    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29067   7C ST PBS   

00:26:46 TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9451H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Garden Line   2608   CC   

    LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova     3408Z  7C ST DVS 

    Bone Diggers    PBS   00:56:31 

 Deep beneath the Nullarbor Plain, one of Australia's most 

hostile and 

 barren landscapes, lies an ancient cave that has 

remained untouched 

 for hundreds of thousands of years. Littering the floor of 

this prehistoric grave site are the perfectly preserved 

remains of long 

 extinct megafauna, including unknown kangaroo 

species and the first complete skeleton of the largest 

carnivorous marsupial ever found -- 

 Thylacoleo Carnifex. The film travels on the first descent 

into the dark depths of this newly discovered cave and 

follows the detailed detective work done on the 

recovered skeletons that will help piece 

 together the past of these fascinating creatures.    TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Frontline    2715H  7C ST DVS 

    Breaking The Bank   PBS   00:56:46 

 The bets were huge and risky -- billions of dollars on the 

housing 

 market. The upside was undeniable -- superbanks 

reaped billions of 

 dollars, dominated the landscape and gobbled up 

competitors. Then the bottom dropped out -- the massive 

losses on Wall Street nearly broke the banks. In the worst 

crisis in decades, brand name banks are on the brink of 

failure. Now as the federal government contemplates 

what could become a massive nationalization of the 

industry, FRONTLINE goes behind closed doors to tell the 

inside story of how things went so wrong so fast and to 

document efforts to stabilize the industry. Veteran 

FRONTLINE producer Michael Kirk ("Inside the Meltdown") 

untangles the complicated financial and political web 

threatening one particular superbank -- Bank of America. 

    TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances    508  (R) CC      A 

Barbecue at Violet's   BBC   00:29:20 Although the musical 

for which she had auditioned is already fully cast, 

Hyacinth is convinced that Emmet is only too shy to offer 

her a part. Hyacinth evolves a plan to pluck up his 

courage by inviting him to Violet's home for a "bon vivant 

buffet."     Repeat of 06/14/09 02:00am    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23167   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46  

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Independent Lens     1025   7C ST     Ask Not     PBS   

00:56:46 

 This program is an exploration of the U.S. military's "Don't 

Ask, Don't Tell" policy. The film exposes the tangled 

political battles that led to the discriminatory law and 

profiles charismatic activists determined to abolish it. As 

the war rages on, ASK NOT reveals personal stories of gay 

Americans who serve in combat under a veil of secrecy. 

TVPG-L     

 

 

Wed, 06/17/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1182  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/16/09 10:30pm    
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12:30am  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe   502   CC ST     France's 

Dordogne   APTEX 00:26:46 The Dordogne River Valley 

with its dramatic castles, pre-historic 

 cave paintings, and prized cuisine is an unforgettable 

blend of man- made and natural beauty. We'll take an 

idyllic canoe ride, visit a goose farm, then savor the foie 

gras. We'll also wander through a lamp- lit castle, enjoy a 

country market, and visit the Sistine Chapel of the 

prehistoric world. Then we head south to Albi, home of 

Toulouse Lautrec, and the imposing fortress city of 

Carcassonne.   TVG    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29068   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9452H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46 TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Great Performances   3315H  7C ST     Chess In 

Concert    PBS   02:26:46 Before taking Broadway by storm 

with the juke box hit "Mamma Mia", ABBA's Benny 

Andersson and Bjorn Ulvaeus teamed with lyricist Tim Rice 

("Jesus Christ Superstar" and "Evita") in 1986 to create an 

original musical, the cult favorite "Chess." Set during the 

Cold War intrigue of an international chess tournament, 

the musical dramatizes the romantic checkmate 

between an American chess champion, his lover, and 

 a Russian opponent secretly planning to defect to the 

West. Idina Menzel ("Wicked" and "Enchanted"), Adam 

Pascal ("Rent") and pop superstar Josh Groban headline 

a concert production from London's Royal Albert Hall, 

performing the captivating score that includes the 

 Top-40 single, "One Night in Bangkok," as well as other 

memorable songs like "Anthem," and "I Know Him So 

Well."    TVPG    

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1108  (R) CC   

    Greening-Up South Dakota    LOCA  00:26:46 

Kingswood Rummage Sale / Bio-Control Agriculture / 

LEED Environmentally Friendly BuildingsThe Kingswood 

Rummage Sale has celebrated its 30th birthday and is the 

largest organized rummage in Sioux Falls.  Entire streets 

are lined with sales; there are food vendors and some 

people set out ATMs. It's a great example of Re-use and 

Recycle. Thousands of people from surrounding areas 

(including IA and MN) attend the event each 

year.Department of AG is participating in a bio-control 

program which introduces insects to an area to help 

control different types of weeds.The Leadership in Energy 

and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating 

System encourages and accelerates global adoption of 

sustainable green building and development practices 

through the creation and implementation of universally 

understood and accepted tools and performance 

criteria.     Repeat of 06/14/09 10:30pm    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   May to December   501   CC   

    Splish Splash   BBC   00:29:35 Zoe is in the last stages of 

pregnancy.  Needless to say, she has an unorthodox view 

to how the birth should occur.  The decision leads Alec 

into hot water and Hilary to buy some flippers.   Next Air 

06/20/09 08:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23168   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15123   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE    

 

Thu, 06/18/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1183  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/17/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa     102   CC 

ST     Rome    APT   00:28:19 Rudy is in the city where all 

roads lead - Roma.  We begin in ancient Rome - the 

Forum, Palatine Hill, Colosseum, and Baths of Caracalla. 

 Then we explore modern Roman life on the streets and in 

cafes, pizzerias and gelaterias.  We detour to another 

country, Vatican City, then shop along the Corso and 

relax at the Piazza di Spagna.  Rudy's pick for best city 

walks are a tour of the historic center and a stroll in shady 

Trastevere.  Tips on getting around and places for tasty 

snacks.    TVG   Next Air 06/22/09 08:30am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29069   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9453H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46 TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call   720   CC   

    Ask Anything    LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Miller Center National Debates    203Z  7C ST   The 

Future of Affirmative Action    PBSPL 00:56:46 

 Ray Suarez, Senior Correspondent for The NewsHour with 

Jim Lehrer, moderates this discussion of the future of 

affirmative action. In the age of Obama, should race 

and ethnicity still be a factor in promoting equality, or 

should affirmative action policies be retooled with class 

 and wealth in mind?The confirmed debaters are: Julian 

Bond, Chairman, NAACP; Dalton Conley, Chair of 

Sociology Department, New York University; John 

McWhorter, Senior Fellow, Manhattan Institute; and Lee 

Bolinger, President, Columbia University.    TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Doc Martin    301   CC ST  
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    On The Edge - Part 1    APTSY 00:44:29 Having failed to 

restart his relationship with Louisa Glasson, Martin is forced 

out of the picture with the arrival of her dad, Terry 

 Glasson. Terry has hatched a scheme with a colleague, 

Jonathan Crozier, to smuggle in some explosives which 

they want to use to help them in a robbery. Terry decides 

to back out of the smuggling, and things get 

 even worse for Doc Martin. As he finds himself held 

hostage, along 

 with Louisa, by a paranoid Jonathan, as he attempts to 

force Terry to carry out their plan.  TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By   101   CC ST  

    You Must Remember This   BBC   00:28:57 Lionel and 

Jean meet again by accident after 38 years.  Each has 

been married but is now alone.  There is a possibility that 

they could get together again, but 38 years is a long time 

and many things have 

 changed.   Next Air 06/20/09 07:29pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23169   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15124   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE    

 

Fri, 06/19/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1184  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/18/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse   101   CC ST     EPS   

00:28:52 

 It's hard to ride a horse that you can't catch.    TVG    

 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29070   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9454H  7C ST PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week   4850   7C ST  PBS   00:26:46   

TVRE   Next Air 06/22/09 12:00am 

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS    525Z  7C ST  

    PBS   00:26:46   TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal   1310   7C ST   PBS   00:56:46    

TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market     3442   CC ST     NETA  00:27:46 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1001   CC   

    Artists In South Dakota     LOCA  00:26:00 Red Cloud Art 

Festival - Pine Ridge / Photographer Paul Schiller - 

 Sioux Falls / Painter Mi Young Lee - Sioux FallsRed Cloud 

School near Pine Ridge holds an annual huge Art Show 

with Native artists from the U.S. and Canada, including 

South Dakota. It attracts over 10,000 visitors every 

summer, including international people. It has helped 

 artists from many different tribes to launch careers in 

art.Paul Schiller is a photographer out of Sioux Falls. He 

does some amazing work with macro photography. He 

and his wife started a company called, "Acts of 

Nature".Mi Young Lee is an accomplished painter and 

 exhibiting artist. She is also an Adjunct Assistant Professor 

at the University of South Dakota Department of Art.  Her 

studio is located in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.   Next Air 

06/28/09 05:00am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine   1608         There Are 

Gypsies at the Bottom of Our Garden   BBC   00:29:06 

"Dewhirst's Nature Tours" are launched by Foggy after he 

believes he' s discovered the nesting place of a giant 

woodpecker.   Next Air 06/20/09 09:00pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23170   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15125   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46  TVRE    

 

Sat, 06/20/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1185  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/19/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland   408   CC ST     APTEX 

00:26:46 Host Paul Ryan visits a Missouri farm family who's 

diversified their farm business to improve profits. An Illinois 

farmer find a challenge from nature as spring rains deliver 

too much water. Reporter Sarah Gardner visits California 

growers rebounding from wildfire and travels south to 

investigate the devastation of drought. Reporter Jason 

Shoultz sees how one weather firm tailors its forecasts for 

agriculture.    TVG    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily    208   CC  DVS 

    Seamless Construction   NETA  00:26:46 Today on 

Knitting Daily we explore seamless construction 

techniques - those oh-so-popular methods for making 

socks and garments that require minimal finishing. Eunny 

gets started with Jan Gratz and a review of circular 

needles for knitting in the round. Then Kim meets author 

Doris Chan, on location and talks about her seamless 

techniques and Top Down construction for crochet. Next 

Eunny demonstrates a festive vest knit entirely in the 
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round in a fine Merino wool. Then Liz and Jan Gratz 

answer a question on seamless socks and demonstrate 

the 

 Kitchener stitch. Last, it's "you made it" with Eunny. Check 

out the many versions of the Frock Camisole by Katie 

Himmelberg.    TVG    

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1005   CC   

    Dakota Style Events     LOCA  00:24:15 South Dakota 

Wine Festival - Vermillion / Spirit of the West Festival 

 - Sioux Falls / CeCil's Siege - VermillionSouth Dakota Wine 

Festival - Wine makers from all over the state gathered in 

Vermillion to show off their wines.  Activities included wine 

tasting, grape stomping and live music.This is a festival of 

all things Western for all ages. It is held annually just 

outside Sioux Falls. It features re-enactors, cowboy poetry, 

shootouts, Dutch oven cooking contests and all things 

 Western.CeCil's Siege is a Renaissance Festival of sorts 

held off E. Main Street in Vermillion. It is a sponsored joint 

event by a number of local SCA groups. SCA is, of course, 

The Society of Creative Anachronisms. There is jousting, 

archery, and many more activities.   Next Air 07/17/09 

09:30pm 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann   2803   CC  

DVS 

    Fabulous Dimensional Stitching   NETA  00:26:46 Guest 

Loralie Harris teaches a new elegant technique for 

fashion, quilting, accessories for your home and more. 

Layer sheer fabrics, stabilizers, metallic threads and 

specialty fabrics then stitch with 

 free motion and appliquï¿½ techniques for a one-of-a-

kind look. Quick Project: FashioNette Flower Pin with 

Loralie Harris    TVG    

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting   811   CC ST     

Weaver Fever Quilts     NETA  00:27:46 Fons & Porter teach 

you how to choose and combine light, medium, and 

 dark value fabrics to make a wall quilt with a 3-

dimensional feel. Instructions for Jackie Robinson's 

Weaver Fever quilt are in the March/ April 2006 issue of 

Love of Quilting magazine.    TVG    

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day   2712   CC   

    Finishing Sampler One   KNME  00:26:40 Eleanor shows 

you how to stitch together and frame 12" blocks with 

lattice and cornerstones to fit a queen-size bed. 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy    2207  (R) CC ST     Jackets on 

the Cutting Edge, Part 2     NETA  00:26:46 

 Spice up a simple jacket pattern with clever artistic 

accents. Design 

 partners Kate Artines and Judy Fenton join Nancy to 

showcase dramatic accents fashioned for jackets. 

Positive and negative applique, quilt border trim, 

dimensional circles, and a free form sew-on belt are 

some of the unique features used to turn simple jackets 

into original designer creations. 

    TVG   Repeat of 05/22/09 11:00pm    

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Quilting Arts     302   CC  DVS 

    Lifestyle Sewing    NETA  00:26:46 

 Bringing artful sewing into your everyday life. First learn 

how to 

 integrate color and pattern on every day quilted items 

with Anna Maria Horner. Next we explore journal quilting 

with Karey Bresnahan on location in Chicago. Journal 

quilts are the ultimate joining of art 

 quilting and life. Last up we'll make a sturdy yet colorful 

stitched fabric portfolio to carry your notebooks and 

supplies.    TVG    

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop   2115   7C      Linen Press     

PBSPL 00:26:46 Norm asks, "Have you ever noticed that 

most armoires and linen 

 presses are too big to fit in today's rooms and look just 

right?" However, in a private collection in Savannah, 

Georgia, he finds a beautiful antique linen press whose 

three-foot by six-foot size make it versatile enough to fit in 

almost any room. Featuring streamlined, raised-panel 

double doors with detail beading, its simple design seems 

almost modern. Back in the New Yankee Workshop, Norm 

recreates this piece out of recycled pine to give it a 

vintage look.   TVG    

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop    202   CC ST     Making Shelves: 

Super Strong - Super Fast   NETA  00:27:00 A shelf can be 

just a piece of plywood. But the Woodsmith editors show 

how to add the right edging, either veneer tape or solid-

wood, you can enhance the look. Or, add a wider strip to 

balance the look while adding strength to support the 

weight of all the books.    TVG    

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   This Old House Hour   704H  7C ST    Weston 

Project, Part 4 of 16/Damaged Lawn/Curved S   PBS   

00:56:46 With 75 percent of the new prefabricated house 

being built in a workshop, host Kevin O'Connor opens the 

show at Bensonwood in New Hampshire, where today it's 

all hands on deck. General contractor Tom Silva meets 

up with builder Tedd Benson to see how his crew 

 prefabricates interior and exterior wall systems, while next 

door in the timberframe shop, job captain Mark Roentsch 

shows master carpenter Norm Abram the assembly of 

salvaged Douglas fir and live oak timbers that will frame 

the dining area. Master electrician Allen Gallant works 

inside with the Bensonwood crew to pre-wire the building 

with a new plug and play wiring system, while security 

system contractor Greg Smizer preinstalls chases and 

wiring for alarm and data cables. Once in Weston, work 

on site will be a matter of connecting the wires and 

getting inspections. At the end of the day, Kevin and 

Tedd load up the first truck for delivery to Weston, getting 

ready for the dramatic "house raising" that will take place 

over the next 3 weeks. In the second half of the Hour, on 

Ask This Old House, landscape contractor Roger Cook 

helps two homeowners undo the damage done to their 

lawn from a new well that they recently installed. Then, 
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Tom shows a homeowner how to make a piece of 

curved stair molding with some red oak and a few simple 

power tools.    TVG    

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Motorweek    2842Z  7C ST SPA    Mazda3   PBSPL 

00:26:46 

 Energy Smart Road Test: 2010 Mazda3.Road Test: 2009 

Nissan 370Z.Goss' Garage: Upgrade Your Headlights.FYI: 

Pay As You Drive. 

    TVG    

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Victory Garden   2127   7C   

    PBSPL 00:26:46 Guest correspondent and noted English 

horticulturist Adrian Bloom visits The Cellars, a 17th-century 

plantation and vineyard. Owner Liz McGrath takes Bloom 

on a guided tour of her beautifully designed "garden 

rooms" -including a patio enclosed by a border designed 

by English designer John Brooks and a practice putting 

green designed by Gary Player. Then, Bloom visits the 

Cape Point Reserve with Ranger Jim Hallinan. There, on 

the tip of the Cape of Good Hope, Hallinan introduces 

Bloom to the astonishing range of indigenous plant life: 5, 

 800 species in an area the size of Great Britain.    TVG    

 

03:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated    

918   CC ST  

    Pork on the Grill   APT   00:26:46 

 Grilled Stuffed Pork Loin - Bridget Lancaster grills a center-

cut 

 pork loin and uncovers the test kitchen's technique for 

keeping this 

 cut moist without brining. (The trick is in the stuffing.) Host 

Christopher Kimball demonstrates the professional 

method for tying a butcher's knot.Sauteed Spinach - 

Despite its convenience, cooking turns tender baby 

spinach into a watery mess Lancaster shows how the test 

kitchen substitutes baby spinach for bigger, mature flat-

leaf spinach in cooking to make a side dish worth 

eating.Tasting Lab: Bacon - Jack Bishop investigates 

premium bacon varieties made by hand with old-

fashioned curing methods to determine their worthiness.  

TVG    

 

    SDPB-Digital 
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04:00pm  

SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting   2323   CC      Glacier 

Lake    APTEX 00:25:55 Bundle up with Bob Ross when you 

visit this towering ice mountain, protecting the misty falls 

and cold valley below.    TVG    

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories   1410   CC  DVS    Home 

Dec    NETA  00:26:46 Julie Stephani has a whole 

household of memory projects: wall art, canisters note 

boxes and more. Then, Julia Fei-Fen Balzer returns with 

 more doodling; this time it's a frame drawn right on a 

photo. Last up, 

 Cindy Tobey creates an easy calendar to keep you on 

schedule. 

    TVG    

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Classic Gospel    305   CC ST  

    New Orleans Homecoming   NETA  00:56:46 When the 

Saints Go Marching In, On the Authority and much more.    

TVG    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show   1141  (R) CC      Mancini - 

Mercer    OETA  00:57:45 This week's Lawrence Welk Show 

from 1973 salutes songwriters Henry Mancini and Johnny 

Mercer. The show unfolds with dancers Bobby and Cissy 

and the Orchestra performing "Goddy, Goody."Guy & 

Ralna sing "All His Children." Ken Delo sings "Fools Rush In," 

and the whole cast gets together in the "Cool, Cool of 

the Evening."Guest: Bobby 

 Burgess Repeat of 06/14/09 07:00pm    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians  313   

CC   APTSY 00:26:37 

 Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal 

Canadian Orchestra band leader, Al Pierson, GUY 

LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS III features 

archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 

performances. Pierson, an accomplished musician, 

composer, arranger, vocalist and bandleader, is 

dedicated to the distinctive style that made the Guy 

Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and 

imitated big bands of all time. The wraparounds offer 

anecdotes and factual tidbits about the band as well as 

the music.    TVG    

 

07:29pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By   101  (R) CC ST     You Must 

Remember This   BBC   00:28:57 Lionel and Jean meet 

again by accident after 38 years.  Each has been 

married but is now alone.  There is a possibility that they 

could get together again, but 38 years is a long time and 

many things have changed.     Repeat of 06/18/09 

10:00pm   Next Air 06/21/09 01:30am 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances    509   CC      The Rolls 

Royce     BBC   00:29:09 Hyacinth is stung to lose first prize 

at the local craft fair for "free style floral decoration of a 

table centerpiece." To make matters worse, the winner is 

one Lydia Hawksworth, a lady who one was 

objectionable at one of Hyacinth's candlelight suppers.   

Next Air 06/21/09 02:00am 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   May to December   501  (R) CC      Splish Splash   

BBC   00:29:35 

 Zoe is in the last stages of pregnancy.  Needless to say, 

she has an unorthodox view to how the birth should 

occur.  The decision leads 

 Alec into hot water and Hilary to buy some flippers.  

Repeat of 06/17/09 10:00pm   Next Air 06/21/09 02:30am 
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09:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine   1608  (R)   There Are 

Gypsies at the Bottom of Our Garden   BBC   00:29:06 

"Dewhirst's Nature Tours" are launched by Foggy after he 

believes he' s discovered the nesting place of a giant 

woodpecker. Repeat of 06/19/09 10:00pm   Next Air 

06/21/09 03:00am 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show   1004  (R) CC ST     The Drive-

Thru   EPS   00:22:14 A delivery truck full of burgers flips 

over and turns the Lodge into a Drive Thru. Red makes a 

futuristic hybrid gas electric car out of two golf carts and 

a couple of satellite dishes. Harold has an adventure in a 

Lumberjack Contest. Red invents a way to iron your pants 

while you're wearing them and Ranger Gord presents an 

educational public service announcement. Red has a 

handy bathroom tip that involves a cordless drill and a 

small umbrella. Cast: Steve Smith, Patrick McKenna, Bob 

Bainborough, Wayne Robson, Jerry Schaefer, Jeff Lumby, 

Joel Harris, Rick Green, Peter Keleghan. 

    TVPG     Repeat of 06/15/09 10:00pm   Next Air 06/21/09 

03:30am 

 

09:54pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    924  (R) CC   

    June 15 - 21    WPBT  00:05:00 

     Repeat of 06/15/09 10:24pm   Next Air 06/21/09 

03:54am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Soundstage   1607H  7C ST  

    Jackson Browne   PBS   00:56:46 

 Rock's poet laureate Jackson Browne delivers a 

remarkable performance featuring tracks from his latest 

recording, Time the Conqueror, as well as hits from his 

previous 11 studio albums. For more than three decades, 

Browne has set the standard for singer/songwriters, 

 consistently producing heartfelt, personal lyrics while 

weaving-in a level of social consciousness which 

personifies his music. His performance on Soundstage 

exemplifies this reputation. Browne shines on recent tracks 

"Time the Conqueror" and "Drums of War," but also nails 

hits from his earlier repertoire like "Doctor My Eyes" and 

 "Boulevard."    TVPG   Next Air 06/21/09 04:00am 

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits   3402H  7C ST     Bettye 

Lavette/Pinetop Perkins   PBSPL 00:56:46 R&B veteran 

Bettye LaVette sings songs from her critically lauded 

album The Scene of the Crime, followed by legendary 

pianist Pinetop Perkins and his catalog of blues classics.    

TVPG    

 

Sun, 06/21/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker     811   CC ST DVS    Morocco     

APT   00:56:46 Ian Wright travels to this country of stark 

desert, high mountain ranges and some of the most richly 

cultured cities in the world, beginning his journey in the 

port of Tangier. He hitchhikes to the walled city of Fez, the 

most complete medieval city in the Arab world, where he 

spends a day exploring the Medina and winding back 

alleys before heading for the hammam and a brisk 

Moroccan massage. On a motorbike, he follows the 

Route of 1000 Kasbahs, an ancient caravan trail that runs 

out to the desert. He encounters a sandstorm while on a 

two-day camel trek and later attempts a climb up Mount 

Toubkal, the highest mountain in North Africa.    TVG   

Next Air 06/28/09 11:00pm 

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Parklands of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher    102   

CC ST  

    North Dakota & South Dakota     NETA  00:26:46 North 

Dakota gives Dan Kaercher, editor in chief of Midwest 

Living Magazine, a view of the canyons and gullies of the 

Badlands on his trip through the Midwest parklands. 

Theodore Roosevelt National Park in North Dakota is 

cowboy country, with the Cowboy Hall of Fame located 

in Medora. South Dakota provides Dan with a top bird 

watching sight at Long Lake National Wildlife Refuge. 

Enjoy this scenic trip through South Dakota and North 

Dakota on Parklands of the Midwest.  TVG    

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By   101  (R) CC ST     You Must 

Remember This   BBC   00:28:57 Lionel and Jean meet 

again by accident after 38 years.  Each has been 

married but is now alone.  There is a possibility that they 

could get together again, but 38 years is a long time and 

many things have 

 changed.     Repeat of 06/20/09 07:29pm    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances    509  (R) CC      The 

Rolls Royce     BBC   00:29:09 Hyacinth is stung to lose first 

prize at the local craft fair for "free style floral decoration 

of a table centerpiece." To make matters worse, the 

winner is one Lydia Hawksworth, a lady who one was 

 objectionable at one of Hyacinth's candlelight suppers.     

Repeat of 06/20/09 08:00pm   Next Air 06/23/09 10:00pm 

 

02:30am  

SDPB1   May to December   501  (R) CC      Splish Splash   

BBC   00:29:35 Zoe is in the last stages of pregnancy.  

Needless to say, she has an unorthodox view to how the 

birth should occur.  The decision leads Alec into hot water 

and Hilary to buy some flippers.     Repeat of 06/20/09 

08:30pm    

 

03:00am  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine   1608  (R)       There Are 

Gypsies at the Bottom of Our Garden   BBC   00:29:06 

"Dewhirst's Nature Tours" are launched by Foggy after he 

believes he' s discovered the nesting place of a giant 

woodpecker.     Repeat of 06/20/09 09:00pm    

 

03:30am  

SDPB1   Red Green Show   1004  (R) CC ST     The Drive-

Thru   EPS   00:22:14 A delivery truck full of burgers flips 

over and turns the Lodge into a Drive Thru. Red makes a 

futuristic hybrid gas electric car out of two golf carts and 

a couple of satellite dishes. Harold has an adventure in a 

Lumberjack Contest. Red invents a way to iron your 
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 pants while you're wearing them and Ranger Gord 

presents an educational public service announcement. 

Red has a handy bathroom tip that involves a cordless 

drill and a small umbrella. Cast: Steve Smith, Patrick 

McKenna, Bob Bainborough, Wayne Robson, Jerry 

Schaefer, Jeff Lumby, Joel Harris, Rick Green, Peter 

Keleghan.    TVPG     Repeat of 06/20/09 09:30pm    

 

03:54am  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    924  (R) CC   

    June 15 - 21    WPBT  00:05:00 

     Repeat of 06/20/09 09:54pm    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   Soundstage   1607H (R) 7C ST  

    Jackson Browne   PBS   00:56:46 

 Rock's poet laureate Jackson Browne delivers a 

remarkable performance featuring tracks from his latest 

recording, Time the Conqueror, as well as hits from his 

previous 11 studio albums. For more than three decades, 

Browne has set the standard for singer/songwriters, 

consistently producing heartfelt, personal lyrics while 

weaving-in a level of social consciousness which 

personifies his music. His performance on Soundstage 

exemplifies this reputation. Browne shines on recent tracks 

"Time the Conqueror" and "Drums of War," but also nails 

hits from his earlier repertoire like "Doctor My Eyes" and 

 "Boulevard."    TVPG     Repeat of 06/20/09 10:00pm    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   909   CC   

    South Dakota Music   LOCA  00:26:42 Duane Strand / 

Brule / JazzFestDuane Strand makes violins and other 

instruments.  The 77 year old retiree has made 18 violins 

and dozens of other instruments-guitars, mandolins, 

dulcimers.Native American New age music group, very 

popular on the New Age Scene. Have played all across 

the country and have a huge following.Every year the 

Sioux Falls Jazz and Blues society organizes the two day 

event. They bring in artists from around the country. 

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   138   CC ST 

DVS 

    Winter Lights   APTEX 00:27:17 

 Create a warm ambience during the December 

holidays with a variety of decorative candles. Give the 

gift of homemade foods with 24-hour pickles and sweet 

chocolate sauce. Donna prepares potato latkes and 

personalizes gifts with homemade wrapping paper.  TVG    

 

06:00am  

SDPB1   Mama Mirabelle's Home Movies   101   CC ST     

Elephant Walk/Sounds of the Savanna     PBSPL 00:28:46 

Elephant Walk - When Max is upset about all the things he 

can't do yet, Mama shows him how all animals gain 

independence at different paces, and that there's really 

no hurry.Sounds of the Savanna - Karla, Max, Chip, Flip 

and Pip decide to form a music group. Bo, a little hesitant 

about joining the group, thinks he is incapable of making 

music. However, after watching some of Mama's home 

movies, the kids learn a few natural rhythms and soon the 

Savanna Six is jamming to the sound of their own tunes.    

TVY    

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange   523  (R) CC ST     APTEX 

00:26:46  Repeat of 06/21/09 03:30am   Next Air 06/22/09 

06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group     2725   CC      APT   00:27:30  

TVRE   Next Air 06/21/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One     2503   CC      

APT   00:27:30    TVG   Next Air 06/24/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Closer to Truth   104  (R) CC ST     Did Our Universe 

Have A Beginning?   EPS   00:26:45 Everything in the 

universe has a beginning, but how can the universe 

 as a whole have a beginning? Did the universe come 

with a start date? Does a universal commencement 

make sense? What would it possibly mean? TVG Repeat 

of 05/28/09 12:30pm 

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   Native Report     411H  7C ST DVS    WDSE  00:26:46    

TVG    

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Deadwood Songbook     000   CC ST     NETA  

00:57:12 DEADWOOD SONGBOOK is a one-hour concert 

recorded in the historic Lead 

 Opera House near Deadwood, South Dakota. The 

program features live performances of traditional songs 

popular during South Dakota's Gold Rush days in the 

1870's and 1880's.    TVG    

 

02:00pm SDPB1   Great Performances at the Met     308H  

7C ST     Madama Butterfly    PBS   02:26:46 Patricia 

Racette returns to the title  role of Anthony Minghella's 

 stunning production, a new classic of the Met repertory. 

Patrick 

 Summers conducts Puccini's heartbreaking tale of a 

Japanese geisha girl.  TVPG    

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Equitrekking   202   CC ST  

    Hawaii's Big Island     APTEX 00:26:46 We ride with 

paniolos, Hawaiian cowboys, at Parker Ranch and Kahua 

Ranch, both working cattle ranches in Waimea, the Big 

Island's cowboy country. Next we venture down into 

Waipi'o Valley, the Valley of the Kings, one of the most 

remote and sacred spots on the Big Island and home to a 

unique breed of wild horses. With a cattle ranching history 

predating mainland American ranches by a generation, 

the people of Hawaii have strong ties to horses. We 

explore this tradition, beginning at Parker Ranch, one of 

the oldest and largest ranches in the United States. To 

experience life as a Hawaiian paniolo (cowboy), we ride 

through green pastures with majestic Mauna Kea as a 

backdrop and learn about cowboy culture in Waimea. 

Next we ride at Kahua Ranch, a working cattle ranch in 
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Waimea. We take in stunning views of the ocean and 

Kohala coastline as we gallop through the lush, green 

hills. Next we hit a black sand beach, go outrigger 

canoeing surrounded by sea turtles, explore Hawaii 

Volcanoes National Park and attend a luau. Finally, we 

venture to one of the most remote and sacred parts of 

the Big Island, Waipi'o Valley, the Valley of the Kings. This 

sacred valley is home to a herd of wild horses, the only 

wild herd in the state. Riding Hawaiian Horses, we learn 

about this unique breed, while munching on avocado, 

papaya, and star fruit grown on trees in the valley. Only a 

small number of people live in this valley, surrounded 

 by 1000 foot cliffs lined with waterfalls. We learn about 

life "off the grid," as we explore the rivers and natural 

wonders of this special place.    TVG    

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe   505   CC ST     Great Swiss 

Cities: Luzern, Bern, Zurich and Lausa   APTEX 00:26:46 

 In this episode we'll focus on an often overlooked side of 

Switzerland its urban charms. We'll get some exercise, 

from ringing a very big bell to floating down an urban 

river. We'll also enjoy a variety of eye-opening art, from 

Chagall and Klee to inmates of an asylum. Then we'll 

ponder a few Swiss innovations, from their open- minded 

drug policies to their hush-hush underground arsenals. 

And it'll all before a backdrop of Switzerland's stunning 

natural beauty.TVG   Next Air 7/08/09 12:30am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nature Adventures     101   CC      Fall In South 

Dakota    IND   00:26:46 In this episode, we visit a 

rattlesnake den in the fall with Terry 

 Philip, Curator Of Reptiles at Reptile Gardens, and see 

how rattlesnakes live through the winter. We also take a 

closer look at the annual Cicada. Fall in South Dakota is 

beautiful and fascinating! 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1012   7C ST     Bismarck, Nd 

- Hour Three   PBS   00:54:53 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW plants 

itself in Bismarck, North Dakota, and host Mark Walberg 

and appraiser Ken Farmer visit a farm where the main 

crop is farm-related collectibles. At the Bismarck Civic 

Center, appraisers harvest a wide variety of fascinating 

objects, including a Victorian convertible bathtub; a 

valuable Dakota language bible purchased for 

 almost nothing; and a presentation script of the 

Academy Award-winning 1935 movie The Informer, 

signed by director John Ford and cast members, and 

valued at $4,000 to $5,000.    TVG    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show   1142   CC      Music, Music, 

Music     OETA  00:57:45 This joyful hour opens with 

Lawrence leading the Welk Band through Vincent 

Youman's "Bamballino," followed by Alice Lon "Singing in 

the Rain." Highlights of the show include "Melodie 

d'Amore" by the four Lennon Sisters, Big Tiny Little 

performing "Dill Pickles," and Jack 

 Martin sings "Somebody Stole My Gal."Guest: Big Tiny 

Little 

   Next Air 06/27/09 06:00pm 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nature   2309Z  7C ST DVS 

    Animals Behaving Worse   PBS   00:56:25 Our natural 

neighbors can be ingenious, brilliant and scrappy when 

sharing our cities and suburbs. We move into their 

backyard and they move into ours. It is survival of the 

shrewdest and the most tenacious -- anyone who has 

tried to keep a squirrel out of their birdfeeder 

 knows exactly how true that can be. This film presents 

new examples of 

 animal/human conflicts based on the highly popular film 

from 2000, 

 "Animals Behaving Badly." 

    TVG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Masterpiece Mystery!     3918Z  7C ST DVS 

    Poirot: Cat Among The Pigeons   PBS   01:26:46 David 

Suchet ("Henry VIII," "The Way We Live Now") returns to his 

signature role as suave Belgian supersleuth Hercule Poirot 

in two new mysteries based on the novels by Agatha 

Christie. Whether he's on holiday abroad, taking a 

countryside break or simply going about his business near 

his central London home, Poirot finds himself exercising his 

"little grey cells" by helping police investigate crimes and 

murders, whether they ask for his help or not.Poirot tackles 

an intriguing and dangerous murder case involving 

international espionage, a Middle-Eastern revolution and 

a missing princess. The surviving heir to a Middle-Eastern 

throne is hidden away from revolutionaries in a small 

English girl's school, but when - one by one - teachers are 

 found murdered, it seems the school may not be such a 

haven for the princess after all.    TVPG    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   PBS Previews: The National Parks   000H (R) 7C ST 

SPA    PBS   00:26:46 PBS presents a preview of the new 

Ken Burns film THE NATIONAL PARKS: AMERICA'S BEST IDEA. 

The 12-hour, six-part documentary series, 

 directed by Burns and co-produced with his longtime 

colleague, Dayton 

 Duncan, who also wrote the script, is the story of an idea 

as uniquely 

 American as the Declaration of Independence and just 

as radical: that the most special places in the nation 

should be preserved, not for 

 royalty or the rich, but for everyone. 

    TVG   Repeat of 06/14/09 01:30pm    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker     810  (R) CC ST DVS    Globe 

Trekker Special: Great Natural Wonders    APT   00:56:40 

Join the Globe Trekkers as they explore some of the 

world's Great Natural Wonders. Megan discovers erupting 

volcanoes in Hawaii and Java, Ian encounters the Arctic, 

Justine hikes the Perito Moreno glacier in Patagonia, Eils 

Nevitt treks deep into the Amazon rainforest, and Holly 

Morris travels with the nomadic Tuareg tribe in the Sahara 

Desert. Other destinations include Australia's Great Barrier 

Reef, 
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 Victoria Falls and spectacular national parks around the 

world, from New Zealand and Botswana to Kenya and 

Ecuador.    TVG   Repeat of 06/14/09 12:00am    

 

Mon, 06/22/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week   4850  (R) 7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46 

    TVRE  Repeat of 06/19/09 07:00pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week   113171   CC ST KCET  

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29071   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46   TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9455H  7C ST PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1002   7C ST  Tampa, Fl - 

Hour 2   PBS   00:56:46 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW's second 

hour from Tampa, Florida, finds host Mark Walberg and 

appraiser Leila Dunbar at the Tournament Players Club of 

 Tampa Bay to address a range of golf collectibles. At the 

Tampa Convention Center, appraisers take a swing at 

some ace finds, including two outstanding pieces of 

Marblehead art pottery dating back to 1910; a collection 

of colorful pre-war German and Japanese character 

canes used as carnival prizes; and a set of Sioux artifacts - 

 including a pair of breastplate decorations worn by the 

Sioux nation's most powerful chiefs in the 1870s; and an 

original copy of the first book ever printed in Wyoming, 

with an auction value of $100, 000 to $15 0,000.    TVG    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   History Detectives    701#  7C ST     PBS   00:56:46 

PsychoPhone - A couple in Cincinnati acquired a 

peculiar phonograph at an antiques auction. The 

machine, labeled "PsychoPhone," included four grooved 

wax cylinders. The contributors think Thomas Edison 

invented the PsychoPhone to record messages from the 

afterlife. As early as the 1870s, Edison and other scientific 

minds explored psychic phenomena, believing every 

living being was made of atoms that could "remember" 

past lives. Did Edison make a machine to unlock the 

secrets of the dead? HISTORY DETECTIVES host 

Gwendolyn Wright travels to the Thomas A. Edison Menlo 

Park museum in New Jersey to find out.War Dog Letter - A 

World War II collector from Kansas City, Kansas, has a 

cryptic letter from a soldier to another military man. The 

soldier explains that military investigators have questioned 

him about a man named Prestre - specifically about his 

character and qualifications as a dog trainer. The 

contributor wants to know why the military was 

investigating Prestre and what the dogs were being 

trained to do. The search takes HISTORY DETECTIVES host 

Tukufu Zuberi to remote Cat Island near Gulfport, 

Mississippi, and Fort Lee in Virginia. The military put great 

effort into a new "War Dogs" program during WWII. What 

went wrong on Cat Island?Pancho Villa Watch Fob - Just 

before he died, a man gave his neighbors a most unusual 

gift: a watch fob commemorating Francisco "Pancho" 

Villa's murderous raid on the border town of Columbus, 

New Mexico. The man says he was a boy when the raid 

 occurred in 1916, and he and his parents survived by 

hiding under a train car. The new owners want to know 

more about this watch fob. Who made it? Did their friend 

indeed witness this infamous raid? HISTORY DETECTIVES' 

new guest host, Eduardo Pagan, leads on an expedition 

that reveals an especially wild chapter of the American 

West.    TVPG-V     

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Make 'em Laugh: The Funny Business of America 

101#  7C ST  

    Nerds, Jerks & Oddballs: Would Ya Hit A Guy with G   

PBS   00:56:46 

 While America, a country of immigrants, has always 

championed the idea of inclusiveness, the outsider has 

been a source of constant 

 amusement. Perhaps best epitomized today by 

characters in such blockbuster Judd Apatow comedies 

as The 40 Year-Old Virgin, Knocked Up and Superbad, this 

episode also looks back at the bespectacled wannabe 

(Harold Lloyd) and the vain coward (Bob Hope) as the 

ultimate outsiders of their day. Along with pioneering 

women in comedy like Phyllis Diller and truly zany 

characters who seem to have arrived from another 

planet (Jonathan Winters, Andy Kaufman and Robin 

Williams), the great social upheaval of the 60s and 70s 

introduced counter- culture favorites Cheech & Chong, 

as well as superstar nerds like Woody Allen and jerks like 

Steve Martin - who ultimately became so popular that 

the idea of the outsider had to be re-cast.    TVPG-L     

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show   1005   CC ST     School Demo     

EPS   00:22:14 

 The men of Possum Lodge get to tear down the local 

Public School and have deep emotional reactions. Red 

converts an old car into a yard 

 clock. All of the steaks go missing in a barbecue 

adventure. Red has a 

 way to get more gas out of the tank using an enema 

bottle and a 

 whoopee cushion. Red also has a handy tip explaining 

how to get two 

 cars into the same parking spot. Cast: Steve Smith, 

Patrick McKenna, 

 Bob Bainborough, Wayne Robson, Jeff Lumby, Joel 

Harris, Rick Green. 

    TVPG   Next Air 06/27/09 09:30pm 

 

10:24pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    925   CC   

    June 22 - 28    WPBT  00:05:00 

   Next Air 06/27/09 09:54pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23173   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46  

TVRE    
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11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15126   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE    

 

Tue, 06/23/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1186  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/22/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions   201   CC    The 

Basque Country of Northern Spain    APTEX 00:27:11 

 The Basque country of northeast Spain has the oldest 

culture in 

 Europe and they do all they can to keep their traditions 

alive. In 

 Bilbao visit the museum that revitalized the city. Check 

out the 

 fastest ball game in the world in San Sebastian and 

experience some of 

 their unique foods.    TVG    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29072   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9456H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Garden Line   2609   CC   

    LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova     3507H  7C ST DVS 

    Ape Genius   PBS   00:56:46 

 The great apes - which include chimps, orangutans, 

gorillas and bonobos - seem to have rich emotional lives 

similar to our own. But just how smart are these animals? A 

new generation of investigators is revealing the secret 

mental lives of great apes; our evolutionary next- of-kin 

are turning out to be far smarter than most experts ever 

 imagined. But just as clever experiments are exposing the 

 extraordinary abilities of great apes, new research is 

redefining the mental talents of our own species. 

Scientists are at last zeroing in on what separates us from 

our closest living relatives    TVPG   Next Air 06/28/09 

02:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Frontline/World   804H  7C ST DVS    Digital 

Dumping Ground   PBS   00:56:46 As this month's digital 

television conversion makes tens of millions of analog TVs 

obsolete, and Americans continue to trash old computers 

and cell phones at alarming rates, FRONTLINE/World 

presents a global investigation into the dirty secret of the 

digital age -- the dumping of hundreds of millions of 

pounds of electronic waste around the world each year. 

Tracking "e-waste" to the slums of Ghana and the far-off 

provinces in China, producer/correspondent Peter Klein 

and his team of graduate journalism students fan out 

around the world to document the growing impact of this 

toxic trash on those who desperately scavenge it for 

precious metals. They also explore the potential threats to 

privacy, as criminal gangs attempt to harvest data from 

America's old computers and cell phones and exploit it. 

Also in this hour, a popular competition to inspire a new 

generation of entrepreneurs in the Middle East, and a 

pioneering effort to make an affordable wheelchair for 

the developing world.    TVRE    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances    509  (R) CC      The 

Rolls Royce     BBC   00:29:09 Hyacinth is stung to lose first 

prize at the local craft fair for "free style floral decoration 

of a table centerpiece." To make matters 

 worse, the winner is one Lydia Hawksworth, a lady who 

one was 

 objectionable at one of Hyacinth's candlelight suppers.     

Repeat of 06/21/09 02:00am    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23174   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   P.O.V.   2201Z  7C ST  

    New Muslim Cool     PBS   01:26:30 

 Puerto Rican-American rapper Hamza Perez pulled 

himself out of drug dealing and street life 12 years ago 

and became a Muslim. Now he's moved to Pittsburgh's 

tough North Side to start a new religious 

 community, rebuild his shattered family and take his 

message of faith to other young people through hard-

hitting hip-hop music. But when the FBI raids his mosque, 

Hamza must confront the realities of the post-9/1 

 1 world, and himself. This program takes viewers on 

Hamza's ride through streets, slums and jail cells -- 

following his spiritual journey to some surprising places in 

an America that never stops changing.    TVPG-L     

 

Wed, 06/24/2009 

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe   503   CC ST     Barcelona and 

Catalunya     APTEX 00:26:46 The creative spirit of Spain's 

Catalunya the land of Picasso, Gaudi and Salvador Dali is 

on a roll. We'll get caught up in the festivity of Barcelona, 

enjoying the vibrant street scenes, tasty tapas and 

pedestrian-friendly Gothic Quarter. Then we'll take a 

scenic side trip to mountaintop Montserrat, and finish with 

an artist's pilgrimage 

 along the Costa Brava to Salvador Dali country seaside 

Cadaques to 

 visit his home and nearby Figures to experience his 

playfully surreal 

 mausoleum/museum.    TVG    

 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9457H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46   TVRE    
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07:00pm  

SDPB1   Sandwiches That You Will Like     000   7C ST     PBS   

00:56:46 

 Sandwiches are just one of the great American foods. 

From peanut butter & jelly to roast beef to Italian hoagies 

and Texas barbecue on a bun, these simple, tasty stacks 

of assorted breads and fillings are one of the main fuels of 

Americans across the country. And in an age of ever 

expanding national franchises, there are still many 

unusual little restaurants and stands that serve unique, 

locally famous sandwiches that help preserve some our 

country's regional charms.    TVG    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Music Instinct: Science and Song   000H  7C ST    

PBS   01:56:46 This documentary provides a 

groundbreaking exploration into how and why the 

human organism is moved by music. New work in 

neuroscience is giving us clues to the mysteries of how 

and why music penetrates the brain and the emotions. 

The program follows visionary researchers and 

accomplished musicians to the crossroads of science 

and culture in search of answers to music's deep 

mysteries. The program includes 

 compelling performances by world-famous performers, 

in genres from rock to classical, such as Bobby McFerrin, 

Yo-Yo Ma, Jarvis Cocker and Richard Hawley and Evelyn 

Glennie.    TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   May to December   502   CC   

    Baby Love   BBC   00:29:15 Alec and Zoe are now the 

proud parents of baby Fleur.  But Alec has taken to 

parenthood too zealously for Zoe's liking.  Back at the 

office Jamie is putting on a brave face as the new 

partner.   Next Air 06/27/09 08:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23175   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15128   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46  TVRE    

 

Thu, 06/25/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1188  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46 TVRE   Repeat of 06/24/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa     103  (R) 

CC ST     Venice   APT   00:28:37 Join Rudy as he surrenders 

himself to the charms of magical Venice. We tour the 

famous sites - Piazza San Marco, the fairy tale Basilica 

 of San Marco and the Rialto Bridge. Rudy also shows us 

how to escape the crowds by visiting the neighborhoods 

of Dorsoduro, Cannaregio and San Polo. Along the way, 

he takes us for a rousing drink at the city' s oldest wine 

bar, on a dreamy gondola ride and to a traditional 

Venetian mask shop. In search of hand blown glass, lace 

and the birthplace of Venice, we journey to the lagoon 

islands of Murano, Burano and Torcello. Tips on how to 

navigate your way around this 

 watery city.    TVG   Repeat of 06/24/09 08:30pm   Next 

Air 06/25/09 02:30am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29074   7C ST  PBS   

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9458H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   On Call   721   CC   

    Happy Show: General Mental Health   LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Miller Center National Debates    204Z  7C ST     

America's Energy Future     PBSPL 00:56:46 The dual shocks 

of record-high energy prices and global recession 

 have produced fertile ground for policymakers to 

radically reform America's energy policy. While many 

have called for increasing production of domestic oil and 

coal supplies, others have seen this as a unique 

opportunity to move beyond an energy policy 

dominated by fossil fuels.    TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Doc Martin    302   CC ST  

    On The Edge - Part 2    APTSY 00:48:04 Having failed to 

restart his relationship with Louisa Glasson, Martin is forced 

out of the picture with the arrival of her dad, Terry 

 Glasson. Terry has hatched a scheme with a colleague, 

Jonathan Crozier, to smuggle in some explosives which 

they want to use to help them in a robbery. Terry decides 

to back out of the smuggling, and things get even worse 

for Doc Martin. As he finds himself held hostage, along 

with Louisa, by a paranoid Jonathan, as he attempts to 

force Terry to carry out their plan.    TVPG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By   102   CC ST  

    Getting to Know You - Again     BBC   00:28:26 Although 

38 years ago Lionel and Jean were young and in love, 

any thoughts of rekindling the romance seem absurd.  

They have made vague promises to keep in touch, but 

there is some doubt as to whether they really will.   Next 

Air 06/27/09 07:30pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23176   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15129   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE    

 

Fri, 06/26/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1189  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/25/09 10:30pm    
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12:30am  

SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse   102   CC ST     EPS   

00:28:00 Dennis trains a horse to stop his dangerous head 

tossing, so he can be ridden at a camp for at-risk 

children.    TVG    

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29075   7C ST  PBS  

00:26:46  TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9459H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Washington Week   4851   7C ST     PBS   00:26:46    

TVRE   Next Air 06/29/09 12:00am 

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   Now On PBS    526Z  7C ST  

    PBS   00:26:46    TVRE    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal   1311   7C ST     PBS   00:56:46  

TVRE    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Market to Market     3443   CC ST     NETA  00:27:46 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1002   CC   

    Haunted South Dakota    LOCA  00:27:25 In 2006, two 

paranormal investigators, Chad Lewis and Terry Fisk, 

traveled across South Dakota visiting various haunted 

locations and compiled a book titled "The South Dakota 

Road Guide to Haunted Locations." They will join the 

Dakota Life Crew and we'll hit up some locations 

featured in the book as well as some new spots. A few 

places include: -A Haunted home in Vermillion that used 

to be the town 

 hospital -Mad Mary's restaurant in Pierre -Mt. Moriah 

Cemetery in Deadwood   Next Air 07/05/09 05:00am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine   1609         Aladdin Gets 

On Your Wick   BBC   00:29:04 After seeing a man on a 

sailboard, Foggy has the idea of inventing a three-man 

version.   Next Air 06/27/09 09:00pm 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23177   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46   

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15130   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46    TVRE    

 

Sat, 06/27/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1190  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/26/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   America's Heartland   409  (R) CC ST     APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan learns about the history of agriculture at 

the National Agriculture Center & Hall of Fame in Kansas. 

Reporter Sarah Gardner looks at higher food prices 

creating new demands for wheat growers in Nebraska. 

Reporter Yolanda Vazquez travels to Kentucky where 

students use old world skills for modern horseshoeing 

needs. Reporter Jason Shoultz visits two Kansas farm 

communities that lay 

 claim to famous art and the "Garden of Eden."    TVG   

Repeat of 06/14/09 04:00pm    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Knitting Daily    209   CC  DVS 

    It's in the Bag     NETA  00:26:46 Handcrafted bags are 

hotter than ever, whether knitted, crocheted, or 

 felted! On today's Knitting Daily we'll learn to make two 

different bag projects, and talk with an internationally-

known designer about where she finds inspiration for her 

freeform bags. Get started with Kathy Elkins and Kim. They 

introduce all the accessories, handles, and 

 closures that help create functional handbags. 

Stephanie Quattrini is our featured designer with ideas for 

making art bags using freeform knitting and crochet as 

we go on location with Shay. Next Becca Smith 

 joins Eunny to demonstrate the "Winter Whimsy Tote" and 

give her ideas for dressing up bags with unique 

embellishments. Then it's time for "you asked it" as Kim 

answers questions about creating bag handles with 

stability. Last up on "you made it," Liz shows ways weavers 

are 

 re-using plastic grocery bags in creative new ways.    

TVG    

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1006   CC   

    Enriching Lives     LOCA  00:25:45 

 Podiatrist to the Homeless - Sioux Falls / SDNG Youth 

Leadership Camp - Custer State Park / Elders' Wisdom, 

Children's Song - CusterLaurie Wernke of Lennox first 

worked as a registered nurse, then as a massage 

 therapist.  After working in both fields, she became a 

parish nurse. The parish nurse profession gave Wernke the 

opportunity to help people in a holistic manner.  As a 

result, Wernke fulfils several needs for people.  She's 

received an award from the Sioux Falls Homeless 

Coalition for her work with the Stepping Into Good 

Health, or SIGH, program.  She says she was a shoe-in for 

the job and enjoys meeting a 

 variety of people.  Patients say Wernke provides a 

service that isn't readily available anywhere else.Every 

year the South Dakota National Guard sponsors a youth 

camp at Camp Bob Marshall. There's canoeing, team 

exercises, social events and more.Elders' Wisdom, 

Children's Song is a program, in its third year, designed to 

teach the youth about their elders.  Four elders are 

selected from the community and paired with 3 fourth 

grade classes and one fifth grade class.  Students get to 

interview their elder during class and work together with 

their teachers and a song writer to create a narration 
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and song chronicling and honoring their life. It's a history 

and music project, plus a writing exercise too.   Next Air 

07/24/09 09:30pm 

 

 

10:00am  

SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann   2804   CC  

DVS    Easy Totes with Automated Quilting   NETA  00:26:46 

Guests Shelley and David Hooke create a tote pattern 

and embellishment in pc software then demonstrate how 

to stitch the pattern and embellishment onto your fabric 

automatically on a studio quilting frame set up. Quick 

Project: Tucked and Piped Pillow with Susan Pfaff 

    TVG    

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting   812   CC ST     

Bobbin Play     NETA  00:27:46 Guest Faith Reynolds 

demonstrates ways to use special, decorative threads in 

new, unique ways by putting them in your machine's 

bobbin.    TVG    

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   Quilt in a Day   2713   CC   

    Finishing Sampler Two   KNME  00:26:40 Eleanor chose 

1930's newspaper patterns to create a sampler quilt with 

many different size blocks. Delight in a quilt made from 

feed sacks by one of Eleanor's students. To adorn her 

quilt, Eleanor finished with a scalloped border. 

 

    

11:30am  

SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy    2208   CC ST     Trace 'n 

Create Bags, Part 1    NETA  00:26:46 Design fashionable, 

fun, and easy to sew square cornered bags. Nancy 

discusses choosing appropriate fabric for handbags, 

selecting strap options, using the new bag templates, 

and creating a sturdy base. You'll be amazed how a few 

fabric changes and the addition of interesting purse 

hardware change the style of a bag!    TVG    

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Quilting Arts     303   CC  DVS 

    Fruits, Veggies and Flowers     NETA  00:26:46 The art 

quilt garden. First designer, Lyric Kinard returns to create 

fabric with paint and veggies and a lesson on color 

theory. Then it's 

 off to a quilt show with Laura Wasilowski and bias fusing 

techniques for making flower stems. Last up vintage 

aprons are the rage with Darlene Zimmerman.   TVG    

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop   2116   7C      Walnut 

Table    PBSPL 00:26:46 Norm travels to Savannah, 

Georgia, to meet Greg Guenther, a respected local 

craftsman known for his skills at making period furniture 

and for his restoration work of Historic Savannah 

mansions. In Guenther's 

 private collection of period pieces, Norm spies a 

stunning nineteenth- 

 century, black walnut, drop-leaf dining table with 

graceful turned 

 legs. Before heading back to the New Yankee Workshop 

to recreate this heirloom piece, Norm joins Guenther in his 

workshop for a lesson on how to master a high-gloss 

finishing technique that enhances the natural beauty of 

wood.  TVG    

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop    203   CC ST     Details That 

Make A Difference   NETA  00:27:00 Adding a simple 

piece of molding can make all the difference in the 

appearance of a project. The Woodsmith editors show 

how to make three moldings on a router table: a quarter 

round, a cove molding, and bead molding. TVG    

 

01:30pm  

SDPB1   This Old House Hour   705H  7C ST     Weston 

Project, Part 5 of 16/Water Pressure/Trans   PBS   00:56:15 

In the first half of The This Old House Hour, homeowners 

Amy and Pete Favat are on site in Weston for the first day 

of "raising" their new 

 house but the excitement is soon tampered by 

unexpected rain. After a two-day rain delay, the 

Bensonwood crew begins by craning in and setting the 

mechanical room module and all of the walls for the 

 basement level. In the New Hampshire workshop, 

plumbing and heating expert Richard Trethewey and 

mechanical systems manager Paul Boa fabricate the 

floor panels and add radiant heating and insulation in 

the comfort of a controlled environment. Back on site in 

Weston, the completed floor systems are craned into 

place. Despite continued rain, the crew manages to 

close in the basement level, and Amy gives host Kevin 

O'Connor a tour of the amenities on that floor - parking 

for two cars, a mudroom, workshop, powder room, 

kitchenette, and media room. In the second half of the 

Hour, on Ask This Old House, Richard helps a homeowner 

increase his water pressure with an electric water pressure 

booster. Later, landscape contractor Roger Cook helps a 

homeowner transplant a giant Rhododendron bush.    

TVG    

 

02:30pm  

SDPB1   Motorweek    2843Z  7C ST SPA    Honda Insight Vs. 

Toyota Prius   PBSPL 00:26:46 Energy Smart Road Test: 

Honda Insight vs. Toyota Prius.Road Test: 2009 Pontiac G8 

GXP.Goss' Garage: Fired Up About Nuts And Bolts.FYI: 

Homebrewed Biodiesel.Long-Term Road Test: Kia Rondo, 

BMW X6.    TVG    

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Victory Garden   2129   7C   

    PBSPL 00:26:46 Guest correspondent and renowned 

English horticulturist Adrian Bloom journeys to the heart of 

South Africa's famous wine-growing valley, Stellenbosch, 

to visit the Vergelegen Estate. Framed by the majestic 

 Hottentot Mountains, this famous estate features long 

garden vistas that include 50-foot perennial borders, 300-

year old camphor trees from Japan and a breathtaking 

white garden. Then, Bloom visits Kirstenbosch, one of the 

world's great botanical gardens. Situated on the slopes of 

Cape Town's Table Mountain, the garden contains a 

unique collection of native southern Africa plants, as well 
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as miles of trails that showcase a variety of ecosystems.    

TVG    

 

03:30pm  

SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated    

919   CC ST     Old-Fashioned Snack Cakes   APT   00:26:46 

Oatmeal Cake - Julia Collin Davison reveals the test 

kitchen's update on the classic oatmeal snack cake - 

they top moist, fluffy cake with buttery undertones with 

an icing that features chewy coconut, crunchy nuts and 

butterscotch-like flavor.Spice Cake - Bridget Lancaster 

shows host Christopher Kimball the secrets to achieving a 

moist and substantial spice cake with warm, bold spices 

that don't overpower and a rich, complementary cream 

cheese frosting.Equipment Corner: Dry Measuring Cups - 

materials, shapes, weights and prices. Adam Ried 

demonstrates what the test kitchen discovered after 

testing 11 sets of measuring cups.    TVG    

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting   2324   CC      Cypress 

Creek   APTEX 00:25:40 Take a stroll with Bob Ross, breathe 

in the cool damp earth and elegantly ornamented 

swamp trees.    TVG    

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories   1411   CC  DVS    Albums   

NETA  00:26:46 Denise Anderson-Turley has a lesson on 

chipboard as an embellishment. Then, we have a new 

tool to share - we'll show you how to bind your own 

album or journal. Then, it's Paulette Jarvey and using color 

to support your photos. Last up, it's another type of 

album. This one is clear which requires a new way of 

embellishing.    TVG    

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Classic Gospel    306   CC ST  

    Memphis Homecoming   NETA  00:56:46 Come to the 

River, God is Good All the Time and much more. 

    TVG    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show   1142  (R) CC   

    Music, Music, Music     OETA  00:57:45 This joyful hour 

opens with Lawrence leading the Welk Band through 

Vincent Youman's "Bamballino," followed by Alice Lon 

"Singing in the Rain." Highlights of the show include 

"Melodie d'Amore" by the four Lennon Sisters, Big Tiny Little 

performing "Dill Pickles," and Jack 

 Martin sings "Somebody Stole My Gal."Guest: Big Tiny 

Little 

     Repeat of 06/21/09 07:00pm    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians  301   

CC   APTSY 00:26:42 

 Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal 

Canadian Orchestra band leader, Al Pierson, GUY 

LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS III features 

archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 

performances. Pierson, an accomplished musician, 

composer, arranger, vocalist and bandleader, is 

dedicated to the distinctive style that made the Guy 

Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and 

imitated big bands of all time. The wraparounds offer 

anecdotes and factual tidbits about the band as well as 

the music.    TVG    

 

07:30pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By   102  (R) CC ST     Getting to 

Know You - Again     BBC   00:28:26 Although 38 years ago 

Lionel and Jean were young and in love, any thoughts of 

rekindling the romance seem absurd.  They have made 

vague promises to keep in touch, but there is some doubt 

as to whether they really will. 

     Repeat of 06/25/09 10:00pm   Next Air 06/28/09 

01:30am 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances    510   CC      The 

Hostess     BBC   00:29:08 Hyacinth may yet become the 

Barbara Cortland of the West Midland social scene. She 

aims to advise and educate the nation on gracious living, 

lit incandescently by their own candlelight suppers.   Next 

Air 06/28/09 02:00am 

 

08:30pm  

SDPB1   May to December   502  (R) CC      Baby Love   

BBC   00:29:15 Alec and Zoe are now the proud parents 

of baby Fleur.  But Alec has taken to parenthood too 

zealously for Zoe's liking.  Back at the office Jamie is 

putting on a brave face as the new partner. Repeat of 

06/24/09 10:00pm   Next Air 06/28/09 02:30am 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine   1609  (R)       Aladdin 

Gets On Your Wick   BBC   00:29:04 After seeing a man on 

a sailboard, Foggy has the idea of inventing a three-man 

version.     Repeat of 06/26/09 10:00pm   Next Air 06/28/09 

03:00am 

 

09:30pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show   1005  (R) CC ST     School Demo     

EPS   00:22:14 The men of Possum Lodge get to tear down 

the local Public School and have deep emotional 

reactions. Red converts an old car into a yard clock. All 

of the steaks go missing in a barbecue adventure. Red 

has a way to get more gas out of the tank using an 

enema bottle and a whoopee cushion. Red also has a 

handy tip explaining how to get two cars into the same 

parking spot. Cast: Steve Smith, Patrick McKenna, Bob 

Bainborough, Wayne Robson, Jeff Lumby, Joel Harris, Rick 

Green.    TVPG     Repeat of 06/22/09 10:00pm   Next Air 

06/28/09 03:30am 

 

09:54pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    925  (R) CC   

    June 22 - 28    WPBT  00:05:00 

     Repeat of 06/22/09 10:24pm   Next Air 06/28/09 

03:54am 

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum   707   CC      Snakebeard 

Jackson from Ribfest     LOCA  00:56:46 

   Next Air 06/28/09 04:00am 
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11:00pm  

SDPB1   Austin City Limits   3311H  7C ST     Crowded House   

PBSPL 00:56:46 Reunited after 12 years, New Zealand 

favorite Crowded House makes its first television 

appearance since the mid-90s supporting its new album 

Time On Earth.    TVPG    

 

Sun, 06/28/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker     812   CC ST DVS    Spanish Islands     

APT   00:56:46 Alex Riley explores the glorious Spanish 

Islands, visiting the Balearics off the coast of Spain and 

the Canary Islands near Africa. He begins on the 

millionaires' playground that is Mallorca and hops over to 

Ibiza, where he goes clubbing with the beautiful people 

and then winds down at a yoga resort. Alex next travels 

to Formentera, a sparsely populated island famous for 

mud baths and massive boats. He then visits the Canary 

Islands, starting with Gran Canaria where he revels at the 

festival of the Virgen del Rosario and explores the island's 

ancient caves. On Tenerife, Alex hikes up the Tiede 

volcano, Spain's highest peak, and later swims alongside 

a mother whale and her calves. He tries kite surfing in 

Fuerteventura and later tests his corralling skills at a goat 

rodeo.    TVG   Next Air 07/05/09 11:00pm 

 

01:00am  

SDPB1   Parklands of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher    103   

CC ST     Kansas & Missouri   NETA  00:26:46 

 Dan Kaercher, editor in chief of Midwest Living 

Magazine, explores the states of Missouri and Kansas. Dan 

rides his bike along the KATY Trail, the nation's longest 

completed rails to trails project, as it winds through 

Missouri,. Missouri is also known as the cave state and 

 Dan goes spelunking in one of the spooky caves there. In 

Kansas, Quivira National Wildlife Refuge makes a great 

bird watching destination. Dan spots some of the elusive 

residents of Prairie Dog State Park, also in Kansas. Join 

Dan on his journey through the Midwest.    TVG    

 

01:30am  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By   102  (R) CC ST     Getting to 

Know You - Again     BBC   00:28:26 Although 38 years ago 

Lionel and Jean were young and in love, any thoughts of 

rekindling the romance seem absurd.  They have made 

vague promises to keep in touch, but there is some doubt 

as to whether they really will. 

     Repeat of 06/27/09 07:30pm    

 

02:00am  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances    510  (R) CC      The 

Hostess     BBC   00:29:08 Hyacinth may yet become the 

Barbara Cortland of the West Midland social scene. She 

aims to advise and educate the nation on gracious living, 

lit incandescently by their own candlelight suppers. 

     Repeat of 06/27/09 08:00pm   Next Air 06/30/09 

10:00pm 

 

02:30am  

SDPB1   May to December   502  (R) CC    Baby Love   

BBC   00:29:15 

 Alec and Zoe are now the proud parents of baby Fleur.  

But Alec has 

 taken to parenthood too zealously for Zoe's liking.  Back 

at the office Jamie is putting on a brave face as the new 

partner.     Repeat of 06/27/09 08:30pm    

 

03:00am  

SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine   1609  (R)       Aladdin 

Gets On Your Wick   BBC   00:29:04 After seeing a man on 

a sailboard, Foggy has the idea of inventing three-man 

version.     Repeat of 06/27/09 09:00pm    

 

03:30am  

SDPB1   Red Green Show   1005  (R) CC ST     School Demo     

EPS   00:22:14 The men of Possum Lodge get to tear down 

the local Public School and have deep emotional 

reactions. Red converts an old car into a yard clock. All 

of the steaks go missing in a barbecue adventure. Red 

has a way to get more gas out of the tank using an 

enema bottle and a whoopee cushion. Red also has a 

handy tip explaining how to get two cars into the same 

parking spot. Cast: Steve Smith, Patrick McKenna Bob 

Bainborough, Wayne Robson, Jeff Lumby, Joel Harris, Rick 

Green. TVPG Repeat 6/27/09 9:30pm  

 

03:54am  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    925  (R) CC   

    June 22 - 28    WPBT  00:05:00 

     Repeat of 06/27/09 09:54pm    

 

04:00am  

SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum   707  (R) CC      

Snakebeard Jackson from Ribfest     LOCA  00:56:46     

Repeat of 06/27/09 10:00pm    

 

05:00am  

SDPB1   Dakota Life   1001  (R) CC   

    Artists In South Dakota     LOCA  00:26:00 Red Cloud Art 

Festival - Pine Ridge / Photographer Paul Schiller - 

 Sioux Falls / Painter Mi Young Lee - Sioux FallsRed Cloud 

School near Pine Ridge holds an annual huge Art Show 

with Native artists from the U.S. and Canada, including 

South Dakota. It attracts over 10,000 visitors every 

summer, including international people. It has helped 

 artists from many different tribes to launch careers in 

art.Paul Schiller is a photographer out of Sioux Falls. He 

does some amazing work with macro photography. He 

and his wife started a company called, "Acts of 

Nature".Mi Young Lee is an accomplished painter and 

 exhibiting artist. She is also an Adjunct Assistant Professor 

at the University of South Dakota Department of Art.  Her 

studio is located in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.     Repeat of 

06/19/09 09:30pm    

 

05:30am  

SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson   139   CC ST 

DVS    Winter Fun   APTEX 00:27:15 Freeze water into an icy 

sun catcher to hang from a tree, an ice decanter for 

beverages and more. Donna makes ice-cube paints and 

creates colorful sculptures from ice and hot glue. In the 

kitchen, she makes pretzel hearts and chocolate-dipped 

spoons and strawberries, and drizzles chocolate into the 
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shape of a bowl. Design a magic greeting card for 

someone special.    TVG    

 

10:30am  

SDPB1   Foreign Exchange   524  (R) CC ST     APTEX 

00:26:46 

     Repeat of 06/28/09 03:30am   Next Air 06/29/09 

06:00am 

 

11:00am  

SDPB1   McLaughlin Group     2726   CC      APT   00:27:30    

TVRE   Next Air 06/28/09 07:30pm 

 

11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One     2504   CC      

APT   00:27:30 

    TVG   Next Air 07/01/09 06:00am 

 

12:00pm  

SDPB1   Closer to Truth   105  (R) CC ST     How Are Brains 

Structured?   EPS   00:26:46 As far as we know, brains are 

the most highly organized matter in the universe. How 

they make their magic is just astonishing.    TVG   Repeat 

of 06/04/09 12:30pm    

 

12:30pm  

SDPB1   Native Report     412H  7C ST DVS    WDSE  00:26:46    

TVG    

 

01:00pm  

SDPB1   Wilderness Plots: Songs and Stories of the Prairie    

000   CC ST  

    APTEX 00:56:46 The collected tales within the book 

Wilderness Plotscapture the hardships, ironies and 

aspirations of early pioneer life in the Ohio Valley. It also 

captured the imagination of folk singer and songwriter 

Tim Grimm and fellow musicians Carrie Newcomer, Krista 

Detor, Michael White and Tom Roznowski who began 

writing songs inspired by Scott Russell Sanders' stories. Their 

innovative venture resulted in a genre- blending stage 

show. By turns romantic, tragic, elegiac and comic, 

WILDERNESS PLOTS: SONGS AND STORIES OF THE PRAIRIE 

features performances, as well as readings by Sanders, 

recorded in the historic Mitchell Opera House. Intimate 

interviews allow each artist to offer insight into their work, 

their perspectives, and their love for music, songwriting 

and history.   TVG    

 

02:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova     3507H (R) 7C ST DVS 

    Ape Genius   PBS   00:56:46 

 The great apes - which include chimps, orangutans, 

gorillas and 

 bonobos - seem to have rich emotional lives similar to our 

own. But just how smart are these animals? A new 

generation of investigators is revealing the secret mental 

lives of great apes; our evolutionary next- of-kin are 

turning out to be far smarter than most experts ever 

imagined. But just as clever experiments are exposing the 

extraordinary abilities of great apes, new research is 

redefining the mental talents of our own species. 

Scientists are at last zeroing in on what separates us from 

our closest living relatives.    TVPG     Repeat of 06/23/09 

08:00pm    

 

03:00pm  

SDPB1   Inside    103H  7C ST  

    Speed Week   PBS   00:56:46 It's one of the flattest 

places in North America - a giant expanse of salt so vast 

the curvature of the earth is visible. From bullet-shaped 

streamliners to other handcrafted contraptions, 

thousands of hot- rodders come to the salt flats of 

Bonneville with one mission in mind: to go as fast as their 

wheels will allow.    TVG    

 

04:00pm  

SDPB1   America's Heartland   410   CC ST     APTEX 

00:26:46 

 Host Paul Ryan takes us to the Kansas City Farmers 

Market, a historic market that brings food direct from the 

farm to consumers. We visit with a young Illinois couple 

starting a farm career thanks to a 

 growing demand for goats. Reporter Jason salads travels 

to Wisconsin where cheese makers are finding new 

demand for unusual flavors. Reporter Sarah Gardner 

takes us to Vermont where one farmer brings local food 

from the field to his very unusual diner.    TVG   Next Air 

07/04/09 12:30am 

 

04:30pm  

SDPB1   Equitrekking   203   CC ST  

    Iceland     APTEX 00:26:46 

 From hot pots to horse drives, we experience the smooth 

gait of the Icelandic horses on rides with farmers and an 

Icelandic champion rider, traveling to lava fields, lakes 

and waterfalls. Riding through the varied landscapes of 

Iceland is truly an otherworldly experience. We 

 begin our journey with a short lesson in how to ride the 

small, but mighty Icelandic horse, before trekking on 

horseback through the lava fields and over the diverse 

terrain that the Icelandic horse is bred to conquer. 

Viewers learn about the history and personality of this 

intelligent, good-natured horse, upon which Icelanders 

have depended throughout history. We explore the 

special five gaits that these pure- bred Viking Horses can 

master, including the smooth, glide of the tolt. Traveling 

with local farmers, we take a traditional, fast-paced horse 

 drive, as we drive a herd of fifty horses to Gullfoss, 

Iceland's "Golden Waterfalls." Next, we ride through a 

stunning area of deep red pseudocraters that are more 

than 4600 years old with Iceland's most famous rider, 

nicknamed Diddi or the Golden Rider. Finally, we check 

out the thriving nightlife in colorful, downtown Reykjavik. 

Rich history and wonderful culture are all part of the 

adventures in Iceland, the Pearl of the North.    TVG    

 

05:00pm  

SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe   506   CC ST     Vienna and 

the Danube   APTEX 00:26:46 For centuries, Vienna was 

the crown jewel of the rich and powerful Habsburg 

Empire. A century after that empire's fall, the Viennese 

appreciates their imperial legacy as a cultural wellspring 

and an excuse to live in style. We'll take in the city's 

wealth of elegant gardens, great art and fine music. Then 

we'll explore the city's 
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 surroundings, with a trip along the romantic Danube 

River and a hike 

 up to the breathtakingly Baroque Melk Abbey.    TVG   

Next Air 07/15/09 12:30am 

 

05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nature Adventures     102   CC      Preserving, 

Conserving, & Restoring Our Land    IND   00:26:46 

 This episode takes us to Aberdeen, SD to visit Moccasin 

Creek and check up on the clean up project that 

NorthWestern Energy has been conducting, in an 

attempt to reclaim the creek and restore it to improve 

conditions to safe levels for our environment. We also visit 

the Black Hills Region, where we are taken on an 

expedition to track and collar a mountain lion with John 

Kanta and several others from the South Dakota Game, 

Fish and Parks. We learn all about the collaring process, 

and how it works, why they do it, and what we can learn 

from it. 

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1002   7C ST     Tampa, Fl - 

Hour 2   PBS   00:56:46 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW's second 

hour from Tampa, Florida, finds host Mark Walberg and 

appraiser Leila Dunbar at the Tournament Players Club of 

 Tampa Bay to address a range of golf collectibles. At the 

Tampa Convention Center, appraisers take a swing at 

some ace finds, including two outstanding pieces of 

Marblehead art pottery dating back to 1910; a collection 

of colorful pre-war German and Japanese character 

canes used as carnival prizes; and a set of Sioux artifacts - 

including a pair of breastplate decorations worn by the 

Sioux nation's most powerful chiefs in the 1870s; and an 

original copy of the first book ever printed in Wyoming, 

with an auction value of $100, 000 to $15 0,000.    TVG    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show   1143   CC      Caribbean 

Cruise    OETA  00:57:45 The whole gang climbs aboard 

an ocean liner for a cruise through sunny, Southern 

waters, with Ava Barber singing "Love Boat," and Bobby 

and Elaine following up with a dance to the "Love Boat 

Theme." Guy & Ralna perform "I Can't Stop Loving You." 

Baritone Jim Turner sings "Marianne" and The Aldridge 

Sisters and The Otwell Twins are "Feelin' Groovy," and 

Kathie Sullivan sings a soulful "How Deep Is The Ocean. 

"Guest: Arthur Duncan   Next Air 07/04/09 06:00pm 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nature   2304H  7C ST  

    Encountering Sea Monsters   PBS   00:56:46 Science 

fiction writers have come up with strange depictions of 

alien life, but nothing to rival creatures with a beak like a 

parrot, no bones, three hearts, blue blood, skin that can 

change colors and arms growing out of lips. Scientists call 

them cephalopods (squid and 

 octopus); they inhabit a world where cannibalism is a 

daily practice, mating can involve amputation, trickery is 

rife and size means everything - and nothing. Viewers 

follow a cameraman into the abyss and share his 

adventures with the planet's most cryptic and clever 

monsters.    TVPG    

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Masterpiece Mystery!     3919Z  7C ST DVS    Poirot: 

Mrs. McGinty's Dead     PBS   01:26:46 

 David Suchet ("Henry VIII," "The Way We Live Now") 

returns to his signature role as suave Belgian supersleuth 

Hercule Poirot in two new mysteries based on the novels 

by Agatha Christie. Whether he's on holiday abroad, 

taking a countryside break or simply going about his 

business near his central London home, Poirot finds 

himself exercising his "little grey cells" by helping police 

investigate crimes and murders, whether they ask for his 

help or not.Mrs. McGinty was killed by a brutal blow to 

the head, and her lodger James Bentley (Joe Absolom, 

"EastEnders") is sentenced to hang for the murder. As 

Poirot joins forces with famed crime novelist Ariadne 

Oliver (ZoÃ« Wanamaker, Harry Potter) to save Bentley 

from the gallows, he doesn't realize his own life is in 

danger. The cast includes Amanda Root ("The Forsyte 

Saga," "Persuasion").    TVPG    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   Fort Niagara: The Struggle for a Continent    000H  

7C ST     PBS   00:26:46 The story of Fort Niagara is the story 

of a struggle for a continent. For over 150 years, four 

nations struggled to control this strategic point at the 

mouth of the Niagara River, and thus control the critical 

water artery it protected. But the fort is not only unique for 

its 

 history, it is unique for its longevity. Visitors to the site 

today can still explore one of North America's largest 

collections of original 18th century military architecture -- 

tangible reminders of the fort's important past. Rare 

archival footage, expert commentaries and spectacular 

videography of the fort itself come together in brilliant 

High-Definition to create a program that is a must for 

 anyone interested in the story of North America.    TVPG    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker     811  (R) CC ST DVS    Morocco     

APT   00:56:46 

 Ian Wright travels to this country of stark desert, high 

mountain ranges and some of the most richly cultured 

cities in the world, beginning his journey in the port of 

Tangier. He hitchhikes to the walled city of Fez, the most 

complete medieval city in the Arab world, where he 

spends a day exploring the Medina and winding back 

alleys before heading for the hammam and a brisk 

Moroccan massage. On a motorbike, he follows the 

Route of 1000 Kasbahs, an ancient caravan trail that runs 

out to the desert. He encounters a sandstorm while on a 

two-day camel trek and later attempts a climb up Mount 

Toubkal, the highest mountain in North Africa. 

    TVG   Repeat of 06/21/09 12:00am    

 

Mon, 06/29/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Washington Week   4851  (R) 7C ST     PBS   

00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/26/09 07:00pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   BBC World News This Week   113178   CC ST KCET  

00:26:46  TVRE    
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05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29076 7C ST  PBS  

00:26:46    TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9460H  7C ST  PBS   

00:56:46    TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow    1003   7C ST     Tampa, Fl - 

Hour 3   PBS   00:56:46 In the third and final hour from 

Tampa, Florida, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark 

Walberg steps right up to the Ringling Circus Museum in 

Sarasota, Florida, where appraisers Noel Barrett and 

Nicholas Lowry amaze and astound with displays of circus 

toys and posters. Back at the Tampa Convention Center, 

appraisers juggle an array of treasures, including a 1750s 

classic black walnut Philadelphia dressing table; a 1 900s 

Tabriz carpet woven in the classical style of the late 16th 

and early 17th centuries; and a second painting by 

acclaimed 19th-century marine artist James E. 

Buttersworth - an earlier work than the Buttersworth 

featured in the first hour from Tampa - that could draw $8 

0,000 to $100,000 at auction.   TVG    

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   History Detectives    702#  7C ST     PBS   00:56:46 

Manhattan Project Â¬- A contributor is certain that his 

father worked on the Manhattan Project during World 

War II. His father refused to talk about his war assignment, 

except to say that he sold his patent to the U.S. 

government for a single dollar. Along with the patent, the 

contributor has a letter from the Atomic Energy 

Commission stating that his father's patent had been 

declassified. Was this invention used to build the atomic 

bomb? To find out, HISTORY DETECTIVES host Wes Cowan 

travels to Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and discovers a plan to 

hide atomic secrets in plain sight.Galleon Shipwreck - A 

woman in Portland, Oregon, has a large chunk of what 

she believes is very old beeswax. This 23-pound block, 

dug up on the northern Oregon coast in the late 1930s, 

seems to have been deliberately carved with strange 

markings. For centuries, ships carried beeswax on trade 

routes from the Far East to the American Pacific Coast. 

Could this beeswax have been cargo on a legendary 

ship that foundered more then 300 years ago? And what 

do those odd markings mean? HISTORY DETECTIVES host 

Elyse Luray goes to the Bee Lab at Oregon State 

University to decipher where the beeswax came from 

and visits an archaeologist in Olympia, Washington, to 

track which ship may have brought it to the Oregon 

coast.Creole Poems - A HISTORY DETECTIVES fan from 

Chicago recently unearthed a French manuscript rolled 

in a cardboard tube. "Duplessis, " his great-grandmother's 

mother-in-laws surname, is jotted in a margin, and 

"Rouzan," his grandmother's maiden name, appears at 

the bottom of another page. No one in the family knows 

anything about it, but the contributor, who reads a little 

French, thinks he has a collection of love poems, possibly 

written to one of his relatives. What is this? And why has 

his family kept it for 160 years? The 

 questions lead HISTORY DETECTIVES host Gwendolyn 

Wright to New Orleans and to a piece of family history the 

contributor had never known.   TVPG-L     

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Make 'em Laugh: The Funny Business of America 

102#  7C ST  Breadwinners and Homemakers: Honey, I'm 

Home!   PBS   00:56:46 The domestic farce may be the 

most American of comic concepts. The moment that 

Burns and Allen admitted to their radio audience that 

they were a married couple, a tradition of laughter on 

the home front began. Groundbreaking television sitcoms 

like "The Goldbergs," "I Love Lucy," "The Honeymooners," 

"The Dick Van Dyke Show," "All in the Family," "The Cosby 

Show," "Roseanne," "Seinfeld" and "The Simpsons" reflect 

the ongoing changes at home and in the workplace. 

Sitcoms continue to be a consistent and hilarious 

barometer of American gender roles and attitudes 

toward racism and politics.    TV14    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Red Green Show   1006   CC ST     Change Will Do 

You Good     EPS   00:22:14 The guys use Winston's septic 

truck to pump all the coins out of the town wishing well. 

Red makes a huge Swiss army knife out of a couple of 

windsurfing boards. Walter and Bill have a big adventure 

with water rockets. Red devises a way to enter your 

garage at high speed safely. Red also designs a way to 

turn auto accessories on by just looking at them. Animal 

Control Officer Ed Frid brings a possum in and tries to 

 find out if it's just playing dead. Cast: Steve Smith, Patrick 

McKenna, Bob Bainborough, Wayne Robson, Jeff Lumby, 

Joel Harris, Rick Green, Jerry Schaefer. 

 

10:24pm  

SDPB1   Star Gazer    926   CC  June 29 - July 5    WPBT  

00:05:00 

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23180   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46  

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose    15131   7C ST  

    PBSPL 00:56:46   TVRE    

 

Tue, 06/30/2009 

 

12:00am  

SDPB1   Worldfocus   1191  (R) CC ST  

    APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE     Repeat of 06/29/09 10:30pm    

 

12:30am  

SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions   202   CC      

Curacao     APTEX 00:27:12 The capital city of Willemstad 

is like a mini-Amsterdam transported to a tropical climate. 

The coral reefs that surround the island have made it an 

important destination for divers.  The beaches have 

made it an important destination for vacationers. 

Experience the extraordinary ethnic mix of people that 

have formed the island*s traditions.    TVG    
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05:30pm  

SDPB1   Nightly Business Report     29077   7C ST PBS   

00:26:46   TVRE    

 

06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9461H  7C ST PBS   

00:56:46  TVRE    

 

07:00pm  

SDPB1   Garden Line   2610   CC   

    LOCA  00:56:46 

 

08:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova     3610Z  7C ST DVS 

    Musical Minds   PBS   00:56:10 

 NOVA investigates the extraordinary impact music can 

have on the human brain, through the case studies from 

neurologist Dr. Oliver Sacks' latest book Musicophilia. We 

travel around the globe to meet people like Tony Cicoria, 

who was struck by lightning and was suddenly inspired to 

become a pianist; and Matt Giordano, who uses 

drumming to alleviate his severe Tourettes. NOVA even 

peers deep into the brain of Dr. Sacks himself, in a rare 

glimpse of what makes minds musical. TVPG Next Air 

07/05/09 2:00pm 

 

09:00pm  

SDPB1   Nova Sciencenow   401Z  7C ST DVS    Series 4, 

Episode 1     PBS   00:56:46 Breakthroughs in the 

engineering of artificial diamonds; the science that went 

into solving the deadly post - 9/11 anthrax attacks and 

the ingenious technique researchers developed to 

pinpoint the source; "AutoTune," the controversial 

computer pitch-correction software that turns sour notes 

into sweet ones; and a profile of computer scientist Luis 

von Ahn. 

    TVG    

 

10:00pm  

SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances    510  (R) CC      The 

Hostess     BBC   00:29:08 Hyacinth may yet become the 

Barbara Cortland of the West Midland social scene. She 

aims to advise and educate the nation on gracious living, 

lit incandescently by their own candlelight suppers.     

Repeat of 06/28/09 02:00am    

 

10:30pm  

SDPB1   BBC World News   23181   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46    

TVRE    

 

11:00pm  

SDPB1   P.O.V.   2202Z  7C ST  

    Beyond Hatred   PBS   01:26:46 

 In September 2002, three skinheads were roaming a park 

in Rheims, 

 France, looking to "do an Arab," when they settled for a 

gay man 

 instead. Twenty-nine-year-old Francois Chenu fought 

back fiercely, but he was beaten unconscious and 

thrown into a river, where he drowned. This film is the story 

of the crime's aftermath; above all, of the 

 Chenu family's brave and heartrending struggle to seek 

justice while trying to make sense of such pointless 

violence and unbearable loss. With remarkable dignity, 

they fight to transcend hatred and the 

 inevitable desire for revenge.TVPG-L     

 

 

 


